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A general purpose computer program was developed for the prediction of
vehicle interior noise.
	 This program, named VIN, has both modal and
statistical energy analysis capabilities for structural/acoustic interaction
- analysis.	 The analytical models and their computer implementation were
verified through simple test cases with well-defined experimental results.
The model was also applied in a Space Shuttle payload bay launch acoustics
prediction study. 	 The computer program
	 will process large and small
problems with equal efficiency because all arrays are dynamically sized by
program input variables at run time. 	 A data base can be built and easily
accessed for design studies.
	 The data base significantly reduces the
computational costs of such studies by allowing the reuse of the still-valid
calculated parameters of previous iterations.	 Given accurate structural and
acoustic response and exterior acoustic field data, the program will yield
reliable	 results.	 The	 problem
	 facing	 the	 program	 user	 will	 be	 the
determination of the input data.
	 Except for the most simple cases, finite
element or experimental structural data will probably be needed for the
modal analysis portion of the program.
	 The acoustic component mode
synthesis capability of the program makes the determination of the modal
analysis range acoustic response less of a problem.
	 For the SEA model, the
estimation of the statistical energy analysis parameters, such as the joint
acceptance, is required. 	 The joint acceptance includes or is implicitly
coupled with structural mode shape information, structural modal density,
and external (and internal) pressure distribution estimation.
	 The combined
complexity of these factors usually limit the SEA method to rough design
trend studies or a post-test semiempirical modeling role.
	 In any case, the
general purpose program VIN provides the framework needed to make use of









Throughout their operational life, space vehicle structures and payloads are subject to
severe dynamic excitation. This excitation stems primarily from two sources: acoustic
noise or fluctuating pressures associated with rocket engine exhaust flow or turbulent
d boundary layer flow in flight and direct mechanical excitation caused by thrust ?
aj oscillations, turbomachinery, control thrusters, and so forth.
	 The operational Space
:i
. Shuttle program brings with it a high .launch rate and stringent reliability requirements
associated with equipment reusability along with an increase in the sophistication and
t
f
complexity of the payloads.
	 To ensure the operational integrity of the structure and
payloads (as well as crew safety), it is mandatory that the dynamic environments be
accurately estimated for use as design criteria and in the establishment of test
t requirements.
u The overall objective of this study was to extend and implement the technology base in p
the definition of the response environment for aerospace structures, the internal
ti
wi
acoustic fields, and the resultant effect on payloads, directed toward the establishment n
of system reliability.
	 Considerations include the material and geometric characteris-
s
tics of the internal volume and the influence of other payloads within the volume, the b
effect of subvolumes and the structural influence of noise feedback.
	 The prediction
1
techniques developed were implemented on a digital computer and optimized to handle
} geometry changes, source variations, and other pertinent parameters.
	 Both modal
analysis and statistical energy analysis techniques are available in the general-purpose,
1
user-oriented computer program for vehicle interior noise (VIN) prediction.
The contents of this report are as follows:
Section 2, Modal Analysis. The discrete modal analytical models and special
A`	 mathematical techniques used in VIN are presented.	 l
r.
Section 3, Statistical Energy Analysis. The statistical energy analysis model used





Section 4, Computer Program. The computer program 's organization, structure,
capabilities, and limitations are described in detail.
Section 5, Computer Program Verification. The accuracies of the analytical'
YO
models and computer implementation of the models is established for certain
classes of vehicle interior noise problems. I
Section 6, Computer Program User 's Manual. A section of stand-alone capability.
It provides the VIN user with all the information needed to exercise the program.
Section 7, Environmental Prediction. Comparisons of VIN predictions of Space
3 >^ u
Shuttle internal payload bay acoustic levels to OV101 acoustic test data and


















A relatively recent state-of-the-art review, entitled "Master Plan for Prediction of
Vehicle Interior Noise,"(' ) listed over 160 references in its annotated bibliography.
Most of the references presented a procedure for noise prediction and/or reported the
results of experiment. These noise prediction procedures range from simplistic to
unworkable in terms of degree of sophistication and information required for implemen-
tation. A thorough study of methodologies indicated that the basic analytical
development by E. H. Dowell (2) provides the simplest and most versatile modal analysis
formulation available for low-to medium-frequency structural/acoustic interaction
problems of the enclosed cavity type. The acoustic portion of the model is based on
Green's theorem in conjunction with small perturbation acoustical relationships. The
structure is represented by standard linear relationships with differential pressure
across the structural wall as the driving force. Further derivation of the model, which
includes normal mode mathematical techniques, results in a set of two coupled
differential equations. This coupling occurs because the internal cavity pressure
modifies the driving force on the structure. The technique also includes the effects of
mass and damping for both the structure and the sound field. An attractive aspect of
the formulation is that the differential equations require only "hardwall" acoustic
modes and "in vacuo" structural modes. The following is a complete derivation of the
modal analytical model used in VIN beginning with a glossary of terms.
Model Derivation
Glossary of Terms	 j
f
Aa = area of the absorbing surface
• f = area of flexible boundary
Ar	area of rigid boundary	 1
c	 = speed of sound in fluid medium
y
Cnr = absorption coupling coefficient







Lmn = structural-acoustic coupling term
M	 = structural mass per unit area
Mm = structural generalized mass
y	 ,.g
Mn	 = acoustic generalized mass
N	 = normal to surface
l
p	 = perturbation pressure i
pe	= external perturbation pressure on cavity wall
Pn	 = coefficient to acoustic normal mode expansion f
qm	 = generalized displacement n
G^1 =
m
generalized external blocked pressure 3
Qm = generalized internal cavity pressure n
Qm = generalized external pressure
t	 = time
V	 = volume of cavity







x	 = position in space (x, y, z)
Za	 = acoustic impedance of cavity walls
Om 	= structural normal mode shape
.h
P	 = density of fluid medium
Summary of Basic Relations Used in Model Derivation •^	 .38
p(xo, t) = Pc2
	Pn(t)Fn(xo)/Mn
N







OF {'U011. ^^ ti^ 8










= VA  f Fn(xo) Om(xo)dAa
A 
_ - f pe(xo, t) Jim(xo)dA
A 
1/(Pc2V) f p(xo, t)Fn(x0W
V
2.1 Basic Model Derivation




Representation of the vehicle acoustics begins with the wave equation for small
pressure perturbations:




`—'	 Momentum equation on the flexible boundary:
aP(xo, t)	 a w(x , t)
ON' _ - P	 2	 on A f	 (2)
at
Momentum equation on the rigid boundary:
ap(x , t)
_	
aN — = 0 on Ar	(3)












The rigid wall normal mode solutions of equation 1:
p(xo, t) = Fn(x0Wi Co t; n = 0, 1, 2, 3 9 ...,	 (4)
where Fn has the properties:
v2 Fn(xo) _ - (Wn/c) Fn(xo)	 (5)
OFn(xo)
= 0 on A Af + Ar
	(6)
IN f Fr(x0)Fn(x0W = 0; On	 (7)
= Ma; r=n
Using Green's identity, which relates the surface integral to the volume integral of a
bounded volume, the motion of the boundary can be related to the response of the
volume.
ORIGIMM.
AYBreak equation 8 into parts:	 OF ruuH ULN
4'Fn(xO)
(xo, t)VIF (x )dV -	 (k )v2 o ^ OP(x dV 	P(X01 t) -fp	 n 0 fF n 0	 f	 aN dA
V	 v	 A
ap(x 0 , 0
F (x0 	 ON 	 dA	 (11)f n 
A
Using equations 1, 2, 5, and 6 in equation 11, one obtains
a 
2 
P( 0, t)	 2
n 0
F (x	 2	 pdV -	 (x t) n Fn (x0) dVv	 a t	 f2	 0	 e 2	 )(
2
a w(xo, 0f F n (x 0)	 2	 dA.	 (12)49 t
A
Taking constants out of the integrals:
2













Fn (x0 dA	 (13)2f 
A
Substitute definitions 9 and 10 into 13:
2	 2







An absorbent wall can be accounted for using the point impedance concept:











ORIGINAL PACE M	 ^ r
OF, POOR QUALITV
a	 -
Apply the momentum equation:
a P(xo, t)





2	 on A 	 (16)
i
From equation 15,
a2 W(xo, t)	 1	 ap(xo, t) (	 )at2 	 Za	 at	 g
Substitute equation 17 into 16:
ap(xo, t)	 1	 a p(xo, t)
aN	 = -P Za
	 at	 (18) k
c	 t
Substitute equation 18 into equation 8, and solve equation 8 as before to obtain
a2 Pn(t) Aa	 C	 aP	 2nr	 r(t)	 a	 -Af a2Wa(t)
PC E(
at2 	 V	 r	 Ma	 at	 n n 	 V	 at2
r
where
F (x )F (x)






















OF P00 t^ cuzv
The right-hand side of equation 19 can be expressed in normal mode form; let the wall
deflection be expressed in series form:
t
W(xo, t)	 qm(t) om(xo)
	 (22)
m
The modal functions iim(xo) are defined over the region A  with properties
determined by the structure.
4 Recall equation 10:
I
Wn(t) = 1/Af	 f w(xo , t) Fn(xo) dAf
Ar
n Substitute equation 22 into equation 10 to obtain i
Wn(t) = 1 A
	 qm(t) 0 (xo) Fn(xo) dAf (23)
s^ Af	 m
R
Extract the time term from the integrals: t
r.
Wn(t) = 1 /Af 	 qm(t)	 f Vim (xo) Fn(xo) dAf (24) 3
M,	 Af
Define
r,	 m Lnm - 1/Af J om(xo) F n(xo) dA f (25)
1
Then




















at 2	 V 
PC	







(28)V	 nm at 2
m
Equation 28 is a differential equation 'in time only and represents the acoustics of a
volume bounded by a structure. The structure can be represented by a linear partial
differential equation of the form
2
a w(x , t)0	 eS 
w 
(x 0 , t) + F 
d + M	
2	 P(X 0, t) - p (x0 , t)	 (29)
at
S	 linear differential operator representing structural stiffness.









M- 1	 structural inertial force per unit area.
2
P(X 0, t)	 internal cavity pressure.
(x
p
e 0, t)	 external cavity pressure.
For simplicity, one can assume the structural modes, co
m
 are normal in vacuo modes
satisfying the eigenvalue problem:
2
S 0	 Ni	 (x	 0,	 (30)m(x0) 
	 m 0 m
with




is the m-th structural natural frequency and 	 its associated normal mode.
m	 m
10
¢G N a R
	
y	 Substitute equation 22 into 2.9:




gm(t) m(xo) } Cm(xo) at
	r	 m	 m
a29m(t)




Sq (t) + C	
a qm(t) 
+ M a 
gm(t)	
'A (x) = p(x , t) - Pe(x , t)	 (33)
	
m	 at	
at2	 m o	 0	 0m




Substitute into equation 33:I
r C	 agm(t)	 8 gm (t)
M(cj(t)
  + —	 +m
2 q m	 M	 at	 at m o	 0	 p
e 
0
O	 (x) _ p(x , t) -
	
(x , t)	 (35)
^	 t
m




C	 egm (t)	 82g2	 m(t)w q (t)+ .0 	+—	 M	 =
m m	 NI	 a	 ate	 m





















Substitute equation 21 into equation 37 for Qm(t):
F(x










n Mn	 A f








Substitute equation 40 into equation 36 to obtain the desired form for the structural
equation: u	 t
v	 1
2	 C dgm (t)	 a2gm(t)	 `I
^mgIn + M
	 at + at2	 Mm
n,
P (t)L





In summary, the vehicle interior noise problem can be modeled by a set of coupled
differential equations, one describing the acoustic response (equation 28) and one
	
:.












r	 a	 at + con Pn(t) ,.r
r
	Structural Equation: 	 uk' FOOR QUALIly
2q	 a q (t)












nm + Qe (t)P	 a	 m
n	 Ma
Given some external pressure field or point force on the structure Q e
m
 (t), the equations
can be solved by any standard method to obtain P
n
 (t). With P
n
 (t), the internal pressure
at a point or the average internal pressure can be calculated. Recall equation 21:
P (t) F (x




The space-averaged pressure squared over the vehicle structure at time, t, is calculated
by






2 E Pn (t) F n (x 0)	 2	 Pn (t) F n (x 0)
V fP c 	 PC	 dVa	 a






P C	 n n	
1 f (xa a	 V	 n)F0 n' (x 0 )dV


























2.1.2	 Frequency Domain Equations




 (t)	 PMe- 	 dwf (43)n



















ddwfa t 	 m
-00
2q	 (t)
m	 = fM	 2—	 -icot 




ORIC-mv,%'^. v, 1, ^
OF PoOR Q - "' -` "
00
e	 5e(x 






Substitute these relations into the time domain differential equations:
C ra.	 + 




f	 2 —L	 a) q	 e-'Nt dco
	 0






(,,2 Af	 L-RT	 (0j)	 j^bl(oj)) e-' 6t dco	 0 (47)a	 n	 n
n	 M
n
If equations 45 and 46 are to hold, the integrands must be equal to zero. Hence,
Acoustic frequency domain equation:
^7
2
A	 C	 2)	 Af
(02	 aPc	 nr	 + w a	 M	 L	 w2v (48)n	 n	 v	 nm	 Inr NP	 m
r
Structural frequency domain equation:
M	 2	 C	 (Oi+(0 2 ) q	 (co)	 P(.2 Af	








ORIGINAL PA' rr u:
OF POOR fvL9AUT f;
If one is interested in the acoustic pressure inside the structure, equations 48 and 49
can be combined to eliminate g m(a)). From equation 48:
_^-.


















— bl2	 'nnQm + P c Af	 ^i Pn(w)a
_	 n	 N
nq(w) =m	 2	 2 (51)Mm - (0- 2^m wm u,i + oj
where
2^wm	=	 Viscous damping model (52) ¢!	 ^_
x
il
`. Q bl	 = Generalized force (understood function of w}M ^-..
Substitute equation 51 into 50 and changing the summation index n in equation 51 to s
to avoid confusion with the index in equation 50.
`
Pn(w} -	 V Lnm ^2	Qml+ Pc2	
L
Af	 sa-c^i Ps(c^)


















 - F 2 ^nr con w' + ^n
r
(54)
?"M(6,) = Mm (- co - 4m c` In cji + cam 1
Equation 53 becomes




sm+ Pc2 Af	 wi Ps
	
/TM(IW)) /1 n (0)) 	 (55)	 j
s	
s
Solution of this equation involves a set of "n" equations and "n" unknowns. The coupled
v
nature of the solution is, as previously discussed, caused by the effect of the internal
4 :
	
	 cavity pressure on the structural response of the cavity wall. Equation 55 can be made
	 ±'.
more clear by the following expansion: z
; o ,
	 2
P (ev) _	 Af 
Lnm,c`' (Q ml + PC Af Lom wi Po(w)






+ Pct Af la' cji P 1 (cv) + Pc2 Af 2a c^i P2(cv)	 i.
M 1	 M2




4	 + ... + Pct











P (w) I'(w)	 Af Lnmw Q bl + Pct A	 Lsm wi P ()n	 n	 m V ?^^ m	 f s ► N1a 	 s
s
+	 A 	 Lnm Pct A Lnm wi P (w)	 (57)
m	 V Tm((')	 f . Ma	 nF
n

















Lnmw Q bl + Pc t
 A	 Lsm wi P (w)	 - m
m V 7m	 m	 f	
iVla	 s	 i a tspn(w) =	
2	 (59)





	Qibl + Pc2Af	 Lsm
w i P (w)
M 	 Tm ( ).. FnO	 s#n MS	 s	 !
P	 =
y
n(w)	 2	 2	 (60)
	
Af Lnm w	 Pc A Lf nrn wi 4


















C  Af sm wi
,,a
L
Knm = PC  Af nam wiNIn
Hence,
t.:




Equation 61 can be used to generate the set of simultaneous frequency domain
equations required to solve closed cavity problems in which the effect of the internal
	
ti	 sound field on the motion of the structure is significant.
	 a
x1 When the acoustoelastic coupling is negligible, the problem solution becomes much







Substitute equation 62 into equation 51:
^r
_	
A L w2 — blf nm	 m
n^..	




OF POOR QUAL11 V
Using the definition of Inm (equation 60),
Pn(W) - E Inm Q ml
m
Hence, the solution for each mode "n" consists of a single equation when the effect of
the cavity pressure on the wall motion can be neglected. In either case, once Pn(cu) has





(W) F(xo)2	 Pn	 np(x , w)	 =	 Pc





Equation 65 yields the pressure at a point and at a single frequency. Other quantities of a
interest are the space -averaged pressure squared at a frequency and the space-
averaged, band-limited pressure squared. The mean square pressure is




Recall equation 65s g	 ^!
E•
2	 P(w) F(xn	 n a)P(x, ^)	 PC
Y1 
x °	 n	 1VIn
Then








a	 Fn(xa) Fn,(xo) (67)an	 nt	 Mn Mn,
Space average	 <







<p2(x , ^)\ _ E F 1 P 2 c 4 
Pn(w) Pnfi(^) 1	 f Fn(xo) Fnt(xo)dV	 (69)
.	 ° l	 n n' 2	 Mn Mn
	 V VJ
fi	 r'
Because of the orthogonality of the normal modes F n(xo), equation 69 reduces to
ra
<
2	 P2c4	 Pn(4)) P (CO)n
	
p (xo, W)	 _	
2	 &	 (70)
i	 n	 Mn
To obtain space-averaged, band-limited pressure squared, simply apply integration
techniques over the band of interest.
s
	2	 _	 2 4 Pn(w) I'n(^)(x f ^)>	 -	 1/2 P c	 dw	 (71)<P
° band	 n	 Ma
band	
n z
In the case of a deterministic external pressure field, equations 65, 70, and 71 can be
	
'	 r
solved. However, if the external pressure field must be considered ranc'Qm, further
derivation is required to adapt the equations to accept external pressure field
	
4
	 information in that form. One method of developing probability descriptions of random
u	 k
	variables is through the use of the expected value:
	 I
{




where x- denotes a random variable
_	 -	 fi
fX(x) - density of the random variable x
	 f
f In the case of Fourier transformed data, the random variables are functions of co based
s . -	 on a sample length T. Recall equation 70 (the space-averaged pressure squared).
	
P * (CO) P (CO)	 1













Take the expected value of both sides:
1
E ^p2(xo , w) > J




E P*( a))!; 	 (w)C n	 M	 C
n
Let
Sp(w)	 = E [<P 2  (xW w) >1
SP (w)	 =	 E [Pn((J) Pn(w)j -°4
n
When the effect of the internal pressure on the cavity structure is negligible, S P (w)
f:	 t
F
can be calculated. n
Pn(W) 




K P*(w)	 _	 I*r - p (x' , w) o (x' )dA'n	 ns	 J (75) -	 `Io	 s	 os	 At
Then 1
Pn(w)pn(w)	 ^,	 Inslnm J fpe*(x,o,  w)pe(xo, w)VS(x'o) Vim (xo)dAdA' (76) k
s	 m	 A' A r
Take the expected value of equation 76
1
E rp*(w)Pn	 n (w)] 	 I*ns I	 [pe*(x'w)pe(x,^ ►)]	 (x,)^(x)dAdA'nm	
fE
	 o	 o	 s o m o (77) 1
A' A
=t
Define the joint acceptance
S	 (x	 x'	 w) Oi (x) ^!i	 (x' )dA'dAJ2 (W)	 =	 1	 .
 ffmsS(w) A2 	 pbl o	 o'	 s	 o	 m	 o (78) Y
t:








Blocked pressure power spectral density at reference point or
averaged over the surface.
Spbl(xo , xo, , co) - Blocked pressure cross-power spectral density.
Substitute into equation 77
E [Pn(w) Pn(w)1 - v m lns lnm `^ 2 Spbl(^) Jms
((j) * 2
- 2 A2 Spbl(c`') f	 lns Inm 12 (Co)s m
Substitute equation 79 into equation 72
^`	
2 4
E [<p2 (xo, W)A
	 L	
=P a * A2 S bl(w) FE I*isI 12 (w) (80)
n	 M	 p	 s m
n
In many cases, J ms ;z 0 when m ^ s. This approximation is valid if the structural
damping is light and the correlation length of the external pressure field is small. The
approximation simply asserts that the cross coupling between modes of the structure is
negligible. With this generally valid assumption, the space-averaged, band-averaged
pressure becomes
2 4
S M -	 P a A2 Spbl(w)	 I lnm 12 Jmm (co)	 (81)
n	 NIn	 m
Equation 81 is used to calculate the expected value of the space-averaged pressure
squared at a given frequency when the effect of internal cavity pressure on the motion
of the cavity wall is negligible. If the coupling is important, a solvable random
formulation has not been obtained. In such cases a representative time history^.-
	
	
^	 P	 y of the
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'.	 The band-limited, space-averaged pressure squared can be analytically calculated.'
.	
w2
r	 S (w)dw = A2 P2 c41	 ,;
r'	
wl	 p	 n	 Mn	 ,^P
'	 w 2
2
•	 Spbl(w)	 Inm I Jmn(w)d w
w	 m1





A2 P2c4	 laS (w)dw =
	 1
W	 n	 NIn 	y. r1	 fi.w
Spbl( e)	 Jmm( c)	 Inm 2 dw	 (82)	 i
x	 m4,	 wl	 k ..	 a
where w = center frequency of the band. 	 xc	
^.
The integral over frequency in equation 82 can be analytically evaluated through
	
i ;t
ce	 integration by parts. For the sake of brevity, the long and tedious integration is not
t;
given here. If the exterior pressure is expressed in terms of band-limited- mean square
	 }
pressure, replace Spb1(CO with the band level, BS pbl, divided by the bandwidth.
	 ) '`
2.2 Peripheral Developments to the Modal Analysis Model
Various extensions to the basic model can be made to increase the versatility of a°
computer program implementing the model. In this section, these developments are i
presented and discussed.
I
2.2.1 Acoustic Component Mode Synthesis
i
If the acoustic normal modes of a cavity shape are not known, they can be found
through a process called "component mode synthesis." In this process, the complex
cavity is approximated by several smaller cavities of known modal characteristics. By
	 .




j the normal modes of the complex cavity can be obtained. The following is a sample
derivation for the simple case of two cavities connected by one opening. It should be
noted that the 'opening" could be a structural panel.
n r 't ^ pr's




r	 The structural equation for the opening between the cavities can be written:
^	 aw(x , t)
	
a2w(x , t)
F	 Sw(xo, t) + C	 at	 + m	 2	 p°(xo, t) 	 pe(xo, t)
at
r





 M ?A wm = 0
Y	 f Mom(xo)gr(xo)dA	 Mm m = r
A	
= 0	 m #r
(83)









+ C	 at + wm gm(t) m (xo) = p (xo, t) - p (xo, t)'	 (85)	 r
}	 Recall, that
s
F (x2 S'`	 n op(xo, t) 
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r	 The hard wall acoustic equations for each cavity are





a2 Pe(t)	 a2	 A	 a2g (t)
n + w e Pelt) = f [1	 m Le	(90)at2	 n n	 Ve m
	 at --nm
r
In a system of more than two cavities, one equation must be written for each cavity in
	
the system. The right-hand side is the forcing function of the cavity and represents the 	 f
	
motion of the opening to the cavity. 	
F
f
Shifting to the frequency domain and making the standard substitutions,
P c(ca) Lc
Mm (- c^2


















	 V f	 (- cv2 qm(^) Lnm)	 (92)
c m
t	 I+	 _
_ w2 +wn2 ^ 
Pn(^)	 V f






In principle, any number of cavities and openings could be accommodated. The set of
equations includes one equation for each opening and one equation for each cavity. The
.1
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n	 c	 m	 co 2	 M Cn\ma
c
n
—	 e	 LLAf 1:	 q2 
m nm	 nrAf
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Ve m	 2	 e
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Divide out ( cu ) and let
A2	
nm nr	 nm nr
Lc Lc 	A2	 Le Lef ^`	 + _f j'`Qrm	 i
Vc n
	
2^c2 _ w M e 
n	
^e2 - w2 Me (-1)
n	 / c	
V
n	 ( n	 1 n
Then
rQ	 q = 0	 r = 1, 2, 3, .. .m rm m
The natural frequencies are determined by the condition that the determinant of the
coefficients must vanish.
IQrmI=O
Equations 95 and 96 can be substituted into equation 94 to obtain a nonstandardI
eigenvalue problem. Once the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system of equations
have been found, equations 95 and 96 can be used to obtain Pc(w) and Pn(w). With these






Fe'(xo)	 [^ pn(w) 
Fn(xo)	 (97)n	
Nln







	Again, the normal modes and mode shapes for a complex cavity can be obtained by the 	 !
process of component mode synthesis. The required input to the process is the hard










2.2.2 Generalized Acoustic Mass of the Multiple Cavity System
The generalized mass of the multiple cavity system, needed for the calculation of the





where F n(xo) and Fn,(x0) are mode shapes of the multiple cavity system. Recall from
equation 98:
_	
Pm (wn) Fm (xo)Fn(xo)	 E	 scm	 M
m
Fn,(xo) E Pr
( (an) Fr (xo)
r	 Mr
where Pmw( n) and PAW ) are constraint constants from the acoustic component
synthesis with v denoting the subvolume when used in conjunction with other variables
and denoting the volume of the subvolume when used alone. Capital V denotes the
volume of the multiple cavity system as a whole.
Ma	1 fm
 P(a)n) Fm(xo
nn' 	 V 
	 2	 v
V m	 Mr





	Break this integral down into the sum of the integrals over the subvolumes of the 	 r
cavity. i
Mnn,	 V	 2: L.	 m ^ ^ n Fm(xo) Fr (xo) dv	 ^
v=1	 v	 m r	 MmMr
'x
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f	 0 r 0 
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and Fv (x0 ) are normal modes of the subcavity v, the integral is zero










m(W v m	 (101)4 
v=1	 m	 Mm
Pv	anv Pm(`` 'n')n d P  ?) are known from multiple cavity component mode synthesis




nI = 0 when n # n
I
2.2.3 Space-Averaged Pressure Over a Subvolume
of a Multiple Cavity System
The space-averaged pressure squared over a subvolume of a multiple cavity system can
be calculated. Recall equation 67:
a.
P((') P)2(x w)	 p2c4	 n	 n







n n 	 M M
n n'
Take the integral over the subvolume V
P	 P *,((0)2	 1 2 4	 T1 n	 n	 1P (xo' CO)P c 'jL4	 I(xo) dv	 UO2)2	 a a
	
v	 ±nkxo) "n




(x 0 and F n1 (x0 ) are mode shapes of the multiple cavity system and not the
subvolume, the volume integralis not necessarily zero when n # n'. To calculate the
integral, recall that the multiple cavity mode shapes can be calculated from the
constraint constants from the component mode synthesis.
VP	 Fv (x

















Substitute into the integral
f Pv(^ )Fv(x Fn(x°) Fn,(xo) dVsub —	 f L. E	













m o) e(xo) dv	 a
v	 }
a^
Since Fm (xo) and Fr( xo) are mode shapes of the subvolume, v, the integral is zero when








Substitute equation 103 into 102 to obtain
i
2	 "i 2 4 ^`	 Pn(w) P n(w)
°2	
n 
















E [Pn(w) P *n((j)]
P a Mn n n 2	 Mn n'
PVm (to 







Recall the relationship expressed in equation 79.
112 E ^Pn(w)" Aid	 A2 Sp'l(&J)	 Ins 1* 
2
n	 n1r Jsr
and substitute into equation 105 to obtain
S
















Ins I n'r Jsr
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The ,double summation of n and n' in equation 106 can be a very lengthy process. An
approximation for the subcavity average internal pressure can be obtained by neglecting
	 a
the cross terms nn'. This assumes
L.^2	
^a
Pm(wn) Pm(^n,) << F, (Pn (can))
M	 My
t.
which is the same as asserting




Appiying this assumption to equation 106,
Cv
v	 n M	 nn
r	 i2y- *A Spbl(co) Lam, (Inr I Jrr	 (107)
r5	 E ^ E	 ^








o-	 2.2.4 Multiple PanelsF 
`	 When an enclosure is constructed of several walls, each having separate response
c	 characteristics, the internal pressure can be calculated by the linear superposition of
n
the contributions from each panel. For example, the pressure at a point and frequency
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s
Since the acoustic constants in equation 108 are independent of the panel structural











The multiple summations required by the modal analysis method can become exces-
sively time consuming if one sums over all the structural and acoustic modes at each
	 ^!
ti	 band. Recall equation 82, which gives the space -averaged, band-averaged pressure
	 j




Sp(W)d W =	 P c	 ["` la





 c)	Jmm(c`'c) J	 I Inm 1 2 dWm	 R,I	 W1
where
a,	 2 2
	I I 12 =	
A f Lnm	 W4
nm	 V2M
	 a2	 2 2	 2 a2 2	 2	 2 2	 2 2 2(Wn
 - W ) + 4^ con W (Wm
 - co ) + 4^ co W	 s
The further co
n and cm are from the band of interest, the smaller value of the
integral. This fact forces the series to converge to a solution. Criteria which limit the
computations to only those modes that significantly contribute to the solution are
developed in this section.
j ^
	 The outermost summation is over the acoustic modes of the cavity. Consider a
frequency band centered at WC with Wl
 and W2 as the lower and upper frequency
	 x
limits. The acoustic natural frequencies closest to the center frequency, co , will
contribute the most to the solution. The magnitude of the frequency separation
,yg	
between wo and co





negligible is a function of the accuracy desired, the number of acoustic modes close to
w c, and the acoustic damping. When examining the acoustic modal summation, one
must compare the acoustic modal contributions using an arbitrary structural mode as a
constant. For simplicity', assume w  = ca , hence
2 2







•	 (110)2	 2	 2 l	 r
C^wn - W2
)
 + 4^nwn w2 J
	
3	 I




Af Lnm	 we	 •	 w2 {111)nm	 ,'µ L	
4m c
	
wag - w2 2 + 4^ 2 c aa2w2
w:
y'
2	 V2 4^ 2 we 	r } 	 7iNormalize I Inm by	 2	 and integrate over the one-third octave band	 {iA f2 Lnm











wl	 \wn - w2 / + 4S n w w
E
a
By establishing a base weight, W a, equal to the value of Wa at thew closest to w , ab	 n	 c
criterion for modal importance can be defined:
If Wa < E then the 
n 










The structural criteria follow the same development to yield
w2	 2
Ws
 =	 dcv	 (113)2	 r,
^vl	 (^ - w21 + 4 m ^m w2
The weighting factor integral, W, can be analytically evaluated over any band of
interest to obtain the bandwidth of importance:
i
Band	 c - Ojn(E),	 (114)	 ^1
c<,n(E) is the frequency above which the equation
W — Wb < E Wb	 (115)
}
	holds. Wb in equation 115 is the weighting factor integral for the closest mode to the 	 r
band. W is the weighting factor integral at the frequency a) ).
Y
To limit the extent of this task, the program implements this analysis technique with a
few simplifying assumptions. In calculating the acoustic bandwidth of importance
F
	around each band of interest, the highest damping for any cavity mode is assumed for 	 f
i`	 all the cavity modes. In calculating the structural bandwidth of importance around
	
each band of interest, the highest damping for any mode of the structural wall of the 	 r €^,
cavity is also assumed for all the structural modes. The modal summations of each
•
p'	 structure is considered separately.;
{	 2.2.6 Point Excitation
With use of the delta function, point excitation of the structural wall can be considered.
In this section, the generalized driving force for both the deterministic and random..
cases will be defined for a point force. Let	 1I
..	 x x f	 be the location of the point excitation
and F(x f, t)	 be the time history of the force at that point.
pe(xo , t) = b(xo - xf) F(xf, , t)	 (116)^; +
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Qbm(t) 
= >!f pe(xo, t) Vm(xo)ds	 (eq. 37)
s
Pi
Qbm(t) = ff6(x - x f) F(x f , t) ^/im (xo)ds	 (117) P
s I
Hence,
Qbm(t) = F(x f , t) IAM(x f)	 (118)
This, of course, also translates to the frequency domain,
QbVw) = F(xf, W) OM(x f)	 (119)
For random vibration,	 k
n	 t
a'	
Pn(c`')	 Inm(w) ff a (xo -xf) F(xf , (a) Om (xo)ds	 (120)m
s
? P* ((4)	 Ins (co) ff6(xo -x')F*(x l ,co)Vis, 	 (x o)ds	 (121)
s
Since xf x f for point force excitation,
1 /2 EPn(w) Pn(w)	
_	








The lour frequency formulation lends itself to the calculation of the reverberation time
of an arbitrarily shaped cavity with walls of unequal absorption characteristics. The
equations needed for the calculation of the reverberation time are presented below.
This particular application was first presented by Dowell and is fully developed in
reference 3. Several important points about reverberation time, absorption, and
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model.	 However, only reverberation time will be discussed here.









.,	 a2Pn(t)	 Ac	 2	 Cnr	 aPr(t)	 a2




t	 where the RHS of equation 124 was set to zero to represent the unforced condition
considered in reverberation time. All symbols are as previously defined.
Reverberation time is defined as the time required for the diffuse pressure in a room to
e	 decay 60 dB after the pressure generating source is turned off. Given initial conditions
at p(x0,0), ap/at(x0,0), the pressure in the room can be calculated with the above
i
i
equations.	 One has several choices for these initial conditions because of the imprecise s
definition of "diffuse" pressure field. 	 One could simply require the pressure to be f
initially uniform (p(xo, t) = 6(X0) = constant), or the potential energy in each mode to0
be equal (Pn(t=0)/Mn = const for all n), or the kinetic energy in each mode to be'
constant.	 In addition, one must specify where the pressure decay is to be measured or
define an overall measure of room pressure, such as a volume averaged rms level. u
—1/2
Pav ="	 1/V f P2 (xo , t)dV
v x
as developed in section 2.2.3, this results in
ij2
pav(t) =	 Poca	 Pn(t)	 Mn125)
r	 ^
n i
'	 Dowell shows that the damping coupling between the modes is usually small, hence
Cnr--► 0 and can be neglected. The controlling equation becomes
...	 2a (PnW
	 Aa	 2 San	 aPn(t)	 2
at_






The solution to this equation for n > 0 is
1/2
P M	 exp	 ann Wa t	 Pn (0) cos 6^1
	 62	 t
n	 nnn	 n
(t&pn(o)	 1/2+ 	 a	 a	 d2+	 W Pn(0)V(&)n(,at	 nn	 n	 nn)
1/2
.	 2a (1- asin	 t	 (127)n nn
<<where 26	 6) a	 A2 C	 AV M	 as before, if 6	 1, as is usually the case,Poconn	 n	 a	 nn	 n	 nn
P(t)	 ;zz	 exp	 6	 at)	P (Vf) cos centcen t)
n	 n n	 n n
a P (0)n	 a+ +	 P (0)	 CUa sincent	 (n > o)	 (128)at	 nnn	 n	 n
e





0	 i-exp(-260 a)at))/(260(ja)+p0(0)	 (129)at	 0	 0
2
where 26 0 w0 	 An Poco Cnn	 (V Mn) / 	 0
With appropriate selection of initial conditions, the space averaged reverberation time
can be calculated. The terms required for the calculations are all also required for the
modal method of noise transmission analysis. 	 Hence, the reverberation time calcula-
tions can easily be added to the computer program VIN using equations 127, 128 and










2.2.7 Retransmission of Sound
The fundamental equations implicitly include the effect of the internal pressure on the
net ,generalized force on the structural wall. Direct inclusion of this effect, however,y
couples the structural and acoustic equations (see equations 48 and 49). The effect of
the internal pressure on the motion of the structural wall is often neglected to uncouple
the equations (as in equation 82) and significantly simplify the calculations. An
approximate allowance can be made for the retransmission of sound by noting that the
process is essentially linear. The interior and exterior pressures, pi and po respectively,
are related by
\p2/v = A p29
where Qv
 denotes in vacuo shell response (that is, the effect of interior pressure), is not
considered. Counting interior pressure,
p2 = Apo -(P2)V].
The equation assumes the process is reversable. If only a single mode is considered, this
is true. Since the present approximation has structural modes uncorrelated with each
other, and acoustic modes are uncorrelated in the spatial average, this is a reasonable
assumption. At low frequencies, there are few modes present, so .ae approximation is
reasonable from this viewpoint as well. At high frequencies, where there are many
overlapping modes, the SEA portion of the program is a more appropriate model for
vehicle interior noise prediction.
Section 3
STATISTICAL ENERGY ANALYSIS
Theoretically, the model presented in section 2 is good for the entire frequency range.
As a practical matter, the computation time required by the method will become
prohibitively expensive as the number of structural and acoustical modes in each
frequency band becomes large. The statistical energy analysis (SEA) method presented
in this section is used in VIN when the acoustic modal density becomes sufficient to
justify the required SEA assumptions. This particular SEA formulation is a modification
of the high-frequency model used in PACES(`l) . It allows the calculation of the average
noise level within predefined subvolumes of a vehicle given a random external pressure
field on the vehicle structure. In VIN, the SEA subvolumes are defined to match those
used in the low-frequency analysis portion of the program to facilitate the transition
between the low- and high-frequency models. A very good summary of the general idea
of SEA was given by Trudell and Yano(5) in the preface to a structurally oriented SEA
computer program:
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) is a powerful tool for estimating the high
frequency vibration spectra of complex systems. The analysis method is
based on the estimation of the power flow between idealized gross elements
of a vibrating system. The method is statistical in that averaging
assumptions are made with regard to distribution of energy within an
element, distribution of resonant modes, and the coupling between elements.
These assumptions greatly simplify the computational complexity associated
with normal mode methods. These same assumptions impose the limitation
and point response predictions cannot be made.
The assumptions on which the method rests and their implications can be
quite rigorously stated as follows:
1. The total vibrating system can be partitioned into SEA elements (with
suitable boundary conditions) whose modes approximate the modes of
the original vibrating system.
2. The modes of the elements of a system contain all of the vibratory
energy of the system.
3. The energy in one -frequency band of a system element is equally
distributed among the modes of that element occurring in the fre-
quency band.
42
4. Only modes occurring within the same frequency band are coupled.
5.	 For two coupled elements, all of the modes occurring in one of the
elements in one frequency band are equally coupled to each mode
t
occurring in the same frequency band in the other element.
1 Assumption 1 contains the fundamental existence basis for SEA: 	 the
concept of partitionability.	 This concept implies that a coupled vibrating
system with system modes can be approximated by two or more separately
idealized vibrating elements, each with its own independent mode set.
' These sets are coupled only in the sense of having power flow to and from
each set across the partition boundary (later referred to as the "joint"). The
approximation to this model exists in most structures having reflective
boundaries in the higher frequencies. 	 For example, a skin/stringer structure
has higher order skin panel modes that are nearly the same frequency and
shape as an ideally supported panel because the stringer is a comparatively
massive boundary causing reflection of flexural waves from the skin panel.
An SEA plate element could logically be equal to the panel area bounded by
stringers or frames. Such elements will then have to be coupled with joint
elements in order to develop an SEA model which emulates the vibratory
power flow of the real structure.
(Another example is a structural/acoustical problem where the modes of the cavity and
the modes of the structure can be considered separately.)
Assumption 3 is the most important simplifying assumption of SEA because
E it eliminates the	 necessity to calculate generalized modal forces and
responses.
	 The conditions implicit in this assumption are usually approxi-
mated by the higher order modes of a structure in a reasonable bandwidth,
say 1/3 octave. One-third octave bands represent a reasonable compromise
between the necessity to get a fairly large number of modes (>10) in the
t band for good statistics and the necessity to have some frequency response
resolution in the vibration prediction. 	 The number of modes in a unit
'ka bandwidth can be estimated for simple structural forms (such as beams,
plates, etc.) using algebraic expressions for modal density such as those
given in Section 4 of this report.	 Estimation of modal density in this way is
raconsiderable simplification over normal mode methods.
Given SEA elements with the properties described above it is now necessary
to join them to permit power flow between the modes of one element and
the modes of another. This is done with a parameter called the coupling loss
factor 77 and leads to assumptions 4 and 5. Assumption 4 is directly linked
to assumption 2 and the further assumption of a linear process. Assumption
5 follows directly from assumption 3 as part of the simplification associated
with a statistical rather than explicit description of modes.
In this particular application (vehicle acoustics), an energy balance equation is written
for each cavity of a multiple cavity system and a matrix equation is prepared.
Par w. 1
ji
1 W } = [C] 1 P2 }	 (130)
where	 r,
{W} is a column vector containing the system external input power to each
cavity of the system	 T
Ip2 } is a column vector of the internal space-averaged, band-averaged pressure
squared for each cavity of the system
e [C]	 is a square matrix holding factors that account for the energy stored and
r
{ dissipated within each subvolume of the multiple cavity system.
r




_	 [C] -1 {W nA
z_
The derivation of each matrix will be fully described in this section. a
3.1
	 Fundamental Model for Power Input Into Cavity -
from Structural Wall
A vehicle structure will respond to excitation by a random pressure field according to




I xo; w) [pe(xo, C►) - P1No' , Q	 dxI	(131)
where
-
r G(xo I xo, c^)	 is the structure's Green's function
=y 2 p (x
1 
o , w)	 is the external exciting pressurev
ip (xo, w)	 is the induced interior pressure on the structure ,.
W(xo, w)	 is the displacement of the structure
The internal pressure field is related to the vehicle wall motion by(4)
k.Y	 t




where Gp(xolxo; w) is the Green's function for the vehicle's interior.
f	 The external pressure field is the sum of the pressure imposed on the surface by
f	
external sources and the pressure resulting from the motion of the structure. (6)
pe(xo, w)	 Pbl(xo, w) + P w2fGp(xo I 
x0, ; (a) W(xo, co)dxo
	(133)
where
Ge(xo` xo; w) is the exterior field Green's function with the source point on the
4	 structure
Pbl(xo, w)	 is the transformed pressure
Define
W(xo) CO)	 qr(w) Or(xo)	 (134)
r	 }
f
P I 01 w) _	 m Dr (W) gr(xo)	 (135)
r
where
Or(xo) is the in vacuum normal shell modes of the structure
m	 is the areal mass
Dr(w) is the shell dynamics or modal acceleration term
	
s
substituting equations 134 and 135 into equation 133, transferring all terms to the left-
E hand side, and changing one of the summation indices for clarity,
k











which can also be written as





To determine the qnM for each frequency orthogonality may be used by multiplying
through by Vf, (xo) and integrating over the surface of the shell
m Dr(^)r(xo)^r,(xo) dxo + P e12	 gir,(xo)
xo 	r	 -'	 n	 xo
'f Gp(xo^xQ; W)An(xol)dx l dxo
x'0
. qn(w) = 0
Because of the orthogonality, where
f Or(x0) Or' (x0)dx0 = 0	 if r 0 r'
x 
equation 138 becomes the fundamental acoustic equation
m Dr (cu)Vi^Ao)dxo 	 + P^2 ^	 ^r,(xo)
x 











Gp(XO xo; w) n(xo)dx'o xo qn(^) _ 0	 (139)
x'0
Recall equation 131 and substitute equations 134 and 135 into it.
n




G(xo I xo; w)	 m Dr Or(xo) dxo	(140)
xo	 r
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This is the fundamental structural equation in terms of normal mode expressions.




xo' ^) _	 Mr Yr P)
r
where
Mr	 is the modal mass defined as I m Vr (x)d o
x 
Y(^)	 ( J2 - w2) - i r^ (r	 0
W 	 is the natural frequency of mode r
77
	
is the structural loss factor (energy dissipation term)
w	 is thia exciting frequency
^I
Substitute equation 141 into 140.
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Again, orthogonality simplifies things, and the term becomes
0	 M 0 
2 (x )dx





O^(xo)dxo = M t, it further reduces to
X0
t 
(x 0 ) D
Y tt

















To further simplify equation 1,43, multiply through by m Os(xo) and integrate over the
surface to obtain
D (CO) Mr
rM q (W) +
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? A	 r	 t_	 x
• M 1Y-	 f m Vfr(xo) At(xol )dxlo	(145)t t	
x'
0
Orthogonality makes the right-hand side of equation 145 equal to zero for all Or, hence
D (CO) NI
Mr qr(c^) + Y ^w^ - Y J po(xo) r(xo, w)dxo	(146)
r	 r x
0
This equation expresses the shell dynamics of the vehicle structure.
Define the generalized force on the structure.
Qr(w) =	 Pe(xo, &J ) r^(xo)dxo	(147)
xo
Substitute 147 into 146 and solve for the unknown Dr(^).
Q 
(^)
Dr(cv) =	 M	 - Y r(w) qr(4►)	 (148)
r
Equation 148 is simply a form of equation 131 obtained through several pages of
contortions. This equation is used with a form of equation 132 by substituting equation
	
148 into equation, 139. The result is an equation relating the modal response of a
	 F
vehicle's shell to the internal acoustics of the vehicle (or cavity).
{
2	 - it}	 -@r(w) =	 P	 f 'Ar(xo)	
P
G (xo xo; QOr(xo)dxodxo - Mr Yr(Gj) gr(co)
I
xo 	 xo	 a
r^  _	 f
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Then,





I=	 Vi (x)	 G (x x' ; ^)	 (x' )dx' dx




Equation 150 assumes the external pressure distribution is explicitly defined over the
surface. Since the reradiated pressure term of equation 133 is sometimes significant,
the equations can be developed to include those effects for theoretical completeness.
It should be recognized, however, that the reradiated pressure effect can be neglected
in most cases of interest.
3
Substitute equation 133--the definition of the external pressure field in terms of
blocked pressure and reradiated pressure--into equation 147.






= f blP(xo, co) Or(xo)dxo
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Recall equation 134 and substitute both into equation 152.
Qr (w) = Qr (w) + Pw2	 r(xo)	 Gp(xo xo, w) 1:qt(w) Vt(xo)dxof 	 F
x	 x'	 t
o	 o
= Qbl(w) + Pw2	
for 
(xo) GP(xo xf. ^) t(XI )dxo














Substitute equations 155 into equation 154
Qr(w) = Qbl(w) + poi
	
	
Jrt • q t(w)	 (156)	 'It
Substitute 156 into equation 150. 	 p
(P602 lrr - Mr Yr(w) gr(cv) +
	
	 pw2 Irn qn(w)
n$r
+ p w2Jrt • qt(w) - -Qbl(w)	 (157)
t
Combine the t summation with the r and n.
'  +j )-M  Y (co)) q (^)+ F
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Equation 158 defines the shell dynamics given an external blocked pressure field. It is
essentially the same equation that was used in the low frequency model (equation 41).







and has the solution
qr(w) ^ - [arn	 -Qbl(U')1L	 J
where am [arnj_1
Substitute for g r(co) in equation 134 from equation 159.
W(xo, (j) _ E 1: ablm Q(w) V (xro)
r	 n
The one-sided cross-power spectral density of displacement is defined:
	














The Fourier transform is obtained over a sample length, T. All terms shown to be an
explicit function of co are implicitly a function of the sample length. Random processes
are fully described in the frequency regime as the sample length is allowed to go to
infinity and the random variable approaches a limiting value.
6	 Substituting for W(xo, a)) from equation 160,
TI xo' • c^)	 T_ 
lim 2 1S (x	
.4..r	 L	 a a*	 (x )' (XIw o	 )	
t
'	 -, ^o	 2 7r l^. 	 rn sm r o s o
r	 n	 s	 m	 Y
Qr (
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Recall that
I , GO Vjr(x)(xo Vfs ' )dxT dxoQpl((0) - 4- 	P)'(w)	 f f	 b	 0 0r	 S	 bl(xW 6j) P*I(xo
x0 x0
Let
PS	 Tm2-L	 ,CO) P* 01 ,
 w)	 (163)pbl(xo I Xt ; 'a) 	cc T 2-m bl(x o	 bi(X
Then
S (xo xt pj)	 aw	 r. a 	 (4r (x As(xI
	
0	 sm r 0	 0
r	 n	 s	 m
•	 Spbl (xo x0l ; a) 11r
	0(xo) 0S(xt	 0)dxI 0dx	 (164)ff
x x?0 0
which is the one-sided cross-power spectral density of displacement.
The net power radiated into the cavity can now be calculated. The internal cross-power
spectral density is
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Using equation 161, equation 166 becomes
S	 (03	 (xf Gpo I X" ; 0j) Sw " 0l ; Qdx"p(x 
I X.'; 
a)) = i P	
0	 (x I x0	 0
XtI
0
Let x"0 — x0 and integrate S p
(xo I x1o ; (a) over the transmitting area of the structure to
obtain the radiated power spectral density.
3
W rad(o))	 i P (bf G
P
 (xo I X01 ; 01) S
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a a*Sm	 o X, (j)0 (x )r o ?AS(x1 )dxl dxoo
rad(W)	 ip(d	 rn	 0	 0
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W i PW3 A2 S (Cj)	 a a* I (CU) 1 2 M	 (170)









S	 (x	 (xT )dx l dxnm	
A 2 S (W)- f f pbl(xo x0'; Ono) 0M 0 0 0
PD	 x 0 X6
is the external blocked pressure spectrum and A is the surface area. s.
54
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,J2 is termed the joint acceptance. The term was also used in the modal analysis
nm




the low frequency regime still apply. In addition, empirical techniques can be used
successfully as the modal density becomes great and SEA approximations become valid.
Two important assumptions can usually be made to significantly simplify the calculation
of the net power into the cavity. The first is to assume weak coupling and the second is
to neglect cross-acceptance terms. The following excerpt from the PACES analytical
model presentation (3, pp. 20-22) provides an excellent description and defense of these
assumptions. Making these assumptions, equation 170 becomes
Wrad(^) - - p 
^3 A2 Spbl(a)) F I arr12 Irr(w) Jr (w)	 (171)
where
lard
	 M Y (W) - P & 2 (J + I )
r r	 rr	 rr
i
It is common, in the analysis of acoustic transmission from a structure to a
	 fcavity, to assume that the coupling is weak when the fluid in the cavity is
gaseous. Under this assumption the coupling between structure and cavity
can be calculated using the in vacuo panel resonance frequencies and the
blocked, or rigid wall, resonant response of the cavity. Mathematically, this
means that the power flow between a mode of the structure and a mode of
the cavity can be evaluated without including the interaction of any other 	 r
mode. The assumption of weak coupling will be made in the development of
the present analytical model for the payload bay acoustics.
Having made this assumption, some justification should be provided. Unfor-
tunately, this is difficult in general terms, although the results of Lyon and
Maidanik(7) provide at least a sufficient condition for weak coupling. The
condition is 1
	grn << Acwr and Brn << Acun	 ,.
where	
2	 1/2r
Brn	 V M yr yn	 A Lnr
V is the volume of the cavity, M the total mass of the structure of area A,
yr = 1/4 and yn = 1/8, 1/4, 1/2 or 1 depending on mode order. Also Aca and




function Lnr is the coupling factor between the structure and the
cavity... [as defined in section. 2, equation 25].
Applying this criterion to the Shuttle payload bay, it is seen that the
criterion is not satisfied in the lowest frequency bands of interest. How-
ever, there are two additional factors to be considered. Firstly, effects of
strong coupling will be important only when the structural mode is a
volume-displacing mode. Such modes constitute only one-quarter of the
structural modes; weak coupling can be assumed for the other three-
quarters.
Secondly, there is evidence (8) that strong coupling will be destroyed if there
are air leaks in the cavity, and, in practice, the payload bay will not be
airtight. Therefore, it appears that the assumption of weak coupling is
reasonable for the acoustic model of the payload bay. In VIN this model is
only used in the higher modal density regime where the weak coupling
criteria are easily met.
It should be emphasized that the assumption of weak coupling, i.e., no
acoustic coupling of structural modes, in no way excludes so-called well-
coupled acoustic and structural modes, which occur (7,9) when acoustic and
structural modes have "maximum proximate mode coupling". That is, the
resonance frequencies of the structural cavity modes are closely spaced
relative to the modal bandwidths. The condition for well-coupled modes is
variously written as(7)






< (AWn + Aa,r),
It is appropriate at thR, stage to include also a brief discussion of the cross-
acceptance, since this also is a structure-fluid coupling function. Wilby(10)
has compared contributions from joint and cross acceptances for lightly
damped rectangular panels exposed to either subsonic turbulent boundary
layer or convected acoustic plane wave excitation. In almost all cases the
cross acceptance contribution to the panel response power spectral density
	 U `
is negligible. This is true both at frequencies close to resonance frequencies
	 E'
and at frequencies away from resonances (the latter being the more critical
condition). Thus, within the accuracy of the analytical model, cross
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3.2 Adaatation of Power In put Model to
Statistical Enerav Analvsis Form
The previous section developed a modal analysis equation for the power radiated
through the walls of a cavity from an external pressure field. It must now be modified
into statistical form for use when the vehicle's acoustic modal density becomes large.
As a first step in this modifiction, energy loss from the structure caused by interaction
with the internal cavity air will be neglected (P(J2 Irr ;-- 0). Also, the structural energy
loss caused by external acoustic radiation of energy will be combined with the
structural damping loss factor 77. Hence, realizing only the real power is of interest,
the power radiated into the cavity is
2
I (I ((a)) J2 (w)
W (w) = Pw3 A Spbl(w) 1: m rr	 rr 	 (172)
r	 I Mr yr(w) I
where Im ( Irr(w))
 
is the imaginary part of Irr(w).
r	 When the acoustic mode count within _a band becomes sufficiently dense(2, p. 41)
I I (w) _ Rint(w) 4Pw
	 (173)
e'
M rr	 r 
and since
2	 int




T.	 Im ^lrr(w)^	 2 rr Co Jr (w)	 (175)
Substitute equation 175 into equation 172 along with
int
4 (w)	 (w)	 4
wrad(c^)	 2 C Spbl(^)	
r	 2	 (w 2	 (176)
o	 r	
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int
The internal joint acceptance, Jr( w), the coupling of the motion of the structure with
the internal pressure at the structural /acoustical interface is equal to the joint
•	 11^I
acceptance with a reverberant field in the higher frequency range. n
i!
The power flowing through the wall structure into the cavity in the band Aw with


























Spbl(c`'c) Jr(wc)' and Awc) are all assumed to vary slowly over the band.	 F ;
The solution to equation 177 can be broken down into the summation over three types of
structural modes: those modes resonant below the band, those resonant in the band, and
those resonant above the band. Once the structural modal density becomes relatively
	
high, those modes above the band can be neglected with little adverse effect on
	 j
accuracy. Hence,
W	 = wnr + tyres
y
rad	 rad rad	 (178)
Wra is power from modes resonant below the band 	 -

















Wnr = S (w) • PA 








_	 4	 J, (&)c) r (wc )
Wr
es	 PA
ad 	 2 rr C	 Spbl( c) nr • <	 2	 f
o	 NIr	 r
I,	 ^2






Or^denotes average values of the enclosed terms over the band of interest
nr 	is the structural modal density in the hand of interest
Evaluation of the integrals over frequency in equation 179 is carried out analytically in
the same way as the identical integral in section 2, equation 82. The integrals over
frequency in equation 180 can be estimated by
^	
1
r .	 w2 	
"04
(04 2 ' dw =	 2 dw












The band-limited external power input to cavity k of a multiple cavity system can be
estimated with the equation
rev
(wP A4	 • -^ Jr(c) Jr	 c)
	
W(k)





2 dcw + Spbl(^'c) 	 2rrC4Yr(w) (	 o
wl
rev	 •
/Jr((J ) Jr (c)	
(182)
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s is adjacent to the volume k
14(k) is the system external power into cavity k of a multiple cavity system
The relative significance of the input power from a nonresonant mode decreases rapidly
the further the nonresonant mode is from the band of interest. Figure 1 clearly
demonstrates this fact. If two or more modes occur within the band of interest, the
	
modes occurring outside the band will provide relatively little to the overall sum. At
	
i
most the modes in the two Fprevious bands will be of importance if the number of
	
F
structural modes in the band of interest are sufficient for SEA approximations. Hence,
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0.001
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-
• where cv/wb - ratio of the modal natural frequency to the center
frequency of the band of interest.
- ratio of the intergral over the band of interest of at VIVb a mode at cj/4eb to the integral over the band of 1
interest of a mode at the center frequency of the
band of interest. I
i








b is index designating the band containing the "nonresonant" modes
r.
Co is the center frequency of the band of interest, r
nb is the modal density in the band b below the band of interest
1Yb(^)I 2 is the typical response characteristic of a mode in band b.
is the average value of the bracketed terms in the band b 	 al
b
G
The final equation for the system external power input into volume K of a multiple
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Often, semiempirical methods are used to estimate the joint acceptance for various
external pressure field /surface element-type combinations. When this is done, estima-
tions for J 2(cvc) are seldom available. J2 (wc), then, must be approximated by `Ib(``'b)'
where co is the center frequency of band b. If the exterior pressure field magnitude is
I
expressed in terms of band-limited mean-square pressure, the Spbl(4'c) is replaced in
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3.3 Power Dissipation from the Cavity
The previous two sections developed equations for the calculation of the system
external power transfer through the structural walls into the cavity (the input power
matrix {W1). This section will develop the SEA expressions for the power transferred
from or dissipated in the cavity. Power can be dissipated from a cavity through (1) the
structural walls adjacent to the cavity; (2) openings to adjacent cavities--this may be a
positive or negative; that is, power can also flow into the cavity through openings-43)
absorption of power by the cavity wall surfaces. Expressions for each of these modes of
power "dissipation" will be developed. for use in the power balance equation and will
form the coefficient matrix, [C].
Expanding on the introduction, define
C(k, k)	 _	 Cj(k, k) + Ca (k, k) + 	 C^ (k, k)
(185)







Ci(k, k) - Coefficient for power transferred out of cavity k through wall j
of the cavity
Ca (k, k) - Coefficient for power absorbed in cavity k by the surfaces of the
cavity
Ci (k, k)	 Coefficient for power transmitted from cavity k to an adjacent
cavity through opening Q
ORIGINAL PAGE PLT
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3.3.1 Power Transferred from the Cavity Through the Structural Walls




wout	 n A nr ( M
r	 r
(186)
assuming the internal joint acceptance approaches the joint acceptance for reverberant
excitation and the power transferred out of the volume due to nonresonant modes is
negligible in the SEA regime.
The total power transferred out through the structural walls j of cavity k is a linear




Cj(k, k) _	 7rA2 nr 	 Mr	 c	 )	 (187)
r	 r r
>	 >	 surface j
3.3.2 Power Transferred Through the Openings of the Cavity
A very rough estimate of the power transmitted through the openings in a cavity to or
n
from other cavities of the multiple cavity system can be obtained using Green's
function concepts and requiring the pressure at the opening between cavities to be
equal. The conductance of an opening is defined as
R
PC  A Re	 (Pn(xo) Vn(xo)) dxo	 (188)
X^o	 ^	 I
where
Vn(xo) is the particle velocity at A due to mode n of volume 1









Pressure is calculated from the Green 's function by (4, p. 375)
'	 p(xo)
	
i d) P 1 G 1 (xo xo) Vn(xo)dxod
xo




Gl and GZ are the Green's functions of the cavities connected by the opening
V(xo) is an imposed velocity at the opening










G (x x') V (x )ex
	
= P (x	 333') + ik P C	 G' (x I x') V (x )dx
	
x	
1 0 o m o o	 n o	 o	 l o o n o o	 s.
o	 xo
Solving for Pn (X I )
aP (x') _ - i (,J P f G' (x (x') G (x I x') V (x )dx 	 (190)
	
n o	 1 0 0 1 0 0 n o 0x
0	 1i
Substitute equation 190 into 188.	 4















Assuming Vn(xo) = Vn(xo) = constant and that the subvolumes have sufficiently large
wall losses, Morse and Ingard (4) state
-i cop f f (G t (xo^xo) + G 2(xolxo)dxoldx
0
o = 2Z c 	(192)
x	 x^0
where Z  is the impedance of a baffled plane piston of area A radiating into two half
spaces and is
(193)Z c
 = (9 - iX )APC0
This yields
T = PC A Re[(2Z )-1J =	 8o	 c	 2(e 2 + X2) (194)
(195)
where
B is the normalized reactance of the opening
and X is the normalized resistance of the opening




• p(x )dxc	 2pC0
	
(82 +X2 )	 o 0
Xo
where p(xo) is the pressure at the opening and A is the area of the opening.
1
In the high frequency,hih modal density regime, SEA approximations along with theg
	
go	 y g ^	 apP	 g












Where <p2 > andp2
	
are the space-averaged band-averaged pressure in cavities 1
1	 2^
and 2 respectively and T = 1/2 given the case of many oblique modes. Fence, for the




QCi (k, k) = 4 t-2 e 4 20	 6 +X
_.r
;t	 A e^
and C^ (k, i)
	 4PC	 2	 2
I - is opening number
A, - area of opening i
6Y - normalized resistance of opening B




Estimates for the conductance are only available for simple opening geometries. When
the acoustic wavelength is short compared to the opening size, the conductance is
a
somewhat shape independent and primarily a function of total area. The openings
r
ti	 should offer very little resistance to the flow of acoustic power between subvolumes.
The important aspect of the conductance estimate is that the relative resistances of
4
the several cavity openings are roughly estimated. This defines the distribution of
acoustic power between the subvolumes.
	 fi
a	 3.3.3 Power Absorbed by the Walls of the Cavity
The power absorbed by the walls of the cavity is an extremely important part of the 	 !^
SEA calculations. The inaccuracies associated with the calculation of this germ can far	 j
outweigh the effects of all other SEA approximations combined. The power absorbed by
r	 the walls of the cavity is
1	
_
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where
A, is the area of surface
c, is the conductance of surface
^>P, 	 is twice the band-limited mean square pressure averaged over the
surface
Assume
2—	 PkP	 /	 ^	 4
i >A	 \	 'volume




W abs	 P C	 A CP2	 Ek^
(199)
0
R where all surfaces, Q, are adjacent to volume k.
r^i In the high frequency regime where the modal density is great, n	 .
i
K EQ _ al/8
Substituting
x
"abs	 4 PC	 aQ AQ <Pk> (200)
Hence,
Ca (k, k)	
-	 4 1	 L.r	 aj Aj (201)o













The computer program VIN implements the modal and statistical energy analysis
methods presented in sections 2 and 3 in user-oriented, general purpose form. The two
analysis methods are functionally separate techniques. The modal analysis portion of
the program can provide both discrete frequency and band average estimates of a
vehicle's interior pressure given the external excitation of the vehicle structure. While
the technique is theoretically valid over any frequency range, the number of structural
and acoustic modes required to obtain acceptable accuracy can become computationally
prohibitive as modal densities increase with frequency. Band-averaged, space-averaged
estimates of the vehicle interior pressure can be obtained with statistical energy
analysis when the modal density becomes sufficient to justify the technique's assump-
tions. The program is structured to allow an easy transition between the methods
during a single computer run with the geometry definition methodology as the "common
connecting ground."
The vehicle structure can be represented by any number of "elements" with known user-
supplied, in vacuo response characteristics. The user may describe each element's
response characteristics in the coordinate system and orientation best suited for that
particular structure. The acoustic modal response characteristics of the vehicle's
interior space can be calculated by the program from user-supplied hardwall acoustic
response characteristics of smaller, simpler cavity shapes that approximate the
vehicle's interior space. The method utilized, acoustic component mode synthesis, is
described in mathematical detail in section 2. When the acoustic modal density is
sufficient to justify the SEA assumptions, detailed acoustic response characteristics are
no longer required and reverberant acoustics are assumed. The user must also define
the external acoustic field on the vehicle and make various program option selections.


















The key ro tines of the program VIN are outlined below.	 The routines are first called
during execetion of the program in the order in which they appear in the outline. The +;
program is segmented so that only those routines needed for each particular stage of
the problem solution are held in core memory. The core data storage requirements are +,
a function of the specific problem size and the options selected by the user. The program
' code is in ASCII Fortran (LEVEL 1ORl). A random access mass storage device and line
printer are the only required periferials.
VIN






PART H. Modal Analysis i
1.	 FRQCAL
2.	 BNDCAL




























PART I. Program Initialization and Control
1. MAIN
MAIN sets up the required mass storage files and dynamically allocates array
storage based on the current problem size given by the input data. The routine also
controls the flow of the program calculations. It resides in core memory throughout the
execution of the program.
Since the program dynamically allocates the array storage based on input data,
core storage is always efficiently used regardless of the problem size. Dimension
statements do not limit the problem size or complexity in any way.
2. DATALD
DATALD reads all the required input data from a specified data file, data. cards,
or mass storage files. The input is fully mirrored to a user-selected output device.
Some diagnostics are provided to flag gross input errors. The coordinate transfrmation
matrices, which fix the location of the structural and acoustic elements in global space,
are calculated. Any new finite element data to be used to defined an element's
F 






The input data establishes which program calculation and/or data manipulation
options are desired. The input also defines the structural and acoustic geometry and
aPART H. Modal Analysis
1. FRQCAL
FRQCAL is a group of routines that calculate the natural frequencies of the
volume, opening, and surface elements that are included in the program's library of
modal elements.
2. BNDCAL
BNDCAL calculates the modal summation bandwidths, BANDWN and BANDWM,
as described in section 2.2.5. These bandwidths are used to limit program calculations
at each band of interest to only those structural and acoustic modes of significant
importance to the overall results in that band.
3. MULPRM
MULPRM calculates the parameters required for the acoustic component mode
synthesis that is carried out in MULCV.
4. MULCV
MULCV calculates the modal response characteristics of acoustic spaces of
complex shape from the known response characteristics of simplier shapes combined to
approximate the complex shape. The acoustic component mode synthesis performed in
MULCC is fully described in section 2.2.1.
5. PRMCAL
PRMCAL is actually a group of routines that either calculate or direct the
calculation of the parameters needed for modal analysis of a complex cavity shape with
multiple structural walls. These routines are
a. GENMAS. GENMAS calculates the generalized acoustic mass of a cavity
whose modes were obtained through component mode synthesis.	 _ f
^^	
1
b. LNMCAL. LNMCAL calculates the structural/ acoustic coupling coeffi-
cients, LNM for those structural and acoustic modal combinations that are






C. ZANCAL. ZANCAL calculates the cavity acoustic damping from the cavity
modal response and each wall's normal absorption coefficient.
d. RJACAL. RJACAL calculates the joint acceptance of a given external
excitation field with the modes of the structure for each frequency band in which
the structural mode has a significant response.
e. MODES. Modes is a group of routines, accessed by PRMCAL, that provides
acoustic, opening, and structural mode shape information. The information is
organized in the form of a program library of modal elements. This program code
held library provides both geometric and modal response descriptions. MODES
als	 t 't'	 f	 +11 d/ 	 +; '	 f	 t'
	
o con et 110 rou mes or a numeric an or analy i%Z sur ace mtegra ions
	 I
required to calculate the modal analysis parameters.
6. MDLPRM
`_	 p	 1
A	 MDLPRM outputs to paper the program calculated parameters used in the modal	 A
analysis portion of the program.	 a	 X
7. CALC
	
CALC calculates the interior pressure of the cavity in two forms: space- 	 N
averaged, band-averaged pressure squared (SABAP) over each subvolume of the cavity
	
and the SABAP over the entire multiple cavity system. The external excitation can be	 F
random or deterministic but must be described in the frequency domain.
y 1
8. DFCALC
DFCALC calculates the interior space-averaged pressure at discrete frequencies.










REVERB estimates the reverberation time of complex shaped cavities with
arbitrary surface absorption characteristics. The fundamental parameters used in the
estimation are calculated in PRMCAL.
PART III. Statistical Energy Analysis
1.	 HFREQ
HFREQ calculates the space-averaged, band-averaged pressure squared over each
	
subvolume of an arbitrarily shaped cavity. The external excitation must be random. A
	
6
brief description of the technique and the assumptions implicit in its use are given in
	
section 6.3. A collection of routines is needed to assemble the SEA band-averaged
	
r
power balance equations. The equations are solved for each band of interest.
a. CBJAL. CBJAL calculates the band-averaged joint acceptance for the
modes resonant below the band of interest for each surface exposed to external
excitation..
b. CJA. CJA calculates the band-averaged joint acceptance of the modes 	 i
resonant in the band of interest for each surface exposed to the external
excitation.




d.	 CMAT. GMAT is a group of routines that prepares the matrix representing 	 ^.
the power dissipation mechanisms of the SEA system. This includes power
transferred between subvolumes of the cavity, power absorbed by the cavity




SEAPRM outputs to paper the 'program calculated parameters used in the SEA 	 .:+
portion of the program.
3. SEARES




The program MAIN, which directs the flow of VIN's computations, is charted in this
section. In section 6, detailed information is provided about the routines that the user
	 A'
may desire to access and update (structural and acoustic geometry definitions, response
	 }'
} definitions, and surface integrations). The remainder of the routines should be
considered black boxes--not to be tampered with. Nevertheless, the program code is





Establish mass storage file reference numbers
1Call 
DATALD: Reads input cards A - E
Define the mass storage file sizes based on the input data
Load previously calculated parameters from data tape
into mass storage files
Dynamically allocate array^storage space if input data
iCall 
DATAL:
o Reads input cards E - Z
o Calculates global/component coordinate system
transformation relationships
o Calculates fourier series coefficients for any new modal
information supplied in data form
i
If the lowest band of interest, LBAND,
is equal to the band at which the SEA
T
Call FRQCAL: Calculates the natural frequencies of the
acoustic, opening and structural elements
of the problem
i
If the modal, analysis acoustics for the problem
have been precalculated or the problem
has only one subvolume
(IPRE(l) = I or nv 1)
0
03 Dynamically allocate array storage
space for the acoustic component
mode synthesis calculations.
Call IVIULPRM: Calculates the
coupling factors, L
	 between
the modes of the aMstic subeavi-
ties and the openings.
Call MULCV: Performs the cornpo-
nent mode synthesis calculations.
Free array storage space allocated









Dynamically allocate array storage space	 !'
for modal analysis parameters
Call BNDCAL: Calculates the bandwidths BANDWN and 	 r
BANDWM, which define the limits of acoustic and
structural mode importance in the frequency domain
If the acoustic mode shapes for the volume have been
precalculated for this problem (held in data files)
	 t





Dynamically allocate space for 	 a
remaining component mode synthe-
sis calculations.
Gall VPNMC: Calculates influence




Free storage space allocated for t.
all component mode synthesis
calculations.
Call PRMCAL Calculates the parameters required for the
modal analysis problem at hand considering the data
already available in mass storage
1	 ''Call MDLPRNI: Outputs to paper the program calculated param-













If selected option is 1 or 3: Band average calculations
(IOP = 1 or IOP = 3)
No	 yes
Call CALC: Band-averaged modal
analysis calculations
If selected option is 2 or 4: Discrete frequency calculations
(IOP = 2 or IOP = 4)
^_ w
No	 s




E	 If selected option is 5: Multiple cavity analysis only
x	 sNo












If selected option is 6: Reverberation calculations
(IOP Eq. 6)
Yes




If the band at which SEA assumptions become valid, MBAND, is equal
to the highest band of interest, IHBAND, or the option selection
was not 1 (MBAND = IHBAND or IOP # 1)
/,__^*o
/SEAPRrMvl-.:
	 Free all modal analysis array sp^,^ce
and dynamically allocate the array
space needed for the SEA calculations.
Call HFREQ: Calculates the band-
averaged,space-averaged interior
pressure over each subvolume
of the multiple subvolume system.
s the important SEA parameters 	 _ ¢
calculated by the program to printer
t
CALL SEARES: Outputs the final overall results of the	 j
program's SEA noise calculations i
Store all mass storage file parameters on data tape	 #'











The modal and SEA analytical models, as implemented in the computer program VIN,
were verified by the following series of test cases:
1. Acoustic component mode synthesis
2. Modal analysis parameter calculations
3. Modal analysis noise predictions
4. Statistical energy analysis noise predictions
The results of each step are discussed in turn. The application of the program to the
very complex Space Shuttle payload bay problem is given in section 7 with comparisons
to both on ground experiment and flight data. As will be further discussed later, the
complexity of the Space Shuttle structure and flight environments make it a poor test
case for theevaluation of basic analytical and computer methodology. The input data
for each test case is given in appendix E.
F
5.1 Verification of Acoustic Component Mode Synthesis
The modes and mode shapes of a rectangular cavity with a partial partition were
	 a
calculated to exercise the component mode synthesis capability of the program. The
(11)
results were compared with experiment as recorded in the literature.	 The cavity is	 G











FIGURE 2. Acoustic Component Mode Synthesis Two-Cavity Test Case
1	 81
modes is given in table 1 as a function of various modal retention parameters. Analysis
of mode shape accuracy is germane in this model only in the context of surface
integrations. Component mode synthesis determined mode shapes are discussed in this
regard in the next section.
To exercise the program's ability to handle more than two subvolumes, the cavity was
divided into three subcavities, as illustrated in figure 3. The results, given in table 2,
complete the verification of the calculation methodology and computer implementation








5.2 Verification of Niodal Analysis Parameter Calculations
Each modal analysis computational option uses the same baisc parameters to describe 	 it
the system. These parameters are calculated in the routines GENMAS, LNM AL,
ZANCAL, RJACAL, QMWBCL, (see section 4.1 under PRIViCAL). The calculation of
GENMAS (the generalized acoustic mass of the multiple cavity system), LNMCAL (the 	 4
structural/ acoustical coupling coefficient), and ZANCAL (the acoustic damping of the
cavity) each involve, among other factors, a surface integration and the results of the
r	
7
acoustic component mode synthesis. Given a correct integration technique, the
accuracy of each is a function of the component mode synthesis approximation of the




















VIN-A YIN-B (4 elements) Frequency
Mode (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)
1, 0, 0 668 672 635 570
0, 1, 0 1330 1330 1377 1330
1, 1, 0 1443 1442 1365 1448
2, 0, 0 1494 1474 1625 1470
4 0, 0, 1 1522 1536 1550 1534
1, 0, 1 1571 1551 1615 1555
3, 0, 0 1909 1869 2080 1840
. 2, 1, 0 1970 1963 2100 1980
0, 1, 1 2018 2089- 1942 2036




2, 1, 1	 2095	 2436	 2910	 2500	 {^
l^Y 	 Average





*VIN calculation with 5 opening modes retained.



















r	 TABLE 2.A COMPONENT MODE SYNTHESIS: THREE-CAVITY RESULTS
Finite kElement
Analysis Measured
' VIN, A VIN-B	 (5 elements) Frequency
Mode (Hz) (Hz)	 (Hz) (Hz)
1,	 0,	 0 587 569	 591 570
0,	 1,	 0 1296 1296	 1346 1330
1,	 1,	 0 1453 1452	 1470 1448 7
2,	 0,	 0 1474 1474	 1630 1470
0,	 0,	 1 1518 1570	 1550 1534
1,	 0,	 1 1572 1646	 1597 1555
3,	 0,	 0 .1862 1884	 2043 1840
2,	 1,	 0 1929 1926	 2116 1980
0,	 1,	 1 1987 1985	 2041 2036
2,	 0,	 1 2017 2018	 2255 2120
Average
Error (°,6) 1.96 2.4	 4.5
*VIN calculation with 5 opening modes retained.






is the hard wall acoustic mode shape of the subcavity, v.
i
is the generalized mass of the subcavity v for the mode n'.
is the multiple factor of constraint that relates subcavity mode
shapes to the multiple cavity mode shape at the natural frequency,
can-
The accuracy of the component mode synthesis for a given problem is solely a function
of the number of opening and acoustic modes retained in the analysis. The higher the
natural frequency of the multiple cavity, the more modes; of both opening and
subvolume, are required. A banding technique is used to reduce the modal retention
requirements. The acoustic modes nearest the natural frequency being calculated are
V retained. The opening modes that couple well with the subvolume acoustic modes being
used are also selected. Since other factors, such as the complexity of the multiple
cavity system, the number of openings, the shape of the openings, also have an impact
on the number of modes required for a given accuracy, important problems should be
	
ti	 repeated with increasing modal retention (openin-e and acoustic modes) until the
solution is shown to converge.
The mode shape accuracy is integrally connected with and directly related to the
accuracy of the natural frequency calculations as ;presented in the previous sections.
Pn is derived directly from the matrix that determines the natural frequency.
RJACAL requires integrations of the structural mode shape and the external pressure
field over a surface. The program uses both analytic expressions and Gaussian
quadrature for the integrations. The two types of calculations were checked against
each other. The integration precision is easily within the accuracy of the analytic
descriptions of the external pressure fields and of the structure's mode shapes.
5.3 Verification of ModalVerification of
	
Analysis Noise Predictions
The previous section demonstrated that the acoustics of a cavity of complex shape can
be estimated with component mode synthesis. This section shows that the modal
	
'	 analysis equations and methodology as implemented in VIN provides adequate noiseI
predictions given correct structural and acoustic response data. In this regard, simple





verification. Since the accuracy of the component mode synthesis calculations were
tested, as reported in section 5.2, the remainder of the modal analysis calculations can
be verified with a single cavity test case.
5.3.1 Modal Analysis With Random Excitation
An experiment with fairly well-defined structural and acoustic characteristics was
selected from the literature. (12) The test configuration is shown in figure 4. The one-
third octave band results are compared with the predicted levels in figure 5. The
program's discrete frequency calculation results are given in figure 6.
5.3.2 Modal Analysis With Deterministic Excitation
The only difference between the random and deterministic options is in the calculation
of the generalized force over the transmission surfaces of the enclosure. All other
portions of the calculations are shared. Since the accuracy of the generalized force
calculations was tested in section 5.2, the test cases for random excitation also verify
the modal analysis options with deterministic excitation (see section 5.3.1).
5.4 Verification of SEA Noise Predictions
Because of its very nature, statistical energy analysis can only be used given some form
of random excitation. As previously presented in detail, the SEA model implemented in
VIN is a modified_ form of the PACES model (4) and provides space-averaged noise
estimates for each of several interconnected cavities.
All but one aspect of the SEA power balance equations can be tested with a simple
single-cavity test case. The excluded aspect is the power flow that occurs through the 	
. 
4
openings between cavities in multiple cavity cases.
k
I
A simple single-cavity experiment was chosen from the literature to exercise the bulk:
of the SEA computations. In this experiment (13) a common 55-gallon oil drum was hung
in a reverberation room. One-third-octave band noise reduction was measured over the
range of 125 to 12,500 Hz. A comparison of SEA calculations to experimental results is
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While the multiple cavity capability may seem much more complex than the single
cavity case, only one addition factor is added: 	 the power flow through openings
between cavities.	 Estimates of each opening's resistance to power flow are made in a
very rough manner.	 Regardless of the opening's actual geometry, the conductance is
estimated to be that of a baffled plane piston with the area of the opening. 	 Thetl
z estimate is "order of magnitude" at best. 	 The larger the characteristic opening
dimension to acoustic wavelength ratio (in the frequency band of interest), the better
r; the estimate.	 If the openings are small enough to provide significant resistance to the
flow of acoustic power, the validity of the multiple cavity interior noise estimates must
be considered extremely suspect. 	 The user can evaluate the significance of the
L resistance by doubling the area of the openings and recalculating the band-averaged
pressure in each cavity. Large changes in the results will indicate significant resistance
to power flow by the openings.
i
J The intercavity conductance estimates must control only the pressure differential
between the subvolumes, not the overall multiple cavity average level. 	 Cavity
absoprtion, the location and characteristics of transmission surfaces, and the external
I.
pressure field descriptions are factors that must dominate the overall multiple cavity
results as they do the single cavity results.	 Unfortunately, an adequate multiple cavity
test case could not be found in the literature for use in the evaluation of the intercavity
pressure differential estimation capabilities of the model. 	 The few experiments with Fr
multiple cavity measurements involved too many unknown variables for conclusive
model verification. 	 Given the frequency range of interest and the "opening signifi-
W
cancel ' restriction above, however, the assumption that the relative opening areas
between the subvolumes control the differential pressure can be considered strong in





















'. This program will aid in the analysis of Vehicle Interior Noise (VIN) problems.
	 Both
modal and statistical energy analysis techniques are available to the user in a very
generalized form.	 An overview of the steps required to use the program is given below.
y
Each item will be fully described in turn.
VIN USER'S PROCEDURE t
1.	 Review modal analysis method used in VIN.
2.	 Review statistical energy analysis method used in VIN
4
^ 	 v 3.	 Graphically define geometry of the problem e
4.	 Partition the volume into subvolumes and define openings
r
5.	 Idealize the structure for modeling
e 6.	 Number surface and volume elements and assign nodes
K
' 7.	 Update program library of elements
'
r
8.	 Estimate the structural damping and acoustic absorption
F
9.	 Define the external excitation on each surface and update program library r
of correlation fields
10.	 Prepare input data file
11.	 Prepare executive commandsFI
12.	 Run program
1
6.1	 Review Modal Analysis Method Used in VIN
The vehicle interior noise problem can be modeled by a set of coupled differential
equations, one describing the structural response of 'the vehicle walls to excitation and
the other representing the vehicle interior acoustics. (2)
	
The structure is modeled by
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walls as the driving force (point force input is also allowed). The acoustic model is
based on Green's theorem in conjunction with small perturbation acoustical relation-
ships. Using normal mode mathematical techniques, the set of equations are
-	 ^r
Acoustics
a2 Pn(t)	 ApCo	 Cm, apr(t)










a2 qm ( t)	 C agm(t) i	
i++
M tn	 at2	 + M	 t
P (t) L




These equations can be solved in the time domain or fourier transformed and solved in
the frequency domain for Pn(t) or Pn(a)) respectively,	 w	 `"
where	 5
A = Surface area of vehicle structure
C = Structural viscous damping factor
c = Speed of sound in air
C= J J 1/Za F2(xo)dA
	
nr	 A
Fn(xo) = Acoustic hard wall mode shape
	
Lnm	 UOIn(xo Fn(x0)dA - structural/acoustic modal coupling factor
M a = Generalized acoustic mass of vehicle interior
r
NZm = Generalized mass of vehicle structure
	
p e(xo, t)	 External blocked pressure




qm(t) = m th mode generalized displacement of vehicle structure
f
Q  (t) = f pe(xo, t) om (xo)dA - generalized external force on structure 	 r;
A
V = Volume of vehicle cavity
Z  = Normal acoustic absorption coefficient for surface
P	 Density of air
i;
tl/m(xo) = Structural in vacuo mode shape
wm	 Structural in vacuo natural .frequency 	 1
F^
With Pn(w), the vehicle interior noise level can be calculated in any of the following
forms:
Discrete frequency pressure squared at a point of specific interest
2	 2 4	 Fn(xo) Fn,(xo)
	
2	 n n'	 Mn Nin,	 n	 n
Bard-Imited pressure squared at a point of specific interest:
IY
< 2
	 2 4	 Fn(xo) Fn,(x0)	
w2 	 n	 "I/' 
J	 .p (x , w)>	 P c	 J	 P (w) P*,(w)dwo	 w	 -^— n n,	 Mn Mn	 n	 n	 s;
1




pCx , ^)	 _	 P2c4	 1	 P Cw) P (w)d^o	 a	 n	 n	 iCU, x	 2 n M f ' o	 n w1
Random external pressure fields are handled by taking the expected value of the above
equations. Because of difficulties in obtaining he expected value of P (w) P*,(w), VINg	 n	 n






Careful examination of these fundamental equations will show that the user must supply
four types of information:
1. Vehicle geometry
2. Structural in vacuo response characteristics
3. Acoustic hard wall response characteristics and surface absorption
4. External excitation on vehicle structure
Often the geometry of the vehicle is so complex that the internal acoustic response
characteristics are not known. VIN has a powerful acoustic component mode synthesis
capability that calculates the acoustic response characteristics of a complex cavity
shape from the known modal response of several simple shapes arranged to approximate
that complex shape.
Calculation techniques based on two-dimensional fourier transforms were implemented
in VIN to allow the use of finite element or experimental modal response data for the
structure. Two simplifying assumptions, which significantly reduce the computation
effort involved in this modal analysis technique, can usually be made without significant
loss of accuracy. First, assume the acoustic natural frequencies are not significantly
altered by the wall impedance (Cnr = 0 when n A r). Second, assume the internal





in the structural equation. VIN implements both of these assumptions to achieve
significant reductions in computation time. An approximate technique is used to
account for the retransmission of sound (loss of energy from inside to outside).
6.2 Review Statistical Energy Analysis Method Used in VIN
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) is a method of approaching vibrational problems using
energy as the independent variable along with the time-honored assertion
Energy In Energy Out
All.
From this rather firm foundation, a series of assumptions, which form the essence; of
the approach, are made. These assumptions can be fairly rigorously stated as
follows:(5)
1. The total vibrating system can be partitioned into SEA elements (with
suitable boundary conditions) whose modes approximate the ` modes of the
original vibrating system.
2. The energy in one frequency band of a system element is equally distributed
among the modes of that element occurring in the frequency band.
3. The modes of the elements of a system contain all the vibratory energy of
the system.
4. Only modes occurring within the same frequency band are coupled.
5. For two coupled elements, all the modes occurring in one of the elements in
one frequency band are equally coupled to each mode occurring in the same
frequency band in the other element.
Modal analysis, as described in section 6.1, is used in VIN to calculate the interior
pressure in the lower frequency bands of interest. When there are sufficient acoustic
modes occurring in a frequency band to make the SEA assumptions valid, VIN (or the
user) can switch to the statistical energy method of calculating the response. The
particular SEA formulation implemented in VIN is a modification of that found in
reference 3. It allows the user to describe a system consisting of several interconnect-
	
r
ing cavities, each with structural walls that can be exposed to external excitation.
Power is allowed to flow through the structural walls to and from the external
environment and through the openings connecting the cavities. Power is dissipated
	 E',
through structural damping and acoustic absorption. The power balance equation:
Power In = Power Out
	 it
W _ [C] 1_p2	 ^il
E	 W } is the input power matrix 	 f
W(k) _	 W(k, j), where j is a surface adjacent to volume k









C(k, k) = Ca(k, k) + E CA, k) +
	 Ci (k, k)
C(k, i) _	 Ci (k, i)
{ p2 } is the band-limited mean square internal pressure in each cavity
Ca (k, k) - power absorbed by the walls of each cavity
Ci(k, k) - power reradiated through the transmitting walls of the cavity to
the outside environment
C(k, i) - power transferred to other subvolumes through openings connecting
the cavities
W(k)	 W(k, j) where surface j is adjacent to volume k
j
rev
	3 (w)	 4	 band	 J2^w^ J2 (w)
	
pbl c	 PA	 b c b c




CO 2	 ^4	 PA4 (wc) Jr(cvc)	 t
w 2 dtv + 477C nr '	 2







Y	 ^I^ = densit _ of fluid in cavity ft
speed of sound in fluid







Spbl(c = external blocked power spectral density of the surface
pressure at frequency cvc.
J2 (w) = S (
w




called the joint acceptance.
Sbl(xo I xo, w) = cross power spectral density of the external blocked surface
pressure at frequency, w.
2rev
J (w) = joint acceptance of the internal reverberant field with the
structure.
0m(xo) = structural mode shape.
n  = number of structural. modes in band b.
n  = number of structural modes in band r.
Aw = frequency band width.
cvc = center frequency of the band of interest.
= structural damping loss factor.
Mb = average generalized mass of the structure in band b.
Mr = average generalized mass of the structure in band r, the band
of interest.
I Y b(w)I 2 = structural receptance squared, averaged over band b.
	
expanding on the output power matrix: 	 I
l
.	 C(k, k) = Ca (k, k) + E C (k, k) +	 C^ (k, k)
1
C(k, i) _ E C^ (k, i)


















Ci (k, i)	 4pc	 2	 2
	
(9; +Xi )	 f
E
where
a. = normal surface absorption of surface j
Ai l A j = area of surface j and I respectively
Mf	 9i, X, = opening correlation factors




2. Structural high frequency response characteristics
3. Surface absorption of acoustic energy
4. External excitation description
t
U	 6.3 Graphically Define Geometry of the Problem
Prepare a clear and uncluttered isometric or three view plan drawing of the vehicle.
The scaled drawing should show the outline of the vehicle's cavities and not the
structural details of the vehicle's walls. A rectangular, global coordinate system should
	
n =
be established on the drawing.
6.4 Partition the Volume Into Subvolumes and Define Openings
Often the internal geometry of a problem is so complex that the acoustic modal
response characteristics are not known. With VIN's acoustic component mode synthesis
100,
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capability, the user can calculate the modal response characteristics of the complex
cavity. The interior of the vehicle, or the cavity, must be partitioned or further
idealized as several simple shapes with known hard wall acoustic modes connected
together to approximate the more complex shape. The connection between the
subcavities are termed openings. The mode shapes of each opening must also be known.
The response characteristics of each subvolume and opening is held in the program's
library of elements, which is fully described later.
VIN can calculate the space-averaged pressure squared over each subvolume. This




When the acoustic modal density is greater than 6 or 7 modes per one-third octave, the
response characteristics can be considered reverberant and therefore independent of
cavity shape. When this is the case, statistical energy analysis can be used. The
subvolumes are retained for the statistical energy analysis and are termed acoustic SEA
elements with reverberant response characteristics. In this way, the spatial distribution
of the acoustic pressure can also be estimated in the high frequency regime since the
average pressure in each subvolume is calculated.
6.5 idealize the Structure for Modeling
The primary concern in the development of the drawing has been the representation of
the vehicle's interior acoustic geometry. In this step, the structural elements are
identified and related to the subvolumes of the problem defined in section 6.4. The
idealized structure will consist of transmission surfaces and absorption surfaces. These
surfaces must lie on or within the bounds of the subvolumes that idealize the acoustic
geometry. It is preferable for the idealized structures to lie on the bounds of the
subvolume, but some approximation is allowed. Transmission surfaces are surfaces that
may vibrate and transmit acoustic energy into the subvolumes. Absorption surfaces are
surfaces that may absorb acoustic energy but are assumed to be rigid. The drawing
Should be modified so that it consists only of surface' and subvolume elements that are
in the program's element library.
The motion of each portion of the vehicle's structure is dependent, to some degree, on







transmission surface.	 In. many cases, however, sections of the vehicle structure are
well insulated from each other by rigid or relatively massive boundaries, and the
structures respond somewhat independently from each other.	 Each structural wall of
a
the vehicle whose motion can be independently described is termed a "master surface."
The user is required to define the structural response characteristics of each master
surface. The details of how this is accomplishedis described in later sections.
Any master surface that extends over two or more subvolumes must be partitioned into
subsurfaces, one for each subvolume that is bounded by that particular master surface. i
This is required because of the calculation techniques used in VIN. 	 The response
characteristics of each subsurface is calculated by VIN from the master surface data




The master surface declaration can be used in conjunction with the definition of the
master surface response characteristics to build a model of the structure that is valid
over a larger range of frequencies. Consider, for example, a frame-stiffened structure.
At low frequencies, the structure has modal characteristics that span its whole length. ^.T
At higher frequencies, however, 	 the panels bounded by the frames may vibrate k ,
somewhat independently. 	 To represent this behavior, the user may define one master
surface that describes the low frequency modes and several other surfaces to represent
the higher frequency behavior. All that is required of the user to implement this double
description of a structure is to simply doubly describe the structure and make sure the
response characteristics assigned to each do not overlap in the frequency domain.
An absorption surface should be defined so that no portion of the surface bounds more
than one subvolume.	 A subvolume may have as many absorption surfaces as the
geometry requires. 	 Since the acoustic independance of each absorption surface must be
constant, multiple absorption surfaces can be used to model acoustic impedance
variations over a wall. 	 At this point, the isometric drawing should consist only of
.
surface and volume elements that are resident in the program's element library.
a
1a
6.6	 Number Surface and Volume Elements end Assign Nodes
s
With the isometric drawing now consisting only of surface and subvolume elements with
known, response characteristics, preparations must be made for communication of this
102
geometry to the program.
	 First, starting at one end of the vehicle and working to the
other, number each subvolume.
	 Second, number all the openings.
	 Third, starting with
1, number all the master transmission surfaces in the same orderly manner.
	 Third,	 i
continue the surface tally by numbering the transmission subsurfaces. Fourth, continue
p the surface tally by numbering the absorption surfaces.	 The total number of surfaces
counted are	 i
NS = NMS + NSS + NAS	 i
NS =	 number of surfaces
NMS =	 number of master transmission surfaces
NSS =	 number of transmission subsurfaces
NAS =	 number of absorption surfaces
The geometry of each of the surface, volume, and opening elements is communicated to
€ the program by a method similar to that used in large finite element programs.
	 Each
a element (master transmission surface,	 transmission subsurface, absorption surface,
subvolume and opening) is identified by type.
	 A certain number of "nodes," or position
points, are associated with each element type.
	 Documentation for the program
libraries defines where the nodes should be located on each element type.
	 The nodes
associated with each element type should be clearly marked and numbered on the
isometric drawing. 	 A node can and should be used, if possible, in the definition of more
	
x
than one element. The nodes associated with each element type define the orientation
of the element's geometry with respect to its own local rectangular coordinate system
and the global coordinate system of the problem as a whole. The nodes also provide the
y
limits for surface integration purposes..
	 A minimum of three nodes are required to
define an element type. The first node fixes the location of the origin of the element's
coordinate system in the global coordinate space.
	 The second and third nodes also
provide limits for surface integration purposes in many of the element types.
	 Any
additional nodes provide the reference points required to fully define the element
	 +.
geometry. The maximum number of nodes needed is solely a function of element type.
i
The description of the element geometry is completed by the analytical information










l ay l ip
where
Z = Ax, y)	 is equation of the surface I
az	 is the partial derivative of z with respect to x
ex
az	 is the partial derivative of z with respect to y
ay
h
This information is required for accurate surface integration.
E
Elements are differentiated by response characteristics and not geometry. 	 For
example, a rectangular panel with ribs may be in the library as element 5, while a
simple rectangular panel without ribs is element 2.
6.7
	 Update Program Library of Elements
i
The geometry and modal response characteristics of all the elements used in the
31
drawing completed according to the directions of section 6.6 must be known. 	 The
program library contains some commonly used structural and acoustic elements. 	 The 7
library was not intended, however, to be static. 	 Rather, the library provides a simple
and structured means for the user to add geometry and response information for the
user's particular problems as they arise. If library elements, from past problems, fit the
present problem, then they may be used.. This source code held library has the following ->	 .
organization:
}
Program Library of Elements j
t




III.	 Analytic volume/opening coupling, Lnm
IV.	 Structural elements
B.	 Program library of SEA elements
104 r
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In addition to the program libraries held in the source code, VIN provides an orderly
method of maintaining data files of structural and acoustic response characteristics and
program-calculated parameters associated with specific structures and volumes. The
data file capability significantly reduces the computational effort associated with
design studies where the effect of various parameter changes are investigated.
Essentially all cogent information is placed in mass storage so that it can be retrieved
in total or in part for use in a similar problem. (That is, a slightly changed structure,
increased damping, or adding a wall in the acoustic space constitutes a new problem but
does not invalidate many of the parameters calculated previously.)
Data File
A. System specific parameters
B. Structural surface specific parameters
6.7.1 Program Library of Modal Elements
Surface integrations involving structural and acoustic mode shapes are the heart of the
modal analysis equations. The program library of modal elements provides for the
calculation of these surface integrals. The modal information can be held in the library
in several different forms. All mode shape definitions are given in the particular
element's coordinate system. Recall that the complex cavity mode shapes are
represented by a series of coefficients multiplied times the hardwall acoustic mode
shape of the cavity's subvolumes:
Fnt(xo) = E Pn(n',v) Fn(xoVMn
n
where
Fn,(x0) = mode shape of the n' mode of the multiple cavity system
Pn(n',v) = influence coefficient of n' cavity mode for subvolume v
Fn(xo) = hardwall acoustic mode shape of subvolume v
i
The volume or acoustic modal element descriptions provides the hardwall acoustic mode
shapes, Fn(xo)•	 7
The opening modal elements are needed for acoustic component mode synthesis.








between the subvolumes of the cavity and the openings that connect the subvolumes.
Recall that
Lnm = 1/A	 fl^&M(xo) Fn(xo)dA
where	 A
OM (xo) = opening mode shape
Fn(xo) = hardwall subvolume acoustic mode shape
A = area of opening
Provision is made in the component mode synthesis portion of the program code for
analytic calculation of the opening/subvolume Ln m. If analytic calculation is not
possible, then the integration is carried out by gaussian quadrature.
Structural mode shapes can be in analytical or double sine series form. The double sine
series can represent structural mode shapes from extensive analytical techniques, finite
element analysis, and/or experiment.
aExamine the documentation for the program library of modal elements in appendix A. 	 iA n
The volume elements now held in the program code are
E
1. Rectangular parallopiped
2. Circular cylinder with closed ends
3. Concentric circular cylinder with closed ends
The opening elements now held in the program code are
1. Rectangle
`	 2.	 Circle	 r -	 a
3.	 Concentric circular annulous
The volume/opening analytic coupling Lnm are
'	 1.	 Rectangle/parallopiped
2. Circle/circular cylinder
3. Concentric circular annulous/circular cylinder




The structural elements held in the program code are
1.	 Rectangular surface shape with Fourier series mode descriptions
2.	 Thin, orthotropic, rectangular- panel with sirnpiy supported edges
3.	 Circular surface shape with Fourier series mode descriptions
r.
4.	 Thin, homogeneous, circular panel with fixed edges
5.	 Frame-stiffened, orthotropic whole-shell segment with shear end conditions
at cylinder ends }
6.	 Frame-stiffened, orthotropic shell segment with shear end conditions at all
boundries.
7.	 BBN finite element mode shape description method.
8.	 Thin, orthotropic rectangular panel with clamped edges.
Additional element types can be added to the library as required.
	 The following
instructions describe how an update is made.
The documentation for the new elements should be fully prepared before any additions
to the source code are made. Acoustic modal element documentation should follow the f	 '!
A ttpaern. l	 it: n	 f
a.	 Element number assignment and description
b.	 Drawing of the element, including locations of the element nodes
C.
	 Natural frequency equations
R d.	 Mode shape equations
e	 Summary program variables associated with volume elements
`.
a.	 Element number assignment
The element is accessed via its unique element number.
	 The description is for







b.	 Drawing of the element, including locations of the element nodes
The element geometry is depicted on a rectangular coordinate system in a manner
most conducive to defining the shape with the least number of nodes. The nodes are	 s
located such that
Node 1 - at the origin of the coordinate axis
Node 2 - on the positive x-axis
Node 3 - on the positive y-axis
Node 4 - on the positive z-axis
t; Additional nodes may be assigned as required to supply the needed dimensions in the




Natural frequency equations F
4z Using basic acoustic constants and the dimensions supplied by part two, provide an
equation for the calculation of the hardwall acoustic natural frequency as a function of
g
mode number (modal index).
K
d.	 Mode shape equations1
^a	 I
Using the dimensions supplied in part two, provide an equation for the calculation
of the hardwall acoustic mode shape as a function of position and mode number. 	 The t i
mode shapes must be normalized such that
Mn = ll vff Fn(xo)dV = 1.0 b	 r
` e.	 Summary of program variables_ associated with volume element descriptions ^.
The program variables to be used in the volume element descriptions are
}
summarized in part e.
Opening modal element and analytic Lnm documentation should follow the pattern:
a.	 Element number assignment and description






C,	 Mode shape equations
d.- Summary of program variables associated with opening element descriptions
a. Element number assignment and description
I
The opening element is accessed via its unique opening element number. The
description is used in organizational comments in the program code and for titles in the
documentation.
b. Drawing of the element, including location of the element nodes
The opening element geometry is depicted on a rectangular coordinate system in a
Imanner conducive to defining the shape with the least number of nodes. The nodes are
located such that
E
Node 1 - at the origin of the coordinate axis
Node 2 - on the positive x-axis at the furtherest extent of the element in the
x-direction
Node 3 - on the positive y-axis at the furtherest extent of the element in the
y-direction
Additional nodes may be assigned as required to supply the needed dimensions in
I^	 the mode shape equations.
I
`	 '4< C.	 Mode shape equations
Using the dimensions supplied in part H, provide an equation for the calculation of
the opening mode shapes. The opening types have certain "allowed frequency" constant
that also affect the mode shape. Equations for calculating these values as a function of I
modal index numbers must also be provided. 	 j
E
d.	 Summary of program variables associated with opening element description
The program variables to be used in the opening element descriptions are 	 j
summarized.
Structural modal element documentation should follow the pattern:
a. Element number assignment and description




	 Natural frequency equations and structural constants
e. Mode shape equations
f. Summary of program variables associated with structural element
a. Element number assignment and description
The element is accessed via its unique element number. The description is for
organizational comments in the program code and for titles in the documentation.
b. Drawing of the element, including location of the element nodes
The element geometry is depicted on a rectangular coordinate system in a
manner conducive to defining the shape with the least number of nodes. The structural
element may be three-dimensional as long as it is single valued in the z-direction
(component coordinate system). The nodes are located such that
Node 1 - at origin of the coordinate axis
Node 2 - on the positive x-axis at the furtherest extent of the element's
projection in the x-direction
T
Node 3 - on the positve y-axis at the furtherest extent of the element's projection
in the y-direction
Additional nodes may be assigned as required to supply the needed dimensions in
the natural frequency and mode shape equations.
C.
	 Surface equations
An equation of the surface is established as a function of the component x and y
positions: z = Ax,y). As described in section 6.6, a correction factor for the surface
shape must also be supplied for surface integration:	 t:s"	 a
G(x,Y)




Note that if z constant, G(x,y) = 1 `.0. The jacobian of the coordinate system of
r
integration must also be provided.
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d. Natural frequency equations and structural constants
Supply the structural constants and the equation needed to calculate the struc-
tural element's natural frequencies. Alternatively, the natural frequencies can be
supplied as data by the user. If this is done, the mode shapes must also be given by
data, in which case the structural element description held in the program code reduces
to a simple description of the surface geometry for integration purposes.
e. Mode shape equations
Using the dimensions supplied in part 11 and the constants supplied in part IV,
provide an equation for the calculation of the structural mode shapes. Alternatively,
the mode shapes can be given by data (double sine series) as discussed in part IV above.
f. Summary of program variables associated with structural element description
The program variables to be used in the structural element descriptions are
summarized.
The mode shape data can be supplied directly in double sine series form or as raw data
in the NASTRAN output format. The program converts the Nastran output formatted
data to double sine series form. All mode shapes will be normalized such that
M m 1 /A ff m 02 (xo)ds = 1.0S
Once the documentation is completed, the information must be added to the program
source code. The fully commented code (appendix D) in combination with the
documentation for the program library of modal elements (appendix A) clearly
demonstrates how the volume, opening, and structural elements are to be added to the
code.
6.7.2 Update Program Library of SEA Element Types
The geometry of the problem, as defined by the isometric drawing completed in section
6.6, remains valid throughout all program computations regardless of the computation
method--modal analysis or SEA. The equations for the structural mode shapes and




suitable to reflect the statistical emphasis needed in the higher frequencies for good
SEA estimates. Consequently, VIN holds a library of structural SEA descriptions that
may be assigned to any of the master surfaces. Appendix B documents the SEA 	 t'
descriptions presently in the library and the parameters associated with them. The
acoustic SEA elements are assumed to exhibit the well-known reverberant field
S;
characteristics and hence are shape independent. {
Examine the documentation for the program library of SEA descriptions in appendix B.
The SEA descriptions now held in the program code are
1. Equivalent rectangular panel with end conditions ranging from simply
supported to clamped.
2. Equivalent orthotropic whole shell with shear diaphram end conditions.
3. Direct data: RJA, RJARV, MD.
ai
Additional SEA descriptions can be added to the library as required. The following
defines the procedure for making an update.	 t
The documentation for the new elements should be fully prepared before any additions
to the source code are made. SEA documentation should follow the pattern:
a. SEA description number assignment
b. Modal density equations
C.	 Joint acceptance equations
d.	 Summary of program variables associated with SEA element description. 	 a
a. SEA description number assignment
The SEA response description is accessed via its unique SEA response description 	 f
number.
}
b. Modal density equations
Supply the equations needed to calculate the modal density of the element as a
function of frequency. Frequency dependent constants can be defined and held in the




constants and NTOB is the number of frequency bands. These and/or additional
u	
constants are also used in part 4.
C.	 Typical joint acceptance definition
The joint acceptance may be calculated either directly by user-supplied, semi-
empirical equations or by the program's analytical integration of equivalent mode shape
descriptions. Frequency dependent parameters required by the selected method may be
held in the array WMH as discussed previously. Either or both methods maybe used in a
single problem.
d.	 Summary of program variables associated with SEA descriptions
Once the documentation is complete, the information must be added to the
program source code. The fully commented code (appendix D) in combination with the
documentation for the program library of SEA elements (appendix B) clearly demon
I	 strates how the SEA elements are to be added to the code.
6.7.3 Organization and Use of Data File
4
All cogent information for any problem solved by VIN can be stored in a data file so 	 i'
that the information may be retrieved in total or in part for use in a similar problem.
The data file holds two types of information: system specific and structural surface
specific parameters. The system specific parameters are stored in files L1-L6. These
described the geometry, acoustics, and acoustic dependent parameters of the problem.
j The structural surface specific parameters are stored in files U-1,10. These describe
the dynamics of structural elements, including generalized force as specified for that
surface. Mass storage files L16-L18 are sometimes required for short-term storage of
intermediate calculations and are not a part of the permanent data file.
Each problem stored receives a unique problem number. Each structural surface
element stored receives a unique "stored" structural element number. File LO contains
an index of the stored data. The index is printed whenever prestored data is used. The





1.	 NTAPE - Reference number for control card addressing
NFV - Problems	 u	 Q'
NFS - Master surfaces
NPFCT - Pressure field constants
NTOBT - Frequency bands
NVT - Volumes in multiple cavity system
NST - Surfaces in multiple surface system
MXVT - Volume element nodes
MXST - Surface element nodes
NAMT - Acoustic modes	 i
NSMT - Structural modes
MXT - Fourier series m-direction limit
NXT - Fourier series n-direction limit
NAMMCT - Important acoustic modes
NSEACT - SEA constants	 A
^I
NPA - Actual number of problems now on data set








2	 NN - Nodes
NS - Surfaces
NMS - Master surfaces
MNSS - Subsurfaces	 j
NAS - Absorption surfaces
MXS - Surface nodes 	 --
NSMX - Structural modes	 u,
NSC Structural constants (modal analysis)
NV - Volumes I
_ NXV - Volume nodes
NAM - Volume modes
NTOB - Frequency bands
MFE Surfaces with finite element descriptions
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NX - Fourier series terms in y-direction
NSEAC - SEA constants
NPFC - Pressure field constants
NWS - Discrete frequency steps over frequency range
NOO - Openings
LBAND - Lowest band of interest: Modal analysis
MBAND - Transition band: End modal analysis; begin SEA analysis
IHBAND - Highest band of interest
RO - Density of fluid in volume
CO - Speed of sound of fluid in volume
VOL - Volume of multiple cavity system
PREF - Reference pressure
ZERO - Value considered zero
EPS - Fraction of peak modal contribution considered negligible
BW - Bandwidth
A set of these parameters is given for each problem stored on the data tape.
Data Set Contents
Structural Element
3	 ISTYP - Surface type
NM - Modes of structure
NSC - Structural modal constants
IPF - Pressure field type
LBAND - Low band
MBAND - Transition band
IHBAND - High band
NSEAC - SEA constants
ISEAO - SEA structural type
MX - Fourier series terms in x-direction
A set of this data is held for each structural type on the data tape.
Random access storage parameters:
MNR = I + 10 + 20 (maximum number of records)
MRS = 20 (maximum record size)
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tIR 1 for tape parameters
= 1 + NPROB for problem parameters
Ile
1 + 10 + ISUR for structural parameters
Note that this first 	 is sized with constants so that it may be read without prior
knowledge of the value of the parameters on the file.
File L1: Problem. Geometry
Data Set (NDS)
y
1	 VNODC(MXV,3,NV) - Volume mode locations (in subvolume coordinate
system)
VTM(3,3,NV) - Transformation	 matrix	 for	 global-to-volume t
syste rn
VORG(3,NV) - Origin offset: Volume-to-global coordinate system
IVTYP(NV) - Volume type
ONODC(MXS 9 3,NOO) - Opening node locations
OTM(3 ,3,NOO) - Transformation	 matrix	 for	 opening	 to	 global
x.
system
OORG (3,NOO) - Origin offset: Opening to global coordinate system
:a	 IOTYP(N'OO) - Opening type
SNODC (MXS,3,NS) - Surface	 node	 locations	 ( in	 surface	 coordinate
system)
STM(3 , 3,NS) - Transformation	 matrix.	 for	 global-to-volume
system
1.
SORG (3,NS) - Origin offset: Surface -to-global coordinate system
s
ISTYP(NS) - Surface type: Modal analysis
V(NV) - Volume of subvolumes
AREAO(NOO) - Area of openings
1AREA(NS) - Area of surfaces +
IGEMOV(2,NOO) - Opening/subvolume relationships py	
ISV(NS) -r Surface/subvolume relationships x	 #i
MASSUR(NNMS,MNSS) - Master surface/subsurface relationships
NSDAT(NS) - Data tape surface identification
















ISEAO (NMS) - Surface type: SEA
GNODE(NN,3) - Global node points
IOCM(MXS ,NOO) - Opening nodes
ISURCM(MXS , NS) - Surface nodes
IVOLCM(MXV,NV) - Volume nodes
BNDWN(NTOBT , 2) - Acoustic band of importance
Random access storage parameters:
MNR = NFV; maximum records in file
MRS = Total size of arrays above; maximum record size
IR = NPROB; mass storage record access number
File L2 Subvolume Natural Frequencies and Acoustic Mode Shape
r..	 Integration Over Each Surface
Data Set (NDS)
1	 WN(4 NAM NV)--- Natural frequency and mode sh ape index of^	 ^	 q	 Y	 P
subvolumes
2	 CN(NAM,NS) - Integral of whole cavity acoustic mode shape over
each surface
3	 ZNDATA(NTOB ,NS) - Surface acoustic absorption
Random access storage parameters:
MNR = NFV*3
MRS= AMAX (NST*NAMT, 4*NAMT*NVT)t	 ^
IR = (NDS-1)* NFVTNPROB
i
File L3: Acoustic Modal Response
Data Set (NDS)
r	 1	 WNMC(NAM) - Multiple cavity system 's acoustic natural
frequencies
2 -	 VMNPA(NAM) - Generalized mass of each acoustic mode






File L4: Portion of Cavity Generalized Mass in Each Subvolume
Data Set (NDS)
1	 RMN(NAMT,NVT) Portion of cavity generalized mass in each
subvolume




File L5: Acoustic Component Mode Synthesis Constants of Constraint
Data Set (NDS)
1	 PNMC(NAMMC) Constants of constraint
	 }
t








1	 INDPN(NAM) - Indicates which subvolume acoustic modes are
	
important in the calculation of the whole cavity
	 ° {
modes










File L7: Structural/Acoustic Coupling Coefficient
Data Set (NDS)
1	 VLNM(NAMT) - Structural/acoustic coupling coefficient




The structure specific parameters held in files L8 through L15 are briefly described in
the following data file summary.
File L8: Miscellaneous Structural Constants
Data Set (NDS)
1	 NM,ISTYP,AREA - Number of modes, structure type, structure area 	 i
2	 SC(NSC) - Structural constants for modal analysis
3 ZMDATA(NTOB) - Structural damping in each band of interest
7 4 SPL(NTOB) - Exterior sound pressure level on structure for each
band of interest
i? Random access storage parameters:
u MNR = 4*NFS
Q MRS = NTOBT
IR = (NDS-1)*NFS+NSDAT(ISUR) i
File L9: Structural Modal Data l
Data Set (NDS)
i
1 WM(3,NSMT) - Structural modes and modal indexes
2 ZM(NSMT) - Structural modal damping (C/Cc) 1
Random access storage parameters:
^.. MNR = NFS*2
MRS = 4*NSMT
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RJAI%NTOBT) - Joint acceptance or generalized force of each
structural mode for the given external pressure
field




File L11: (Blank and not assigned)
File L12: Structure Modal Description
Data Set (NDS)
1 BPQ(MXT,NXT,NSMT) - Coefficients to double Fourier series description of
mode shape




{ IR = NSDAT(ISUR)
r File L13: Structure SEA Response Description
Data Set (NDS)
 IIIf ..
1	 WMH(NSEAC,NTOB) - Structural SEA parameters for each frequency n
band of interest ^I
Random access storage parameters: r^
MNR = NNFS t	 '
MRS= NSEACT*NTOBT








File L14: Structure SEA Joint Acceptance and Modal Density
Data Set (NDS)
;t
1	 RJA(NTOB) - Joint acceptance of modes in band (given external
field)
2	 RJARV(NTOB) - Joint acceptance of modes in band (reverberant
pressure field)
3	 MD(NTOB) - Modal density




' File L15: Bandwidth of Importance
iData Set
st 1 BNDWM(NTOB,2)
Mass storage parameters: }
- MNR = NFS
MRS = NTOB*2
IR = NSTOR(IS)
{ The following three files are used for short-term storage of intermediate program s;
calculated parameters. The files are not part of the permanent data set.
L16: EIMTX






















where	 NFES - FE nodes in the data set
NSM - FE modes in the data set




D3 - z-coordinate	 t E
VM - Elemental mass at each node
WM - Natural frequencies










6.8 Estimate the Structural Damping and Acoustic Absorption
The structural damping and normal acoustic impedance must be estimated for the
entire frequency range of interest for each master surface of the structure. The i
prediction accuracy of the program is usually affected more by estimates of these
parameters than by any other single aspect of the modeling exercise. Because of the




answer to important problems based on a sensitivity analysis with damping and surface
absorption as the variables. Such a sensitivity analysis would be less costly than it
seems since VIN can save the results of the program's most time-consuming calculations
for reuse in repeated runs of the same general problem.
6.9 Define External Acoustic Fields
The external acoustic field over each master surface must be specified. The program
library of external pressure fields contains normalized descriptions of the most
commonly encountered pressure fields. Each pressure field type is assigned a unique
pressure field reference number. The program library of external pressure fields may
be updated. The documentation follows the pattern:
a. Pressure field number assignment and description
b. Surface pressure field correlation equations
1. Random: frequency domain
2. Deterministic: frequency domain
C.
	 Generalized force calculations
b
a. Pressure field number assignment and description 	 ar
e
Each pressure field description is accessed via its unique element number. The
description is for comments in the program code and for titles in the documentation.
b. Surface pressure field correlation equations 	 R
A pressure field is descriped in either random-frequency domain or deterministic-
frequency domain terms. Each description is normalized to a reference pressure at the
centroid of the surface on which the field is imposed. The description should be in the
form of an equation. All constants that make the description more versatile are
identified and allowed to be user-variable inputs to the program. (See documentation
for program library of external pressure fields.)
C.	 Generalized force calculations
' Since the equations are formulated to calculate the space-averaged pressure ,I
squared, the generalized force is required in the form of a joint acceptance: +








Spbl(4)) = exterior blocked pressure power spectral density at a reference
point
Spbl(w) = exterior blocked pressure cross-power spectral density
A = surface area of structure
a
' While this form is generally used for random external pressure field descriptions, it can
r also be used with deterministic data.
g` 2	 1	 p(xo9 r1') p*(xo, w)
fj J	 (^) =	 % (x)	 (x' )dsds'mm	 2	 ,12	 m o	 m	 oA ( p(xref' w _	 !Is	 s' yl
where
p(xo, co) = complex pressure at point xo
I p(Xref 
w)I	 = pressure squared and reference point, xref
at
- Spbl(a))
g The deterministic field joint acceptance can be more easily obtained by calculating fi	 '












Once the generalized force is calculated in the form of joint acceptance, the remainder
of the calculations are identical for the deterministic and random formulations.
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If the surface mode shapes are given in analytical form, the above integrations are
generally accomplished by Gaussian quadrature; however, analytic solutions are used in
the program whenever such solutions are available. If the mode shapes are given in
Fourier series form, analytical solutions are possible for some pressure field types as
follows:
mx nx
PZX-	 qMYVfm (x 0)	 m /3p9pq sin	 sinxL 	 yLp q
Substitute into the equations
f
2 mx nx mx nx	 S pbi(x'ol X'o
mm	 2	 E O m Op lq l 	S




sin P 7rx sin qU sin PI '7x, sin-9!24 dsds'
xL	 YL	 xL	 yL
mx nx
m	 A	 m0no I fp(x0 I co) sin	 sin 911 ds1^7rx	 vLp q
s
Analytic solutions for the bracketed terms are mandated for computational tractability.
The documentation for the program library of external pressure fields is given in
appendix C. Point force excitation is among the external pressure, or forcing, fields
resident in the library. The routine PRMCAL (see appendix D) provides fully
commented directions on the addition of new pressure field types to the source code.
6.10 Prepare Input Data File
At this point, the user should have
1. Become familiar with the basic analytical techniques of the program.
2. Prepared isometric scaled drawing consisting only of surface and subvolume
elements to be included in the program element libraries.
3. Identified master surface/subsurface relationships.





5. Numbered all surfaces in the correct order (master surfaces + subsurfaces +
absorption surfaces).
6. Marked the location of the required nodes on each surface and subvolume on
the isometric drawing and numbered the nodes.
7. Updated the modal and SEA element libraries and gathered finite element or
experimental modal response information if required.
8. Gathered the relevant structural data on each surface, including the
structural damping and acoustic impedance estimates.
9. Selected the external field description for each master surface.
The above information must now be communicated to the program via the Input Data
File. Each aspect of the Input Data File is described in detail following the summary of
its contents. Recommendations, based on experience with the program, for user-
selected parameters are also provided.
In all the options, weak structural/acoustic coupling is assumed. Each option uses the
modal analysis method. SEA analysis can be used only with option 1.
Summary of Input Data File
Title
Subtitle























NPROB, NPROBN, MTAPE, NTAPE
RC B.	 Sizing Parameters for New Data File 	 fij
NFV, NFS, NPFCT, NTOBT, NVT, NST, MXVT, MXST, NAMT, NSMT, MXT, NXT,
NAMIiCT, NSEACT	 , * t
RC C. Range: Frequency Domain
LBAND, iVIBAND, IHBAND, BW
RC D. Range: Discrete Frequencies
WI,_WF, NWS






RC	 F.	 Matrix Sizing
• NN, NS, NMS, MASS, NAS, MXS, NSMX, NSC, NV, MXV, NAM, NTOB, MFEq MX, NX,
NSEAC,NPFC
RC	 G.	 Multiple Cavity Parameters
NAMMC, NOO, NOM, IOM, NG, DFQY, NI, ER
RC	 H.	 Opening/Volume Relationships
1,	 NVOL(TAIL), NVOL(HEAD)
NOO, NVOL(TAIL), NVOL(HEAD)
RC	 I.	 Opening Description
1, IOTYP(l), AREAD(l), (IOCM(19I),1+1,MXS)
NOO, IOTYP(NOO), AREAO(NOO)q (IOCM(NOO,I),I-1,MXS)
RC.
	J.	 Structural Data File Access and Storage
(NSDAT(I)qI=l,'w'S)
(NSTOR(I),I=l, W!S)
RC	 K.	 Global Node Points
1, X, Y, Z
NN, X, Y, Z
RC L. Surface Description
1, ISTYP(l), AREA(l), (ISURCM(1,I),I=1,MXS)
NS, ISTYP(NS), AREA(NS), ISURCM(NS,I),I=I,MXS)
RC M. Master Surface/Surface Relationships
1, (MASSUR(I,I),I--1,MNSS)
NMS, (MASSUR(NMS,I),1=1,MNSS)
RC N. Structural Constants: Modal Analysis
1, (SC(1,l),1-1,NSC)
NMS, (SC(NMS,I),1=1,NSC)
(leave off SC if NSDAT(ISUR).NE.0)
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NOTE: Full FE data is on a prepared mass storage file (L18). The form of the data on
that file is given under the description offile L18 in section 6.7.







RC Q. Volume Description
1, IVTYP(1), V(1), (IVOLCM(1,(), 1-1,MXV)
NV, IVTYP(NV), V(NV), (IVOLCM(NV,I), I=1,MXV)
R ; x. Acoustic constants









RC T. Surface/Volume Relationships
1, ISV(1)
}	 NS, ISV(NS)
RC S.	 Acoustic Modal Data
RC U. Surface Absorption































RC Y. Band Center Frequencies
(CENTF(I)(I), I=1,NTOB)




The Data Input File has 26 sections lettered A through Z. Each section of data cards is
headed by a title card. 	 Each title card begins with a read code. 	 If the code is the
integer 1, the program is alerted that the section is to be read. 	 If the code is 0, the
program is alerted that there are no cards in that section, and the program therefore
will expect the following data card to be the next section's title card. 	 The program
options selected by the user determine which data sections are required and which are
not.	 Variables are integer or real by the standard implicit definitions. 	 All data reads
are unformatted.	 Variables on a single card are simply separated by commas.
	 Of
course, all variables must be given in a consistent set of units.
A.	 Option Selection
The option selection requires four data cards. 	 The read code is always 1. 	 The
first card is for selection of the type of analysis.
Card Al: IOP - A single integer with
1 -	 Space-averaged, band-averaged pressure squared with random external
pressure field excitation.
2 -	 Space-averaged pressure squared at discrete frequencies with random
external pressure field excitation.
3 -	 Space-averaged, band-averaged pressure squared with deterministic
excitation.
4-	 Space-averaged pressure squared at discrete frequencies with determi-
nistic excitation.
5 -	 Multiple cavity analysis only.
6 -	 Reverberation time.
The second	 option selection data card	 flags	 miscellaneous options.	 A I'll,
activates the option; 11 0 11 deactivates the option.
Card A2: MOPW - Four integers on the card with
MOP(l) - Retain mass storage file after execution of program.
MOP(2) - Surpress printing of the input data.
MOPW - Use experimental cavity damping.
MONO - Use short BMN calculation on new modal data.
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If a data file is to be kept for the problem at hand, set MOP(1)=1. The input data
is automatically mirrored to a printer unless MOP(2) is set to 1. If acoustic damping is
explicitly known as a function of frequency, it may be entered as data by setting the
flag MOP(3) equal to 1. Otherwise it is assumed that the cavity damping must be
calculated from surface absorption and acoustic modal characteristics. Finally, if new
modal data is to be input, from finite element analysis or experiment, etc., the method
of calculating the double sine series representation of the mode shapes can be selected.
If MOP(4) is set to 1, then the surface integrations required to calculate the series
coefficients will be simple summation of the modal data. Otherwise, a more
sophisticated and time-consuming surface integration method will be used.
The third option selection card flags which parameters, if any, are available in the
data file. Again, 1 activates the option and 0 deactivates the option.
Card A3: IPRE(4) - Four integers on the card with
IPRE(1) - Acoustic response precalculated.
IPRE(2) - Acoustic absorption precalculated
IPRE(3) - Structural/acoustic interaction, Lnm , precalculated for all
surfaces.
IPRE(4) - Generalized force or joint acceptance precalculated for all
surfaces.
Further details, such as "For which surfaces is the response precalculated?" are given in
later sections of the input.
The fourth option selection card gives general data file access and storage
information.
Card A4: Four integers on the card with
NPROB - Old problem access number
NPROBN - New problem access number
MTAPE - Old tape access number





If precalculated acoustics are to be used in this run of the program, the problems !4
reference number must be given. If there is no previous problem, set NPROB to zero.
If the important parameters of the problem at hand are to be saved for future use, the r
problem must be given a reference number. 	 Two tapes are used to eliminate the c
possibility of a write error destroying the data tape. 	 The data tape, referenced by file
number MTAPE, is read into random access mass storage files. 	 During the execution of
i
the program, the random access files are updated with the new data from NPROBN. At
the completion of the run, a new tape-- NTAPE--which holds all the previous data and
the new data, is created. {	 ^^I
B.	 New Data File Sizing Parameters
t
The parameters given in this section size the mass storage files.
	 Each parameter E
is the maximum number allowed for the particular data file. 	 Once these parameters
are set for a given data file, they cannot be changed. Any problem placed on the data
file may have smaller but never larger values of these parameters. 	 The B card is only
read if a new data file is to be created. x
Card B1: NFV, NFS NPFCT, NTOBT, NVT, NST, MXVT, MXST, NAMT, NSMT, a
MXT, NXT, NAMMCT, NSEACT
NFV - Problems stored on data file j
jNFS - Structural surface descriptions
NPFCT - Pressure field constants
NTOBT - Frequency bands ry
NVT - Subvoiumes in multiple cavity system 4	 A
NST - Surfaces in the problem
MXVT - Volume nodes
MXST - Surface nodes 77	 f
NAMT - Acoustic modes
i
NSMT - Structural modes
MXT - Largest index in the M direction for Fourier series modal response ;p	 ,
representation
NXT - Largest index in the N direction for Fourier series modal response
representation
f	 NAMMCT - Multiple cavity nodes of importance
NSEACT - Statistical energy analysis constants
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The data file is intended to reduce the overall computational requirements of a
design concept evaluation or a sensitivity analysis of a particular problem. The
preferred values of the constants will therefore depend on the size of the general
problem at hand.
C. Range: Frequency Domain
Factors that define the frequency range of the program's calculations are given on
the C data card.
Card C: LBAND - Lowest frequency band of interest
MBAND - Band at which SEA assumptions become valid
IHBAND - Highest frequency band of interest
BW - Frequency band width factor (0.12 for one-third octave bands)
where 1 5 LBAND :5 MBAND <_ IHBAND :5 NTOB
The user directs the use of modal and/or statistical energy analysis, when allowed
F
R i	 by the option selected, by the selection of LBAND, MBAND, and IHBAND. Between
LBAND and MBAND the program uses the modal analysis method. Between MBAND
and IHBAND the program uses the statistical energy analysis method if option 1 or 3
E'	 was selected. Hence, if MBAND is set equal to IHBAND, only modal analyis is
performed. On the other hand, if LBAND is set equal to MBAND only SEA is
- y	performed. While the program can handle full octave bands, one-third octave band
averaging is recommended.
The selection of MBAND is entirely a function of the internal acoustics of the
problem. SEA assumptions become valid at the frequency above which the internal
acoustics can be considered reverberant (more than six acoustic moodes per one-third
octave band). Due to geometry, this frequency is also -assumed adequate for SEA
descriptions of the structural response. A good estimate of the correct point to shift to
SEA can be made by
I.	 Select the subvolume with the smallest volume.
2. Calculate f = 1300/ 3^r —v (with volume, v, in ft3).




MBAND selection in this manner assures that the acoustic field within each subvolume
can be considered reverberant. At this point, the SEA analysis can be used to calculate
noise levels averaged over each subvolume.




Factors that define the range of the program 's discrete frequency calculations are
given on the D data card.
Card D: WI, WF, NWS	 '1
WI - The initial frequency
WF - The final frequency
NWS - The number of frequency steps across range
	
f
This data card is needed only when calculation option 2 or 4 is selected.
C
E. Tolerances i
All input tolerances are given on the E card.
	
a	 t
E Card: Zero - Value considered 0.0
EPS Fraction of the maximum contribution from a single 	 Y
mode that can be neglected in the modal summations 	 r-^
EPS is used in the routine BNDCAL to establish structural and acoustic band-
widths of importance for each band. This sophisticated modal summation limiting





.j	 The matrix sizing establishes, to a great extent, the size of the problem at hand. 	 k`{
F Card NN - Global node points.
NS - Surfaces
i NMS - Master surfaces	 f
MNSS - Subsurfaces per master surface
NAS - Absorption surfaces





NSMX - Structural modes per surface	 f',
NSC - Structural constants
s	 NV - Subvolumes in system
MXV - Nodes per subvollume
NAM - Acoustic modes per subvolume
	
x,
NTOB - One-third octave bands
MFE - Finite element nodes
e	 MX - X-direction Fourier series summation limit
i
NX - Y-direction Fourier series summation limit
NSEAC - SEA constants
NPFC - Pressure field correlation constants
Parameters NN through MXS are all obtained from the problem drawing as E
described in section 6.6. The maximum number of structural modes, NSMX, needed for
` a particular problem depends on both the frequency range of interest and the structures
i involved in the problem. A good estimate of the NSMX required can be obtained by
I,
1.	 Select the structure with the lowest natural frequency.
2.	 Recall the highest frequency band to which the modal analysis will extend
(MBAND-1). E
3.	 NSMX is the number of structural resonances below the center frequency of
band MBAND.
If only SEA is to be used, set NSMX to zero.
	 The maximum number of structural
constants, NSC, is simply a function of the structural types in the modal analysis
portion of the problem.
s
Parameters NV and MXV are obtained from the drawing of the problem as
described in section 6.6. The maximum number of acoustic modes, NAM, needed for a
particular problem depends on the frequency range of interest and the acoustic
subvolumes of the problem. A good estimate of the NAM required can be obtained by
E












i3.	 NAM is the number of subvolume acoustic resonances below one and one-
half times the MBAND center frequency.
If only SEA is to be used, set NAM to zero. The number of one-third octave
bands, NTOB, establishes the maximum range of frequencies the calculations may
cover.
The matrix sizing parameters MFE, NIX, AND NX have to do with the description
of modes with double Fourier series. If modal data is to be given, the maximum number
of points at which the mode shape is defined must be provided. MX and MY must be
chosen large enough to adequately define the mode shapes over the surface with the
double Fourier series. Since the mode shapes are only used in surface integrations,
exact replication of the shape is not required. The MX and NX, however, must be
sufficiently high to match the number of nodal lines in the highest frequency structural
mode to be approximated. The number of SEA constants, NSEAC, and the number of
pressure field constants, NPFC, are determined by the structural types and the external
pressure field types called out in the problem.
G.	 Multiple Cavity Parameters
The G card provides the parameters that direct certain aspects of the acoustic
component  mode synthesis.
G card: NAMMC - Acoustic modes important around exciting frequency
NOO Openings
NOM - Opening modes
NMO - Total opening modes available
GN - Acoustic modes assumed at some opening mode set
DFQY Frequency step in natural frequency calculations
NI Iterations allowed in Newton Raphson convergence on
the acoustic natural frequency
ER - Error limits in Newton Raphson iteration
The number of opening modes, NOM, is by far the most important factor in the
component mode synthesis computation time requirements. A technique is used to
select the most important NOM opening modes from an array of NMO opening modes
based on the multiple cavity natural frequency. The evaluation method is executed
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rH. Opening/Volume Relationships
The opening/volume relationships are used in the generation of the acoustic
component mode synthesis equations. There are NOO "H" cards.
H cards: l NVOL (tail), NVOL (head)
NOO, NVOL (tail), NVOL (head)
The first integer on each card is the opening number as defined on the problem's
drawing (see 6.6). The second integer is the lower subvolume number of the two
subvolumes separated by the opening. The third integer is the higher adjacent
subvolume number. The subvolumes are also as numbered in section 6.6.
I.	 Opening Description
The opening element types, area and geometry are needed for the acoustic
component mode synthesis.
I cards: 1, IOTYP(1), AREAO(1), (IOCM(l,I), I-1,MXS)
NOO, IOTYP(NOO), AREA(NOO), (IOCM(NOO,I), 1-1,MXS)
The first integer on the card is the opening number. The second defines the
opening element type from the Program Library of Modal Elements. The third number
on each I card is the area of the opening (real number). The final MXS integers are the
global node points defining the opening geometry and location. If MXS is greater than
	 n
the number of nodes required for any particular opening type, place zeros in the
unneeded slots.
J.	 Structural Data File Access and Storage
The mass storage data file, as described in section 6.7.3, holds structural response
data calculated in previos computer runs. Each surface on the data file has a unique
Y	
,
reference number. The J cards supplies the data file access and/or storage reference
numbers
J card 1: NSDAT(1), ..., NSDAT(NMS) 	 e`
J card 2: NSTOR(1), ..., NSTOR(NMS)
The first J card gives the data file reference number for each surface of the
present problem. If no data exists for a particular surface, a zero is put in that slot.
The second J card gives the reference number under which each surface of the present
problem will be stored at the completion of the program calculations. Each J card must
have NMS integers.
K.	 Global Node Points
The global node points are used to locate the various volume, opening and surface 	 III
elements of the problem in global coordinate space. Refer to the scaled drawing with
the numbered node points to prepare the K cards.
K cards: 1, X, Y Z	 >,'
NN, X,Y,Z
x
The first entry on each K card is the node number. The next three real numbers




The surface description cards define each surface element of the problem and
locates the element in the global coordinate space.	 a
r	 L cards: 1, ISTYP(1), AREA(1), (ISURCM(IS,I),I-1,MXS) f







The first integer on each L card is the surface number as identified on the
isometric drawing of the geometry. The next integer, ISTYP(I), is the surface element
reference number from the Program Library of Surface Elements. If the surface only
inputs power in the SEA frequency range (another master surface is specified to provide
the modal analysis data) then enter a zero for ISTYP(I). The surface area, AREA(I), is
given next followed by the MXS nodes that locate the element in the global coordinate
space. If MXS is greater than the number of nodes required for any particular surface
type, place zeros in the unneeded slots. If ISTYP(I) is zero, then place zeros in all the
ISURCM slots.
id
M. Master Surface/Surface Relationships
When a master surface extends over more than one subvolume, subsurfaces are
defined. Each subsurface is associated with only one subvolume. The M cards establish
the relationships between the master surface and the subsurface.
M cards: 1, (MASSUR(1,I),I-1,MASS)
NNIS (MASSUR(NMS I) I-1 MNSS)
z
The first integer on each M card is the master surface number as established on
the isometric drawing of the geometry. The remaining MNSS entries on each card is
the surface numbers of the subsurfaces associated with that particular master surface. 	 t
Zeros are entered in the unneeded data slots. The number of data slots on each card is
equal to (1+1VINSS). 	 n
i
N.	 Structural Constants: Modal Analysis
The structural constants needed for the modal response description of each
master transmission surface can be provided in this data section.
	
N cards: 1, SC(1, 1) ..., SC(1,NSC) 	 {
i
•	 l







The first integer on each N card is the surface number as identified on the
isometric drawing of the geometry. The remaining NSC entries on each card are the
real structural constants. If NSC is greater than the number of constants required for
any particular surface type, place zeros in the unneeded data slots. The documentation
for the Program Library of Surface Elements defines how many structural constants are
needed and in what order they should be supplied. If the surface is already described in
the data file (NSDAT(ISUR).NE.0) or (ISTYP(ISUR).EQ.0), then simply insert a card
with the master surface number on it, omitting the structural constants.
0. Structural Modal Data




















The integer, NEEDS, indicates the number of sets of finite element data on the
data tape. The first integer of the next card is the surface number. The next integer is 	 !'
the data access number for the master surface. If the master surface does not have a
finite element description of the mode shapes, a zero is entered. NFEN is the number
of nodes associated with the surface. SL1 and SL2 are the x and y dimensions of the





IT The next four data cards are required only if finite element data is associated'
with the surface. The array, IFEN(NFEN), holds the node numbers of the finite element
data that are associated with the particular surface. The final three cards provide the
transformation matrix STM and SORG needed to convert the locations of the finite !;
n'
element nodes from global F.E. coordinates to the local surface coordinate system.
A separate routine generates the data file from either card images or	 a
} NASTRAN data tape (output 4 format).
	
This routine, FEPRP, is described in section
6.12.	 The data file holds the following information for each surface (modal analysis
^^b
range).
NFEN - Number of finite element nodes
NSM - Number of structural natural frequencies E
WM(1,NSM) - Natural frequencies
D1(NFEN) - X-position of each node
k'
D2(NFEN) - Y-position of each node
r
D3(NFEN) - Z-position of each node s
VM(NFEN) - Nodal mass 4
SN(NFEN,NSM) - The mode shape value of the three translational degrees of freedom
` P.	 Structural Constants: Statistical Energy Analysis
E.
` The structural data needed to complete the SEA response description of each
4
muster surface are provided in this section. Since the response description models band
averaged type parameters, the SEA structural parameters are given as a function of r
frequency, a set of constants for each frequency band of interest.
5
P cards: 1, ISEAO(1) : code card '•









The integer for the ISEAO array identifies the SEA surface type as defined in the
documentation for the Program Library of SEA Elements. If the surface is not active in
the, SEA frequency range then enter a zero for ISEAO(I). If joint acceptance
information for the surface has already been calculated (NSDAT(ISUR)#O) then indicate
the surface type on the code card but do not include data cards for the surface. If W MH(1,M)
is set to -1, the program will read the remainder of line M then expect the next data
card to be a code card.
Q. Volume Description
The volume description cards define each volume element of the problem and
locates the element in the global coordinate space.
Q cards: 1,IVTYP(1), V(1), (IVOLCM(1,I),I=1,1V1XV)
NV, IVTYP(NV), V(NV), (IVOLCM(VN,I),I=1,MXV)
The first integer on each Q card is the volume number as identified on the






reference number from the Program Library of Volume Elements. The volume, V(I), of 	 ?
the element is given next, followed by the NXV nodes that locate the element in the
global coordinate space. If MXV is greater than the number of nodes required for any 	 E





The acoustic constants needed to complete the acoustic response description are 	 k	 ^'.
provided in this data section.	 I
R cards: RO - Density of the fluid
CO - Speed of sound in the fluid
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S. Acoustic Modal Data
T. Surface/Volume Relationships
A master surface may or may not be associated with a single subvolume. All
other surfaces, the subsurfaces and absorption surfaces are, by definition, adjacent to
only one subvolume. The S cards define these relationships.
S cards: 1, ISV(1)
NS, ISV(NS)
The first integer on each S card is the surface number as defined on the isometric
drawing of the geometry. The second integer is the number of the subvolume that is
adjacent to the indicated surface. If the surface is a master surface that extends over
two or more subvolumes, enter - a zero.
U.,	 Surface Absorption
The wall impedance is given in the data in terms of the absorption coefficient:
8 Pc/Za
where Za is the normal surface impedance.
U card: 1, IX	 - code card
(ZMDATA(1,I),I=1,NTOB)	 - data card
r	 NS, IX	 - code card
(ZMDATA(NS 9 I),I=1,NTOB)	 - data card
r.^
P	 frequencyThe absorption coefficient for each surface and for each fre  band is given.
_.	 The IX is a code that directs the following read options: 	 (^
	
`	 IX = 0 Then the surface is a master surface with subsurfaces. The read skips
to the next code card.






si The modal analysis equations use the surface impedance data and along with the
acoustic mode shape information to calculate the acoustic modal cavity damping. If
the option MOP(3)=1 is selected, the acoustic cavity damping is provided as data. This
data is enteredin place of the first surface's impedance data.
In the SEA calculations, the program uses the surface absorption coefficient to
calculate the power absorbed by the surface. Note that acoustic damping information
must be provided for the entire frequency range of interest (frequency band 1 to band
NTOB).
For ease of data entry, the wall impedance will be entered in terms of absorption
coefficient defined as
a - 8 p c/Za
In the SEA calculations, the program will use this factor directly. In the modal




The internal energy dissipation characteristics, or damping, of each master
transmission surface must be given as a function of frequency.
V card: 1, IX	 - code card
(ZMDATA(I),I=1,NTOB)
	 - data card
i
d






The first integer of the code card identifies the master surface. The IX is a code	
Y
that directs the following read options:
IX = O Skip to next code card. The mass storage data is good for this surface.






`	 The damping is given in terms of C /Cc, or percent of critical damping.
W. External Sound Pressure Level: Frequency Domain
The reference sound pressure level of the exterior side of each master transmis-
sion surface is provided as a function of frequency. The reference SPL is the band-
limited perturbation pressure squared at the centroid of the master transmission
surface. The level must be expressed in decibels with the reference pressure as given
by the "R" input card. A later section will describe the relationship of the pressures at
other points on the surface to the reference pressure.








The IX is a code that directs the following read options:
IX = O Use SPL data already in mass storage for this surface.
IX 1 Read the new data card and replace over the old data in mass storage.
X.	 External. Pressure Field Description
Several types of external pressure fields are held in the Program Library of
External Pressure Fields. The constants needed to complete the description of the
pressure field are provided for each surface.
r
k













The first integer of each data set is the number of the master transmission
surface. This is followed by the pressure field reference number, which defines the
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type of external pressure field for that master transmission surface. If mass storage
data is available, place a zero for the field type and skip to the next code card. The
second card in each set gives the constan't's as defined in the Library of External
	
s
Pressure Fields. The various external pressure fields over a surface can be random or
deterministic and described in the frequency domain. It can also be deterministic and
described in the time domain. The type of external pressure field description available
	 1
for the problem often determines the type of analysis that must be conducted.
	 a
Y. Band Center Frequencies
The center frequencies of each band are given for the range of interest.
Y cards: (CENTF(I),I=1,NTOB)
The frequencies must be given cycles per second. The program converts these
more common units to radians per second for calculations.
Z. Reverberation Time
This section gives access to a specialized routine included in VIN for the
calculation of a cavity's reverberation time. Reverberation time is defined as the time
required for the diffuse pressure in a room to decay 60 dB after the pressure-generating
source is turned off.
Z cards: IC, DT
The integer IC specifies the type of reverberation calculation to be made. Enter
a 1, and REVERB calculates the overall reverberation time. Enter a 2, and the band-
limited reverberation time is calculated. DT is the time step for either selection.
w
6.11 Executive Commands	 x
Executive commands for program collection, mass storage file management, and data 	 i.r
tape management have been combined into several program files. The user may select
t
the program file with the command series desired.
RUN	 - required
a ADD, P XX.DEL	 - optional










CCL ADD, P XX.SOURCE	 - required
ADD, P XX.DATA	 - required
@ ADD, P XX.EXTND	 - optional
C ADD, P XX.TAPOT	 - optional
@ FIN	 - required
Required RUN card is filled out in accordance with site requirements
Optional XX.DEL deletes all cataloged program files with the names, L0, L1, ...,
L18.
Optional XX.TAPIN represents a series of tape management commands left to the
user since the commands may vary from site to site. These commands should load
saved. mass storage data back into mass storage. A sample XX.TAPIN run stream is
given in appendix D along with the program listing.
Required XX.SOURCE must be one of the following:
XX.SOURCI
1. Recompiles and maps all program routines
2. Starts program execution
XX.SOURC2
1.	 Assumes program already compiled and starts program execution
Required XX.DATA is the input data file as fully described in section 6.
t
Optional XX.EXTND extends the cataloged data files LO through L18 for 8-day
retention by system. (Univac 1108 Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama,
system.)	
{
Optional XX.TAPOT represents a series of tape management commands left to
the user. The commands should load mass storage files LO through L18 onto tape in
bulk. A sample TAPOT series is given with the program listing in appendix D.
Required FIN card completes the run in batch mode.
1
6.12 Finite Element Data File Preparation
A program, referred to here as FEPRP, is required to load the finite element data file
L18._ Refer to the description of file L18 in section 6.7 for the required format. Since
147 ,
many finite element programs are available, each with several output options, the user
has been left the responsibility for this aspect of the data input preparation. For
illustrative purposes, however, an FEPRP routine for NASTRAN output capabilities has










APPLICATION TO SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOAD BAY
The general purpose structural/acoustic interaction model, VIN, was used in the analysis
of the Space Shuttle payload bay noise transmission problem. Three specific cases were
modeled: the OV-101 jet noise test case with empty payload bay, the OV-101 jet noise
test case with Spacelab-2 payload, and the STS-2 launch.
On January 31, 1977, at Edwards Air Force Base, an acoustic test, using two jet aircraft
as the acoustic source, was performed on the OV-101. This well-documented test
provides the best means available to evaluate the structural and acoustic models
developed for the empty Space Shuttle payload bay.
The structural model for the modal analysis calculations is derived from a finite
element analysis and some "interpretation" of this data. (15) The structural finite
element data spanned the entire modal analysis frequency range (0-80 Hz). The
structural model for the statistical energy analysis calculations was adapted from that -
developed for NASA in reference 3. The SEA model in reference 3 included the bottom,
sidewall, bulkhead, and payload bay door structures. Since the payload bay doors
dominate the acoustic power input to the cavity, the structural model implemented in
VIN assumes the bottom, sidewall and bulkhead to be rigid.
The predictions of the significantly simplified structural model implemented in VIN, the
predictions of the model of reference 3, and experimental results are shown in figure 8.
The shaded area indicates the band of possible experimental error. More precisely,
deviations of predicted levels from the experimental value within the band indicated
are not statistically significant at the 1% level of significance. (16) By this criterion,
the simplified model used in the calculations by VIN can be considerea as valid as the
more complex model of reference 3. In essence, the interior noise predictions in the
SEA region.. have a single driver, the payload bay doors. Details of the structural model
development are presented in depth in the references. (3, 15) A complete input data file
for the test case is given in appendix E. It should be noted that the final door model
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8. Measured and Predicted Payload Bay Acoustic Levels










based on the initial (pre-experiment) and final (post-experiment) door models are given
	
r+
in figure 9. This particular figure gives clear evidence of the extreme difficulity, if not
impossibility, of accurately modeling the high frequency behavior of complex structures
without structure-specific test data.
Scale model tests were also conducted for NASA to examine the effects of payloads on
the 'average payload bay noise levels. (17) The Spacelab-2 payload was one of the
3
several configurations tested. Some of the experimental results are shown in figure i0.
The addition of a payload has several effects on the acoustic response characteristics of
the payload bay. A payload reduces the volume of the acoustic space; it alters the
mode shapes of the volume; and it increases the overall acoustic absorption of the
payload bay. A decrease in volume tends to increase the noise level. A change in
acoustic mode shapes will generally have little effect on the overall noise level in the
volume if the excitation is broadband. It may, however, cause large one-third octave
band level changes. An increase in acoustic absorption, of course, te„ ds to decrease the
noise level.
The analytical models implemented in VIN are theoretically capable of representing
r	
these effects. As a practical matter, however, accurate quantitative predictions were
	 ~"ai
F
not achieved. In the low frequency regime, the complexity of the acoustic space around 	 g
the Spacelab-2 payload was beyond the ability of the component mode synthesis to
accurately model. In both the modal and SEA calculations, payload absorption
estimates had to be made based on data with an order of magnitude of scatter (see
reference 17). While it is clear that reasonable numbers could be chosen that would
force a fairly good match of the experimental results of figure 10, such an exercise is
considered meaningless.
Finally, the interior payload bay noise level for the STS-2 flight launch conditions was
	 ^.
s--
predicted. Comparison with flight data is given in figure 11. The structural model
remained as previously described except for an increase in payload bay door mass to
	 }
represent the addition of the thermal protection system. The input data file for this
case is listed in appendix E. The predictions are in reasonable agreement with flight
data considering the statistical variability associated with the small number of internal
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Figure 9. Noise Predictions of Alternate Door Models
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Figure 11. Measured and Predicted Payload Bay Acoustic Levels









A general purpose computer program was developed for the prediction of vehicle
interior noise. This program, named VIN, has both modal and statistical energy analysis
capabilities for structural/acoustic interaction analysis.
The analytical models and their computer implementation were verified through simple
'I
f
test cases with well-defined experimental results. 	 The model was also applied in a
- Space Shuttle payload bay launch acoustics prediction study.
The computer program will process large and small problems with equal efficiency
because all arrays are dynamically sized by program input variables at run time. A data
base can be built and easily accessed for design studies.
	 The data base significantly
reduces the computational costs of such studies by allowing the reuse of the still-valid
calculated parameters of previous iterations.	 Given accurate structural and acoustic
response and exterior acoustic field data, the program will yield reliable results. 	 The
problem facing the program user will be the determination of the input data.
	 Except ^^	 t
for the most simple cases, finite element or experimental structural data will probably }?
be needed for the modal analysis portion of the program. The acoustic component mode
synthesis capability of the program makes the determination of the modal analysis
s
range acoustic response less of a problem.
	 For the SEA model, the estimation of the
statistical energy analysis parameters, such as the joint acceptance, is required.
	 The
joint acceptance includes or is implicitly coupled with structural mode shape informa-
tion, structural modal density, and external (and internal) pressure distribution estima-
tion. The combined complexity of these factors usually limit the SEA method to rough
design trend studies or a post-test semiempirical modeling role.
	 In any case, the
rr
general purpose program VIN provides the framework needed to make use of the full,
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1c. Natural Frequency Equation
Va
m n S CXL) Cy	 .	 F
where	 Co - speed of sound in fluid
m, n, s - integer indexes for x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively
xL length of parallelepiped in x-direction
yL length of parallelepiped in y-direction
zL length of parallelepiped in z-direction
Al
b	
id. Mode Shape Equation
ORIGIN A? ppp
Or POOR QUA6 ,r,y-
Fm n S CX' Y,	 C coz MTT-x ce-) 5 '_.= C,C>5 ^^ b m n s
XL	 yL	 P-L )/




em 1 if m 1
2ifm=0




= 2ifs=0 5k	 3
With Dmns calculated in this manner, the acoustic generalized mass
a
M MAS (X
le.	 Summary of Program Variables Associated with Volume Element Description
x
NVOL - assigned volume number
OVTYP(NVOL) - volume type i
r (VNODC(1,J,NVOL),J=1,3) - x, y, z coordinates of node 1 i^
(VNODC(2,J,NVOL),J=1,3) - x, y, z coordinates of node 2 l
(VNODC(3,J,NVOL),J=1,3) - x, y, z coordinates of node 3 f7T
(VNODC(4,J,NVOL),J=1. ,3) - x, y, z coordinates of node 4 Ate
<-- Co - speed of sound in contained fluid
XL,YL,ZL - primary lengths of parallelopiped calculated from
y the node points
T WN(1,NWN,NVOL) -natural frequency of volume mode i1TNN
WN(2,NWN,NVOL) - modal index m of volume mode
OIL* A2 ^"
X- _ - 6i
t
WN(3,NWN,NVOL) modal index n of volume mode NWN
WN(4,NWN,NVOL) - modal index s of volume mode NWN























and	 JnW - Bessel function of the first kind
a radius of cylinder
m, n, s - integer mode numbers of the r-,8-, z-directions, respectively
zL - length of cylinder along z-axis
Co - speed of sound in fluid in the volume
Knm - allowed frequency constant
t
a
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I
i
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 = first derivative of the Bessel function JnW
^s = 1ifs 0
= 2ifs=0
^n = 1ifn 0
= 2ifn=0
2e. Summary of Program Variables Associated With the Volume Element Description
K	 See section a of volume element 1.











3 c. Natural Frequency Equation
;'	 z	 z %Z





 - speed of sound in the fluid in the volume
zL - length of concentric cylinder
mns - modal indexes for the r-,Q-, z-directions respectively 	 r r
a - inside radius	 +,
b - outside radius	 v
i
-	 i
r - radius to some point in the volume
d^I
Knm allowed frequency constant






JnW - Bessel function of the first kind
YnW - Bessel function of the second kind
3d. Mode Shape Equation	 _-
r . ^	 2t z rZ	
_,z
^a








n Knm ('^ = _^ n CKnM ^^ —	 Y, C KnM
and Dmns is chosen such that the generalized mass
	










	 1 if s 1	
'I
= 2ifs=0





3e: Summary of Program Variables Associated With the Volume Element Description
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Co - speed of sound of the fluid in the parallelepiped.
4d. Mode Shape Equations
The deformed parallelepiped's mode shape will be approximated by that of a simple
parallelepiped
























4e. Summery of Program Variables Associated With the Volume Element Description
See section 3 of volume element 1. i
PART H. OPENING ELEMENTS











1 c. Mode Shape Equation
z'	 ^i^c.;c^2 FD? /hoDE. ^KO^21nC, ,^	 P 1Z ^ 
'^2"1^	 a ^
Xs J	 yS J
pTX	 Tryw Cos	 s	 S	 n
E'-	 where	 xs - length of panel in x-direction
ys - length of panel in y-direction






Id. Summary of Program Arrays Associated With the Opening Description
IOTYP(NOO) - opening element type declarations
ONODC'(MXS,3,NOO) - array holding node points
WMO(1,MWM,ISUR) - frequency factor of opening mode MWM
WMO(2,MWM,ISUR) - modal index p of opening mode MWM
WMO(3,MWM,ISUR) - modal index q of opening mode MWM
t
2a. Op_ ening 'pipe 2: Circle
2b. Shape
2 c Mode Shape Equation
i
a radius of opening
Jq(x) - Bessel function of the first kind
9, P - mode numbers






kpq =	 ^,,z — '4) (-TT-/C, )^p + 91
2d. Summary of Program Variables Associated With Opening Element Description
See section d of opening element type 1.
3a. Opening I'Am 3: Concentric Circle
3b. Shape
4Y
WNEn P 1c, u^gGV,-* )
Y
4f
p, q - modal indexes for r- and 6-directions respectively
a - inside radius of opening
b - outside radius of opening
Jq(x) - Bessel function of the first kind
Yq(x) - Bessel function of the second kind
Jq(x) - first derivative of the Bessel function of the first kind
Yq(x) - first derivative of the Bessel function of the second kind
Kqp - allowed frequency factor such that
Q 9(Kgp a)	 0.0
and Qq(x) is the derivative of QqW.
3d. Summary of Program Variables Associated With Opening Element Description
See section d of opening type 1.
PART III. ANALYTIC OPENING/VOLUME COUPLING, nm
1. Opening Type 1/Volume Type 1: Rectangle/Parallelepiped
_t
This analytic solution assumes the opening lies on a surface of the volume with the sides
of the opening square with the surface of the parallelepiped sides.
ys xs	 v
^► nip	, Y^	 Y
Let	 A - area of opening
x' - x - a
Y' - y - b
Z' - z - c
n - represents the three acoustic indexes	 j
m - represents the two opening indexes
a, b, c - coordinate transformation constants
xs, ys - length of the sides of the opening
xv, yv, zv - length of the sides of the parallelepiped (Note that xs corresponds in
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-T-P xv xs p YS
XF XV X S At)
-=F Xv	 X S X'r X S	 2- ►
MF xv	 XS At) t + p XI: x 5
XV A /\ b 0, 0	 AN t-) P/)( S	 Xj:
A C Ck :# O A I d lkr /)(V	 ^lx S
X—L CO S j- T G Ix v	 x5
A14
or 0P OR QW1
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A
X\,r .;6- ><S i4AL r-,=O AMy
X! --	 C1/2
XV-A XS An y C. 	 Al b /,Yv P/XS
(P+2.)
X=C t5iA	 1)	 sin(; rralxv)) ^ 2
(0/-rr)/(=/XV+ P/X-S) -11- ('/Tr)/(A,/Xv — P/xs))
ALPHA	 Tr X S / X 
V	 7 —/,<, 1xV 77—P Ix 5
r-^ /xv Tr X 5
(2,A mO A	 -rT X S 1XV	 -77 C, 1XV
The solution for YI is analogous.
The subroutine ALIGN matches the structural and acoustic lengths and modal indexes for
the analytical solution (see source code).
2.	 2pening Type 2/Volume Type 2: Circle/Circular Cylinder
This analytic solution assumes the opening is at an end of the circular cylinder.
6	 e,z) rd I-Cke
Let	 A - area of opening
r	 - opening coordinate system
m - represents two opening indexes; p, q
n - represents three volume indexes; ijk
zv - length of the circular cylinder
z' - constant z location in volume








CIOS,)a Cos ?9 019
with	 pqq opening modal indexes
i tj,k volume modal indexes
K.-	 modal constant for circular cylinder (see volume type 2)ji ZJ
Kpq modal constant for circular opening (see opening type 2)
COS Kam' R 7 -L
z 
Z-,r
T	 Cos J  co S 0 eZ (
W i^ 1L _*	 Y
r
^u r
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3. Opening Type 3/Volume Tie 2: Annulous of Concentric Circle/Circular Cylinder
This analytic solution assumes the opening is at an end of the circular cylinder and that
the r,9, and z coordinates of both elements are aligned.
Lnrn	 F0
Let	 A - area of the openingh	 ,
r,8 , z - opening coordinate system	 E
m represents the two opening indexes; p, g corresponding to the r- and
	
Q - directions	 iEy.	
n represents the three volume indexes; i, j, k corresponding to the r-,
e -, and z-directions
zv length of circular cylinder	 j
z' - constant z locaton in the volume's coordinate system of the opening
a inside radius of opening















m C r, a) = C.o s Te Q (^ a p r^
Qq(x) - see opening type 3
K id - circular cylinder modal constants (see volume type 1)
Kqp - annulous of concentric circle modal constants (see opening type 3)
L 
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VS r	 KZ 7--) C k^ r) S^ ^^^ P ^^
6<^ C)
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4.	 Opening Type 3/Volume Mm2 3:	 Annulous of Concentric Circle/Annulous of
Concentric Circular Cylinder
This analytic solution assumes the opening is at the end of the concentric circular
cylinder annulous and that the r, 9, and z coordinates of both elements are aligned.







Let	 A - area of opening
a - inside radius of opening
b - outside radius of opening
r, @, z - opening coordinate system
m - represents two opening indexes; p, q
n - represents three volume indexes; i, jq k
z' - constant z location, in the volume's coordinate system, of the
opening
zv - length of concentric circular cylinder
B - outside radius of concentric circular cylinder
F,	 coS K7r--Z'	 (KOA. r)
E Vyes e C z (.k p r)
Q i W - see volume type 3
Qq (x) - see opening type 3
K 
i
i - concentric circular (-yhnder modal constant; see volume type 3
K
qp - 
concentric circle modal constants; see opening type 3
L.^ _	 cos<^'	 T_ TZ
Z- V
where
0 R I iA L^ ^	
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6
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xPART IV. STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS: MODAL ANALYSIS





_ lc.	 Surface Equations ;I
4 Z = 0.0	 -	 Surface equation
G = 1.0	 -	 Geometry correction factor
' RJ = 1.0	 -	 Jacobian
1d.	 Natural Frequency Equation and Structural Constants f
,
Natural frequencies provided as data.
le.	 Mode Shape i
Mx	 nx







B P9'	 - coefficients of Fourier series description of mode m
XL = SNODC(2,1,I) = length x-direction
YL = SNODC(3,2,I) = length y-direction






If. Summery of Program Variables Associated With the Surface Element Descriution
ISUR - assigned surface number
ISTYP(ISUR) surface type
SNODC(MXS,3,NS) - array holding node points in the surface component
coordinate system
WM(1,MWM,ISUR) - natural frequency of mode MWM
WM(2,MWM,ISUR) - modal index ^  of mode MWM
WM(3,MWM,ISUR) - modal index q of mode MWM
SC(NSC,ISUR) - structural constants for modal analysis
G(x,y) = geometry correction factor
(2± Z 'h-4 (ax	 a y
where z = f(x,y) equation of the surface.




Z = 0.0: surface equation
G = 1.0: geometry correction factor
AJ = 1.0: Jacobian
2d. Natural Frequency Equation and Structural Constants
	







 - bending rigidity of structure in section perpendicular to the x-axis
DY
 - bending rigidity of structure in section perpendicular to the y-axis
DXY - (DX 1 -x
 + DY Y + 4Gh3/12) / 2
D - DxDY
1
V-x - Poisson's ratio for x-direction
F ^Y - Poisson's ratio for y-direction
r,
G - material's shear modulus
h - panel's thickness
m - mass per unit surface area
p, q - modal indexes
xL, yL -length of panel in the x- and y-directions respectively




XLf 	 P^- m	 LY
	Y	 a

























The selection of Dmn




2f. Summary of Program Variables Associated With the Surface Element Description














3c. Surface Equations 	 9
Z = 0.0 -	 Surface equation
G = 1.0 -	 Geometry correction factor
AJ = 1.0 -	 Jacobian
3d. Natural Frequency Equation and Structural Constants
	 S






where	 mBpq - coefficients of Fourier series description of mode to
G
xL = 2 * SNpDC(2,1,I)	 !
yL = xL
I





















3f. Summary of Program Variables Associated With the Surface Element Description
See section f of surface type 1.
y 	 1
m °	 4c Surface Equations (Cylindrical Coordinate System r,J, z)
R 
A+
Z = 0.0 -	 Surface equation
G = 1..0 -	 Geometry correction factor
AJ = r	 -	 Jacobian






where	 h - thickness	 I
a - radius	 k,e
- density
E - modulus of elasticity
Poisson's constant
p, q -- modal indexes in the r- andO-directions-respectively
Kqp the roots of the equation 	 (SEE rF-w-r PA&E
A28
y, T ^f	 R
OF POOR QUAU`ii Y
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Jm(x) - Bessel function of the first kind


























4f. Summary of Program Variables Associated With the Structural Element Description
See part f of structural element 1.
5a. Structural Type 5s Frame-Stiffened Orthotropic Whole Shell




Since the whole shell is not single valued in the z-coordinate direction, the shell must
be partitioned into subsurfaces that are single valued in the z-direction. Nodes 4 and 5
are used to define the location of the subsurfaces as shown.
5c. Surface Equations (Cylindrical Coordinate System r,e, x)
r	 constant	 Surface equation
G = 1.0	 -	 Geometry correction factor
AJ = r
	 -	 Jacobian
5d. Natural Frequency Equation
The natural frequency must be determined by the lowest frequency solution of the shell
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6. I z = C"3, -- -v- C/)	 T-J'
CZZ XL
and	 p - axial modal index
q - circumferential modal index
EI - density of the skin materialS
b - radius of the cylinder
xL - length of the cylinder






ESs T--, S sCa t
 = L:S	 °	 ^11




	 LF	 (_^z	 LF^C
where	 AS	 cross-sectional area of load-bearing skin normal to axial direction.
s
AS - effective cross-sectional area of load-bearing skin normal to cir-
cumferential direction
A	
-F frame cross-sectional area
n
uk
I	 - moment of inertia of skin section normal to axial





IS moment	 of	 inertia
	 of	 skin
	 section	 normal to	 circumferential
a direction about skin-frame centroid
IF	 - moment of inertia of frame cross section about skin-frame centroidF60
-
L 	 - axial repeat length of frames
I1
Le - circumferential length of skin
ES	 - axial elasticity of the skin
s a
ES	 - circumferential elasticity of the sking r
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5e. Mode Shape Equation in Cylindrical Coordinates (r, , z)
r = constant (SNODC(3,2,ISUR))
k
6	 ,
















 area of shell segment




Fq = 1ifq 0 tl
2ifq=i) i
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6a. Structural Type 6: Frame-Stiffened Orthotr%pie Shell Segment
This structure type describes the motion of a frame-stiffened orthotropic shell segment
with shear diaphram end conditions at the boundries.
6c. Surface Equations (Cylinderical Cordinates (r,O, x))
r	 constant -	 Surface equation
G	 1.0	 -	 Geometry correction factor
AJ r	 -	 Jacobian
6d. Natural Frequeny Equation








4	 ^ .	 FlnD
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d, - angular length of shell segment in radians
and
	 p - axial modal index
q - circumferential modal index
s - 
density of the skin material
b - radius of the cylinder
xL - length of the cylinder




















R	 where	 AS - cross-sectional area of load-bearing skin normal to axial direction.
s
A	 - effective cross-sectional area of load -bearing skin normal to cir-
Se cumferential direction
AF - frame cross-sectional area




s	 ^' askin-frame centroid
IS	moment of inertia of skin section normal to circumferential
se direction about skin-frame centroid
IF - moment of inertia of frame cross section about skin-frame centroid
9 i
LF




	 Le - circumferential length of skin
ES - axial elasticity of the skin
	
s	 r
ES - circumferential elasticity of the skin

















6e. Mode IU',haae Fauntion
r = constant
C.	 -	 _	 P
^ XL




° fr	 4 ILt
g	 where	 A = area of shell segment
3	 e	 ^'
















7 a. Structural T-vDe 7
This particular surface was added to allow approximate modeling of a surface's modal
motion by dividing the surface into modally active regions for each mode. The method
was developed by a NASA contractor to approximate finite: determined mode
shapes of the Space Shuttle payload bay structures. (Pope, L. D., et al. Space Shuttle











y	 --^^over a subsurface of




modally active region of panel 	 T,
dx - distance from x reference plane to modally active region
dy - distance from y reference plane to modally active region
xL - x length of modally active region
yL - y length of modally active region
xR, yR - length from panel origin to the reference planes
The above listed parameters are placed in storage for each mode of the surface. Those
areas of the surface that are outside the modally active region are assumed to have
zero modal deflection. Recall that the modally active region may change from mode to










where r is the radius of curvature (given as a structural constant) and dz is the offset of
th circle center from the y-axis as indicated.
7c. Surface Equations
	
Flat: Z = 0.0 -	 Surf ace equation
	
G = 1.0 -	 Geometry correction factor
	
Ad = 1.0 -	 JaCOblan
Curved: 
G = 6 + y^/Cr? y2))%Z	
r
AS= 1.0
^^ = ^r - Sn^^ c 3, 2, 15
7d. Natural Frequencies i




Translate the coordinates of integration x, y into the coordinates of the modally active
region.
xC x - (xR - dx - W: both flat and curved surfaces
yC y (yR - dy - yL): flat surface
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where xL, yL - length of the modally active region in the x- and y-direction
respectively
xR, yR - reference point for x- and y-directions respectively
dx, dy - distance from reference planes to the modally active regions
P^	 l :s^n(% Tr//YL) 0- f q
apq - combined mode shape normalization and amplitude factor such that
2
mPS= Ck
xL, yL, dx, dy, and apq may change for each mode of the structure. If x or y should fall
outside the modally active region for the mode, then ?pq(x, y) is set to zero. Also, y is






?f. Summary of ProLrram Variables Associated With the Surface Element Description
R
ISUR - assigned surface number
ISTYP(ISUR) - surface type
SNODC(MXS,3 9 NS) - array holding node points in the surface component
coordinate system
WM(1,MWM) - natural frequency of made MWM
WM(2,MWM) - modal index p of mode MWM
WM(3,MWM) - modal index q of mode MWM
SC(NSC,ISUR) - structural constants for modal analysis
SC(1,ISUR) - number of modes with BPQ type data
SC(2,ISUR) radius of surface curvature (-1.0 if flat)
BPQ(MX,NX,NSMX) - the factors for the calculation of the node shape
^r
are read into this array in the routine DATALD
under section n. Structural constants.
C BPQ(1,1,MWIvi) -frequency
BPQ(1,2,MWM) - p modal index 	 placed directly into array WM













- x-modally active dimension (W
- y-modally active dimension (yL)
- x-distance to x reference plane (dx)
- y-distance to y reference plane (dy)
R











Z 0.0 - surface equation	 I
G = 1.0 - geometry correction factor
A  = 1.0 - Jacobian
8d. Natural Frequency Equation and Structural Constants 	
I
C.J _ -rZ 
Gtr 
Dx	 Z	 2RI NZ. bxy























modulous of elasticity of panel in x and y directions respectively




	h 	 thickness of panel
M - material mass per unit surface area
	
a, b	 length of panel in x and y directions respectively
The coefficients of the natural frequency approximation are
^, ^o
	
p =	 Aft tj 	 P >
G_ A SOG




















8e. Mode Shape Equations
9
r	 =	 Cvs ^n (Tr(Pt ^^ ^ X^ C4:1 S  ((^ t /^-^X,
n	 P^
P^	 C C
•Al Cdsh ^'T'^ t^ +% y	 Cos (w'Tr' t° 1 /^-^ Y'	 al
_( .5\ rN1^--	 y^ - sin-^"	 + `^z Y t
	
p J , nnr
	
N^T
where MT = square root of the total panel mass and
	 3
014,30 0.122 0 1314
y
t'
*n is the p or q index.












The mode shape is normalized such that
clA
p
8f. Summary of Program Variables Associated With the Structural Element Description








PROGRAM LIBRARY OF SEA DESCRIPTIONS
1 a. SEA DESCRIPTION 1: EQUIVALENT ORTHOTROPIC RECTANGULAR PANEL
Since experiments have shown the joint acceptance to vary little with end conditions,
this description is valid for all equivalent panels with simply supported to fixed
boundaries.
lb. MODAL DENSITY EQUATIONS
The modal density and average modal indexes for each band of interest are calculated
by evaluating the equation
r-
c
77	 tXL	 yf	 co
where
D  - bending rigidity of structure in section perpendicular to the x-axis
'	 Dy - bending rigidity of structure in section perpendicular to the y-axis
Dxy - (Dx x + D  y + 4Gh3/12) 2
D - DXDy
xPoisson's ratio for x-direction
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m, n - modal indexes
XL, YL - length of panel in the x- and y-directions, respectively.
NOEe that if the panel is isotropic, the natural frequency equation reduces to
2	 '^ ^	 ^ Z n z 	 .
XL t L	 -
Assign (see also section 1d)	 tfi




1	 4Gh3/12 - WMH(1,3)
^ 	 r	
h












Anterative procedure is used to calculate the number of modes in each band from the
i
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1c. TYPICAL JOINT ACCEPTANCE DEFINITION
The joint acceptance must be calculated for each random pressure field type held in the
program library, if possible.
o	 For the reverberant pressure field (pressure field type 1),
x % X , y
si n /^^X	 5 i n ^^X ' 1 	! n /^ ►t l/1	 TT
L	 L	 LxL	 ^ x J	 vY
where A - area of surface
k- /Co
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S ^ 	 t
o	 For the aerodynamic turbulence (pressure field type 2),
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	 4 CY) CUI
4
XL
The analytical solution is








1d. SUMMARY OF PROGRAM VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH THE SEA
DESCRIPTION
WMH(NSEAC,NTOB) - Array of SEA constants that may be allowed to vary with
,u
frequency
MD(NMS,NTOB) - Array of modal densities for each band of each master surface
	 }!;i
All SEA constants that do not vary with frequency may be backed into the first row of
. the two-dimensional WMH array.
	
•
WMH(1,1) - D 




- WMH(1,6) -	 h	 i
_ I
-, WMH(1,7) - XL
WMH(1,8) - YL
WMH(2,NOB) - m, average m modal index over band
A WMH(3,NOB) - n, average n modal index over band
For SEA description type 1: NSEAC = 3.
2a.	 SEA DESCRIPTION 2: EQUIVALENT ORTHOTROPIC WHOLE SHELL
The joint acceptance of a whole equivalent shell with shear diaphram end conditions is
given here in semiempirical form and applies to a reverberant excitation field only.
2b.	 MODAL DENSITY EQUATIONS








where Fl- 2*41T Y A
Q - length of cylinder {'
t - thickness of cylinder
ti
CL - longitudinal wave speed in cylinder
a - radius of cylinder <i
DW- bandwidth of interest normalized to the ring frequency
GJ
 - frequency, rad/sec i
t.
2c.	 TYPICAL JOINT ACCEPTANCE DEFINITIONS


















	 a - radius of cylinder
Q - length of cylinder
A - surface area of cylinder 4`
	
r	 I
cr ' cirtical frequency of cylinder
k - w/Co
Co - speed of sound in air









2d. SUMMARY OF PROGRAM VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH SEA DESCRIPTION





WMH(1,4) - ^c cY
WMH(1,5)- longitudinal wave speed in cylinder
MD(IS,NOB) - Array of modal densities
For SEA description type 2, therefore, NSEAC = 1.
3a. SEA DESCRIPTION 3: DIRECT DATA
The joint acceptance and modal densities are known from some other source as data.
3b. MODAL DENSITY EQUATIONS
Modal density given directly as data for each band of interest.
	 yl
y




Joint acceptance definitions are also given as data in the order described in section 3d.
n
3d. SUMMARY OF PROGRAM VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH SEA DESCRIPTIONS 2
WMH(NSEAC,NTOB) - Array of the SEA factors as a function of band center
frequency.
WMH(1,NOB) - RJA(NOB)	 = Jr(GJc)	 1
WMH(2,NOB) - RJARV(NOB) = Jr( )rev
,
WMH(3,NOB) - modal density in modes/radians/second










PROGRAM LIBRARY OF EXTERNAL PRESSURE FIELDS
1 a. PRESSURE FIELD TYPE 1: REVERBERANT PRESSURE FIELD
1b. SURFACE PRESSURE CORRELATION EQUATIONS
X-x y-y J CJ) Cx	 '^-y
01
Y' 6J)
where the x- and y-directions are assumed separable and
K = 6JIc
C = speed of sound in the fluid medium
No additional constants need be assigned, so NPFC 0 for this pressure field typei,
1c. GENERALIZED FORCE CALCULATIONS
If the mode shape is given by equation, the joint acceptance is generally numerically
calculated. If the mode shape is given by Fourier series, the joint acceptance with a
reverberant field can be calculated analytically. Note also that the rectangular panel
(surface type 2) has simple sin.sin mode shapes that can be analytically integrated. The
program uses the analytical calculation method whenever possible to decrease computer
computation time.







if i#j and i+j is odd,
.i,	 i	 tn
k	 If i#j and ij is even,





























2a. PRESSURE FIELD TYPE 2: AERODYNAMIC TURBULENCE
2b. SURFACE PRESSURE FIELD CORRELATION EQUATION
C	 ,y	 x C--)) C—Y C'V
	
cx	 (x - x	 x - x cns Kx (x-X^)




OX-XAy - correlation constants




r	 Ex(2 ,I) = Kx/KS3
Ex(391) =0(
y
Ex(4 ,I) = Ky/K
so	 NPFC = 4
G
The correlation constants and the factored wave numbers can be varied to match the
field. Only a small amount of data is available regarding near field jet and rocket
74
noise. VIN requires the user to input these factors. As a point of reference, however, 	 !
Cockburn and Jolly obtained the following average values for jet and rocket noise field







































OF POOR ^ L"A's_p`^"^'
3
t,
`	 with the x-direction parallel to the axis of the thrust and y perpendicular to the axis of
the thrust and K = C'c with c the speed of sound in the fluid medium.
	 ,.
2c. GENERALIZED FORCE CALCULATIONS
If the mode shape is given by equation, the joint acceptance is generally numerically
calculated. If the mode shape is given by Fourier series, the joint acceptance with a
pressure field of aerodynamic turbulence can be calculated analytically.
Mx AX Mx ^X
1 2pf g P 7
-	
CV-Y ) I<Y)
Note also that the simple rectangular panel (surface type 2) can be represented by a one
term, where
	 j
if i#i, then	 'I
Troc
t




















and the other terms as previously defined in this section.
h
x	 t
3 a. PRESSURE FIELD TYPE 3: RANDOM AMPLITUDE PLANE WAVE FIELD
s
3b. SURFACE PRESSURE CORRELATION EQUATIONS
C (x -x^ y-V Cj) cx (x-X . , w^ cyC y-yew
ax X -
,x C,	 co S	 ^ (x-x #4 Co's
r
C	 ^^	 c©5 =- 	 c,Say C y y,
ki
^^^^16a^?a^.p r^ n ^ rt 	,. ,
u	 u'^	 uJ Y,
where	 c - speed of sound in fuild medium
Wfrequency of wave
6 - incidence angle of wave on surface
AS51Gn s
EX C 1 ) =S) _ e
to t1QFc.
3c. GENERALIZED FORCE CALCULATIONS
Since the excitation is random, the program will require the calculation of the joint
acceptance form of generalized force. If the mode shape description is by Fourier
series, the joint acceptance can be analytically calculated in the following manner.
M x MY Mx Ax
rnA	 p' 1,








The integral for the progressive wave field becomes






GYC'S a ^^i41 ±^b 3
CAF pCOR Q)Uf, 6°N.
t	 4a. PRESSURE FIELD TYPE 4: POINT FORCE EXCITATION
This "pressure field" type allows a direct point excitation of the structure. While it is
not a pressure field, it must have a surface uniquely associated with it to mesh with the
general organization of the program.
4b. SURFACE PRESSURE CORRELATION EQUATIONS
	
FCxa &-^^ =	 xo -- xl=)	 x w^
where
X a	 X) y Z eQO R D n A
	
X 4 - YjY► 	 Fc9RcVr AP#04MATIOI
d` X°—Xj^
	
0 1F /Yo X




J both in the surface compo-
nent coordinate system used
in the mode shape definition.
f
y
So nPFL — Z tf
C9_
4c. GENERALIZED FORCE CALCULATIONS
ORIGINAL PACI^t" 6F'
OF POOP QUA1.6ni
The force description can be either deterministic or random. For deterministic









	 mode shape of structure at point Xf
F	 A modified generalized force is required in the calculation routines in the form of a
3	 ajoint acceptance with an associated Spbl('):
2	 Z	 F()q) /A
r where A is area of the surface to which the force is applied. i!	 2
r	 ^
The IF< ' ,L,, is given in the data as the external pressure, CJO^, Cw^ 	 4
{
L
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C#	 AND TESTcO ON	 THE	 UNIVAC






































A R €117 i W I, W F, DJ W&
24.	 COMMON/AREAS/RO,CO,VOL,PREF,PI
2 5•- . 	---cwM'dn---	 r	 IiSRIr)N,dP
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OF POOR QUALITY
+ dV - 	ter-*. a t !.o z4 1t .4	 a1 -It } Sh **+ C-1 	 ^.
57. CALL	 DATALD(MC(TIVTYP),AL(IV),AC(IVTM),AC(IVNODC),AC(IV
_ -.-_.^..S.^.t----




-`-2, --- A ^	 ''n R G-)	 C (-1-A R	 ti -A
63. E (IIOTyP ),MC l IIFE ),NAM ,NV,MXV,NSMX,NS,MXS,
 NMS ,MNSS,NTOB,NAMMC ON,
- 6 + -- Gil SC , {y{} M-rM X-, fll )Lr l 	 E	 A C rN P F C, N A S,
650 C	 AC(IDNCIIN),MC(IIFEN))




----11 N - ' II»K N 0 611 '




?t_a 2 3 2 ?. ss C T a Z	 Al r• t
73. G	 NST )*2+NVT+NST+NST+NST4z2+NST+NST#10+NST+NTOBT+NST+NST+NN*3+
-	
T^-
--^-^-^:^iil.ST-^-?^t+tad•T-+cam Y V T, 'U T O ^i T^ Z
75. OPEN (L 1 ,FILE='L 1',ACCESS='OIR',RECL=MRS,RCDS=MNR,STATUS=UN )
—..--_-76.1^ -•-.-- MNI'.H 	^ 1 3
77'. IL=NST*NAMT
-	 --78. I-L1.	 lT*NVT
79. `1RS=MAXC(IL,ILI
81. MRS=MAXG(MRS,IL)
o 0PE44L 2 v F ILt-:- 'L2	 GE^--S	 ► A	 _	 z	 -
33, IF(NAMT.EQ.0)
	 GOTO	 3




A M D C..-- N y T* UA.M
•T-
89. OPEN (L4 ,F ILE=' L4' ,ACCE SS='D IR' ,RECL=MRS,RCOS =MNR ,S TATUS =UN )








9g- MNR -NEE *NCMT hNC I
99. MRS=NAMT 
inn . : F 1 SIJamLT






x 107. Mn'.S =NSMT*7
a
















|	 ' F 11 '^ 	 11G°	 MNR =NFS
CO P E N 41
|`
'	





















9 SI A IUS-UN!
^ l]6 "
	c
1 17-	 r-	 * ;k
FILE L18	 DEFINED	 IN OAT4LD IF NEEDED
	 UNDER	 SECTION 0.
A L I OCATE	 SP A C E	V-04	 ARRAXS	 TW A I	 A l2 F 	 US ED	 80 1H	 I N	 IW E	MOnAl
138.	 C**** AND SEA PORTIONS OF	 THE	 PROGRAM
142 ° ISWOOC=IL^l













B E	--	 - -,




















_.1..Z2-^ T C n Z S - T^ ^N + 3 = 3 ^.A S
173. IOTM=ISORG+3*NS
175. IVN0DC=I00RG+3*N00






-- I .'dL = I-f l^1 ASE--N,	 -
191. IWN=I;JNMC+NAM










T I 3- M XS * N C t-44..V ...."* MX S	 NO .-, 4 w V a	 H S- N AB"(=-W M e-	SEE&N C R A N 11
r' 1;95. CALL	 1 ALLOC( MC, IL3)
__— t 6 I-1 S IJ	 C- IL ^A +	 -	 -
197. IIVOLC=IISURC +MXS*NS
r,
_----15 A ^I1Ate-=IVCLC+-MXV ►^N V
199. IIVTYP=IIOCM+MXS*N00
T N M TTV YP+Ny
' 201. IINDPtr'=INM+NMS	 -
a,
^.^-2-a T T C [• ^ T I N A p N ^-L^ n M
203. IIFEN=LIFE +DIMS
_ _-- 14- TTQ, PMn1	 TTF	 N +MF F
205. CALL	 DATALIMC(IIVTYP),AC(IV),AC(IVTM),AC(IVNODC),AC(IV




- --- - 21-a .	 ---L	 :-I 4::U- C	 0 () Q G '_ .	 A C A
	
h 01 * MG 1-1 G
	
SIB i . M -
211. &(IIOTYP ),MC(IIFE ),NAM,NV,MXV,NSM.X,NS,MXS,NMS,MNSS,NTOB,NAMMC,,NN,
F-, A C 1	 W M ki	 te" C-(-1
213. L	 ACIIBN0WN),MCIIIFEN))
w
--^-^-4 • ^Ei v^T• n	 F.
215.. LN=1
g CALL	 T	 ),AC(1X12118L(IW3),
21.7. LAC(IW4)AMC(INM),IPRE,AC(IVNODC),AC(IONODC),ACIISNODC),
-	 -2 u
219. & OC(IISTYP),AC(ISC-),MC(IIFE) ►► N AM,NV,NMO,NOO,NSMX,NMS,NS,MXV,
ns*NS-cf T (JpvLS9L9qmXmqNj
221. IL4=4*MXM
CALL	 ALLOC(AC, I' iA )
223. IWI = I L 4 +1
E~ _	 224. TU2=TWI+MX-
_ 225. IW3=iw2+MXMy













2^1.	 -H-r	 rTCTVP )C 	 r L1 5MX WAS I NS -HXU
232.	 CMXS,MBAND,CO,PI,NFS,NTOB,NSC,10POL8,L9,MXMtLN)
, Z'41- 	 CAI l	 FRFFACFTial
234.	 IF(FIV.EC.I.OR.IPRE(1).E0.1)	 GOTO	 10
-735 -	 N=)Mxsw r'o
23!6.	 N1=N-1
237.	 T14=NOM*tiQIIz?2(-NAM*NKOI 	 AiMUNNO
238.	 CALL	 ALLOC(AC,IL4)





I VAL =IVLNMI +NAM*NMO	
r
r
-----_.^u 3 -	 IIOT-IVAL,NMO
244.	 IL4A=N##2+N1*N
2.j15 «	 iRj TE ( 6-,^ li1.FCY ^ CFGY, DFCY
246.	 CALL	 DALLOC(UAC,IL4A)
9 -1 16 4A-
248.	 IA=ID+N**2*4
2410	 WRTIF'16 , j^- ,nF. OX,LF01(	 3
250.	 LN=2
252.	 CALL	 PRMCAL(AC(IVLNMI),AC(IBPO),AC(IVMFJPA),AC(IRMN),AC(IVLNM),
-- --2 53	 1 RJ A)-, A G (-	 r
254-	 CAC(IONODC),AC(I Wm) ,AC(ISTM),AC(ISORG),AC(ISNODC},AC(IWNMC), 	 ^.a
--255.	 C- Ar4	 CC-1-'	 -	 AC (I VNQDC I P"riG (-r!GEMG)P,ti1 .C (-1 T<$Vi y
256.	 EMC(IIOTYP),MC(IISTYP),MC(IIVTYP),MC(IMASSU),MC(IN^l),MC(INSDAT'l,
-`	 ,













7 65.	 6ACC	 fI	 IIFQY-, NT na
266.	 EL13ANp,MBAND, L16,L17, MC (I IOPMD ),MCP,NG t AC (IVAL ), AC (ITOT) )






771 .	 IFI It)R. EQ.2.OR.IQP.EC .4lI1-1
272.	 NIP=O
271.












231 -	 T7 ANN- T12MMC+Ne MME
28Z.	 IVMNPA-.IZANN +NAM
2F 3..	 Ul- NM= IVMNPA*NAM
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF, POOR QUA] 11Y
	
8 4 -	 1 9 -1 A - I V L N M ,, N A A
	
285.	 1 CN = I R J A + N T 0 b







--Z911	 1 1 akin - T 6WS5 &W N)j
	
291.	 IF(NV*EQ*1.OR,IPRE(11.EQ1l GOTO 20
—2-92-4--	 -. '4 A M * NM 1) * N .*NQM
	
293.	 CALL ALLOC( AC , IL5
VL-44C-= 1L 541-
	
295.	 1 EI M T X = I V LN MO + to A M* NM 0





2990	 CALL FREE (AC ,IL 5 )
Aru r T	 QUIRED NQQ-L^ Y^ —jULA E TW E RE	 ;5 PARAMCI E WS AND PLACE ON	 f
	
301.	 C****	 CORRECT MASS STORAGE FILES
I rl I N-7
	
M.	 CALL PRMCAL(AC(IVLPJMO),AC(IBPQ),AC(IVMNPA),AC(IRMN ) AC( IVLtIM)9








307.	 EM,C ( IIOTYP ) t MC ( I ISTYP), MC ( I I VTYP ) MC ( IMASSU ) MC( INM ) 9 MC I TNSDAT) t
T fl kin um j A3 t, 8	 Emci T	 CR ) -A C ( TP NO W H p A r' 4 - 	-  	 ( T GENT 9 ) AG 4 1 ZWDAT ) Mr. ( i ZRF
	
309.	 EAC(lEX),AC(IPNMC) ,MC (IINOPN') t AC(IAREA) ,AC (IAREAO)tNOMtNOOINAMt
L{	 V b"_.,Pd c - M t- 4Z	 M T n Q , KI r, M X_,t+1F ^G M X S N V , M X V 7 N A	 CvNMQ
	
311.	 E t AC I V t A C( I SC), NSC A C I ZMDA T AC I ZM LN
	
—:."ALL—LINDCALIAG11	 J ) A E; t-l•BNE)6sM ) AC C 1 W MG
	




3 1 .4-	 FITAW Fp rl O NF--, TPRE , M CI I ISlvk l 	 A,' !9, 1 1 5- MCI TNSr.AT I TnP,UPPn B It
	
315.	 LN=3










r mci l NST O R ) AC( TA N D WML, Art TA N O WN) , Ar t TrE NTE I A-C-' TZ N n Al	 Mrl TIRE)
	
323.	 E A C ( I E X), A C ( I P t j M C),MC ( I I N U PN),A C ( I A P E A),A C ( I AR E AO)N 0 M N 0 0 N A 14,
N S 0 H NS S -UT 0 2 , N ^- M X N PE C-I^M X S p N U 9 H X V p W AM M r NH.n-
	
325.	 c,AC(IV)#AC(ISC),NSC,AC(ILMOAT),AC(IZM),LN)
24^	 N S M X , N 5- X  W 5 M X
	
327.	 WRI'TE(6,*)NSMX,NSMX,NSMX,NSMX








331-	 E NA,'i gNVpNS,NTOB,AC(IZMDAT)tLBAND,MBANDgL4,L8vL9tL10)
4R T I F
	
33 7 .	 )Ns^x.usmx. hl smx h , s m X WISMX
	
333.	 102 CONTINUE




n P 0 PQ 0 1 0 nD T nP E
	
337.	 IF(II*EQ,1)CALL CA ^ C(AC(JANS),AC(IANSS),ACI-LBNS),AC(IBNSS),


















351x.	 E VJL,R0,CO,PI,NST,L7,LB,L9,L10,IOUT ,BW,AC (ITBND))
352.
_
Ca###	 CALCULATE THE	 REVERBERATION	 TIME,, 5	 c
354. CAC(IVMNPA),AC(ICENTF),NAM,NTOB,LBAND,MBAND,NS,RO,CO,VOL,BW,NPROBPI
355« E _nI _t%
356.
-	 A g; 7
C#xx##o#####a##^x###xx^#################*##############k#p#############
'Y^ yti# }k 4	 aY	 y'^ ^ a4 yc 15[lt ]Y 4 i1[ 14 •'e rt ^ '. J• h fr f& ^ +• a fk 34 ]Et	 do 	„^^, 1^R	 iR fl 4 ^ ^[ ]St 1Et ^[ xk ik fh sl[ fk y't Yi fR ifc	 __
3580
'9 59-
C##*#	 TRANSITION	 TO	 SEA EQUATIONS
 











iE ( rnP1 GaT4 1LC-'	 «!^E«i--
366. C####
----	 67-• NU 1— NU +  1
368. IL4=(NS*NTOB)*2+NV•+NMS*NTOB+ NTOA#NV
----3 -b ^.- C	 ^;y M 5--^'^ 7 0&	 -	 9
370. CALL	 ALLOC(AC9IL4)
372. IRJARV=IRJA+NSTNTOB








C:LI	 TAI 	 Or I Mr s rl 51-
378. IMD_IL5+1





382. - CALL	 HFREQ(A.ClIRJA),AC(ISPL),AC(ICENTF),AC(IAREA)9
E AC (IAREACI I _ Mf' _(_1mn) , A C f T7mn l l,.^SC I TMASSl1I,Ar, 	 ( jR_IARV I
384. CAC(IZNDAT),MC(IIOTYP),MCIIIGEMO),MC(IISV),DAC(IC
386. CSS),AC(IEX),MBAND,AC(IWMH),MC(INSDAT),MC(INSTOR),MC(IISEAO)IMC(I
^$7 FTPF1	 NFV,NGFAr,Ul PEr,NPRnp'',Mn P,1 2 9 1 A pt 17r, 141
t	 388. CALL	 SEAPRM(AC(IRJA),AC(IRJARV),MC(IMD),
E	 AC (T`MQ 	 A r- ITS21 1,MRANn,TNRAN q ,NT:IR,NMS^N T A P F'#_ArITrFPiTF1,
390.
391
C	 MC( INSTOR),AC(IZNDAT),IOUT, N`SO'MC (IISEAO))
CA' I	 S( ARFS(,iyr.t	 NV9PRFF . N.nRTMRAhin g TWrlLNn g AC(SANSSL,
392.

























3 * *WM,ISTVP,	 AREA , STM,SNODC,SORG91SV,MASSUR,SC*BPQ,ISURCM9
4. *IVOLCM,CENTF , NSTOR,NSDAT , ZMDATA , ZNDATAYIPF,SPL•EX,GNODE,










15 * COMMON/AREAS/NPROS,NPROBN,MTAPE* TAP€,LBANDiMBANO. IHBANO
160 COMMON/AREA6/NMO,NG,DFQY^NI,ER
170 COMMON/AREA?/WI,WF,NWc_ l8 • COMMON/AREAS/RO,CO,VOL,PREF,pI
190 COMMON / AREAS /FAC,PSI . DPI.DN*UP
20. DOUBLE PRECISION FAC(57) , PSI(60) 9 0PI,DN,UP
21. DIMENSION IVTYP ( NV)tVINV),VTM13 3,NV).	 —
22• *VNODC (MXV.:S,NV ),VORG 1 3,NV ),WM (3,NSMX ),
23. *:STYP(NS),AREA-(NS),STM(3,3,NS),SNODC(MXS,3,NS),
24 * *SORG(3, NS),ISV (NS ),MASSUR(MNSS, NMS ),SCJNSC,NS),BPQ(MX,
25 * *NX . NSMX ) ,	 ISURCM ( MXS,NS),IVO	 CM(MXV.NV) . CENTF ( NTnB)	 NSTO R INMS)
2E. DIMENSION NSDATINMS)tZMDATAiNTOB)tSPL(NTOB),ZNDATAINTOB,NS),
27 * S WMH(NSEAC,NTOB),EX(NPFC,NMS),NM(NMS)IGNOCEINNt3)*OTM13,3rNOO),
280 C	 ON.ODCIMXS,3,N00)900RG13,NOO),AREAO (N00),IGEMOV(29N00)9
29 * 6 ISEAO ( NMS),1OCM(MXS,N00) * IOTYP ( NOO)•IPF(NMS),I -FElNMS)-
309 b	 ,8NDWN(NTOB,2),IFEN(MFE)
31. CHARACTER*80 TITLE







39. READIIN 9 5)TITLE
40 * 5	 FORMAT(A80)
410 READIIN91C)STITLE
429 10 FORMAT(A75)
43 * WRITE ( IOUT915)TITLE
44 * 15	 FORMATI.19,A8D)
45. WRITE(InUT , 20)STITLE
460	 20 FORMA TISX,A75)
47•	 C**** A• OPTION SELECTION
48.	 READ(IN,*)IX
490	 REAO ( IN,*)IOP
Soo	 READ ( IN,*)MOP
y 51 * 	REAO(IN,*)IPRE




IF ( NPROB *EG.O * AND * MOP (1 ) * EQ.l )UN= • NEW •






	 OhiGINAL PAGE 9
OF POOR QUALITY
570	 IF( NPROB.EQ.0)GOTO 21
58. 
	 I R=1
59.^	 REA0 ( L091R ) NTAPE , NFV9NFS , NPFCT,NT0BT , NVTINST,MXVT,
_	
60, _	 E_MXST NAMT,-NSMT•MXT.NXT.NAMMCT•NSEACT.NPA.NSA
61.	 IR=1•NPROB
62,
	 R EAD (LO* IR)NN*NS,NMS.MNSS.NAS.MX NSMX.NSC * NY MXV.
63.	 S NAM , NTO8 , MFE , MX,NX , NSEAC,NPFC , NWS,NOO , LSAND,MBAND , IHBANO , RO,CO,
_	 649	 EVOLtPREF.ZEROeEPS.BW
65. C**** S.SIZING PARAMETERS FOR NEW DATA FILE
66. 21 _,REAOt INs*)IX
57.	 IF(IX.E0.0) GO TO 25
6 8 0 	 REA D(I N ,*)NFV,NFS^NPFCT,NTOST,NVT,NST.MXVT•MXST SAMT.
69. E NSMT,MXT,NXT,NAMMCT,NJ-EACT
70. 25 CONTINUE
71 * 	C**** GRANGE : FREQUENCY DOMAIN
?2.	 READ(INj*)IX
73.	 IF(IX.E0.0)GOT026
746	 READ ( IN#*ILBAND , MBAND , IHBAND28W
75.	 C**** 0. RANGE : DESCRETE FREQUENCY
766	 2E READ ( IN *)Ix
77.




80.	 C**** E . TOLERAtiCES
8.10	 READ(IN,.*)Ix
_ 82.IF (IX * EO * 0) GOTO 3c
83.	 READ(IN,*) ZERO,EPS
849^
	 35 _ CO jT INU_E	 _-
850	 IF(NPROB.EQ.0) GO TO 40




880	 C**** F. MATRIX SIZING PARAMETERS
X890	 40	 READ(IN,*)IX




L M FE ,M_X,NXrNSEAC,NPFC
93. C**** G. MULTIPLE CAVITY PARAMETERS
94. 45 READ(IN,*) IX
IFIIX.EO.G) GO TO 5R
96.	 READ ( IN, *) NA MM C,NOO, NO M,NMO ,NG,DFQY ,NI,E R
979 -	 5d ---RETURN	 --	 --	 _
9 8 * 	 E N T RY DATAL (IVTYP ,_V ,VTM,VNODC,VO_R G,
99 *
	 WM , ISTYP, AREA ,STM , SNODC , SORG , ISV,MASSUR , SC.BPQ9ISURCM9
100 * _	 *IVOLCM , CENTF , NSTOR , NSDAT . ZMDATA,ZNDATA , IPF,SPL,EX,GNODE,
1010	 * OTM,ONODC , OORG , AREAO , IGEMOV , IOCM , ISEAOIIOTYP,IFE,
102 * 	
__
* NA ME, NVt M XV, N_SM_X,NS, MXS ► NMS , MNSStNT OB,NAMMC,NN,NSC,
103. iWO--i , MX,IVX,MFE,WMH , NM, NOO,NSEAC , NPFC,NAS,BNOWN,IFEN)
104. DO 51 I=1,NMS
135.	 51 ISEAOII)=0
1060	 IF(NPR OB.E Q.0) GOTO 55
X107* ^vC*********** READ FROM MASS AND PLACE INTO MEMORY ****##*x^#****##*
1D8 '  
	I R =N— F'3_OB
109.	 R_ AD(L1'IR ) VNODC , VTM,VORG,IVTYP , ONOOC,OTM,OORG, IOTYP,
110 * -	 ESNODC , STM,SORG , ISTYP , V,AREAO , AREA IGENOV , ISV,MASSUR , NSDAT,CENTF
111.	 6,IFE,ISEAO,GNOOE91OCM#ISURCM,IVOLCM 98NOWN














54 N STOR ( I)=NS_DATILI 	ORIGIN AL PAGEF
—^--1140 IFlIOP.EC.S)G0T0	 55 OF POOR QUALITY,	 +'
_--	 11.5.. IR=2*NFV4 N_PR OB +.
116. REAO ( L2*IR ) INDATA	 h
117. )0	 53 I=1,NMS
118. IR=NFS•NSDAT(I)
1190 53 READ(L8*IR)(SC(J,I),J= I,NSC)
12C•
_	
1C**** ***#*****Oc*R******** *******#******** #******** k***** #***#****** 	 1
_ 1 2_10 5 5 CONT IN UE
122e C**** H.	 OPENING/VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS:	 IGEMOV
123 * READ ( IN,*)	 IX
124. IF(IX*EQ * 0)	 GO	 TO	 65
1250 DO 65 IX=1
	
NOO
d 126. READIIN 9*) ISUR , IGEMOV ( 1,ISUR),IGEMOVl2,ISUR)
127. 65 CONTINUE
128 * C**** is	 OPENING DESCRIPTION
129 * READ ( IN,*)IX
130 * IF(IX*EQ*01
	 GOTO	 70
131. DO 70 IX=1 N00
132. READ ( IN,*)I , IOTYPII) , AREAO ( I),(IOCM(J,I) , J=I,MXS)
'b 133 * 70 CONTINUE
134 * C**** J *	 STRUCTURAL DATA FILE ACCESS AND STORAGE LOCATIONS
135 * READ(IN,*)	 IX
136 * IF(lX*EQ*0)	 GO	 TO	 75
137 * READIIN,*) (NSD . AT(I ),I = 1,NMS)
138. REAO(IN,*)	 (NSTOR(I)9I=1,NMS)
139. 75 CONTINUE
140 * C**** K * GLOBAL NODE POINTS
1410 READ(IN,*)IX
142. IF(IX.EQ*Q)	 GO	 TO	 80
143 * DO	 80 IX =1	 NN
144 * READ(IN'*)	 It(GNODE(I,J),J =193)
145. 8Q	 CONZINUE





149e DO	 85 IX=1.NS
150 * READ(IN9*)	 ISURrISTYPfISUR),AREA(ISUR),(ISURCM(I,ISUR
151 * 1)9I=1,MX5)
152. 8S CONTINUE	 I
153 * DO 86 I=19NMS
154. I F(NSDATII ).EQ * O)	 GO	 TO	 86
155 * IR=NSDATIII	 j
156* REAO(L8*IR)NM(I)
157. 86- CONTINUE
158. C**** M.	 MASTER SURFACE/SURFACE RELATIONSHIPS
	 ISV
159. READ(IN,*)IX
1600 IF(IX.EQ.0)	 GO	 TO	 90
161 * DO	 90 I=19NMS
162• READIIN,*)IS,(MASSURIJ,IS),J=19MNcS)
163 * 90 CONTINUE
164. C**** No	 STRUCTURAL CONSTANTS:	 MODAL ANALYSIS
165 * READ ( IN,*)IX
—156. IF (IX.E0.0)GOTO	 95
167. DO 95 ISUR=I,NMS
168. IF(NSDAT(ISUR) * EQ.0)READIIN,*)IS,




OF POOR QU ALIY`'d
C 0
__	 170. IF ( NS DAT( ISU R ) . EQ ,J)WRIT E ( I.8• 	 R	 SCt .1^I5	 RU	 ) • J=1.NSC)
-171. IF ( NSOAT ( ISUR) ,NE.Q)READ(IN,*)IS






_	 1_74. _ p0	 97	 I _I, INT ( SCI 1.ISUR 1) ''
-175. READ ( IN,#) (8PQ ( l,J,I),J=1,9)
-.	 176. _ 97 2.*PI
177. NM( .ISUR) =NINT ( SC(I,ISUR))
-	




182. DO	 94	 IS=t,NMS
1830 IF(NSDAT(IS).EC.0)GOTO
	 94
^1840 IR=NSDAT ( IS)+NFS
185. READ I L8 • IR) (SC (J,I S ),J=1,NSC) £i
186. 94 CONTINUE f
187. C**** 0.	 STRUCTURAL MODAL DATA
188. NFEDS=O
1890 DO 96 I=1,NMS
1x900 96 IFE ( I) =0
1916 READ(IN,*)IX




_196. OPEN ( LI8.FILE= • L18•,ACCESS =• DIR99RECL=WRS,RCDS=MNR,STATUS=UN)








2;026 IFIMOPI4).EQr 1 ) IL=MFE * MFE+MFE*MFE+NSMX* 3*MFE
2030 CALL ALLOC ( ARK ,IL







ISN=I VY + MFE
2090 IXI= ISN + NSMX*MFE*3 f
210_.
---






213. 00	 9 9 I =1, N M S
-214.READm _(IN.*)I.S, IF E(IS ),NFENe5 L1^S^2
215. IF(IFE(IS),E0,C)GOTO
	 99
216,	 _ READ ( IN,*)11FE1vIJ) , J=1 , NFEN)
-2170 `C$** TEMPORARILY	 USE	 STM	 AND SORG TO TRANSLATE F.E. GLOBAL COORDINATES
218. C$** TO SURFACE LOCAL COORDINATES „J
2190
x	 X220. READ ( INN*)(STMt_ 2, K9I S) , K=1,_?),SORG ( 2,I5)_
x	 221.	 Rt	 (IN,*)(STM(3,K,I5),K=1r3),SORGtI5)
222. C ALL FE DAT ( IS=NF EN , NFEDS , NS,NMS , IFE•IFEN , ISTYP , STM,SORG.)WM , NSTOP
223. E BPQ ,MOP, AREA, AC (ID1),AC(102),AC(103),
 AC( IVM),AC(ISN),AC(IX1)9
	
2240	 E AC ( I X2),AC ( IT K ),AC ( IY);, MX, N X rM FEr NSMX ,^ SLI. S L2 ,MMAX,NMAX,L9,L 1 2
	






 POOR QUALI I Y,
227o 01 CONTINUE




2319 00	 110	 IS=l
.t
 NMS
232 o 00	 109	 1=11NSEAC







238e DO	 135	 NOS=19NTOB
2390 READ(IN,*)K,(WMH(JtK)vJ=19NSEAC)
240o IF(WMH(I,NOBI.LT,0,0) 	 GOTO	 106
2419 105 CONTINUE





247a C**** Q *	VOLUME DESCRIPTION
248 * READ(IN,*)	 IX
—2-49 . IF(IX*EQ*C)GOTO	 11-r,
2500 VOL=U*C
2510 00	 115	 T=I,NV.
252 * READ(IN,*)NVOL,IVTYPINVOL),V(NVOL)9(IVOLCM(JgNVOL),J=IMXV)
253a VOL=VOL4 V4 NVOL
254, 115 CONTINUE










2629 C**** NOT YET ALLOWED BY PROGRAM
2639 C****
264o C**** To	 SURFACE/VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS
2659 READ(IN^,*)IX
266 * -f—F(fX.EQ.0)GOTO 130
267o 00	 130 I=l$NS
268o READ(IN,*)ISURISV(ISUR)
269 130 CONTINUE




273, 134 0 0	 1
274o READ(IN	 ISURqIX





2800 C****	 Ve	 STRUCTURAL DAMPING
281. 136	 READI IN, *) A' X
loli 282* IF(lXoEQ*D)	 GOTO	 141,1283a 00	 '1 40	 I=I,NMS
READ (LLN p *) I S U R fix
M IF C IX	 E Q .0 J	 GO TO	 140
2860 REAC) (IN,*)(ZMDATA(J).J=	 NTO B).
287, IR=2*NFS*NSTOR(l)
288 * WRITE(L8•1R)	 ZMDATA
2890 140 CONTINUE
290, C **** We	 EXTERNAL SOUND PRESSURE LEV EL: FREQUE11 CY DOMATN
291e READ(INP*)IX
292. _IF( IX.EQ.Q ► GOTO	 145
2939 00	 145 I=I,NMS
----2-9q - READ ( INt	 )ISUR.IX
2950 IF(IX*EQ*C)	 GOTO	 145
29k. READ ( IN, *) ( SPL (J)-tJ=l rNTO .R ►
297. IP = 3*NFS # NSTOR(r)
2989 WRITE(L89IR)	 SPL
2990 145 CONTINUE
300. C**** X.	 EXTERNAL	 PRESSURE FIELD DESCRIPTION CONSTANTS
301. READ ( rN,*JIX
3020 IF(lXeEQ*0)	 GOTO	 IrQ
3030 00	 ISO 1=19NMS
304. READ(	 N. *) ISUR ,,IPF(ISUR)
305• IF(IPF(fSUR).EQ.0)	 GOTO	 150
3360 READ(IN9*)(EX(J,ISUR)tJ=I,NPFC)
3070 150 CONTINUE
3080 C**** Ye	 BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES
3090 READ ( IN,*)Ix










IF(IX.EQ * D)	 GOTO	 156
3190 C **** GENERATE COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION MATRICIES
3200 156 CONTINUE
3210 IF(IPRE(I)@EQ@l)	 GOTO	 1110
322, CALL TRANS
323. CALL	 OTRANS




3280 00	 1200 IS=19NMS
—329. IFINSDAT(IS)*EQ&OeANDeNSTOR(IS)*NEeOsAND,NPROSeNE*NPROBN)NSA=NSA+ ^
3309 1200 CONTINUA
331. IF ( NPROB	 NE	 NP ROBN ) NP A =NP A * I
3,329 IR=I
3,33. WRITE ( LDOIR ) NTAPE , NFV,NFS , NPFCT,NTOBT , NVT,NST,MXVT,MXST,
3340 & NAMT,NSMT , MXT,NXTiNAMMCT t NSEACT O NPA,NSA
3135. IR=I+NPROBN
3L, 3 6 WRITE ( t.0- I R ) NN PNS 9 NMS MNSS	 NAS tMXS , NSMX	 NSC	 NV 9 MXV . NA Mo NTOP •
t MFE,M— XtNXgNSeAC•NPFCvNWSPN009LBAND*MBAN09IH8AN09ROlCO•
3360 &VOLqPREF,ZERO9EPSvBW
'-7 3-39. 00 1300 IS=19NMS
10 4 NSTOR (IS)
--
IP = I*
^a ORIGINAL PAGE 6	 s
OF	 r
341. IFlNSTORII $i 	 N	 ._0)WRITE( L Q'IRIISTYP ( I'S1 -NMI IS) . NSC,IPFIISI . Lg11Np




346 *^ WRITE( L1'IR)VNODC,VTM,VDRG,IVTYP,ONODC,OTM90OR69I0TYP,
347. ESNOOC,STM, ORG , ISTYP , V,AREAO , AREA , IGEMOV,ISV.MASSUR*NSTOR*CFNTF
"	 348. E,IFE , ISEAO , GNOOEr10CM , ISURCM , IVOLCMrBNBWN
_3490 DO	 157 I=1.NTOB
35d e CENTF(I) =CE NTFIII /Z./PI
351. 157 CONTINUE
352. IFtMOP(2).EQ,O)	 CALL	 OINPUT
~	
35 3. J=
354. 00	 158 I =19 NOO
355. IFC10TYP(I).E0.3)J=1
356, 158 CONTINUE
3 57. 00	 160 I=1,NV
358. IFIIVTYP(I ).EQa3)J =1
359, 16C CONTINUE
360 * IF(J*EQ.1)CALL	 FCTCAL
3616 00	 165 I=1
	
NTOB
362. CENTF (I ) =CENTF II )*2**PI
363. 165 CONTINUE











3T 3._ C**** -LOAD
	




377. C****, 	LOAD AND OUTPUT DATA SET M2„
3789 WRITE(IOUT,120)
379. 00	 25	 j=1,N PA
38C IR=1*J
3810 REAO(LO'I R )(INC(I) ,I=1922 )9(VNCII),I=1,71
3'82. WRITE(IOUT9130)	 J
3830 WRITEIIOUT . 140)	 (INC ( I),I=1,22 )9( VNC(I) , I=1,7)
384. 25 CONTINUE




387. DO	 50 IS=I,NSA
388, IR = 14104IS
3896 REA0(L0•IR)(INC(I),I=199)
3900 WRITE ( IOUT,160)IS
391. WRITE ( I0UT,1701(INC(I),I=1r9)
X3920 50 CONTINUET	
3_939 C********* FORMAT STATEMENTS_
394. 1CO FORMAT ( 55X,'DATA FILE
	 INDEX' / 54X,'************ * ***•)












a 398. *!Nyl	 - • LI3/tjX,'NST	 - • z1,3/6 1X.
_ 399. *•MXVT	 -	 • ,I3161X, • MXST	 -	 9,I3/61X9•NAMT	 -	 •,I3/61X•
40_0. *•NSMT	 -	 9,L3 / 61X,'MXT	 -	 • , I3/61	 , • NxT	 -	 99I3/61X•
'40I. *'NAMMCT	 - ' , I3/61X, • NSEACT 	-	 ' 9 I3 /6lX9 9 NPA	 -	 9 9I3/61x,	 *NSA
40 29 E-	 • ,I3) _-
403. 120 FORMAT(//26X9'BASIC PROBLEM PARAMETERS 	 : DATA	 SET N 20	 • 1
,.
404. 130 FORMAT(134X, • PROBLEM NUMBER Z	 •,IS)
405. 140 FORMAT(61X, 9 NN	 -	 09I3/61X,
406. *ONS	 -	 • ,I3/61X, • NMS
	 -
	 9.I3/61.X,•MNSS
	 -	 • ,I3/61X9 • NAS
	 -
407. *	 0,I3 / 61X,'MXS	 -	 9, I3/61X 99 NSMX	 -	 • , I3/61X , • NSC	 - 9,I3/61X
-_- 406. *• 'NV	 _-	 • sI V6 lX 9 , MXV	 • •1 3 . Lj^_,1X , • NAM	 -	 •. Z3/ 1X,409. *'NTOB
	 -	 • ,I3 /6lX,'MFE	 -	 ' •I3/61x,
410. *•Mx-	 ' , I3Y61x ` ' NX 	-	 • ,I3161X,'NSEAC	 -	 99 I3161Xt
_._
411, *`NPFC	 -	 'tI3 /61X,'NWS	 -	 '9I3/61X, • NOO	 -	 •,I3161X,
412. 6'LRAND	 - • ,I3/61Xz'MBAND	 -	 ',I3/61x, • IHBAND -	 • ,I3/61X^	 -
- 413. EIRO	 -	 ',E11,5/61X,'CO	 -	 ',E11,5 /61X,'VOL	 -	 •9E11.5




416. 150 FORMAT( //26X,°SURFACE ELEMENTS 	 :	 DATA	 SET	 43.1)
417. 160 FORMAT(/34X, • FILE
	 SURFACE	 NUMBER	 -	 •,IS)
418. 170 FORMAT ( 61X L • ISTYP	 - 1 9 I3/61X 9 9 NM	 -!,I3 / §	 X, • NSC	 - •^I3
429. 6/61x, °IPF	 -	 9,I3 / 61X,'t8AND
	
-	 ' , I3/61X, 'MBAND	 -	 9, I3/61x,
42C. E' I HSAND	 :	 ',I3/61x, •NSEAC	 -	 • ,I3/61X, O ISFAO	 -	 9,I3)
421. WRITE(IOUT9801)
422. 801 FORMAT(45X, • STRUCTURAL /	 ACOUSTIC INTERACTION ANALYSIS•/
423. A44X,'###*####*##****####*##*###**##*#####***#*##•)
424. WRITEIIOUT,802)




****- 	A. OPTION	 SELECTION
428, WRITE ( IOUT,P03 )IOP_
429. 803
	
FORMAT(/34X, • IOP	 -	 •,I3)
43r.___yRITE ( IOUT,806) MOP ( 1 ) ,MOP ( 2),MOP ( 3 ),MOP(4)
431. 806	 FORMAT(/3CX,'A4,	 SPECIAL OPTIONS:	 MOP(4)•//34X,
_ _
432_. *''CATALOG
	 MASS	 STORAGE • ,23X,°	 -	 • ,I3/34x
.t • SUPRESS	 INPUT	 MIRROR••




DAMPING • 9 12X, • 	-	 9,I31
434, *34X 9' USE	 SH_ORT_BPQ	 CALCULATION ON NEW F .E.	 pATA	 - 19I3)
435. WRITEIIOUT , 807)	 IPRE11) , IPRE ( 2),IPRE(3),IPRE(4)
436, 807 F0RMAT(/3CX, 9 A5. PRECALCULATED DATA:	 IPRE(4)11134X,
437. *ACOUSTIC.RESPONSE	 1 14X, • 	-	 • ,I3/34X 9 'A000STIC ABSORPTION•
438 . _	 *, 14X,'	 -	 • ,I3 / 34X, • 51A	 INTERACTION
	
( ALL	 SURFACES)	 - •
^439, w *•I3/34X, • GENERALIZED FORCE
	 • 9 14X, • 	-	 •,I3)
`-' 440, NPROB , NPROBN , MTAP_E_,NTAPE_WRITE ( IOUT9808)
-
4419 808	 FORMAT(/30X, • A6.	 DATA	 ACCESS	 AND	 STORAGE • /134X, • NPR06
	 - 9913134X,
!: 442 ,__ - # • ' NP RO BN	 - 9.	 I3/34 X , I MTAPE
	 -	 9,I3/34X,'NTAPE	 - •,I3)
443, C****	 B,NEW DATA FILE SIZING PARAMETERS




447 AMC FORMAT 19 1 . 	26X	 • B 	 DATA	 TAPE SIZING'//6 I X	 'NFU	 -	 I3/61XF.
4489 *•NFS	 - !,I3/61X ,'NPFCT -	 ',I3/61X, • NTO6T -	 •,I3'/61X,
449. *•NVT	 - ',I3161X, 9 NST -	 9,I3/61X,
450. *• MXVT	 - 9 9I3/61X,'MXST -_9 9I3/61X,•NAMT -	 •,I3l61X,_
X 451,
_
~*'NSMT	 - 9,I3/61X,•MXT -	 923161X,•NXT -	 19I3161X,
452. *•NAMMCT_- •' I3/61X, • NSEACT -	 09131
453. 9Cp CONTINUE









	 s.811L?rLB1^NR. CiEI^ND.IHeA140"61 t456. 810 FORMAT(8(/1,27X, • C.	 RANGE
	 :FREQUENCY • //61X, • LBAND	 —	 •,I3/61X,
4579 *•MBA. ND
	 —	 '.I3 /61X. 9 	NBA.ND	 —	 9 .13/61X, • BW	 —	 • .E 11.5)	 u'
x. 458, C**** 0.	 RANGE
	 :	 DELCRETE FREQUENCY	 +,
459. IF ( IOP.EQ . 2*OR*IOP.EQ.4)WRITE ( IOILT • 8	 1)WI,6F,NWS
4600 811 FORM,AT(8(/),27X, 9 0 *	RANGE
	
:	 DESCRETE	 F4EQ * 	 1 1161X, • TI	 —	 9 ,	 t,
_ 461. t Ell * 5/61X, • WF	 -	 ' t ElI.S / .61X, • NWS	 -	 •.23)
462 * C**** E.	 TOLERANCES
463 * WRITE(IOUT,S ; 2)	 ZERO,EPS
464 * 812 FORMAT(8(/),27X,`E.
	 TOLERANCES'//56X, •ZERO	 -	 •9E12.5/56X,
465 * *•EPS	 -	 •,E11.5)
466 9 C**** F.	 MATRIX	 SIZING
467 * WRITE (IOUT,813 )NN,NS,NMS,MNSS,NAS,MXS 9NSMX,NSC,NV,MXV, NAMoNT062
468. *MFE,MX,NX,NSEAC,NPFC
46_90 813 FORMAT18(./),27X t9F9	 MATRIX	 SIZING 9 //61X 1 'NN	 - • ,I3161X.	 _.
470. *•NS	 -	 ••	 I3)61X, • NMS	 9,I3/61X
	
• MNSS	 -	 '	 -	 'r	 i	 ,I3 /.61X•	 NAS a""
rt 47 1 . *	 • ,i3/61X,.MXS	 - •.	 •t^L—
	
•	 I 3 /	 •	 c	 - •I 3/ 61 X	 3	 X	 . _ 61 X r	 N_ C 





474 * *'MX	 —	 '.13 i6lX	 • NX	 —	 99I3/61X,•NSEAC	 —	 ',I3/61X,
475 * *•NPFC	 -	 '9I3)
476• C**** G.	 MULTIPLE
	
CAVITY PARAMETERS
477. I,F(NV.ED *1) 	 GO	 TO	 953
	 i
i
478. WR .ITE(IOUT , 814) NAMMC , NOO,NOM , NM0 9 0FQY , NI,ER,NG
4799 814 FORMAT( 1 1 9 ,27X, • G * 	MULTIPLE CAVITY	 PARAMETERS•/161X,
4809 E•NAMMC
	 _—
 9,I3/61Xr9NOO	 -	 9L3i6lX,•NOM	 —	 113/61x,
4819 E•NMO	 -	 9, I 3 / 61X, • DFQY	 -	 9. FI0*5 / 6 1 X.9NI	 -	 • tI3/61X,
4820 E'ER	 -	 • ,Fla * 5/61X, • NG	 -	 1I3)
4830 940 CO N TINUE
484 * C**** H *	 OPENING/VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS
485. WRITE ( IOUT,815)
486 * 815 FORMAT(8(/) 1 27X, , H.	 0PENING/VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS•////39X,
4870 E ' IGEMOV	 OPENING 1 95X,•VOLUME
	 ( TAIL)	 VOLUME
	
( HEAD)0/49x,
488. E•******* •.SX,•*************	 **********^a•)
4 89. DO 945	 1= 1, NOO
490o 945 WRITE ( IOUT , 816)TtIGEMOV ( 1,I),IGEMOV(29I)
4910 8 1 6 FORMAT ( 50X , I39i3X 9 I3, j_3XLI 3)
492. C**** I.	 OPENING DESCRIPTION
493. WR ITE( IOUT,817)
494* 817 FORMAT ( 8( /) 9 27X, 1 I.	 OPENING DESCRIPTION • //41X,'OPENING 9 9 4X,
49 5. *•OPENING' 9 9X,•_OPENING •/ 41X,•NUMBER •, 11X,•AREA0 11, 12x.
496. *•TYPE'96X%4lXX,********9,7X,•**********998X,•***** **.) 	 I
497. DO 950 I=1 ► NOO
4989 WRITE(IOUT,818)	 I9AREAO(I),IOTYP(I)




502 * 819 FORMAT(//40X, • OPENING NUMBER•/40X,•**************•)
503 * DO 953 I=1,N0_0
504 * WRITE ( IOUT9820)	 I




	 *** *+^#* *
	 ***
507. A***** r )
508. 70 951 J=19MXS
9.
_
IF(IOCM(J,I) * EC * O)GOTO
	
951





512 , . 821 FORMAT ( 3 9X,I 3 , 5X 	 x , ELj .5.^ x El i,5 LLX^E11^,^1
513. 951 CONTINUE
-- 514_- . -)4p I T E t U0 U^ 2 2 2)
- '525. 228 FORMAT(//42X,OOTMX•, 11X,'OTMY•,12X, •OTMZ•,11X,'OORG•/42X,•****•,,
51E.
_...
A1. Imo.`#**^x •, lI X ,•****• ^1 	 X	 •** **•)
517. DO	 952 K=1,3
51.8 . W RITCIIOUT , 822)OTM l K , 1,II,OTM ( K




522. C**** J.	 STRUCTURAL DATA ACCESS AND STORAGE
~ 523. WRITE(IOUT0823)
_524_. 823 FORMAT ( 8(/),27X, ' J * 	STRUCTURAL DATA	 ACCESS	 AND	 STORAGE•//49X,
525. *•PROBLEM•/49X,•SURFACE•/49X,•NUMBER•,10X,•NSDAT*,llX,•NSTOR•/49X,
5_2_69 *•*******•,9X,•****#'*11X,•##***•1




53I. C**** K.	 GLOBAL NODE POINTS
-	 532 * _ WRITE(I.OUT9825)







36 • 00 955 I=1 1NN
537. WRITE ( IOUT , 826) I,GNODE(I,l),GNODEII92),GNODE(I,3)
5380826 , FORMA_T( 4 3X	 El1.5 O X	 11 .5)
539. 955 CONTINUE
540 * C**** L.	 SURFACE	 DESCRI PTION
541. WRITE41OUT98271
_ 5 42. 827 FORMATI 8 ( /), 27X, • L .	 SURFACE DESCRIPTION ' / / 41Xi• SURFACE • ,	 9X9
543. *•SURFACE',9X,•SURFACE• /41X,•NUMBER',11X,•AREA•,12X, 
544o
5.45. D0^956 I=1,N5
546. _ WRITE ( IOUT , 8_28)	 I, _AREA(l),ISTYP(I)
	 r
5479 828 FORMAT(42X,I3,9X9E11*5,9X,I3)
54 8 . 956 CONTINUE
549. WRITE(IOUT,829)
_ 550. _ _829 FORMAT(//SX, • SURFACE NUMBER'/SX,•**************•)
5516 DO	 958 I=1,NS
552. IF(ISTYP(I).Ea*0)GOTO	 958
WRITE(IOUT 9 83C)	 I
554. 830 F ORMAT I/,2 7X,I3,1 7X , • NODE 9 /38X , • O RDER	 NUMBER9,7X,•XC•,13X,•YC •,
5550 *13X,,ZC'/38X,'*****	 ***#***#*#****	 *****#****	 *^s#=
5566 A*****•)
557. DO	 957 J=1,MX5
_	 558. WR ITE(IOUT1831)
	
J,ISURCM ( J,I),SNODC ( J,1,I),SNODC ( J92.I),
5590 *SNODC(J,3,I)









5666, WRITEII O UT,833 ) STM(K,1,_I)
`-
_






ORIGIINAL PACE FS	 ^ x
OF POOR QUALITYi
I
569 * C **** M • 	 MASTER	 SURFACE/.SURFACE_ RED ATION_SHIPS
5700 WRITE ( IOUT9834) i
571. 834 FORMAT18(/),27X9 9M, MASTER	 SURFACE
	
/ SURFACE RELATIONS•/146X9
5729 *•MASTER SURFACE • ,11X, • COMPONENT SURFACE9146X••************* *•,11X. a
573_.: *•*a*******a*******`1 .,
574. DO	 959 1=19NM5
575. WRITE ( IOUT,835 ) I,MASSUR(1,I)
5760 835 FORMAT( / S 1X,I3, 24X, 13)









584. 837 FORMAT(8(/),27X 9 9 N,	 STRUCTURAL CONSTANTS`//5SX,•SURFACE•,6X,
5850 A•CONSTANTS`155X,•*******0,6X,************•) x
586. 00	 961 1=19NMS
58.76 IF( ISTYP(I ).EQ,O)GOTO	 961
588. WRITEIIOUT98381	 I,SC(1,1)
58,90 838 FORMAT( /57X,I3,8X,E11.5)
5900 DO	 960 J=2,NSC








597 * C NO OUTPUT HERE
598. C****





600. IFt MBAND*EG.IHBAND)GOTO 	 969
601. IFtIOP*NE.l)	 GOTO	 969
6020 WRITE(IOUT,843)
E03._ 843 FORMAT(8(/) 9 27X, 9 P.	 STRUCTURAL	 CONSTANTS	 SEA•//lC'X•
604. E	 9 SURFACE • ,20X,-SEA CODE'/10X••*******9,2OXt'********•)
605. IRO=O__
6060 DO	 969 IS=I,NMS
607. IF-(ISEAO(IS).EQ*O) 	 GOTO	 969
608. _ IR=NSTOR(IS )
6099 IF(IR,Eq.IRO)WRITE(IOUT,1844)IS 	 IS-1






_	 6150 1844 FORMAT ( SX, • DATA FOR SURFACE	 •,I3,,'	 SAME AS FOR SURFACC
	 - 99 I3)
6160 DO	 969 NOB_1,NT08 II617. WRITE(IOUT,*)(WMH(J,NOB),J=19NSEAC)
618. 969 CONTINUE
619 * C****




622. 845 FORMAT(8(/),27X, • Q,	 VOLUME	 DESCR'IPTI0N•//41X, • VOLUME 9 ,26X,
623, A•yOLUME•/41X9•NUMBER•91OX, *VOLUME `911X,•TYPE'
624. A/`41X, `******• PBX, •**********•98X9 •******* • )
_^E2 DO 970 T=I,NV
^.Y
ORIGINAL PAGE fS
OF POOR QUALITY a




_	 630. 847 FORMATt//5Xi'VOLUME NUM8ER•15X,•*************•)
6310 00 973 I=1,NV
632. WRITE(IOUT,848)	 I
633. 848 FORMAT(/ 0 27X,I3,17X,'NOOE'/38X, • ORDER	 NUM9ER•,7x,•XC•,13X,9YC•9
6340 A13'X,•ZC•/38_X,•*****	 ******	 **********	 **********	 *****
635. A** ***•)
6369 DO	 971 J=19MXV
6379 WRITE(IOUT,849)	 J,IVOLCM(J,I),VNODC(J,1,I),VNODC(J,2,I),






644. DO	 972 K=1, 3
6450 WRITE ( IOUT , 851)VTM ( K, 1,I),VTM(K,29I),VTM(K,39I)9VORG(K,I)
646. 851 FORMA T( 39X•E ta.2 .SX.E10.2.5X: ,0.o1 -j-5 Xz ;002)
647, 972 CONTINUE
648. 973 CONTINUE




651. 852 FORMAT18(/),27X, • R.	 ACOUSTIC CONSTANTS • //34X, • RO	 - *,E1165134X,
6520 *,CO
	
n • ,E11.5/34X, • PREF - 9 E7.2)
E53. C**** S.	 ACOUSTIC MODAL	 DATA
6540 C****
6550 C**** T.	 'SURFACE/VOLUME REALTIONSHIPS
656. C****
657. WRITE(IOUT9854)
6580 854 FORMAT( 6(/),27X,•T.	 SURFACE/VOLUME
	 RELATIONSHIPS9////39X,
6590 E	 • ISV	 SURFACE',5X,•AOJACENT	 VOLUME9/49X,9*******9,
66 0. b SX, •***************•)




665. IF(IOP.EG,5)	 GOTO	 .11
6660 IF(MOPt3).Ea.1)_GOTO	 981




X669. 856 FORMAT(8(/) 9 27X, • U.	 SURFACE ABSORPTION•)
_	 670. DO 98L I=19NS
671. WRITE(IOUT9857)
_	 672. 857 FORMAT(/42X 9 9 SURFACE • 97X, • FREOUENCY • 1 12X,'LOSS
	 FACTOR•/42X,•*****17












6810 IF ( MOP t 3 ). NE.1) GO	 TO 982






6 84 860 FORMAT_t_B -Llj 	X	 • U.	 CAVITY DA
-
".IKG	 IEXPFRyHrbLtA-Ll,9j/4mx.
694. A'FREQUENCY	 (HZ)',9X,'LOSS	 FACTOR • /SOX	 •**********•,9X,
.______685. ^!A•****#***********•)	 ..
6860 00	 982	 I=1,NTOB	 i1
6$-7 yR-ITEI3QUT	 8611 CENTF ( I)eZNDATA ( Isjl	 %r
6880 861 FORMAT(/50X,E11.5,9X,E16.5)
6894 982 CONTINUE
690. C**** V.	 STRUCTURAL DAMPING
6910 WRITEIIOUT9862)
4	 6T92. 862 FORMAT48(/),27X, • V.	 STRUCTURAL OAMPING'//42X,•SURFACE',7X,
693. _` A'FREQUENCY•,12X0 'DAMP INGIC/CC)!/4.2X,`*******`•7X=•**********9 	 !?X.
6949 A•***#************•)
695. IRO=O	 }
696. DO	 984 I=1.NMS
6979 IR=2*NFS*NSTOR(I)
6980 IF ( IR.EC . IRO)WRITE (IOUT , 1863)I,I-1
6990 IF(IR,EQ . IRO)GOTO	 984	 t
.7009 READ(L8'IR)	 ZMDATA
7(l1. WRITE(I OUT ,8631	 I,CENTF(1l.ZMDATASi)
7020 863 FORMAT(/44X9I399X9E11.599X,E16.5)
-	 7Q3, -18_6,3 FORMAT ( SX.'OATA FOR SURFACE —	 9 . I3.'	 SAME AS FOR SURFACE	 9.231
704. IRO=2R
705. DO 963 J=2.NTOB




7100 C**** W.	 EXTERNAL	 SPL	 :	 FREQUENCY DOMAIN
71.1._ WRITE(IOUT,265 )PREF
7120 865 FORMATl8(%),27X,'W.	 EXTERNAL SPL•/132X,'SURFACE'913X9
7_13_0 A • FREQUENCY	 (HZ)	 SPL (DB,REF6	 ',E 16.5.'	 ) 9 /32X. •*******•.15X_
^T14, A•********••17X,•*********•)
_7150 IRO=7
7160 DO 986 1=19NM5
717. IR=3*NFS.NSTOR(I)	 -
__0_000





722. WRITE(I OUT ,866)	 I,CENTF(1),SPLII
723. 866 FORMA TI/34X,I33.17X•ElI.5 2 17X,E11.5)	 a
724. 1866 FORMATI5X 9 9 DATA FOR SURFACE —	 6 9 I3 9 " SAME AS FOR SURFACE	 99I3)




729. 986 CONT I NUE
7300 C**** X. PRESSURE FIELD CONSTANTS
731. C****_
732. WRITE(IOUT,868)
733. 868 FORMAT(8 ( /)927x.'x.	 EXTERNAL	 PRESSURE FIELD CONSTANTS'_	 _
7349 6//10X,'SURFACE',20X,'PRESSURE	 FIELD	 CONSTANTS•/10X,
735. t:•*******•.2^^•*************************.}
7369 DO 987 I S=1.NM 5
737. WRITE (IOUT 9 E69)IS_
y	 738. IF(IPF-tIS)	 EQOO)WRITEIIOUT,1869)IS,NSDATIIS)




ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 a
OF POOR QUALITY	 i
74C. 869 FORMAT(3X,13)












75 0. 7 SUBROUTINE	 TRANS
751. C**************x*****************************s********s*****#*******^a
752. DO	 1700 ISUR=I,NS
753. IF(ISTYP(ISUR)*EO*Q)	 GOTO	 1000
7549 I 'A=ISURCM( 19ISUR)
X755. I9=ISURCM( 29ISUR)
_75 6. _ IC=ISURCM ( 39ISUR)
T57.^ SORG(I,ISUR)=GNODE(IA,1)
758. SORG (2, ISUR )=G NODE ( IA,2 f
759. SORG(39ISUR)=GNQDE(IA,3)
_ 
_760. )(A 1=GNODE ( IBr1 )rSORG ( 1, ISUR)
761 * XA2=GNODE(I B,2I =SO RG(2,ISUR 1
76_2._ XA 3 = GNODE ( I E, 3) -SORG ( 3 , ISUR )
T63 * YA 1=GNODE ( I C, 1) ,SORG ( I, ISUR )
764 * YA2-GNODE( IC,2):SORG(2,ISUR 1
765 * YA3=GNODE(ICt,3)-SORG(3,ISUR1





















781 * DO	 10 I=1,MXS
782o -
783 * Y=GNODEIISURCM(I,ISUR),2)-SORG(2,ISUR)
7849 _ Z=GNODEIISURCM(I, IS UR1,3)-SORG ( 3,ISUR)
785. SNOOC ( I,1,ISUR) = STM(1,1,ISUR) *X*STM ( 192,ISUR) * Y*STM(1939ISUR)*Z
X786 9 SNODC ( 1 92,ISUR) = STM(2 9 19ISUR) *X*STM (2J2 S U R) * Y+STM(2t3 • ISUR)*Z
787 * SNOOC(I,3,ISUR)=STM(391,ISUR)*X+STM13,29IS UR )*Y +STM(3939ISUR)*Z
788. 10 CONTINUE f'
789. STM ( 1,1,ISUR) = XAI/XA J
7900 STM(2,1,ISUR)=XA2/XA
-^	 791. —	 STM(3,1,ISUR)=XA3/Xa
792 * STM(1,2,ISUR)= YAI/Ya .
793 * STM(2,2,ISUR) =YA2/YA
794. STM ( 3,2,ISUR) = YA3/YA
.. 7.,77...7..__








799.	 00 2300 NVOL=19NV




8040	 VORG (29NVOL)=GNODE( IA,2)
805 0	 VORG ( 3,NVOL )=GN2Df(I_Aj3)
XAI = GNODE ( I8q1)=VORG4l9NVOL)
807 • XA2=GNODE . (IB_17):VORG(2,NVOL)

















VTM (2, 3s NVOL)=YA3/YA
8240	 VTM(391tNVOL)=ZA1/ZA
825.	 VTMI 3 t,?-t-NVOL)=ZA2/ZA
VTM(3,3,NVOL)=ZA3/ZA
827a	 D 0 23_I =_I t M X V
82e 0	 X=GNODE IVOLCM (I NVOL 1, 1 )-VORGI 1 9NVOL )
---
829 * 	 Y=GNPQE I VOL	 11 (Z-tNV OL )
$30•	 Z=GNODE(IVOLCM(ITNVOL)93)—VORG(3,NVOL)
8310	 VNODC119ltNVOL) = VTM(.1_t. NVOL)*X4VTM(lp29.NVOL)*Y+VTM(-IP39NVOL)*Z
8320	 VNOLIC ( 1,2tNVOL) = VTM(2tioNVOL) *X+VTM ( 2,2,NVCL)*Y*VTM ( 2#3tNVOL)*Z
833 *	VN ODC ( 1 9 3 N VOL =V TM 3 1 A VO L) *X * V T M ( 3 9 2 A V 0 L) Y 4 V TM 3 9 3 9 -NVOL *Z
834•	 20 CONTINUE
835	 2000 CONTINUE
9360	 III CON TINUE
8370	 RETURN
838' •	 SUBROUTINE OTRANS
839.







e47 *	 XAI=GNODE ( IS91):-Q_QRG (I,ISUR
848•	 XA2=GNODE(IB92)::OORG(2,ISUR
849.	 XA3=GNODE(18,_3)—OORG(!,ISUFZ
850e	 YAI = GNODE (IC,I)-:OORG(I,ISUR)





j M^854. ZA XA *YA -XAI*YA3)
855.	 ZA3= ( XA1 *YA2- XA2*YAl)
856. .	 X;A= (XA1**2+XA 2 **2 +X A3**2)**.S	 -
857.	 Y6=(YA 1**2+YA2**2+YA3**2)* *.5 	 r'n
_	 8580
	











868. D10 10 I =1 LMX5
u	 869.-	 X''.=GNODE ( I OCM ( I ,I SUR ) , I) -OOR G( 1, ISUR ) 	 t






ONODC ( I .I. i t I SUR ) = OTM (1,1 , ISUR) *X+OTM ( 1.2,ISUR)*Y+OTM(1!_391$MRI*Z
873.	 ONODC ( Ii2,ISUR) = OTM(2 , 1•ISUR ) fX+OTMI.192 , ISUR)*Y+OTM ( 2939ISUR)*Z













883. ^ -	 OTM(2,3,ISUR)=ZA2/ZA
_	 884*_	 OTM(3,3,ISUR)=ZA3/ZA
--88-5
	 _.	 1000 CONTINUE
886. 111 CONTINUE
887. RETURN
8 88 0 	 C************************************************************* 	 tt!
-	 889.	 SUBROUTINE FCTCAL
	 4!
89 00 	 FA C (I)=1.00
891.
	 FAC(2)=1.DC	 -
8 9_2.	 00 4 J=2, 56
893.	 FAC(J+1)=FAC(1)*DFLOAT(J)













9 01*	 10 CONTINUE	 I902*PS Il1)=-*5772156649Cl 5329p00
903. _	 RETURN	 k,	 f
904. E N D	 v.
FTN 428 2 I BANK 5803 DBA NK 3C 9 COMMON	 .
OtRIGIINAL PAGE 151
OF, POOR QUALITY,
rS	 XX.F	 AT	 XXe
INIA	 12/14/83-18:38(169)
1_. SUBROUTINE FEDAT(IS,NFEN„NFEDS.NS.NMS,IFE.IFEN,ISTYP,STM*SORG.
a 2 E YM, NSTOR98PQ,MOP,AREA9Dl9D2.03, VM,SN,X1,X29TK,Y,MX,NX,MFE,NSMX,
3. E	 SLI 9 SL2,MMAX,NM	 _X,L9,L12,L18)
€ 4* DIMENSION	 IFE(NMS)9IFENIMFE)• ISTYP(NS),STM(393,NS),SORG(39NS),
5. (	 WM( 3,NSMX). NSTORINMS)98PQ( MX,NX,NSMX),MOP(4),AREAINSI,nitMFE),_
E D2(MFE),D3(MFE),VM(MFE)vSNIMFE, 3,NSMXI,XI(MMAX)tX2(NMAX),TK(MFE),
_	 7. E Y(MMAX,NMAX)
8. PI=3.14159
90 C**** LOAD	 THE F.E. DATA FOR THE SURFACE
20. IR=IFEIISI
u 11. READILIB'IR)NFES,NSM,IIPDl (I)9D2(K)9031I),I8-,1,NFESI,
120 E	 (I,VMt I ),I8=1 ,NFES),
130 E	 (I,	 My	 (1,I),((SN(K,J,I),J=1,NFES),K= 1.3),I8=1,NSM)
I4. C*** PROCESS THE F.E. DATA
15. IR= NSTOR(IS)
160 WRITE(L9•IRIWM
17. C*****	 ASSUME THE RESULTANT MOTION OF THE TRANSLATIONAL DEGREES
	 OF
I8. C*****	 FREEDOM IS NORMAL TO THE SURFACE LET THE MODE ASSUME THE SIGN
19. C*****	 OF THE LARGEST TOTAL DEFLECTION OVER THE FIRST MODE. ONLY THE





-.----23. C=000 24. 00	 30 L= 19NFEN
25 * J_'IFE N (L )










35• - -DO	 40 K=1,NSM
36o DO 40 L=19 NFEN
37. J=IFENIL)
38. SGN=SIGN(SGN,SN(J,IB,K)I
39. 40 SN(J,1,K)=(SN(J.1,K )**2*SN(J,2•K) **2*SNIJi3,K)**2)**.5*SGN
40• C****	 RENORMALIZE THE MODE SHAPE TO GEN-MASS=1s0
410 DO 70 K=I,NSM
42. GM=Q*p








51. C***	 TRANSLATE THE F.E. GLOBAL COORDINATES TO THE SURFACE COMPONENT
52 C***	 COORDINATE SYSTEM
53. DO 80 I = I, NFEN
-_, 54. J=IFEN111






560 DI(J)=STM(I	 S)*XP+STm(1.2	 IS)*YP+SjM_(_j_,_3 -,_j5L4LZF
590 D2(J)=STM(291tIS)*XP*STM(2t2gIS)*YP+STM(2t39IS)*ZP
60 * 03(J) Z STM(3 9 1,TS)*XP # STM(3t2 a lS)*YP # STM(3 . 3.L$1!ZP
61. 80 CONTINUE
62. C SHORT METHOD OF BPQ CALCULATION




ess Do	 200 R=Ivmx
666 00	 200 N=I_INX_
67• BPQ(MtNvK)=CaO
680 00	 100 KK=11NFEN
690 IDD 3PQ(M , NoK)=BPQ ( M,N,K)+SN ( KK,I,K) *SIN(M* PI*DI ( KK)/SLI)
700 !*SIN(N*PI*02(KK)iSL2)*4iSL1/SL2
710— 2 00 CONTINUE
72 * GOTO	 1111
73. C END SHORT METHOD
74 * C**** LONG	 METHOD OF BPQ	 CALCULATION THAT USES INTERPOLATION









SURFACE COOP INATE SYSTE M IS THE DIRECTION MOST NORMAL
TO THE SURFACE
800 1000 CONTINUE
$le 00	 1310	 I = 19NF-EN
9 2. TK(l1=I*1*0
83. 1010 CONTINUE
84. CALL	 ARASSL (	 NFES-p..a_l l_02.t.TK
ii 0- K=l
869
870 00	 1030 M=l,	 NFES






930 CALL	 ARASSL(	 NFES9029019TK)
K=l
950 X2(1)=	 D2(1)
96. DO	 1040 M=1,NFES





192o — 00	 1500 MWM=19NSM
1330 C**** ZERO Y ARRAY
104. 00	 1042	 I=19MMAX




THE MODE	 SHAPE TABLE
	 Y
1080 00	 1050 1=1 f KI
1090 DO	 1050 j=19K2
1100 00	 1045 K=19NFEN
ille 1045 IF ( DIIK) * EC*DI ( I)*ANDoD2(K)*EO*D2(J))Y ( 19J)=SN I INT(TK ( K)),Itmwm)
112. 1050 CONTINUE
T , j^
ORIGINAL PAGE E,9 a
OF POOR QUALIrf,, {
}	 _ _113.' CAL^_E SUR(MWM) _,	 t
114. 1500 CONTINUE
115_0 1111 RETURN M'
.___—..116..
C******#**********##**********k**** ************P* ***************** `°
117. SUBROUTINE SSUR(MW	 )
118'. DIMENSION	 X8(8),A(8) s
119. DIMENSION DX(S),DA(8)
1206 DO	 1070 M=1,MX
121.___ 00 10_60 N=l NX_
1220 NGP=8 
1230
124. CALL GLO(DA,DX9- 100,1.O,NGP,NGP1)










135. 00 4 I=1,NGP
136 6 UI=H1*XS ( I)+G1














145. 3 O=Q+A(J)*F(UI T YJ) —







1520 SUBROUTINE	 GLO (DA,DX,C,D,NGP,NGP1)
1513. DIMENSION 0X(NGP),0AINGP)9XX(8),A1(81






- 160. DPC=0.500* (D+C )
' 161. DO 2 1=19NGP1
1620 NI=(NGP+1)—I
1630 OX(I)=—DMC*XX(I)+DPC




—168 . FUNCTION F (UI s YJ)
1690 CALL SIVLAC(UI,Ki,>YJ qK2,X1,3,X2p3,Y,GG LOX1,OX2.1,1, [ERR )
Ad
ORIGINAL. PAL-4i.-
OF POOR QUAL:61"Y	 m
1700	 F = 41AREA ( IS)*GG *SIN(M*PI *ULL$S _ ) * —IN(N*PI*VJ/SL 2)
1710	 RETURN
172. C****************************************#* *****#****_***************s***
173. SUBROUTINE BIVLAG ( A19M9A2 9 N9X19IP1,X2,IP29Y,G,
1740	 1DXI , DX2-,MZI , MZ2.IER)	 API
175.	 C********w******^#*#^^************************* *s ****#*********# *s^*s***
1760	 C	 AI = FZRST ARGUMENT
177. C	 M = NUMBER OF POINTS IN X1 TABLE
	
u .
178. C	 A2 = SECOND ARGUMENT
179,	 C	 N = NUMBER OF POINTS IN X2 TABLE
_	 1 80.	 C-	 X 1 = ARRAY OF X . ,1 VALUES	 w
1810
	
C	 IPi= NUMBER OF POINTS TO USE FOR INTERPOLATION FOR Al
182 * 	 C	 X2 = AR R AY OF X2 VALUES
183 *	C	 IP2= NUMBER OF POINTS TO USE FOR INTERPOLATING FOR A2 	 5
1.84 *— C	 Y = D EPENDENT VARI AB LE TABLE
185 *	C	 G = INTERPOLATED VALUE
1860 _ C	 DX1= P A RTIAL D E RIV ATIVE OF Y WITH RE$PE CT T O X1
187.	 C	 DX2= PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF Y WITH RESPECT TO X2
1_88 * 	C	 MZ1= -1, DX1 WILL BE COMPUTED	 a__
189.	 C	 = +1, OX1 WILL NOT BE COMPUTED
	
I90 *
	C	 MZ2= — 1, DX2 WILL BE COMPUTED	 ^.
191.	 C	 = +1, DX2 WILL NOT BE COMPUTED
_	
192	 C
193 *	C	 IER= ERROR FLAG ** 0 NO ERROR; NON —ZERO ERROR	 i
194 *
	C









	IF(IPI * GT. 20) GO TO Sp e2p 2e	 IER=3
202.	 IF(IP1 * GT * M) GO TO 50,0
203 *	7FI1 P .GT. 201 GO TO 500
204o	 IER=2
205. IER=4








210 *	 _ IF(Ai * LT * X1(I)) GO TO 30
211. IF(I * LT. M) GO TO 20
212. 25	 IE1=M
213. I51 = M—IP1+1	 --






,2166	 1F(IS1 .LT.,_2) ISI=1
2170	 IEI=ISI+IP1-1
218 * 	IF(IE1 .GT. M) GO TO 25	 ?
2190	 50	 I=C
220..	 6 0	 I=1+1
2210	 IF (A2 .LT * X2(I)) GO TO 70
	
-
2 2 2 * 	 IFII * LT. N) GO TO 60






225 *	GO TO 100





0 POOR 01 W 11Y
2_zT^ IFII52	 „LT.	 1)	 IS2=1
228. IE2 = IS2+IP2-1
2290 IF I IE2	 .G T * N)	 GO	 TO 65
230. 100 CONTINUE
231. IT=IS2




2350 00 110 J=IS29IE2





241. 120 IT=IT* l
242. IF (MZ2	 * G T *	 0) GO	 TO 200 st
243. IT=IS21 244* DU 150 I=1*IP2
24_5 * DXN ( I)=n* rt
2460 T'D=1 *
`. X 24_7* D0	 140 J = IS2,IE2 f






250. DO 130 K=IS2,IE2
251.__^ IFIK	 * EQ * J)	 GO TO	 130
252 * IF(K	 *EQ * 	IT) GO	 TO 130
k 253 * TN=TN*(A2—X2(K))_
—	 2549 130 CONTINUE





-	 -	 --G. 2589 DXN(I)=DXN
_(I )/TD -
259 9 150 I T=I T* 1
260 * 200 IT=IS1 s
261. DO 220 I = 19IP1
z 262. TN=1*
263 * TD=1* -
` 264. DO 210 J=ISI,IEI
265. IF(J	 * EQ *	 IT)	 GO	 TO 21D
266 * TN=TN*(AI—XI(J))
Y TD=TD *IXI(IT)—Xl(J))267.
8 * 210 CONTINUE f
269 * D(I)=TN/T0
270. 220 I T= I T* I
2T1 * IF(MZ1	 * GT.	 0) 60	 TO 300 1
272, IT=IS1 F
273 * DO 250 I=1.IP1
-	 t274 * DXINII) =0*
275. TO=1*
276 * DO 240 J=ISI.IE1
F,. 277* IF(J	 * EQ *	 IT)	 GO	 TO 240
278o TN=1 .
w 279* 00 230 K=ISI,IE1
280. IF(	 K	 Ea,	 IT)	 GO	 TO 230
281. I F 1	 K	 .EQ. J) GO	 TO 230
d 282,E TN==TN*(A1-X1(K))






285 TO = TO	 X! (I T) -X I W
286 CONTINUE







294o K = IS 2--
295o 00	 310 J=19IP2








3020 350 IF(MZ2	 eGT- 0-)	 GO	 TO	 400
303o DX2=0
304s K=IS2
305. DO 380 J=19IP2
306. T=o.
307c L=ISI







315 * 400 IF(MZI	 GT.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 500
3160 DXI=o*
--T a3 7 L=ISI
3180 00 420 I=12IP1
319 T=09 tA	 i
320: K = I
32le 00	 41C J=I,IP2
322o T=T+CIJ)*Y(K,L)












F TN _115 I	 K Akj.2—P-Q^A N K




S__.X X_v_ R_Q AL_&XX.
1ER1A 12/14/83-18:38(44,)
	20	 SUBROUTINE FROCAL(WN,WMO, WM,W1, W2,W3,W4,NM,IPRE,VNODC^ONODC,SNODC,










89	 C*	 FROCAL DIRECTS CALCULATION OF VOLUME , OPENING,ANO STRUCTURAL




119	 COMMON / ARE 9A /FAC,PSItOPI+DUP
i	 129	 DOUBLE PRECISION FAC(57) ,PSI(6C) 9 pPI,DN,UP
	
130	 DIMENSION WN149NAM, _NV) tWMO ( 3,NMO LNO ) t WM(3,NSMX),	 1
	14.	 *NM(NMS),IPRE(4),VNGDC(MXV,3'NV)90NODC(MXS,3,N00)




17.	 DIMENSION W1(MXM) , W2(MX (f) W3(M X M ) _ W4(MXM1










_ 25.	 C**** ESTIMATE THE MAXIMUM MODE NUMBER NEEDEQ





_ 290	 END IF
	




C**** IF REQ. UIRED ,,. CALCULATE ACOUSTIC MODES
	
32.	 -- IF(IPRE(I).E0.1) GOTO 257
	3_3.	 WR ITE(6 ,*)MX M,MMAX,NMAX , ISMAX	 p
	




36.	 00 80 N=D,NMAX
37. _	 DO 7 0_ M=O,MMAX
38. 60 60 S = Q,ISMAX
39. WT=OMEGAN(NVOL9MeN,S)
40. IF (NWN.GE ,MXM) GOTO 90
41. IF( WT.GT .FAL.AND .NWN.GE .NAM) GOTO 70
	-- - 420	 IF (WT.EO.-1.0) GOTO _70
r	 43.	 NWN=NWN +1
	









W41 NWN) =S *1.0
	
48 .	 6D CONTINUE
49. 70 CONTINUE
50. 8D CONTINUE
-	 51.	 9C CO NTINUE
	
520	 C****	 SORT ACOUSTIC MODES
53. C ALL ARL SSL tNW N,W1 ,W2 sW3,W4 l




ORIGINAL PAGF— rq	 a
OF pnnR QUA 
	 1
S69
_W N12 , I.NV AL,= W2 lI)
57 * WN(3,1,NV0LI=W3(II
_	 58• W N(4,1_ [jVQL)-W4(I)
g9 1CC CONTINUE
60.
-1_3.;1 C NT I_NUE —.	 "p
61. WRITE(69*)WN
'I62 * C**** CALCULATE OPENING ALLOWED FREQUENCY CONSTANTS
6341 IFINV*EO*1)GOTO	 250
64 o DO	 200 I S= I_ N00_
65 * MWM=O
66
_% ^DO 180 =0.NMAX
67• 00	 170 M=O,MMAX ,t
68. __ W T =OM E GAOII5,M, N I





740 170 C ONTINUE
75 * 180 CONTINUE
7E 0 C**** SORT OPENING MODES ► w	 `.77. CALL	 ARLSSL (MWM,Wl,.W2•W3,W4 )




- el* WMO(3,I9IS)=W3(I) `;	 r
- 829 195 CONTINUE
83 * 200 CONTINUE
84 * _ WRITEI6,*)MSX,NSX
X85 * WRITE(6,*)WMO
4
_	 86 * C**** CALC_UALTE	 THE FIRST NSMX STRUCTURAL NATURAL FREQUENCIES -;
X87 * C**** THAT ARE LESS	 THAN FAL
88„ 250 1F(I0Pa6E.S)G0TO	 1111
890 00	 310 I5=1,NM5
9 0 0 MWM=O
r
910 IF(NSOAT(IS)*NE*0)	 GOTO	310}
_ 929 IF ( IFE(IS) * NE.G)
	
GOTO	 31_0
X936 IF(ISTYP(IS)*EQ.0)GOTO 	 310
u 9 4_. IF(ISTYP(IS) .EQ .7)G OTO	 310
950 DO 280 N =1,NSX C
96 D0 270 M=1.MSX r
r	 `` 979 WT'._QMEGAM( IS,M,N)





1010 MWM=MWM* 1 i
102. WI(MWM)=WT
103 * W2(MWM)=M*1*0
104 * ; W 3(MWM)=N*1*0 r
105 * W4(MWM)=N*I.p	 --
_106. 270 CONTINUE
•` 107* 280 CONTINUE
290 CONTINUE 3
109 * C**** SORT STRUCTURAL NATURAL FREQUENCIES ^.
130 0 CALL ARL S SL(MNM.Wl,W29W39W4)
I. DO 293 1=19MWM




















127 * 320 CONTINUE
1280 DO	 330 IS=1,NMS




W R I T IF__(6_t 	 F ALjAj-,F A L-. F A L







C* CALCULATE	 THE	 (MjN
-
1 q )	 ACOUSTTC NATURAL FREQUENCY OF SUEVOLUME




146o C**** VOLUME TYPE	 #I * RETANGULAP PARALLELEPIPED
147a 10 OMEGAN= _QO*PL* ( (M/VNO DC I_Z_v 1 9 NV OL	 1	 24 (N/WNOdct 3 1 2, NVOL)	 **24
1480 &(ISIVNODC(4,3,NVOL))**2)**O.S
1490 COTO	 1111
1506 C**** VOLUME	 TYPE	 #29 CIRCULAR CYLINDER







Isee 22 IF(MLSToEQoM)	 COTO	 26
1590 IF(N*EQoC*ANDoMoEQol)GOTO	 26
1600 IT=l
1616 CA LL	 ZERO( AKNM	 RLST N	 VNODC (2 1 1	 NVOL) PVNODC 13 92 vNVOL) wI T)-
162o MLST=M
26 OMEGAN=CO*(CIS*PI/VNODC(4,39NVOLI)**2+AKNM**2)**0,5
164 * COTO	 1111
1656 C**** VOLUME TYPE #3 * CONCENTRIC CYLINDERICAL ANNULOUS
166o 30 IF(M * NE * D)	 COTO	 32
167a OMEGAN=—I*C






172. GOTO	 1111 'S
173. 32 IF(MLST. EO.M) 	 GOTO	 36 4	 +
174. I	 2
175. CALL	 ZER O (AKNM,RLST,N,YNOCC14 11 2,NVOL),YNODC(2,IvNVOL),IT)
_17E *^ M LST =M +
177 * 36 O~MEGAN =CO*1(IS*PI/YNODC(4,3,NVOL))* *2 +AKNM**2)* •*095
_178 .. ___.







_18,0. ,_.___ 40 RLST=PI*(IM/VNODCl2,1_sNVQL)I*^2!IN/VN^^t?^ : 2, NV 0_ I1** 2+ f
181. E(IS/VNODC(4,39NVOL))**2)**O S






IF ( N.EO .0) A 1= -1. /3.




AKNM=1- 2@0* (_I -^ *PI/y NODC(4 ,3,NVOL 1)*#2*1 19/3.- -4./^A 1)
1890 6	 VNODC43,2,NVOL)**2)J(IN*PI/VNODC(3 t 2,NVOL))**24 f
1 90 0 _ E 	 (IS*PI / YNODC14 t 3_t NVO L))** 2 ) f
191. 41 CONTINUE d	 '
192a	 _ WRITE (6• s )M,N,IS,VNODC(29I,NVOL),VNODCI 3 . 2	 NVOL19
1930 & VNODC(4,3,NVOL),RLST,AKNM
194. OMEGA N_CO *_R LST*(1+2. *R *AKN M!I (N*PI /VNOOC( 3, 29NVOL) 1 **Z ^y	 +1'95. £+(I( S*PI/VNODC14,3,NVOL))**2)/RLST* * 2)**0.5 +





9 90 C**** -	 -
_	 2000_ _11,11 FR•^ TURN x
2329_ FUNCTI.OrN 0MEGAO(ISjLl!!^N)
2030 C* - s
204. C#




(M , N)	 OPENING
	 ALLOWED FREQUENCY CONSTANTS
 ^
236. C*
207. C * Y	 '
2080 GO TO(10 ,20,30),IOTYPIIS)
209. C**** OPENING	 TYPE	 #1 * 	RETANGULAR
-__206 10 OMEGAO= (( M /ONODC ( 2,1, I_S ))** 2+(N/ONODC ( 3929IS))**21**0.5
211• GOTO	 1111 ':'r
21.20 C**** OPENING	 TYPE A2.	 CIRCLE
21:30 20 IF(M.NE * J)	 GOTO 22
214_._ OMEGAO=-1. G ,!!




21 80 AKN M=0*0
219. GOTO	 1111
22-I F ( MLST -.EQ.M)	 GOTO	 2E
22I. IFIN.EQ.	 ND.M.E0.1)GOTO 26
--	
2 22_. I 7 =I
223. CALL	 ZERO(AKNM , RLST , N,ONODC12,1 , IS),ONODCl3 , 2s25),IT)




ORIGINAL RPRE ES i
OF POOR QUALIV
227. C#* _O P NZN Ct^TYU?E_ M3._^QNCEd T R1G CIRCLE









234 * GOTO	 1111
235_. 32 IF(MLST * EQ_M)	 GOTO	 36
236. IT=2
*W- - CALL	 ZERO(AKN M RLS T*N. O NO D_C( 3s2sI S ).ONO Q-Cf2.1,I S ),IT)
2380 M LST= M




242 * 1111 RETURN r
243. C******?********s^*********************#**********#*************** *s r
r 244* FUNCTION OMEGAM(ISVM,N)a
24 5. C* x
246, C*
247 * C* CALCULATE STRUCTURAL NATURAL FREQUENCIES
248, Cs
249 *__ C*
r' 250* DIMENSION	 CF(4,11) , AM(3,3),VK1393) , VM(3,3) , C(393),EWC(3 9 3),EVR(T)
2510 E	 ,EVI(3)
252 * WRITE(6,*)IS,M,N,ISTYP(IS),SC(1,IS)
253* GOTO( 10_z2 ? , 3 D_l 47,S , O9 E J.7Cp8 C),IS T YP(IS)
254, C**** SURFACE TYPE 41.	 RETANGULAR SHAPE WITH FOURIER SERIES MODE SHAPEd 255.1Z C ONTINUE
2560 C NORMALLY PROVIDED AS	 DATA 1
y 2 5y7 * GOTO	 111 1 	_ 4
-~25 @. C**** SURFACE TYPE M20 ORTHOTROPIC RETANGULAR PANEL WITH SIMPLYv
_259. S.,U^P E^OR z
260 * 20 CONTINUE





26 5._ DX Y _S C11 , IS) * SC.(SVIS)_+2 , #SC( 3^I
_
5 )	 i_
266 * OMEGAM -PI**-2/SC ( 6,IS)**O * 5*(Glla *4*SC11,IS) / SNODC(2, i,IS)**4 f	 Ili
267 * E+	 G2**4* SC ( 2 sI-,S)/5NOD C(3_9 2,IS)**4+2**Hl*H2*DXY /( SNODC ( 2,1,IS)**2
Y 268* E	 *	 SNODC13,2,IS)**2))**L!*5
2669, GOTO	 1111
27C * C**** FSURFACE	 TYPE	 p 3.	 CIRCULAR SHAPE WITH FOURIER SERIES MODE" SHAPES.f
30 _CON TINUE
272 * C NORMALLY PROVIDED AS	 DATA
*_273 GOTO	 1111
274 * C**** SURFACE	 TYPE
	 44 * 	THIN,HOMOGENEOUS	 CIRCULAR PANEL 'WITH FIXED
g 275* C**** EDGES
276 * -40 CONTINUE
OAT^A((CF(J, I ) , I=1,11 ),JJ=I,4^)/1. 017 , 2*_ 007,3*J05 , 4* 003 ,1* 4 68,
Ii -278, ^2.483,3*4E8,4*49191*8,2*927,3*948,4*959,2*274,3*354,4*391,
2 7 9 * &5 94 1392 	7, 3^6e, 4. 822, 5.856 93.032 ,4.17 2,
 5 924496.2899 3.402,
—280 * 64,569,5065896*715,3,76794*96196*066970135,49129,5.34796,4699
281 * E7*549,4.4 6 895 07396. 867.7.95996.109x60597.26198*365/
j	 f 282* IFIN*LE,lI*ANQ*M.LEo4)BETA=CFIMtN)






296e C**** SURFACE TYPE	 95 * FRAME STIFFENED CYLINDFRICAL WHOLE SHELL
2 -61 CONTINUE
29e AL=2*PI
990 51 3=5NODC 1 3, 2, 1 S
290a PS X = j M*PI *S NOD C (3, 2	 1 S ) LSNO	 C (Z-Ll_v I S )
2910 QPA =(( N-l)*PIYAL)
292*------ VK'( I , 1) =SC ( 1. 1 S ) J S C	 2 , IS	 4 PBX **2	 1 S) I/ 2*QP A **g
293, VK( 2 9 2) =I 1+SC (S,IS) )/ 2.0*SC (1 , IS) /S Cl2, IS)*PBX**2+QPA**2 
-.
294e V K ( 3, 3) = I + S C ( 4 , I	 ^-r _( 3 tj ,^ !^LS q ( 4 IL
—( 3.' ,'.ISE	 PB X**4 -4' 2- * -S-C- ) i SC (4 9 IS) *PBX **2*CPA**2*QPA**4)
2969 V1( ( 2q1)=(1,+SC ( 5vIS1 i 1 2 * 0*SC 11 PIS ) / SC(2 9 IS) * PBX*QPA
297. V K ( 1, 2	 V K 12, 1
298, v K ( lj-!!:-^—sc
299. VK( 3 9 11=VK l 1, 3)
30ce VK	 2 1.	 P Afc).fo--
V K	 3 , 2	 V K	 2 , 3
3020 00	 52	 1=1
303 0 00	 52 J=1,3
304s 52 VM( 1 9 J) =09 0
—.4-65. VM( 1,1)=SC(6,IS)*B**2YSC(2,IS -,,
306• vm ( 2p 2) =VM ( 1	 1^, - V-4, I









 FRAME STIFFENED CYLINDERICAL
	 SHELL SEGMENT
314 6a AL	 =ATAN(SNOOC(4	 9	 /SNODC(4,2,IS))
GOTO	 51
347, C**** SURFACE	 TYPE #7 9 	BBN F.E.	 DATA MODEL
318s 70 GOTO
3190 C**** SURFACE TYPE	 48, URTHOTROPIC RETANGULAR PANEL WITH CLAMPED EDGES
320e SC Gl=	 M +	 0*5
62=	 N *	 OeS
323, H2=G2**2*(1.0-2.i(G2*PI))
324s IF ( M oEQ 91)H  1=1 *248
325 * IF(N.EQ,1)H2=1o248
326a OX Y=SC ( 1 , I S )*S C ( 5, 1 S ) 42 * *S C (3 9 IS
.27a OMEGAM = P!**2/SC ( 69IS)**0 9 5*(Gl**4*SC ( ItIS)jSNODC12 p 1eTS)**4
280 E+	 G2* * 4*SC42
t 
ISIJSNODC ( 3i?291S)**4+2**Hl*H2*DXY I( SNODC ( 291,IS)**2







336:	 C * FIND THE NEXT Z ERO OF THE EQUATION , IT, AS HELD IN THE




r001,31 'AL Wk G E  1
Gtr POOR QUALM






^ 3469 CALL	 EO(DET,X,N,A969IT)
3479 WRITE(6,*)XO,OETO,X,OET
3489 IF(DETO.LT.09aAND.OET.LT.G.0)GO TO 20
349. IF(DETO.GT90.9AND9DET.GT909 )GO TO 2n
T^3509 FIRST=XO
3519 BAST=X













3649 NIT=NIT +	 1	 l
365. IF(EPc.LE.ER )GO	 TO	 50	 j
3669 IF(NIT9GT.NI)
	 GO	 TO	 50
_	 367. X1=XXN— XXO
3689 YI =YDETN— YRLST
- ^369. _ X,Y1=	 X1/YI
3709 XI=XXN—YDETN *
	 XY1
3719 CALL	 EQIDET,X,N^A,2,IT) 	 r
3729 WRITE(69*)X,OET,EPS
3739 S,=SIGN ( 19D, DET)
374, S1=SIGN(1909YDETN)






















_391_.___C#CALCULATE THE VALUE OF_ A _F UNCTI ON. THE F UN C TION TS USED
392,
	 C* TO ESTABLISH ALL06ED FREQUENCY CONSTANTS FOR VOLUMES•OPENINGS,




 CIRCLE OR CIRCULAR CYLINDER'
39 7.	 10 XA=X #PI
ORIG AL PAGE"
OF POOR QUALITY
RE T `R JP LX_Aa
3990 GOTO	 1111
40 0._..__. C****_
441. ^C**** CONCENTRIC	 CIRCULAR ANNULOUS
402. 20 X A= X* P I
-- 4:03. XB =X*B/A
404. T_ OET_BJP_tXA,N)*@YP(XB,N) -BJP(XB,N)*8YP(XA2N)
405. GOTO 1111
4Q6 * 1132 RETURN
407. C** 1rv`*** **.#********************** ****************#**************
408_._ FUNCTION BJ(X,N)
409 * C COMPUTES THE J BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KING FOR A
410 * C GIVEN	 ARGUMENT X,	 ANO A_GIVEN ORDER N.
---411 * C X_A,RGUMENT OF	 THE J BESSEL	 FUNCTION
_412 * C N=THE	 OF_ THE J BESSEL FUNCTION_ORDER
413 * C D=REQUIRED	 ACCURACY
414 * C BJ=THE RESULTANT BESSEL FUNCTION
415. DOUBLE	 PRECISION XD,Z,ZZ , VAR,VAL ,SUM,TOTAL,BLJ
416_. DEF INE 8 SLJ ( TO_TP,TO TQ_ l ARG I =SO RT 42.E (PT*X 1 )*
417 * E (TOTp*SIN(ARG)*TOTQ*COS(ARG))
X O= CBLE(X)
419 * IF(X*GT*10*)GOTO	 250
420 * ^i IF(N*GT*55)	 GOTO	 300





__-42E_•- TQT&L=a_IIQ427 * aJ1=1 *G00
4 28 * 0 0 	 =1 ,M1_1 3
430. ^_. V^A_g=2.00** (Z*K+N)
431. TOTAL=SUM+BJI*Z/FAC(I)/FAC(I+N)/VAR
432* IF(TOTAL*EQ*0.00)GOTO 	 5
433. VAL=SUM%TOTAL













447. C****+ USE	 ASYMTOTIC	 SERIES SOLUTION
44. 8. 250 IF (N * GT,81	 GOTO
-217 5 _
449. CALL	 PSQS(N.X,TOTP,TOTQ,ARG)
t  45t].  ^_	 BJ;SSLJ(TOTP,TOTQ,ARG)
451. RETURN
lt^
452. C****	 USE ASYMTOTIC SERIES THE RECURSION WHEN NHS
453. 275 CALL PSQS(S,X,TOTP,TOTQ,ARG)
_.
454

















4639 FUNCTION BYIX _rN)
464. C*
465 * C*	 CALCULATES THE NEUMANN FUNCTION
466a C*




471. IF(Xt. GT_jt_t0.)GOT0	 250
472. IF(N*GTe55)	 GOTO	 300





478 Z=XD*XDi 4e 0 0
4790 IF(N,E	 -0)	 SOTO	 15
430. zz=1.00
DO	 10	 I=l,rq
4829 DIV=FAC ( N–I+j)jFACfI)
483s CUM=CUM +DIV* 2
484 * ZZ=ZZ*Z





489e DO	 30 I=I,Ml
490e DIV=ZZIFAC(l)
4919 TOTAL = SUM4(PSI ( I)+PSIII *N))*BYI*DlViFACIZ+N)
VAL=SUMITOTAL




497 30 CO NTINUE
49e, 40 DIV=((2.D0/XD)**N)Y0PI
499 * lLJ7:ll 8LEllJ(X,N))
5006 BLY =(–DIV)*CUM +( 2eDOiDPl) *DLOGtXD / 29001*BLJ–(((XD12*DCI)**N)/Pl)
5010 E *	 TOTAL
502 * BY = PEAL(BLY)
5030 RETURN





Be C**** US E 	 ASYMTOTIC SERIES SOLUTION






51.2_.. _ RE TURN
5130 Cl**** USE ASYMTOTIC SERIES THEN RECURSION FOR N>8 t?'
514._ 275 CALL	 PSQS(TP'TOTO_tARG)
515• BLYN=BSLY(TOTP,TOTQ,ARG)
516 0 CALL	 PSQS(7,XtTOTP,TOTC^ARG,I
517. BLYNI =BSLY ( TOTP , TOTQ,ARG)








523. SUBROUTINE	 PSQS(N,X,TOTP,TOTQ	 ARG)





















_	 5420 1F(VALOGT•DN•AND•VAL0LT0UP)	 GOTO 20 -	 p




547. 20 ARG=REAL(X —DPI*(N/2•D0+0.25D0)) {
5480 TOTP=REAL(TP)




5529 SUBROUTINE	 RECUR(N,X,BSLN,BSLNMI,BSL) !.
5530 QTNT=20/X
_-	
554. K= N-1 -I
5550 00	 10	 =8,K
4	 .
5560_ BSLNF,,I=oTNJ*I*ESLN - BSLNMI
5570 8SLNM1 = ESLN	 __ }8 •
B_56.N=ESLNPI .,
5590 ---10 CONTINUE r
5600 IJSL=BSLN
5610 RETURN
$62. C*******#******************** ***************** *_*******+*********** K
563. FUNCTION	 EI IX,N!
5640 C COMPUTES	 THE I	 BESSEL FUNCTION(MODIFIEp) FOR A GIVEN ARGUMENT
5650 C AND ORDER *	^^ e
5660 C X= ARGUMENT OF	 THE I BESSEL FUNCTION






-514-9-!t—c- N MUST -8-E—Q .REATER T HAN OR EQUA L TO --ZERO
5700 C
C CHECK FOR ERRORS IN N AND X ANP -EXjj -rOMDITIONAL
5720 C
573, IER=O
574. 31=1 " 0























5 193o IF (N-1) 70, 70, S -C







6010 C COMPUTE	 UP	 TO
.--
"z oTERMS,	 STOPPING WHEN	 ASS(TERM)	 LE	 ABSISUM	 OF
602. C TERM TIMES	 TOLERANCE
6030 c
604 * 00 90 K=1v30
6059 IF(ABS(TERM)-ABS(BI*TOLI)IOV,l00*80
6060 80 FK=K*(N+K)
6 0 7 • TERM=TERM*(XX/FK)
608e go 31=BI+TERM
609. C




614. C X GU T 12 ANC X GT N, SO USE ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATION
filso C




621_. IF ( ABS(TERM) -ABS(TCL *Bl))l4Ot l .4^0t120
622. 120 FF=(2*K-I)**2
623 * TERM=TERM*XX*( FK-FNT )/FLOAT fK
624. 130 91=814TERM
6259 140 pl=3e141592653
E,	 QOF- P - wOF POOR QUAUTY
IV
=8_12T ^! P (,.K) Y S C P T ('9'. *P I Lxj-
627e GO To 100
150	 IER=l
629. GO TO	 100
6300 160	 IER=2




635 * C* CALCULATE	 THE DERIVATIVE OF THE BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST
636 * C* KIND OF ORDER N
637. C*
638a IF(N*EQoO)SJP=-190*BJ(X,N*I)
6 i g IFtN.GT.0)BJp=C*5*(BJ(XtN—I)—BJfX,N41))
640 4, 1111	 R E T LJ R N
6410
--
642 * FUNCTION BYP(X,N)
6439 C*






6500 FUNCTION EIP(X N)
6510 C*






	 MODEST (MXM 9 M MA X 9 NMA X V ISMAX	 MSX	 NSX
C*
6 590 C*	 ESTIMATE
	
THE MAXIMUM INDICIES FOR FREQUENCY CALCULATIONS
660 * C*
661 * 00	 100 NvOL=1,NV
662a GOTO(l092C93Q)vIVTYP(NVOL)
6639 C******* VOLU^e
	 Y^E #ls	 RETANGULAR	 PARALLELEPIPED










2 N I =NI NT f F AL *VN 0D .q_f 3^t_Z I N VO L	 /CO /PI I
673 * IF(Ml*GToM-MAX)MMAX=Ml
674 * IF ( NI * GT 9NMAX )NMAX=N I
675 * IF(ISloGT*ISMAX)ISMAX=ISI
676 a GOTO	 100





2 . C***** VOLUME











688. C**** SCALE	 MAX MODE RESULTS
6890 DO	 150 1=19MMAX
6900 IF(MMAX*NMAX*ISMAX*LE*4*NAM)GOTO 160
6910 MMAX= MMAX - 1
692. NMAX=NMAX-1




697. C***** IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ACOUSTIC MODES__
698. C MXM> .GE. MSX *MSX OF THE SURFACE. THE MXM I5 TO SIZE	 THE
699. C WORKING ARRAYS. CALCULATION OF STURCTURAL AND ACOUSTIC
7000 C FREQUENCIES ARE LIMITED TO THE FREQUENCIES WITHIN THE RANGE









710. ZF (MXM.LT.NAM)GOTO	 170
711. M'SX -(I.*M_XM)**05
712. IF ( MSX**2.LT.MXM )MSX=MSX*l





FTN 3490 IeANK 1395 DEANK 24G COMMON
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALMY tt.
,S	 XX.BNDCAL,XXR
1 OR I i--12/14183-18:38 ( 29t)
1  q*** #. #?Y"##*******-******###******************#_**************+ *******
	20	 SUBROUTINE BNOCAL ( BNDWN,BNDWM,WNMC , WM,ZM,ZN,NM , CENTF , NSTOR , NS,NTOE
	




60	 C*	 BNOCAL CALCULATES THE BANDWIDTH OF IMPORTANT MODES AROUND EACH







10. DIMENSION BNOWN ( NTOB , 2),BNDWM ( NT0892)•WNMC ( NAM),WM ( 3,NSMX) , ZM(NSMX
11. E	 ),CENTF ( NTOBI.ZN ( NAM),NSTORINMS) , NM(NMS),IPRE ( 4),ISTYP(NS)L t.
^120 E NSDAT(NMc)
I3'0_ _ IF(IPRE111. EQ.l) GOT.O 	 2.0.0
14. IF(NPROB,NE.Q.ANO.IOP.E0.5)GOTO SG0
ZH=ZN l l) t
16. DO	 13D I=19NAM
_	 17, IF ( ZNLI) . GT.ZH)	 ZH=ZN(I)
Is CONTINUE




21. W1= WC*( 1 -8W)
22, W2=WC*t1+BW) -
230 00	 1 5 0 1= 1 	 NAM
24. IF(WNMCII).GT.WCI	 GOTO	 155
1 50 CONT INUE
2E0 I=I-1 ia	
'I2 7 t..:_ 155 WRS=W.NMC_(I)




CALL	 VICAL(WB ,w1,W2, WRB,ZH)
-- -31._ CALL	 RCAL ( WMAX , WMIN , WB,WC I WI W2 9ZH,EPS)
32. 3NOWN(NOB91)=WC—WMIN^
33_. BN0WN ( NOB,:I_WMAx-WC
34. 200 CONTINUE
356 C*#_** _ CAL C ULATION OF B_N_DWM
36. IF(IPRE( 3).E0.1)GOTO	 1111 -








002-50 I = 1, N T08
44. 25D IF ( Z 	 ( I ) .G T.ZH ) ZH=ZM_(I )
X459 3 00 CONTINUE
46• IR= N STOR(IS) i
47. READ(L99IR)	 WM




50. - 00 350 I=1,NMIIS1^__
51. IF(WMt 1,I) .GTo6C)	 GOTO	 35 5
52, 350 CONTINUE
5 3 . L= I -1





^t OF POOR QUALITY
579 W2=WC*(1+EW)
_	 56_• CALL	 VICAL(WB,W12W2,WRB,ZH)
S9. CALL	 RCAL ( WMAX * WMIN•WB , WC•y1 . M2,ZH,EPS) ±












710 COMPLEX X, Y z












82 • DO Z= — BB Z
830 TERMI =( A AZ/ 2 ) # ALOG(W2**2 + 2 * ALPHAI*W2+ALPHAI**2+ PHI 1**2)+(IBBZ—
_84.	 4 *ALPHAI * AA?)/.PHI




850 *ALPHAI *WI+ALPHAI **2+PHI2# *2)+((BBZ—ALPHAI*AAZ)/PHI1) *ATANIIW1486• *ALP HAI)/PHI1)f_ ct
8T• TERM2=(CCZ/2)*ALOG ( W2**2-2*ALPHAI*W2+ALPHAI**2+PHI1**2)+l(CCZ*
*ALPHAI +DDZ)/PHIL)*ATAN((W2_-ALPHAI)/PHI1)- ( (CrZ/2) * ALOGIWI**2-2*
890 *ALPHAI*W1+ALPHAI**2+PHI1**2)*((CCZ*ALPHAI+DDZ)/PHI1)*ATAN((W1-






950 00	 100 K=1, 2
9 60_ C=EP S*WB i
_; I 97, DW=BW*WPB
980 W3=WRB
990 IF(WRB•LTOWC.AND.KsE0.2)W3=WC
1 00. IF ( WRB.G T 0 1^C sA ND.K 0E 0.1 )_W 3=WC 1
1010 CALL VICAL(W,W1,W2•W3,ZH) r
1	 2. 0ET0=W —C I
103. WRO=W3
i 104 • I= ( K.EQ.l) wR=GLRO-OW—105 • IF lK 0E0 s 21 i^R_WRO +OW
F ' 176 s N I =	 1 0107. E R =SoC
i 108. 10	 CALL	 VICAL(W,W19W2•WR,ZH)










_	 _ _.	 0000 _	
- _'__
___'___.^_....^.._ _ __.	 ..-	 .,. •r+. -.,l	 .^^i-	 ter.	 ^.	 _	
^.	
_ ^	 .	 ..	 ^.	 .. ,. _ .. _-
ORIGINAL PAGE E
OF POOR QUALITY
,..___1113 ^.,_ ___. R A S T 4^ R
1149 IF(K.E092)	 GOTO	 30
FIRST=WR




120. IF (K.EO. 1) WR=WRO—DW




125. C**** NEWTON RAPHSON	 ITERATION






13_1_. N I_T_ 0
1324k YMAX=AMAXI(ABSIYDETO),ABSIYDETN))
1330  4C EP=ABS(YDETN/YMAX)	 —
V134. —NI T=NI T • 1
135_0 IF(EP.LE.ER ) 60T0_50_
13E. IF ( NIT.GT . NI )	 SOTO	 50
13_7. X1= XFQYN—XF0Y0
1380 Y1= YDETN—YDETO
































!OR IA 12%14/93- 18:38(56,)




7. C*	 PERFORMS ACOUSTIC COMPONENT MQQF SYNTHESIS
8. C;I
IO. COMMON/AREA3/ZERO,EPS,BW,ER
11. :)TMENSION	 WNMC (NAM ), E IMTX (NOM .^N00 ), i
12 0 CVLNM(NAM,NMO),VL,NMI(NAM,NMO ),WN(4,NAM,NV),WMO(3,NMO,N00)
^13_. v EiIGEMOV ( 2,N00 1, AREAO ( N00),V(NV)tCENTF(NTOB) , IQP^1D ( MCP2	 v
1'4 * b,VAL(NM0),TOT(NMO)
_	 15. DOUBLE PRECISION A tN1 ,N),D(N,N) OE TBS,FTST
a^16. DOUBLE PRECISION VLFT,VRT,FQYL,FQYR , OF,YMAX , DER,VRAST , RAST,VLTST





22. 00	 4	 I=1,MCP
23. 00	 4	 J=I.NV
24. 4	 IOPMO ( I,J)=1













34. DER=OFLOAT(ER)	 - u
35. C*******	 STEP THROUGH FREQUENCY RANGE F
_
36. 10 FQYR=FQYL*CF o
37. CALL GOVERN(FOYR)
380 CALL DETER(VRT) -a
390_ WRITE (6,*)FQYL,VLFT 	 FOYR,VRT
400 IF(FQYL*EQ.FQYR)STOP	 • ENDLESS	 LOOP BEGUN•











52.. C******	 CLOSE IN ON NATURAL FREQUENCY










59. RAST= FQYR +
VRAST=VRT







68'. _r FOYL=FTST i
69. VLFT=VT^ST
- 70!.- GO TO 30
^71. 70 FQYR=FIST
72._ VRT=VLTST
¢ 73. 8 0 CONTIN UE
749 C**** STORE RESULT AND PREPARE FOR NEXT STEP
--`75. 90 WNMC(K1=REAL(FTST)
_76,0 CALL GOVERN ( FTST)
77. CALL VEC a	 ''
w' 78'•
—^








8 4 . —	 +K'K
	 1 1	 !'	 r:.
^85• ISTP=O
86. G O	 T O
	1 0 a —
87. -- 100 CONTINUE	 ^^ r





93. DOUBLE PRECISION FGY
_— 94. C**** FORMS THE GOVERNING MATRIX FOR ACOUSTIC COMPONENT
	 MODE SYNTHESj5




97. 10 D(J,J)=D.000 l
_	
980^^ DO	 30 I=1 9 N00990
Dp 30 J=1,N00
1004 IF(J.GT.I)GOTO	 30








CALL EMTX ( KV,ItJ , FQY,SGN)
IaS. KV=IGEMOV(2,J)
r' 1060 SGN=-1.0
4 1'•T7. CALL EMTX(KV,I,J,FQY,SGN)IF(I.EQ.J)	 GO	 TO 30X109. 20 KV=C
_	 110 0 IF(IG E M OV ( 1,I) .EQ . IGEMOV ( 1,J).OR o IGEMOV(1,I).E QoT C E MOV( 2,J))
1110 * KV _ IGEHOV( 1,I )F 112. IF( IGEMO	 (Z, I).E_Q .IGEMOV ( 1 , J).OR . IGEMOV ( 2,1)*EQ.IGEMOV( 2 ,J)f
Mm
wORIGINAL Np Cx- 6
OF POOR QUALi'1
1.1.,3_• *	 K_y=ZGEi'1.a_11_[.2^I) 	 _
114. IF(KVOEQ.k)
	 GO	 TO 	30
11 `_.• L=2 _
11E 0 IF (IGEMOV ( 1,I) .EQ.IGEMOVI I,J) . OR.IGEMOV ( 2,1) OEQ.iGEMOV( 2,J) )





122. 00 40 1 =1, N00#NOM
, 123. _00 40 J=I r N00*NOM
1240 40 D(I.J)=D(J,I)
125.. 45 CONTINUE
12E. DETBS=DABS (D( I,1) )
127. DO 47 I=1,N00*NUM





1330 DOUBLE PRECISION FQY
134. DOUBLE PRECISION S.S1,S2
135_. IF (IGEMOVI 1,I ) .EQONVOL)
	
INV =1
E	 13E 0 IF ( IGEMOVI 2,I) .EQ . NVOL)	 INV =2
137. IR =( INV-1) * NOO.+I
13E9 READ(L179IR)	 VLNM
_1399 IF(IGEMOV( 1,J) .EO.NVQ_L)i	 Vvl
14.00 IF I IGEMOV 1 2,J) .EO . N VOL) IN V=2
141. I R =(INV-*NOO+J_1)
142. '^^ READ(L1701R)	 VLNM1
___
1430 C**** SELECT THE MOST IMPORTANT NAMMC ACOUSTIC MODES AND THE
144. C**** OPENING	 MODE	 SET FOR
	




148m. 00	 50 NR=M,M+NOM-1
149. L=L+1
1500 MA = (I-1)*NOM+L
_	
1510 J'1=L
1529 DO 40 MR=M,M+NOM-1
153. J;1= J1+1
154. M2=(J- 1) *NOM+J:
1550 S=0000
156. 00	 10 NWN=I,NAM
_ 157 • S2_=OFLOAT(WN(1,NWN,NVOL 1)**2-FQY**Z
15E • IF (OABS(S2) 01LT.10D0 )S2=1.D0
_	 159. S1= DFLOAT(VLNMI(NWN,MR)*VLNMINWN,NR)1 /S2
160. S=S+S1
161.. 10 CONTINUE







168.	 C****#**#*#****#*a***s*#**^a* *******##***####*##*#*##**####**#*#**#### 	 '
1690	 SUBROUTINE VEC
..	
_ ,0000 ^. - -,,... • 	 .. -^ ._ ^	 - -	 ^ 	 _ _
ORIGINAL PAGE Gam`
OF POOR QUALITY
_	 170.. 00 EO J_=l,N
171. DO	 60 1=1,N1
_ 172 •.
._...,_ .'	 A (1	 ^=0.1.2_, ^ i
173. 60 CONTINUE
- 175 • - OPIC[A LLNV f A, N 1 9 M ,N 1,DETBS )
17_69 00 90 Iw=1^N00	 _	 _	 _^_
177• 00	 97 J=1p NOM
II=N .OM*(I_- Z)±J
179• EIMTX(J , I)	 =	 REAL(A ( II,N))




184. WR ITE(6 ,*)EIMTX
:185. 1i-12 CONTINUE




189. DOUBLE PRECISION S,DET
190. C #
1918 C*	 EFFICIENTLY CALCULATES DETERMINANT OF A SPARS °_ MATRIX
1920, DET=I . DQ
193. NM1=N- 1
194. 00 10^ J=1.NM1
	
-
_ ---- 195. S^=DiJ,J)
_^-1 9 6 , ^-	 0-ET=DET*S197 • JP 1 =.j+ 1




-^ D;O_75 J1=JP 1,N
201. IF (DIJ1rJ).EQ.C.DOIGOTO
	 75
202.. S.= D t J t, J) /.fl_(J ^1)
204. 6C	 D(J1,I)= 0(J1 ,I) -D(J,I ) *S
-•— __ 
2050





__-710... C *sa* #*,a#Y##*# z#aa#*## *# *#a## ^a_#^a##^z# ##*^# #^#_##a*#a##*###*#^*###****
ZI1. SUBROUTINE	 OPMO ( W,K )
212. 00	 10C NVOL=I,NV }
c-13• D0 40 I= 19NM0
14" VAL(I) =Q•C
215. DO	 95 IS=1,N00
216. I'NV=O
217. IF ( IGEMOV ( 1,IS I aEO . NVOL IINV=1
21E• IF ( 1GEMOV	 IS)•E Q . NVOL)INV=2
219. IF ( INV•EQ , C)GOTO	 95
220, IR =IINV -1)*NO0+IS




223. 00 50 NWN=!,NAM








226 * WRITE ( 6,*)NR,VAL
229. IFfVAL(NR1,EQ*0)STOP 	 • NMO	 TOO	 HIGH•
23o * 55 CONTINUE
231a TOT(l)--O*C
232. 00	 60 I=I,NOM
233 * 6C TOT(I)=TOT(I)*VAL(I)
234, DO 70 I=2,NMO—NQ.M
a 70 TOT(I)=TOT(1 - 1)—VA_t I I—I)*VAi ( T*NOM—I)
236 * TOTHI=TOT(l)
00 eQ I=l NMO
238 * IF(TOT(l).LT,TOTHI)GOTO	 SC




243. 1 0 PMO (K / NG + 1, N VOL ) -= I TO T
244 * ICO CONTINUE
245e WRI.TE(69*)K













* PN_MC.IN OPN,NAMMC,VLNM ,V, NPROSN,N A MT•NVT,L5. L6_p L16, L17 .IOPM D^
4. *MC P,NG)
5 • C*_ 6• C* -	 -





k	 IO. DIMENSION	 WNMC ( NAM),WN ( 49NAM , NV),IGEMOV ( 2 ► N00),AREAO(N00)
^ 11. *,VLNM(NAM_,NMo) ,EIMTX(NOM,N00)vPNMCINAMMC), INOPN ( NVtNAMI
12 • *,VINV),IOPMQ(MCP,NV)













21,_ D O 	 9	 I=1_,NU_
^22. DO S	 J=1,NAM




256 4	 IF(WN(_1 ,NWN , I).GT.WN MC(J))_GO	 TO	 5
269
__
5	 INDPN(I,J)=NWN-iNT ( NAMMC 1 2+0.5)




31_._ 1RITE(L69IR,ERR = 111)1INDPNI_I_*J),J = 11NAM)
32. 9- CONTINUE
33. W R ITE( 6,*}IN0PN
34. DO E	 I=I,NAMMC	 ^
3 5 0 PNMC (I) =O. C
€j	 360 6 CONTINUE
37 * 7	 N VOL= I .NV
360 PNMC(1) =1.G
w	
390 _	 _	 IR=( NPROB N-I) *N AMT *NVT*INVOL- 1) *NAMT+1
40. WRI TE l L5' I R )pN MC
41• 7 CO NT_I_N UE









490 DO	 500 NVOL =I, NV
506 C**** SELECT THE NOM MODES FOR USE
'	 S1. M=IOPMD(NWNYNG+19NVOL)
52. C****
S30 DO	 15	 I=I,t.AMMC
549 15 PNMC(I)=O•Q




560 1 F (	 GEjjQ-V ( 1-3-1 	 O­_ T n	 1 M
57 * IF ( TGEMOV( -,I SUP)	 NE.NVOL )	 GO	 TO	 10-C
see SGN =	 - 1*0
594 GO TO 20
60. 10 SGN= 41*0
61• 20 VAL=090
62. IF(IGEMOV ( 1,ISUR) * EQoNWCL)	 INV=l
63. IF ( TGEMOV ( 2,ISUR) • EQeNWOL)	 INV=2
64o lR=(INV-1)*NO0+lSCR
65 * Rr AD ( L 17 1 1 R ) VL NM
66. PLACE=•VLNM VALUES'
67. WRITE (6 9 *)l SUR	 NVOL
66. DO	 21	 I8=1915
690 21 WRITE ( 6,, *) (VLNM Q8 t ,48 ) 9 JS=l 9NMO
70. NWNMC=INDPN (NVOL 9NWtL—)!—1
71. DO	 40 1=19NAMMC
72• VAL=O*CJm ^-u A—
73• NWNMC=NWNMC+l
74• NR=M-1
75. 00	 30 J=1,NCM
760 NR=NR*l
?f.— VAL -=- VLNM(NWNMCtNR)*EIMTX(JoISUR)+
	 VAL
780 3C CONTINUE
79. 40 PNMC(T)=PNI MC(I)4SGN*(AREAO(ISUR)*WNMC(NWN)**Z*VALI













FTNN--Lj6 ISANK 372 OPANK
ORIG I NAL PAGE IS )
/'
IORIA 12/14J23-18 :39( 17 9 ) 4	 t
' —
SUBROUTINE PRMCAL^VLNMO^BPO , VMNPA . RMN^LNM.CN.2 NN , R QA^ At^N, t;
:.. 2. EWMO,OTM,OORG,ONODC•NM,STMfSORG,SNODCrWNMC.,6iN,VTMoVORG,VNODC, a	 +^
30 &IGEMOV,ISV IOTYP ISTYP	 IVTYP,MASSUR	 NM.NSQAT NSTOR BNDWM KNOWN a
' 4._ CCENTF , ZNDATA , IPF,EX , PNMC , INDPN,AREA,AREAO , NOM,NOO,NAM,NMS , MX,NX,
&NS , MNSS*NTOB,NSMX ,NPFC, MXS,NV.MXV.%AMM C .NMQ, V,SC.NSCIQ^-Ir e
6. COMMON	 / AREA1 / IOP9,MOP ( 4),IPRE ( 4),IN,IOUT




9 0 COMMO N/AREA3/ZERO, .EPSv.B N
10. COMMON/AREA41NFV,NFS,NPFCT, NTOBT,NV T,NS T,MXVT,MXST, NAMT,
E	 N S MT,MXT,NXT,NAMMCT ,NSEAC T --
F 12. COMMON / AREAS / NPROB , NPROBN,MTAPE , NTAPE,LBANp,MBAN0 , IH8AND
_ 13. C_OMM_ON /AREAS/RO,C O^ VOL,PR E F 2PI
14. COMMON / ARE AS 1 F AC,PS I, DP I, 0N,UP r
—_15.^ DOUBLE	 PRECISION FAC(57).PSI(60) , DPI}DN.UP
1E. DIMENSION	 VLNMO ( NAM,NMO) , BPC(MX,NX,NSMX) , VMNPA ( NAM),VLNM ( NAM),
17_, ECN t NAM, NS ), ZANN (NAM ).RJA (NTOB) I 2
18. EWMO (3, NMO, NOO) ,O TM (3, 3, NOO ) ,OQR G (3 , N00) ,ONO DC ( MXS, 3,NOO) , WM t 3,NcMX
190 _. E ) tS TM13,3,_kS1.S0R G 139NS	 NOD CIMXS. 3 ,NS)LWNMCtN AH1, _^WNCk ,NAM, NV),_ G
209 EVTM(3,39NV),VORGt39NVl,VNODCtMXV,3,NV),IGEMOV(2,NOO),ISV(NS),
21, EIOTYP(NOO I,IST YPINS),IVTYP(	 v) ,MA SSUR(M NS 	,NM $1^N?I.,, NMS)	 .Q ATtNS )_,
^
2 2 . ENSTOR(NS),ENDWM(NT06,2),8NDWN(NTOB,2),CENTFINTOBI•ZNOATA(NTOB,NS), i
_ 239 6 IPFI NMS )_ EXINPFC,NMS I 	PNMC(NAMMr) 2 1NDPN ( NAM pNV) , AREA I NS)9 i
249 &AREA04 NOO) , RMN (NAM	 NV I,VINV ),SCINSC,NSI 9 AMN (NAM , NV) gZMDAT(NTOB),
_ 25. L ZM(NSMX)
• 26 • C * 'Tr u





PARAMETERS NEEDED FOR MODAL ANALYSIS
	 ARE CALCULATED
299 C* PRMCAL DIRECTS	 THE CALCULATION FLOW BASED ON
	 VARIOUS
	 USER DEFINED a	 i
300 C* VARIABLES	 AND OPTIONS.	 THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE
	
IN PRMCAL:
310 C* MULPRM:	 OPENING/VOLUME COUPLING FACTORS 6.
32 C* GENMAS:	 MULTIPLE CAVITY GENERALIZED
	 ACOUSTIC MASS
33 * C$ LNMCAL: MASTER	 SURFACE / MULTIPLE CAVITY COUPLING FACTOPS
34• C* ZANCAL	 ACOUSTIC CAVITY DAMPING FACTORS __{
_ 35. _ _ C * ZMCAL: STRUCTURAL DAM PI NG_
36. C* RJACAL: JOINT ACCEPTANCE-FREQUENCY DOMAIN -
u 37. C
38, C
390 Cox SURI:	 SURFACE INTEGRATION BY GAUSSIAN OUADRATURE
400 C* GLO:
`- 4 1. C* F:
420 C*
i'
43 C* SLX:	 SURFACE INTEGRATION LIMITS AND GEOMETRY DEFINITION








49, C * OGEOM-
50. C*
_ 51. C* SIM. MASTER SURFACE S TR UCTURAL MODE SHAPE
52, C* DIM: OPENING MODE SHAPE
53. C* FN: MULTIPLE CAVITYACOUSTIC MODE SHAPE
54, C* FNCAL: SUBVOLUME ACOUSTIC MODE SHAPE ..
": __55_6 C* PFCF: SURFACE PRESS URE FIELD
ORIGINAL PAGE Eq
OF POOR QUALITY -
SE. C* NORMS:	 STRUCTURAL MOPE SHAPE NORMALIZATION FACT R
57. C* NORMA:	 SUBVOLUME ACOUSTIC MODE SHAPE NORMALIZATION FACTOR
58. C*





64. C* ANGF: ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF GENERALIZED FORCE_
65. C* RVBJA:
66o C* A TJA :
679 C* PWJA :
68. C*
690 C*	 PORTIONS OF MOST OF THE ABOVE ROUTINES ARE SUBJECT TO UPDATING
70. C*	 WHEN ADDITIONAL	 SURFACE_ELEMENTS•VOLUME ELEMENTS, AND/OR EXTERNAL
71'. ^C*	 PRESSURE FIELD TYPES ARE ADDED TO THE PROGRAM LIBRARIES.
72 C*
73s C*
74. C**** OPENING / VOLUME COUPLING FACTORS_
750 IF(L4.EQ92) GOTO	 10
7 6 . I F(L N. E0.3)	 GOTO	 30
77. CALL MULPRM
78. GOTO	 100
790 C**** MULTIPLE CAVITY GENERALIZED ACOUSTIC MASS
ep. 10 CALL GENMAS
81. C**** ACOUSTIC CAVITY DAMPING FACTORS




85;. C**** STRUCTURAL MODAL	 DAMPING ASSINGMENT
860 Sit CONTINUE
87. CALL ZMCAL





91 0 CALL LNMCAL








1000 C * OPENING / VOLUME COUPLING FACTORS 	 ARE CALCULATED IN MULPRM,	 THE
1010 C* COUPLING FACTORS ARE USED IN MULCV TO CALCULATE THE MULTIPLE
1029 C* CAVITY ACOUSTIC RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS. THE LNM CAN BE EITHER__
103. C* ANALYTICALLY OR NUMERICALLY CALCULATED. WHEN ANY NEW OPENING OR
104. _ C * VOLUME TYPE IS ADDED TO THE PROGRAM LIBRARIES, THE LNM SOLUTION














113.._,_. D0^I0	 N V0L^I^N V 	_^
1140 DO	 17	 N=1,NAM





__117•_,..__.___.___D0 1300 IS UR=1 •NO O
118. IS=ISUR
_119 0 DO 1000 INy=let_
NVOL=TGEMOV(INV,ISUR)
1210 C**** I DENTI FY THE LNM	 A NAL YTIC SOLU LI ON	 , LTyP,	 TO BE USED
122. LTYP=r









—^ - IF(LTYP.NE.0)GOTO	 150
129. C** ** NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF LNM
a
_
130. DO	 100 NWN=I,NAM
1319 DO	 100 MWM =I ,NMO	 _.
132. VLNMO'(NWN,MWM) =0.0 
233 *
134. 6	 /AMN4NWN,NVOL 1
135. 100 CONTINU E
136. GOTO	 9001
1 379 C**** ANALYTIC	 CALCULATION OF LNM
138. 150 CALL	 ALIGN(LTYP , ISUR , NVOL , IA,CF)f.. 139_9 DO	 200 NWN=I,NA M
DO	 200 MWM=I, NMO
_1419_ 8'X_ SOX( LTYP,ISURt_VOL,IA,C F,NWN,M WM)
`142. BY=SOY(LTYP. ,ISUR, NVOL , IA,CF , NWN^ MWM)
r 143._ BZ=SOZ(LTYP , ISUR , NVOL , IA,CFtNWN,MWM)
1440
_
VLNMO ( NWN, MWM) =BX * BY*9Z / AR E AO ( ISUR) / AMN (NW N,NVOL)
145. IF(ABS(VLNMO(NWN,MWM)).LT.ZERO)VLNMOINWNVMWM)=0.0
146. 200 CONTINUE










156. C* CALCULATE THE GENERALIZED ACOUSTIC MASS OF THE MULTIPLE CAVITY
y` 1579 C* SYSTEM.ALSO CALCULATE THE PORTION OF THE GENERALIZED MASS IN
9- 158. C* EACH SUBVOLUME.
1 5 9.
- 1600 -C#




- 764. IR =NFV +	 NPROB













179 0 3CO VMNPA(i) =1 00
_. 180. , DO	 301 I=1,NV
181. TRMN301
	
(I, I) =V (I) / VOL
182._ )0	 600  NWN=2, NAM
1330 VMNPA(NWN)=CoO
184o IF(N W N * GE01 2 ) GOTO	 600
~195. ^— DO 570 NVOL =I,NV
196 o IR=(NPROBN - 1) *NAMT *NVT+(NVOL.^1) # NAM?*NWN
187. READ(L5'IR) ( PNMC ( I),I=1,NAMMC)
Ise * A=0o0
1890 DO	 400 NWNMC=I,NAMMC
_--_1 9 0.
__A=PN^MC(.NWNMC)**2*A
' 1910 40D CONTINUE
f^l
—1920 VMNPA(NWN)= VMNPA(NWN)
	 *	 A/VOL* V(NVOL1
193 0 RMN(NWN,NVOL)=A*V(NVOL)/VOL l
194 o 5_0x0 CONTINUE
1950 DO	 550 I=1,NV




20Q. IF(IPRE(1)*E:ol)	 GOTO	 1112 fi	 t
—~ZOlo IR= NPR08N
_ 202. WRITE(L29IR)	 WN
2D3. IR=NPROBN	 —
204. WRITE(L3•IR)WNMC











213 * C* `
`214. C# ACOUSTIC CAVITY	 CAMPING FACTORS
	 ARE CALCULATED FROM THE ACOUSTIC
r 215 0 C* ABSORPTION OF EACH SURFACE AND THE ACOUSTIC MODE SHAPES *
	ALL
' 2160 C* INTEGRATIONS	 ARE NUMERICAL *
	THE ACOUSTIC ABSORPTION OVER EACH 1
217. C* SUBSUP.FACE	 IS ASSUMED




218. C* ESTIMATION OF	 THE ACOUSTIC DAMPING OF EACH CAVITY MODE *
	IF THE
( 0 C* CAVITY DAMPING IS GIVEN	 AS	 DATA,	 ZANCAL LOADS PLACES
	
THE
220. C* INFORMATION INTO	 THE
	
CORRECT	 ARRAYS
	 IN THE CORRECT UNITS *1
0 C*
222. C* ABSOPBTION COEF= 8*R0*C0/ZA
	 WHERE ZA IS SURFACE IMPEDANCE
223 * C* DATA IS IN THE FORM OF ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT UNLESS
-
2240 C* EXPERIMENTAL CAVITY DAMPING IS SPECIFIED. THEN IT I5
2250 C* IN THE FORM OF C/CC





	 OF POOR QUALirf
227 * IF(MOP(3)sNE&1)	 GOTO	 20





23le 10 Z A N N ( N W N	 Z A t W N M C ( N W N	 l-WR-)
232 * GOTO	 100





236. DO	 15 N=19NAM
237 e
—
CALL	 NORMA (O.AqKl VL	 1)
238. AMNtNvNVOL)=DA
239. 00	 30 NWN=1*NAM
Z40a 30 ZANN(NWN)='*O
2410 lq=NFV*NPROB
242. C**** LOAD PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED CN IF	 STILL VALID
243, 1 F ( I P q E ( I ) o E Q a I)
	
R E A 0 (L 2 • 1 R f	 CN
244. C****
245a 00	 60 ISUR=19NS





249a 00	 50 NWN=l _t_N A M
25 C• ZA N=ZA ( WNM C (NWN	 I S UR
251
252 * IF(TPRE(1)*EQ*I)	 GOTO	 40






2590 )=ZA NN( NWNZANN(NWN)*RO*CO**2*CM/(2*VOL*VMNPA(NWN)*WNMCtNWN))












269. 00	 10 IZI,NTOB _











2800 C* ASSIGN THE DAMPING TO EACH STRUCTURAL MODE BASED ON THE BAND
281, C* AVERAGE DAMPING	 CATA
282. C*
283o 00	 100 ISUP	
-S
IF
- I -, - - 1 -1-
1







._ _	 Z 8 4 .




288 • REA_D(L99IR )WM
2890 DO 75 MWM=I,NM (ISUR )
290. 00 50 NOB=LBANOrMBAND r__
2910 W1=CENTF(NOB) *(I-BW)
' 2920 W2=CENTF(N_OB1*(1+BW)_










WRITE ( L8 "I R ) NM (ISUR 1,ISTYF ( ISUR), AREA (ISUR )
302 9 1-00 CONTINUE
3039 RETURN
304_. C********** *****a*************************************#*************
f 3050 SUBROUTINE LNMCAL
306. C*_
307. C*
3080 _C* MASTER SURFACE /MULTIPLE CAVITY COUPLING FACTORS , VLNM * ARE CALCULATED
3090 C* FOR	 THOSE
	
STRUCTURALiACOUSTIC MODAL COMBINATIONS THAT HAVE
_310_* C* SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOLUTION. 	 ALL INTEGRATIONS ARE
313. C* NUMERICAL.
312. C*
r _ 313. C*
314. IW=2
315. DO	 100 IS'i,NMS
316• IF(ISTY^(YS).EG•0)	 COTO	 100
317• IFtIPRE(1)•EQ*19AND.NSDAT(IS).NE•O)	 GOTO	 100
318. IR=NSTORIIS)
r 319., READ ( L9•IR) ( tWM(I,J),I=1,3), J = 1,NM(IS))
32_09 READ(L1S`IR)BNDWM_
321. C * NOTE	 THAT	 THE	 AMN ( NSM 9 1)	 ARRAY IS USED TO EFFICIENTLY
3228 C* NORMALIZE	 THE STRUCTURAL MODE SHAPES SUCH THAT THE
323• C* GENERALIZED MASS IS	 1.0
3249 DO	 10	 r+WM=1 1.NM( I S)
325. 10 CALL NORMS (AMN (MWM, 1),IStMWM)
rte ' 326. _C**** SNIP IF SURFACE TYPE DOES NOT USE BPO
327. GOTO(2093C,20,3Lj,30,3092093C),ISTYP(IS)f` 328. C9- 329. C
330. 20	 REAO(L129IR)tt(BPC(I9J9 K)9I=19MX)•J=1,NX),K=19NM41S))
331. C****
332• 30 CONTINUE
333. DO 60 MWM =1•NM (IS)k
334. M= 1






33,7 • 	C**** USE BNO W M AND KNOWN TO LIMIT LNM CALCULATIONS- TO SIGNIFICANT TERMS
-	 338.	 C
?-	 339•	 WC=(WNMC(NWN)+WM(19MWM))/2.0





34le	 IF(CENTF(NQE) . GT*WC)GOTO 36
3442 * 	 35 CONTINUE
34 3 0	 36 CONTINUr
344.  *  -' '-- *---'^ i '—E7Ndb-- -
34_5.	 IF ( WC-WM ( 19MWM)oGT.BNDWM ( NOB# !,))GOTO 50
-C -:GT,, 8NDWM(N08v2)lGOTO 50
347.	 IF(WC—W - NMC(NWN , GT.BNOWNLt!Oe 0 11)GOTO 50
348 0 	IF(WNMC(NWN)—WCoGT*BNCWN(N0e92))GOTO 50
349	 C.	 '- -'. —3 i b
35 1:	 c****
362	 37 CONTINUE
353.	 DO 40 I=19MNSS
IF ( MA S S U R ( I I S I . E 0 . 0 G 0 T 0 513
U R = MA S S U R I v I S
NVOL=ISV(ISUR)





362.	 4C VLNM(NWN) = VLNM(NWN )+ SURI ( IStISUR o NVOLoMWM•NWN91W)IAMN4MWMi1)
363o	 IFCABS ( VLNM ( NWN))oLToZERO)VLNM ( NWN)=CoD
364o	 i—LNM(NWN) = VLNM ( NWN)/AREA(IS)
3650	 5C CONTINUE
3669	 IP=(IS-1)*NSMT+MWM*NSMT*NST*INPROBN-11
367 * 	 WRITE ( L7*IR)VLNM
368 *	6C CONTINUE
3699	 10C CONTINUE





376. C* RJACAL CALCULATES THE JOINT ACCEPTANCE FOR MODAL ANALYSIS






2 83 * 	NGPI=NGP/2
384 *	 CA LL GLO ( DA DX	 *0 YNGP PNGPI 1
385.	 DO 200 IS=19NMS
386e	 IF(ISTYP ( IS)*EQ * 0l GOTO 100
387 * 	 —1 C LI R=I S
388.	 NVOL=0
389 *	 C**** TF DATA 0 N MASS STORAGE THEN SKIP TO THE NEXT SURFACE
39 F.---	 IF ( IPF ( IT) --EQ 	 G 0 TO 100
39le	 C**** READ IN MOCAL RESPONSE O ATp
2.	 IR=NSTCR(IS)39




3950	 C * NOTE THAT THE AMN ( NSM I ) ARRAY IS USED TO EFF ICIENTLY
3960	 C* NORMAL I ZE THE STRUCTURAL MODE SHAPES SUCH THAT THE




OF POOR QU L
( I S)
3990 10 CALL NORMS(AMN(MWMvl)tlSoMWMI
— .oc !— C**** BRANCH TO_ANALYTIC CALCULATION oF RAA IFF	 HE MOD E DES RIPTION
401e C **** IS IN FOURIER SERIES FORM OR	 IS	 IT	 IS TO BE ANALYTICALLY CALCULAT





406a C**** NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF RJA
4 -07- 30 CONTINUE
408 * 00	 50 MWM=19NM(IS)
409. 00 40 N08=L8AN0vP,8AND
410• RJA ( NOS ; =CeO
4110 IFiCENTF(INOB)-6i M(I,MWM)oGT*BNDWM(NOB,I))GOTO 	 40
IF(W PI (1,M'.M)-CENTF(NOBI * GT * BNDWMiNO892))GOTO 40
413• C
414, CALL	 L X ( A A 9_8 Ft	 IS)
415o 4 3F a 6 A A ) 1 2 o 0
416o G:3	 B B	 A A ) / 2 , 0
417o 03=0.0
18 0_4_ c










427 * DO	 6	 I=I,NCP
4269 UT = HI*DX(1)4GI







436. DO 4 J=I,NGP
437. VJ=H2*DX (1)+0 2




4429 Q = 1 0 a 0
4430 C
-
---444o DO 2 K=I,NGP 
445. WK=H*DX(K)+G
446 * CALL	 SGEOM(XM,UItXVtYVgZVtGFCgAJP!ISISMRNVOL,IW)
447a CALL	 SGEOM(VJvWKtXV9,YViPZVtGFtAJ9 	 ISvISUR9NVOLvIW)
448 * 2 Q=Q4DAI^*SIMIXM t UIPIS o MWM)*SIM(VJWKjIS t M6ML*GF*qFC*
449s &	 AJ*AJP*PFCF(XMVUI,VJ,WK,CENTF(NOB),is,rw)
450o 4 Q2=Q2-& AA*H*Q





ORIGI14A , PAGE "S
OF POOR Qt^R^l. TY
455._-- RJA tNQ@] YC :.LAMN_ll^lll^_alI_#*211►B. EA IIS )**2	 _..
456. 401	 CONTINUE
_457._
 r.. LR-1 NS TQR .4Z5)- ) N-SM	 !!lili
4S8. WRITE ( LIVIR)RJA t`
4599 50	 CONTINUE
460. GOT 	 100
461. C
462. C F
46_3. G#*** ANAL YT LCAL -ACAL-
 A_T.I061_QF-FJA
4649 EO	 IFI IPF( I S ) .EQ . 41CALL	 PFCAL ( IS !2
4_65. IF I IPF ( I S) .E_Q. 4 1GO TO	 IQ0
466.^ ^- IF ( ISTYPIIS) . NE.2.ANO . ISTYP ( IS).LT . 7)	 CALL	 ANJAFSIIS)
4_67.-' _ IF ( ISTYP_( j S_).E0.2.OR.ISTYP ( IS ).GE . 7)	 CALL ANJASS(IS )
468. 100 CONTINUE ±	 x
469. 1111 RETUR N
470. C###*#**^**######**#**#*##**#*a#*#***###^*#*##**##*##**##a##*s^##*
4710 FUNCTION	 SURI(IS,ISUR,NVO L 	MWM,NNN,IW)
472. C*
473. C*
- 474. C*	 NUMERICAL INTEGRATIONS FOR	 ALL PARAMETERS	 EXCEPT	 THE	 JOINT	 -
475. C*	 ACCEPTANCE	 ARE	 OBTAINED BY SURI	 WITH	 GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE
476. C * 	THE	 INTEGRATION	 IS TWO DIMENSIONAL AND CARRIED OUT IN THE
	
SURFACE
477, C *	 ELEMENTS CdpRDINATE SYSTEM. 	 THE INTEGRATION REQUIRES
478. C*	 APPROPRIATELY DESCRIBED SURFACE LIMITS,THE SURFACE INTEGRATION
479. C *	 JACOSIAN, AND THE GEOMETRY CORRECTION FACTOR. THE SURFACE LIMITS
480. C*	 ARE SET IN SLX AND SLY. THE JACOBIAN AND THE GEOMETRY CORRECTION "`=





4 8 5. C AL L G L_0_ (DA ,DX,-1.O,1.0, N GP,NG PII.
486. -ISUR)IF ( IW.EQ . 1)	 CALL
	
OLX ( AA,88 , kryi





489. G1= (BB +AA) 12.
490e Q 1= 0 .
491. j0	 4	 I=1,NGP
492. UI=H1#DXII)+G1 -,
493. AI = HI*D A(I) G	 p.494. IF (IN.EQ.1 )CALL OLY IC,D,UI 9 1SUR !




4999 DO	 3 J=1:NGP
_S00• VJ=H*DX(J)+G






5 07_.,__	 DIMENSIO N DX(NGP)9DA(NGP) , X X(8),A1(8)
5080	 DATA ( XX(I),Ai ( i), I=1 9 4)/	 : 4
F "	 509.	 6 .9602 8 9856 49. 101 2285362
510.	 0,979666647749.2223810344







I	 6_t_•	 ^!►_3 k b 4 24.E 3 6.2b_837 53U
513. DMC=O*SDO*(D-C)
514. DPC=095DO*(D+C)







 2 D A ( N I) =DMC * A 1 ( I)
5210 RETURN
+522 * C***********^x********************************************** ************
523. FUNCTION F (XI •YI , IS,ISUR • NVOL • IW,NWN,MWM)
524. IFI11W . NE*I)	 CALL	 SGEOMIXI,YI , XV•YV . ZV,GF , AJ*ig._
5250 EISUR , NVOL,IW)
5269 GOTO(10,20930940)9IW
527. C**** CALCULATE LNM FOR MULCV
_	 52A. 10 CALL	 OGEOM(XT,YI,XV,YV,ZV,IcUR.NVOL. AJ )
529. F=OIM(XI , YI,ISUR,MWM)*FN CAL ( XVsYV•ZV9NVOL•NWN)*AJ
5300 GOTO	 1 1 11
5319 C**** CALCULATE LNM FOR STRUCTUREIMULTIPL'E CAVITY
532..20	 F_SIM(XI•YI,IS,MWM)*FN(XV,YV,ZV,NVOL,NWN)*GF*AJ
533. GOTO	 1111
534. C***fit CALCULATE CN	 FOR ACOUSTIC DAMPING




C**** CALCULATE 9MW FOR GENERALIZED FORCE IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN





5420 C*** * ************ **********************s**************************#
543. C*	 SURFACE INTEGRATION LINITS:SLX,SLY
544. C * SURFACE
	
TYPES:	 81 , 19 RETANGULAR SHAPE W I T 
	
F OURLER SERIES M00
	 ___
j	 545. C# SHAPE DESCRIPTION.
546, C* M2. THIN.HOMOGENEOUS,RETANGULAR PANEL WITH
j	 547. C* SIMPLY SUPPORTED EDGES.
548 * C* 13. CIRCULAR SHAPE WITH FOURIER SERIES MODE
5499 C* SHAPE DESCRIPTION*
5500_ C* #4, THINgHOMOG N€OUS.CIRCULAR PANEL WITH FIX-EG_
j	 5510 C* EDGES.
552. C* 05. FRAME STIFFENED ORTHOTROPICW .yOLE SHEtJ_	 _
5530 C* 06, FRAME STIFFENED ORTHOTROPIC SHELL SEGMENT
-	 554. C*
555. C*********************************** ***********a******************
5560 SUBROUTINE	 SLX (AA , BE,ISUR)
-5579 C*
558. C*	 THE	 INTEGRATION LIMITS IN THIS COORDINATE DIRECTION ARE CONSTANTS
559. C*
560 * GOTO(10920930,40950940970,50)9ISTYP(ISURI




5650 C**** SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE A29
4s	
566. 2C AA=SNODC	 •ISUR)
567. 89 =SWODC (5, 1, I SUR)
568. GOTO 1111




9 C**	 ._IkR_F C g, E EM^	 T—IYIE,93.
Sid'. 3 C CONTINUE
5710 AA=090
­0 BB=SNOUCI 2, 1,1 SUR)
573 * GOTO	 1111
5749 C**** SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE	 #4*
5750__Ia__, CONTINUE
—5 —6^ AA=0*0
BB=SNODC12, _,l^ I S Q R I
578 GOTO	 1111
579 SURFACjLE:^ MEN	 TYPE	 N.$.
580 * So AA=SNODC(49191SUR)
BB=SNODC(5g12ISUg)
$82, GOTO	 1111
5830 c SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE	 #6,
584. 60 GOTO 50
_.-5 as 0 C**** SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE #To
5860 70 GOTO 20
587, C**** SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE	 48*
588, 80 GOTO 20
5890 1111 RETURN
5910 SUBROUTINE --S' Y(C-.,DtUI,ISUR)
592 C*
5936 C*	 THE	 INTEGRATION LIMITS IN THIS COORDLL&jK_QjRECT,TON CAN	 NSTAN





a ---,c**** SURFACE E	 EmENT TYPE	 #19
:j5980 le C=000 i
5994 D=SNODC(3,2,ISUP)
too GOTO	 1111






SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE #3*






0 SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE #4.




615: C**** SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE #5.
616 So CONTINUE
6170 C=APCOSIS^ODCi4 t 	 ISUR




6 2 GOTO	 1111
622m C**** SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE h6a
623 * 60 GOTO 50
624 * C**** SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE N79
62S * 70 GOTO 20
ORIGINAL
OF POOR Qd1A4 It^
E
. 	
EZf6_: C **** ELAC-E_E1 EM NT TYPE ^#Q•
627. 80 GOTO 20
E 28_^.^ C****_.
629 * 1111 RETURN




6340 C*	 SGEOM CALCULATES SEVERAL GEOMETRY RELATED FACTORS FOR EACH
63'5. C* SURFACE
! 6360 C* 1.	 THE
	
THIRD DIMENSION , ZC,OF THE
	 SURFACE AS A FUNCTION OF
	 XC_IY_C.
637, C* 2. THE JACOBIAN OF THE SURFACE ' S	 COORDINATE SYSTEM AT XC•YC,ZC
638. C* 39	 THE
	 POSITION OF THE SURFACE POINT XC,YC , ZC	 IN THE
	
ORIENTATION
6390 C* COORDINATE SYSTEM OF THE ADJACENT SUBVOLUME
640. C*
64 10 C*
642. GOTO(10,20,30,40,50,60,70.80),ISTYPIISUR) r^t64!3. C**** SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE #Is





( 649. GOTO 200 j.





_	 652. GOTO	 10
653. C**** SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE 43*
i 6_540 3C 2C =b.0
6550 X C= X I a
65 .6 YC=YI r
6579 AJ-1*Q
6580 GF=1*G
659 * GOTO 200
66G..__,C****	 SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE M49
661• 40 ZC=0.0





666 * GOTO 200
667
__
C**** SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE #5.
f66 8 * 50 CONTINUE
X669. XC=XI I
670 * YC = SNODC(3L2,ISUR) * SIN(YL) i
671. ZC=SNODC(3,29ISUR)*COS(YI)
6729_ A.,J=SNOD C (3.2, I SUR )
6739 GF=1*0
6749 ^GOTO 200




677 * 	C**** SURFACE E!.EMENT TYPE 07.













E83..	 C.F=J_I±^I^#2:LiRa* -.3!I^*^.zL*.^. ..5 	 _
	684.	 AJ=190
	
E95.	 ^ GOTO 200
	686.	 C#***a SURFACE ELEMENT TYPE 08*
	





	X690 * 	C**•* CALCULATE THE MASTER SURFACE AND SUBVOLUME COORDINATES
	
-691_. 	 200 CO N TINU E
	
642 * 	 IFIIW*GE.4)GOTU 1111
693. X = STMI 1
_j_1+I SUR ).*XC+STM ( I_^ISUR) # YC+STM (!, T,ISUR) * ZC+SpRG ( I.ISy.R,),
694. Y=STM(2,1,ISUR)*XC+STM(2,2,ISUR)*YC+STMl2,3,ISUR)*ZC+SORGl2 ISUR)










701. ZV=VT M( 3,1,NVOL)*XP +V TM( 3 ,2,N V OL )*YP+•VTM(3.3,NVOL)*ZP
	
TZ2 . •	 11_11 RETURN	 ^-
703. C**+a***********f******s** **********,******a*s**************s*^a******
704. C* OPENING INTEGRATION LIMITS
705. C*	 OPENING TYPES	 u1. RETANGLE














NTE .GRATICN L_LMiTS IN THIS COORDINATE DIRECTION ARE CONSTAV^E
712. T20,20,37) ,IOTYP( ISUR)
	
7,13.	 C**** OPENING ELEMENT TYPE #I*RETANGLE
	
714.	 10 AA=0.0
715. - ^ _	 BB=ONODC(2,I,ISUR)
716. GOTO 1111
717. _ C_ #* #__OPENTNG ELEMENT TYPE 112eCIRCLE
	7189	 20 AA=0.0
	




















7,30 * 	C* INTEGRATION LIMITS IN THIS COORDINATE DIRECTION CAN BE CONSTANTS
731. C* OR A FUNCTION OF THE FIRST COORDINATE DIRECTION
732. C#
	
T3 3 .	 C









737 * 	 _ 0=O N000 ,2,1S UR)
	738.	 GOTO 1111






742 ._	 GoTo 1111
	



















C* OGEOM CALCULATES THE VOLUME COORDINATE SYSTEM POINT XV*YYvZV

























767o	 C**** OPENING TYPE #3oCONCENTRIC CIRCLES
	





















778e	 YV=Nt Mt2_1__I_,_NVOL)*XP+VTM(2,,29NVOL)*YP*VTMIZ 3,NVOL)*ZP
	
































19 r.,	 00 11 J=i—,Ax
URIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALIV
797 • 1.1 SIM=SIM±BPC ( J K MWM ) * S IN I J*R	 *X C/XL)*5INI K* PI*YC/YL)
798. GOTO	 1111	 -
_ 799. C**** TYPE	 02.	 THIN, HOMOGENEOUS • RETANGULAR PANEL WITH _SIMPLY
^800. C**** SUPPORTED EDGES Ea'
_	 801. 20 CONTINUE
8029 SIM=SIN(M*PI*XC/SNODC(2,1,IS))*SIN(N*PI*YC/SNODC(3,2,IS))
Br3.^ GOTO• 	1111
804. C**** TYPE	 43 * 	CIRCULAR SHAPE WITH FOURIER SERIES MODE DESCRIPTION
805. 3C GO TO 10




809. N = N - 1
.8157. _- SKN-(WM(l•MWM)/SCI l,IS))**0*5
8 1'1. AI=S K N*P I
-"912. A2=SKN*PI/SNOOCi2,l,IS)*XC
81_3. SIM=SIN ( N*YC)*(BJ(A2*N)46J ( A1.N)/BI(A	 . F.
814. GOTO	 1111






8170 SIM=SINIM *PI*XC/SNODC(211LIS)) *COSI(N-	 ) * YC)
818. GOTO	 1111
_	 8 19. C!^*** SURFAC E
	
TYPE
	 46. FRAME STIFFENED ORTHOTROPIC SHELL SEGMrNT 'I
8200 60 AL=ARCOS (SNODC (6,2, IS)/SNODC(3,2, IS))
821. S=5INI M*PI*XC/SNODCt2 919IS11 #SININ*PI*YC/AL1 x
822. GOTO	 1111
823. C**** -SURFACE TYPE 47. gPN STYLE FE DATA M ATCH
824. ^70 R_SC(2,1S)
82E. XA=XC-(SNOGC(2919IS)-BP0(1,8,MW_M)-BPO(196 9MWM )) z	 Y	 g
826. IF (R*LT.D. )YA=YC-(SNODC (3,2,IS)-BPQ (1,9,MWM)-BP0(1, 7,MWM) )
827. l'= ( R .GT * D * IYA=	 R *ARCOSISNODC (3,2,IS) /R) 4 BPG
 (1,9,MWM)4_




G O TO	 1111
	 ._	
-










840* YA= PI*IN 4 .5)*YC/SNODC(3,2,It) j
8410
-
S1M;AP*(COSHIXA) -COS(XA .L - S'INH(XA)45IN ( XA))*




,845 *_ C G
847.
_1111 RETURN
, ,848. ^C^a^aa# ^^a^a^^*:#*#**a^#^****#****#***##*^#***#*****a*#*****#*******#
_ 849. FUNCTION	 OIM i XC,YC, ISUR',MWM )
85 Y„ C*























OIM=COSIM * PI*XC / ONODC ( 291,ISUR ) I*COS(N*PI * YCIONODC ( 3929ISUR))
GOTO 1111
	




































8800	 C* FN CALCULATES THE MULTIPLE CAVI TY ACOUSTI-C MODE SHAPES
	
































8979	 C* FNCAL CALCULATES THE ACOUSTIC MODE SHAPES OF THE SUBVOLUmES OF
	
8980	 C* THE MULTIPLE CAVITY SYSTEM. XvtYV , ZV, ARE ALWAYS IN THE ACOUSTIC_--
	
859,	 C * COMPONENTS ORIENTATION COORDINATE SYSTEM ( RETANGULAR )e THE MODE
	
900•	 C *. SHAPES - ARE ALL NORMALIZED SUCH THAT THE GENERALIZED MASS OF THE
	
















0 ir A Ki I,-	 An nAnAl AOTOrMTWO VOLUME LLr-mQm
909. 10 CONTINUE
FNCAL=ICOS(	 *PI*XViVNODC(2 9 1,N v OL))*COSIN*PI*YVYVNODC(392INVPL
9 1,	 FR 1 1* c 0 S!I#P T V_/ V N  9_ DS_S._4..:.3_:,N LQ L 1 L) -
9120	 GOTO 1111
913 ,.0 **** YO^L^ME ELEMENT TYPE #2. CIRCULAR^YL_INDrR
914,	 _ 20 CONTINUE




918.	 I= (RR.GT .VNOOC(2,1,NVOL))RR=VNODC12,1,NVOL)
919`^ 	 SKN=B ET A*RR
920• TH_ARCOSIXV/RR)
_9210_ FNCAL =COS(IS*PI*ZV / VNOOC44939NVOL1)*COS(N*TH)*BjISKN,N1
-
;^u
A	 922. GOTO	 1111
039 C****	 VOLUME ELEMENT p 3 .	 ANNULOUS OF CONCENTRIC CIRCULAR CYLINDERS
x
924. 30 CONTINUE









t 9330 _	 E	 (BJISKN,N) -BJPIRKB,N)/BYP(RKB•N)*BYISKNiN))
934. IF(BETA.LT .ZERO)FNCAL =FNCAL*I.Q t
r 93c0 _	 GOTO	 1 11 1
936. C**** VOLUME ELEMENT TYPE 04• PERTURBED PARALLELEPIPED
937. 40	 IF(ZV.GT.VNOOC(4	 )Z=DCl4	 3,NVOL)
—	
_ ^ NYOL) VYNOL-- --) _ -_	 ,3 _938. GOTO	 IO












FUNCTION PFCF ( XC,YC , XP,YP , WC,IS,IW)
943• C*
944,_
945,C * PFCF CALCULATES
	 THE PRESSURE CORRELATION FUNCTION (FOR RANDOM
946 -. C*	 FIELDS) AND
	
THE
	 SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
	 (FOR DETERMINISTIC
947, C *	 FIELOO. THE POINTS XC,YC,ZC , XP,YP,ZP ARE IN THE COORDINATE SYSTEM
948. C#	 OF	 INTEGRATION•
` 9499 C* i
X950.:^C
- _9_51• IW=Iw i{




PRESSURE	 FIELD TYPE	 Ole REVERBERANT PRESSURE FIELD
-
F 954. E -1p	 PK=WC/CO 
Y 955. PFCF=SINIRK*(XC-XP))/(RK#(XC-XP))*SIN(RK*(YC-YP))/(RK*IYC-YP)! z
956. GOTC 1111 '
. 957. C`**** _PRESSURE FIELD TYPE u2• AEP.ODYNAMTC TURBULENCE
_	 {
- 958•: 20	 RK~X=EX(29IS)*WC/CO
9590 _	 RKY=EX(49,IS)*WC/CO
96C. PFCF=EXPI-1*EX(19IS)*PKX*ABS(XC-XP))*COSIRKX*ABSIXC-XP))
r _	 9 1. _
-
S * EXP!-1*EXl3,I51* RKY * ABSIYC
-YPI)*COS(_RKY*A65(YC-YP))
962. GOTO	 1111





9660 -XP}-. PFCF=C0S1RK	 lXC





969 . 1111 RETURN
97_00 C#******####*###aa##a*a#*a#**##########a#+a***+^*a*a*****#*^+#**a****#
_	 9710 SUBROUTINE	 NORMA(DMNS,NVOL,NWN)
972. C*
973~6 C* CALCULATES THE NORMALIZATION FACTOR FOR THE ACOUSTIC MODE SHAPES
974. C*
9750 M=NINTI WN( 2,NWN,NVOL) )
9760 N=NINT1WNl 3,NWN LNVOL) )
977• IS=NINT(WN(4,NWN,NVOL)1
_ 9780 GOTO(10,20,30),IVTYPINVOL)







9850 IF ( IS.EQ .O )ES=Z.O
_986. DMNS=(EM*EN*ES/8.0)**.5
987. GOTO	 1111






994_•_, - RKNM= ( W_N(I,NWN,NVOL )** 2./Co**2- (IS*PI/ VNCDC(4,3tNVOL ),**2)**Q.5
9950 RKNM=RKNM**VNODC(291,NVOL)
996_.__ DMN S= ( I BJP(RKNM ,N)**2+(S-N* *2/RKNM* *2 ) * 9J(RKNMN) **.-: I #EN*ES/4. )
997. E	 **705
s 9980 GOTO _1111
4 999. 25 DMNS=(EN*ES/4. ) **0.5
10000 S OTO	 1111





- .-_w100E. _ RKNM = lWN(I- NWN,NVOL )**2/CO**2- tIS*PI /VNOOCt4.3^i1V^L ) f *#21**^J.S
1007. RKA=RKNM*VNODC14,2,NVOl)
^lOaE . RKB= RKNM *VNOOC (2,1,NVOL )
10090 0MNS=(ES*EN/4.0*t(VN0DC(2919NV0L)#*2-N**2/RKNM#:#2)#
10100 E	 (BJ(RKB,N)-BJP(RKB,N)/BYP(RKB,N)*BY(RKB,N) )**2•
.loll. E	 (VNODC14,2,NVOL)**2-N**2/RKNM**2)
1012 ._ _	 E *(EJ(RKA,N) -BJP(RK9 9 N)/BYP ( RKB,N) * BY(RKA,N ))** 2))* *0.5




-1016. SUBROUTINE NORMS (DMN,ISUR,MWM)
d	 ^-
f 1017. C#






1022. GOTO(10,2C930940 9 50,6C,7B98C It ISTYPIISUR)-
10239 -C**** SURFACE	 TYPE p 19 RETANGULAR PANEL	 (SINE SERIES)






1026.	 C**** SURFACE TYPE p 2. RETANGULAR HOMOGENEOUS PANEL WITH SIMPLY
	















„_,_1035.	 C **pq ..SURFA C E TYPE #4 * CIRCk AR PANEL WITH F ;LXED EDGES
	
IC3E 6 	40 EN=1*0
	
1C37 * 	IF(N*EQ.0) EN=2*0
	
1038 * 	RKA= (WM(1,MWM)/SCII,ISUR))**0.5*PI
	
___1_Q3 g •	 DMN=EM/ 2*C*(1 1 BJP IRKA,N)**2 +(1 —N**2/RKA **2)*BJ( RKA, N) **'2i	 —
	
1C40 * 	b +2**BJ(RKA,N)**2+(1—N**2/RKA**2)*BI(RKA,N)**2)
	
1C41 * 	 E +(BJ(RKA,N)/BI(RKA,N))**2*(BIP(RKe,N)**2+(1—N**21RKA**2)*
	
_._ 





	1048 * 	 EN=160
	






1052 * 	GOTO 1111
	
1053,	 C**** SURFACE TYPE #So FAME STIFFENED ORTHOTROPIC SHELL SEGMENT
1054. _ 60 GOT-0 cG— —
	
1055 * 	C**** SURFACE TYPE 97 * 96N FE DATA MODEL
- 1056.— 	70 DMN=2***0*5 *BPQ(1,4,MWM)*BPQ11959MWM)
	
— 1057. G OTO 111 1
	1058.	 C#*** SURFACE TYPE t(8 * RETANGULAR ORTHOTROPIC PANEL WITH FIXED PANELS
	
---1054.	 80 CONTIN UE
	
1060 * 	VMS=SC ( 6,ISUR) * SNODC ( 2,19ISUR) *SNODC1392•ISUR) _-
	






_1065_* 	IF (M. GE .3)FX=*437
	IC66 * 	IF(N.GE.3)FY=.437
	
_1067 * 	DMN_LFX *FY*VMS)**0*5
	








_107_3 0 C* ALIGN CALCULATES THE GEOMETRIC PARPME_TERS NEEDED FOR THE i
1;074 8 C* ALALYTIC SOLUTION OF LNM.^THE SUBROUTINE'S PARAMETER LIST MAY
1.075 . * C*_,BE USED AS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE THE APPROPRIATE INFORMATION T0______'
IC76 * C* SOX,SQY,S 	 FOR NEW ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.
+1077. , C* t
107E * C*













_	 10929	 10	 CF (4, 1) =tL00 ',,^^ 2.I 5UR )
2083.	 CF(4+2)=ONODC13,29ISUR)
1c8.4, .	 CALL	 PXFER(X1,Yl * Zl,l9j_ UR	 NVOL)
1085.	 CALL PXFER(X2,Y2,Z2,2,ISUR,NVOL)







1 0_9 2.	 ZPY=Z3 — Z1
10.930
	 IF(ABS1 XPX).LT,ZER01
	 GO	 TO	 12
1094.	 CFI 1 9 11=XPX/ABS(XPX1
10950	 ---CF(291)=X1
1096.	 CF(3,11=VNODC1291,NVOL)
1097 9 	IA t l) =2






1103	 ^2	 IF( AB 5t2 P	 T	 R	 TXI.L	 .ZE 0)	 GO	 0	 13
1104._	 CF(191)=ZPX/ABS(ZPX)
^ v 	1105,	 CF(291)=Z1
11060	 CF(3,1)=VNODC14,3,NVOL)
11079	 IA(1)=4





11130	 14	 IFIABSIYPY).LT.ZEROI	 GO	 TO	 15
1.1149	 CF(1r2)=YPY/ABS(YPY)
1115.	 CF(2,2)=Y1
1116.	 CF (3, 2) =VNODC (3, 2,N VOL )
1117.	 IA(2)=3




_I120,	 CF ( 2, 2) =Z1
11210	 CF13,2)=VN0DCt493,NVOLI
1122.	 IA( 2 ) =4
1123.	 16	 IF(lA (l) + IA (2).NE.7)	 GO	 TO	 17
1 124.	 _ CF(1,3)=0.0
1125.	 CF(293)=X1
1_126.	 CF( 3, 3)=VNODC(_;_, I .NVOL)







_113 2.	 IA( 3) =3







ORIGINAL PACE 19	 r
OF POOR QUALITY
t^.
1140. C**** OPENING/VOLUME COMBINATIONS 293 9 4 REQUIRE THE SAME ALIGNMENT
114_I .^,. —^7 C 	C_ONT.N41E
11420 30	 CONTINUE
^1I4 If_. ___ YQ	 CONTINUE
11449 CALL	 PXFER IXI,,Y19Z;919ISUR,NVOL)
_11450 CF1191)=Z1
11460 CF(I,2)= VNOCC(493,NVOL)






`	 11530 C* PXFER CALCULATES THE LOCATION OF THE N * TH SURFACE NODE OF ISUR
11546 C* IN THE COORDINATE SYSTEM OF SUBVOLUME NVOL.
1 15 5 . C*
1156. C# -




ZC=ON0 00 1 N, ?,ISUR)
1160. X_OTM(1,291SUR)*XC+OTM11929ISUR)*YC+OTM(1939ISUR)*ZC+OORG119ISUR)
1161 0 V=OTMf2919ISURI*XC+OTM (-Z 29ISUR) # YC+OTM ( 293,ISUR) * ZC+OORG ( 2,ISUR)_
11620 Z=OTM ( 3919I SUR) *XC+OTM (3 9 2 9 ISUR)*YC+OTM ( 3, 3 •ISUR) * ZC*OORG 139I SUR )
116739 X=X-VORG(I,NVOL)
11649 Y= Y-VORGI2,NVOL)
jkk Z= Z-VOR G 1 3, NVO L )
11660 XN=VTMf2919NVOL)*X+VTM(192,NVOL)*Y +VTM41939NVOL) *Z	 -
_.71167. *X+VTM(:2,2,_NVOL)*Y+VTM12939NVOL)*Z_YN=VTM(_2919NVOL)
116fl.^ ZN=VTM (3.1,NVOL)*X + VTM (3 9 2 9NVOL)*Y+VTM(3,3,NVOL)*Z
_116 9 9 RET U RN
71  FUNCTION SOX(LTYP , ISUR , NVOI,I.A-vCF,NWNLMWM)
1172. C*
1173. C*
1174. C* SOX ANALYTICALLY CALCULATES THE X-COMPONENT OF LNM FOR COMPONENT
—	
* MO DE	 SYNTHESIS	 (IN MULCV).	 L NM IS	 ALWAYS CALCULATED
	
OVER	 THE
11 760 C* ENTIRE OPENING.
1177. C* T
1178. C*
11790 C* ISUR:	 OPENING	 NUMBER
^.11800 C* NVOL:	 VOLUME NUMBER
- 11810 C* LTYP:	 OPENING/VOLUME INTEGRATION TYPE
1182. C*
11830 C* IA:	 ARRAY OF	 INTEGER CONSTANTS







11890 C**** TYPE 01.
	
RETANGLE / RE TANGULAP. PARAfLLOPIPEO
11900 10	 A=CF (2 9 1)
11;91. A1=CF(391)
1192. XL=CF(4,1)
I I 	 T . .T--U..AT A I ♦ I	 KIL1061	 Ll..AI




I (Llt P .1`Q^^?G_0TO 11
1197 * IF(I—lP,NE.0)	 GOTO	 15
11980 IF (I-IP.EC.0)	 COTO	 16




12 ,33. ^1E SOX=O.S*XL
1204. GOTO	 11 11
12056 17 YCM1=A1 —XL
_U-4- TI PI*XL)AI
1207- TTI=PI*A/A1
1208. VMMYM =I P/X L
1209. VNYYC=I /A1
-.^
_121C IFII *IP*E 0a 0)	 GO TO	 1 2
1213- VM2==VNYYC—VMMYM
_12_1_2_. IF (AB SI VM2) * LT .ZERO) VM2c0 .0






Y	 1219 0 ALPHA=I*TI




1224' __._^.._ GOTO	 1111
_
1225- 13 SOX=0.5*xL
122E - GOTO	 1111
1227- 18 SOX=0*5*XL*COS(8ETA)
,—J GOT0	 11.11




19 SOX=O*5*ISIN(GAMA)*(-1)* *(IP+2 ) —SIN(SETA))*(V1*V21
1232. COTO	 2111
1233 * C**** TYPE 02- CIRCLE/CIRCULAR CYLINDER
X234 .__ 2C--S-0X =0o0
1235. I= WN(3,NWN,NVOL)
_	 1'23E - IP=WM01 3,MWM, I SUR )
12370 IF(IABS(I — I P)*GT . 0) 	GOTO	 1211
3238- RO_= WMOII,MWM,ISUR)
12390 RA= I WN ( 1 , NWN, N VOL) **2/CO* *2 - (WN (4 ,NWN,NVOL)*PI
2,4
-




RA = IABS(RA ))** n-5
1242 * S=Q-0
32430 ==0NO1)C(2,1,ISUR)
1244 * SOX=BES( I, l * 0,C-0,1.0 r 0 o0,R0,RA9S •E )
12450 GOTO	 1111
1246 o C**** TYPE A3_._ ANNULOUS OF CONCENTRIC CIRCLES/CIRCULAR CYLINDER
1247. 30 SOx=000
124 8 * I=WN( 3, NWN, NV OL )
_.._
1249- IP=WMo(39MkM,ISUR)
1250. IF(IABSII-IP).GT*0)	 GOTO	 1111
rA-Y, -.
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.—UAA-k E	 /V N.O Q Cj 4 L_lt N V	 lt*^11254. RA- ABS(RA)**0*5
1255 SZONODC(3929ISUR)
a r=ONODC(2919ISUP)
SOX=BESiIv loGv0*(39l&c-,q---ktRO,RAqS pE)-SJP(E*ROtI)iBYP E*RO, I
1256 * E	 *8ES(Iv0@,1*91*tGs9ROvRAvSvE)
1259 * GOTO	 1111
126Co C**** TYPE l4oANNULOUS OF CONCENTRIC CIRCLES I ANNULOUS OF CONCENTRIC
126 1 . __ C*. CvLINDERS
12629 40 soxz000
1263o
— -,. W N i— -- _R^ N_	 Lj,
12644 IP=WM043,MWM91SUR)









S= ONODC 4 3 9 2 9 I 'S UR
E=ONOOC(2 ,,19ISUP)
1272o CI=BJP(PO*E,I)JBYPiRC*EI)
1273 . .2 t_lpk^ Rk	 YejRA*VNOOC(Z 	 2,_I SUR) LI )C2=BJP (RA *VNODCf	 p t ^j-
iOX=BES(IvloCtO*PloC,CogRov R AtSYE)-CI*BES1190otletloiCetRot
w. 1275a &	 RAvS,E)-CZ*BES(Ivl@otDow	 RA SLc--. 0--f-i a 0 a R 0 ---, -jLE 	 C I C 2
IC7i 0 E	 9ES(I	 001,169ROv'RAvS,E)
1277. GOTO	 1111
1276o III I	 RETURN
1279a
FUNCTION	 SOY(LTYP t ISUP o NVOLtIACF , NWNtMWM)
12810 C
1282 * C*
1283 0 C* SOY	 ANALYTICALLY CALCULATES THE Y-COMPONENT OF LNM FOR COMPONENT
1284. C* MODE	 SYNTHESIS	 (IN MUL'CV) * 	LNM IS	 ALWAYS CALCULATED	 OVER	 THE
1285, C_* ENTIRE OPENING*
1286. C*
1287. C*
1288. C* ISUR:	 OPENING	 NUMBER
1289. C* NVOL:	 VOLUME	 NUMBER
12900 C* LTYP:	 OPENING / VOLUME INTEGRATION TYPE
12910 C*:TA:	 ARRAY OF	 INTEGER CONSTANTS
129 2- C* CF: ARRAY OF REAL	 CONSTANTS FOR ANALYTIC INTEGRATION
29 3 0,__I C




1298. C**** TYPE #Ie RETANGLE/RETANGULAR PARALLOPJPED
1299 0 10	 CONTINUE
1300 0 r=WN ( IA ( 2 ) 9 NWN 9NVOL
1301 * JP=WMO(3 MWM I SUR
1302 * A=CF ( 2 9 2)
130". AI=CF(3
YL=CF(4,2)
1305o IF(ASS(YL-Al)vGTZEROi	 COTO 17
13060 IF(I*JP * EC * C)GOTO	 11
13074 IFtl-Jp*NE*C)	 GOTO	 15
1306 IF(I-JP•EC&Ll)	 GOTO	 16
1309 11	 SOY=YL
ORIGINAL PACNE E











1320. IF(I*JP.EQ.C)	 GOTO	 12
13210 VM2=VNYYC-V YM





1325. IF( A. NE.O.O.AND.VMZ.EQ.O.)GOTO 18
	 u
t32E• VM2=VNYYC*VMMYM 	 f
1327. V1=1/PI/VM1
7_13.28. V2=1/PI/VM2





^1r33.2..„_. IF(A.NE.0..AND.V M 2.NE.O.)	 GOTO 19
13339 12 SOY=YI
x ^1334. GOTO	 1211
13359 13 SOY=0.5*YL
1336. 111_GOTO
1331. 28 SOY=095*YL*COS(BETA)	 I
1338 .• GOTO	 11 11




_.	 1342. GOTO	 1111






13480	 JP=WMO(39MWM• I SUR)	 i
	
µ 1349.	 IFtI.EQ.JP.ANO.JP.NE ,Q)SOY=PI
	 f
	
1135.0.	 IF(IABS(I;JP) ,GT• 0) SOY=0.0
	2351,	 IF(I.Eq.JP.AND.JP.EQ.0)SOY=PI*29
	








13 5 6e 	 C* SOZ ANALYTICA L LY CALCULATES THE Z-COMPONENT OF LNM FOR OMPONENT
	1357.	 C* MODE SYNTHESIS (IN MULCV). LNM IS ALWAYS CALCULATED OVER THE




- 13:61. C* ISUR:	 OPENING NUMBER	 ^«
1362. C* NVOL: VOLUME NUMBER
_ 13630 C* LTYP:	 OPENING/VOLUME INTEGRATION TYPE
1364. C* IA: ARRAY OF INTEGER CONSTANTS









 3 II, 4 0 —t T Y P





















13 82 .— GOTO 1111
1383.__ 1 111 RE TUR N!
1384. C****#***********#****^a**^s*******************a*^a*****x******s
1385. FUNCTION	 BES(J,ArBrC909AL	 BT,SrF)
1386. DIMENSION	 U(S)
1387.. C * i_	 _
1388. C*	 INTEGRATION OF	 (A*BJ(AL*XrJ)+B*BYIAL*X,J))*tC*BJ(BT*X,J)+
_13890 C* D*BY(BT*X,J))*X	 OVER X FROM S 	 TO F
1390. C* 1
1 39_1. ^BE5=0. 0
ALX=AL*F
1393. 3TX='B T*F -.
s 1394. DO	 1	 I=19e '''a
1395, 1 U(I'r =C.t7 E
_
1396. IF(A.EQ•O.C)	 GOTO	 1C
139_7. Ul 1)=BJ( ALX, J 1 '	 t
1398• U(2)=8JP(ALXsJ1
13999 _10 IF(B,EQ.O.0)	 GOT O 	 11
7 1400• U(37=BYIALX,J)
__1 401 • Uf 4 ) BYP1 ALX jJ 1
1402. 11 IFIAL.EQ.BT )GOTO	 13
1403, IF(C.EO.O.Q)	 GOTO	 121
1404• U(5)=BJIBTX,J1 '-
14 135. U(6 ) =BJPiBTX,JI
_
1406. 12 IF(D.EQ.O.C)	 GOTO	 13
" 1407. U(7)=BY(BTX	 J)




- —T4 iI IF (e T.NE.AL )SE SU=Fi (BT**2-AL**2)*1 (AL* (U( 5) 4U ( 7) )* (U(21+U(4) 1 )
141.3. E	 -(8-T*(Ut11+UI3))*IU(61+UI8111)







1 F ( A o EO.tO-,C)	 GoTO	 1




1420. 14 IF(B.EQ.00)	 GOTO	 15




1 4 23• 15 • €Q.ET) GOTO	 17_IF(AL. ^
ORIGINAL PfE f.'2"E' 12"'.
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14250	 U( 5)=8J( BTXIJ
1426.	 U(6)=BJPIBTx
1427 	 it j F(DeE0e0o0) GOTO 17
J,4 28	 U( 7 ) =B Y T X , J- 
1429.	 a	 Y (BTX,J)
1430.	 17 CONTINUE
--1431.
1432o	 E i Uf-1)-tU(A" *^*2)
14330	 IF(AL*NE,BT)BES=S/(BT**2-AL**Z)*((AL*(U(5)4U(711*(U(21- * U(41))
1434,	 E	 —(BT*( U(I )+U ( 3)	 8) 1











C* ANALYTIC CALCULATION OF JOINT ACCEPTANcE IN FORM REQUIRED BY
1443.	 C* THE EXTERNAL PRESSURE FIELD TYPE *
 MODE SHAPE DESCRIPTION IS GIVEN





1449•	 30 200 MWM=1,NM(IS)
1.4 .5 a-O--	 00 100 NO8=LB_A-N-C_tM .BAND
L'—RJA( NOB) =..r,'
IF (CENTF (NOE	 )GOTO 100
1453.	 IF(WM ( I,MWMI — CENTF- ( NOB),GT o ENOWM(NOO,2) ) GOTO—i-60
14549	 GOTOI	 IPF ( I S )
C**** PRESSURE FIELD TYPE ale REVERBERANT
--- -.1 45 6	 IC BX=SNODC f 2 -, I 1S)*CE NT F(NO3)/PIJCn
145 7• 	 8 Y- = S N OD C ( 3 v 2 , I1 S)*C E N T F (N 0 B ) i P I / CO
1456•
	 DO 13 H=19MX
14599	 00 12 MP=I,MX
146 0.o	 CALL RVEJA(VJPtBX,MtMPIPI)
146 1. 	IF(VJP*EQ.C.0)GO TO 12
1462.	 00 11 N=I*-NX
14636	 00 11 NP=1,NX
14640
	
CALL RWBJA(VJQBY t N NPvPl)
1465.	 VI=VI+VJP*VJQ*BPQ(M,N,MWM)*BPQ(MPoNPtMWM)
1466.	 11 CONTINUE
.14 67. 	12 CONTINUE
1468.	 13 CONTINUE
-- 569.	 GOTO 90











1475.	 00 23 M= l gmx
1476,	 DO 22 MP=19MX
147 7 .	 CALL A 1JA( VJP, AX,8XMqmywrP1
1478,	 lFtVJP.EQ.,Cg_! GOTO 22
14799	 00 21 N=I,NX




-1, 101!.._._.,. _ ^ C ALL _A.^^.A(v^G . ^aY_:.®^,.N LNP.EI ?
1482. VI=VI+VJP*	 VJQ*EPQ(M,NrMWM)*BPQ(MP,NP,MWM)
^_.1 ! 8-3
-- Z 1- - -C O N T I N U E-.---- _
1484 9 22 CONTINUE
1485 0 23 CONTINUE
t`	 1486. GOTO 90
1487: __ C***** PRESSURE FIELD _TYPE m3. PLANE WAVE F E D_
y	 1488. 30 BX_SNOOC12,1,1S)*CENTF(NOB)/PI/CQ*COS(EX11,IS))
1 489... _ ^ 3Y SNOOC_I 3.2, 2 5)*CENTF (NOB) /PIYCO*COS (EX 1 19 TS I )
1490. 00	 33 M=1,MX
_ 14910 DO	 32 MP=
't	 1492. CALL	 PWJA( VJP,BX,M,MP,PI)
#4 	 14_93. --__ IF ( VJP.EQ_._,C.Z)GOTO	 2
?	 1494 0 -00 31	 N=19NX
--- 1 495.  _0.0	 31_NP=.1.r.NX
CALL	 PWJA(VJQ,BY,N,NP,PI )












15030  _ 90 RJA(NOB)=VI /AMN(MWMJ1)* *2
15 04 . I C 0 CONTINUE











^ 1512. C*	 ANALYTIC CALCULATION OF JA FOR	 A SIMPLE SIN*SIN MODE	 SHAPE




15169 DO	 200 MWM=I,NM(IS)
1 51 7. M=NINT(WM(2, M WM))
1518. MP=M
15196 N= NINT(WM(3,MWM) )
1520. NP=N
_	 1521._ 00	 100 NOB=LB AND,MBANO
1522. BX=SNODC(2,I,IS)*CENTF(NOB)/Pl/CO
15 23. BY_ SNOOC(3 ,2, IS)#CENTF(NOB)/PI/C0
a	 15249 IF(ISTYPIIS).NE.7)GOTO	 S
1525. BX=BPQ(l,e,MWM)*CENTF (NOB) /PI/CO
BY=1526.s BPQ(1,7,MWM)*CENTF(NOB)YPI/CO
1	 __	 152Z. 5 CONTINUE
1528. RJA(NOB)=C.O
1529. GOTO	 (10120930),IPF(IS)
1530. C**** PRESSURE FIELD TYPE X1. REVERBERANT
,1.531 0 10 CALL	 RVBJA(VJP,,BX,M,MP,PI)
1532. CALL	 RVBJA (VJQ,BY,N,NP,PI )
_..1533-__ GOTO 90
15349 C**** PRESSURE FIELD TYPE #2. AERODYNAMIC TURBULENCE
1535. 20 AX= l-X(i,IS)
15360 AYmEX(3,IS)






ISU--k r.A Ll--A--!J-A!kJSL2-Al-L8-Y-xbL	 - PI 1	 1
1539 * GOTO 90
154 0 • C****	 PRESSURE FIELD TYPE #3o PLANE WAVE
I5r4 f iO	 BX=BX*COSIEX(1,IS))	 ji!















1558 * C*	 CALCULATE THE JOINT ACCEPTANCE _QF	 A POINT FORCE EXCITA _T InN
1559 0' 00	 200 MWM=1*NM(IS)
--1560. RJAili=	 SIM ( EX(I,IS) * EX(2,IS) I jS•MWM)) ** 21AMN ( MWM,I)**2/
15E 1. E	 AREA(IS)**2
1562o DO	 100 NCB=LBAND,MBAND











572o C	 SPECIAL ROUTINE FOR ANALYTIC CALCULATION OF REVERBERANT
1573. C*	 FIELD JOINT ACCEPTANCE WITH SIN*SIN MODE SHAPE
1574o C*
15759 C*









0_- 1584 IF(J*EQoK)	 GO	 TO	 200
1585• T I = 1 * 0j ( PI **Z*B* (K,**2-J **2
VJP=Tl*(K*(CIN(E)::CTNIF)I-J*(CIN(G)-CINIH)))
1587. GOTO	 1111




1592• T I = T I A
15930 T2=(I•;2*JPIiB)*(SI(E)*' t l(F))
1594. T3=
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1598.	 DOUBLE PRECISION X,A.,A1,FC,PR
_. _.15 S 9 .- . __ __-_. __A =.G. OQ 0_ _
1600.	 FC=1.DD
16010
	 DO 10 N=O,40
1602.	 PR=DF LOA Tf2*N+11
16030 
	






1 0_7 .	 _I_F ( A B S ( A_l) .LE . 1. 0D-5 ) GO TO 20
16 D8.	 10 CONTINUE
1609 0 	 2C CO NTINUE
r	 16 i0 . -	 SI=REAL(A)
16110	 RETU RN
1612. FUNCTION CIN(X)
16130	 DOUBLE PRECISION X,A,AI,FC,PR
1614.	 A=0.000
1615.	 FC=l. D O
1616.	 00 10 N=1,40
z 1617*
16180	 FC=FC* DFLOATf(2*N - 2)*42*N))
t'	 1619.	 A1=DFLOAT((-1)*f-I)**N)*X*#PR/PR/FC
1620. A =a +A i











1G29 .___C* ANALYTIC_ CALCULATION OF SIN*SIN MODE SHA PE AND PROGRESSIVE
1630.	 C*	 WAVE ACOUSTIC FIELD JOINT ACCEPTANCE
1631._	 VJP=O.o
N	
- 1632.	 IF((- lj **(J+K).LT.0) GOTO 1111
1633_0_	 VJ_P=2.*J*K / PI**2/(J**2-B**2)/( K**2 -B**2)*(1'-(-1)**J*COS ( PI*B))
1634.	 1111 RETURN
1636.	 SUBROUTINE ATJA(VJP,AL,B,J,K,PI)
1637.	 C* SPECIAL _ROUTINE FOR THE ANALYTIC CALCULATION OF PROGRESSIVE
4	 1638.	 C* WAVE FIELD JOINT ACCEPTANCE WITH SIN#SIN MODE SHAPE
163 9 .	 C*
16k0.	 81=12.1(J**2+K**2))**4.5*B
	
^16419 _	 9J1-8lJ	 __
1642.	 DJ=IlAL**2+i)*EJ1*#2+1)**2-4*BJ1**2
16 4_3.	 IF ( J.E O . K ) GO TO 10
1644o	 BK=E/K
	
_1 .64- 5.	 DK _ (f AL_**2* 1), *E_K**2+1)#*2-4*BK**Z
164-.	 AJK=(J**2+K**2)**2!(2.*PI**2*J**3*K**3*DJ*DK)*(I(AL**2-1)*81**2+1
1647.	 Z. ** 2-4# fA (FLOAT( (K**2-J **2 ))/( K**2+J**2) )#* 2 )
1648,
	
BJK=2 .*(J**2+K** 2)**2 /( PI**2*J**3*K**3*DJ*DK)*AL*Bl**2* ( (AL**2 -1)
1649.	 E*B1**2+1)












_ .16 5 2 .
 Q_LO 1.1.1-1
1653. 10 AJ=2./((J*PI)**2*OJ**2)*(I(AL**2-1)*BJ1**2+1)**2-4*(AL*BJ1**2)**2) i
_1.65 4!. EJ=8./ 1J*PI)**Z/DJ**2*AL*BJ1 **2*((AL**2.-1)*BJ1**2+1)
16550 CJ=1./(J*pI)/ D.:*AL*BJ1*I(AL**2+1)*BJ1 **2+1) n
IESE.^_^_^ 1iJP_AJ_*(1-1-1 )**J*EXP(-PI*AL*B)*CCs(PI*B))+EJ*(-1)**J*EXP(-PI*A L*E '!
1657. 1)*SIN(PI*B)^+CJ
1.65E ._ 11_1 1 	 RETURN_
1659. C************************************************#**************
660.....




__1,662. C	 CO MPUTES_THE J BESSEL FUN,(< T_ION OF T H__E FIRST K^i10 FOR A
1;6639 C	 GIVEN ARGUMENT X,	 AND A	 GIVEN ORDER N. 1
__1664. C	 X= ARG UME N T OF	 THE J	 BES SE L FUNCTION
1665. C	 N=THE ORDER OF THE J BESSEL FUNCTION
1666 . CD_ REOUI , RED	 ACCURACY
1667. C	 3J=THE	 RESULTANT BESSEL FUNCTION t




1672. TF(X_.GT.10.)GOTO	 250W1673. _ IF(N.GT.55)	 GOTO	 3CC
16 7 4. IF 1 X.EQ.O.)	 GOTO	 3C yi
1675. M=57-N
1 676 . 2=100D0
1677. ZZ=XD*XD #'
16 78 . S U M=0.OD0_
1579. ___	 TOTAL=0.0r)0
16 8_0. BJ1=1 -OD 0
- 1681. DO	 ,10	 1=19M
1682.
1'68 3. VA R=2.0 C** l 2*K +N )
1684. TOTAL=SUM+EJ1*Z/FAC(I)/FAC(I+N)/VAR
1685. IF( TOTAL .EC.O.GD)GOTO 	 5
_1.6 86 . VA ^S UM/T OTAL '.
1687. IF(VAL.GT.DN.AND.VAL.LT .UP) GOTO 20
1688. 5 BJ1=-BJ1
1 6899 Z=Z*ZZ
1 6 90 * SUM =TOTAL ,I
1691. 10 CONTINUE
16920 20 BLJ=XD**N*TOTAL ?I_
_1693. BJ=REAL(BLJ1 j.
1 694. RETURN i
1695. 30	 IF(N.GT.0)	 GOTO 40




1700. C****	 USE ASYMTOTIC SERIES SOLUTION I
1701. 250	 IF(N.GT.81	 GOTO 275
1702. C ALL	 PSQS -(-,	 X,70T P ,TOT Q,ARG)
1703. ^BJ=BSLJ(TOTP,TOTQ,ARG)
1TOk9 RETURN
1705. C**** 	USE (SYMTOTIC SERIES THE RECURSION WHEN N>8
1706. 275	 CALL PSQS(89X,TOTP,TOTQ,ARG)
17Q7. 8LJN=BSLJ( TOTP,TOTQ sARG)






	...._1709_c.._.	 3LJNM_;=B,S.LJ. T QTP^,TQTQ Ry)
	1710.	 CALL RECUR(N,X•0LJN,BLJNMI,BJ) 	 i
RETURN _
	
1712.	 3C0 BJ =c.o	 i'
_ I713-RETURN













1720 * 	DOUBLE PRECISION XD, TOTAL , CUM ,SUM ,Z *ZZ , DIV,VAL , BLY,SLJ
	1721 ,.	 -_,DEFINE 9SL Y(T0T PxTOTG_.ARG)_SQ RT(^./(PI*XI)*
	
1722.	 C (TOTP*SIN(ARG)+TOTQ*COS(ARG))





iF(N * GT.55) GOTO 30C 6
	
172.	 C#**	 C=ALCULATE BY SERIES DEFINITION
	1727 * 	 IF(X*EQ*0-)GOTO 50
	1728e	 TO TA L=C *0•11
	
-^ ^ 2 9_•-_ 	 __CUM =_0_. Q_0._ 	 _
	1730*	 ___ SUM=O*DD
Z _X D*X D/4*C CU
11(32 * IF (N-EQ.0)	 GOTO	 15
1733* ZZ=16DO 	 s
DO	 10	 I=11N	 .	 E









i5 Zz=i.0 0 	
_`x9YI=1 * D^
174_19 M = 57-N_
1!742. 00	 30 I=1,M
1: 743. DIV_ZZ / FAC(I)
1;744. TOTAL _SUM+(PSI ( I)+PSItI+N)) *BY1*DIV /FAC(I+N)
1745. VAL=SUM/TOTAL
174E. IF(VAL.GT*DN*AND.VAL.LT.UP)	 GOTO 40
2: 74 7.. - _
-2C' BY1 =-BY11;748. ZZ=ZZ*Z	 i
1;7 49. SUM =TOTAL
1;750. 3C CONTINUE	 I
1,7_5_1 * 40 OIV=(( 2 *DC /XD)**N)/D PI
1,7 52- BLJ=DBLE(EJtX,N))
^_iT753. . BLY=(AO. IV)*cUMf(z.GC/DPI)#OLOG(XD/2,._D1)*6 .^ t((XDl2.D0)* n)/^I!__.	 -* ,
1754. E *	 TOTAL
1755. BY=REAL(BLY)
1,756. RETURN
1 757._w 5 0 3 Y=-1 -OE 35
1758 RETURN^
17 5 q.
_.^. 6D ,Y_=2.-QE 3 5
1760- RETURN
1761_. # o'*^-
. .C.` US_E_ASYMTOTIC SE RIES SOLUTION—__
1762. 250 IF (N.GT.B)	 GOTO 275





_._.1,T6 E ,._^^ **^!	 U.$E A: YMTOTIC_SERZES 1.HEdPE,r-UR SLN FOR N)A
1767. 275	 CALL	 PSOS(E,X,TOTP,TOTQ,ARG)
1768•_._ -___e_LYN=B,S_LY(TO1PtTOTC,^ARG)
1769. CALL	 PSOS(7,X,TOTP-,TOTQ,ARG)
1770.  3LYNl=BSLY (TOTP,TOT0,aR_f )
1771. CALL RECUP(N,X9BLYN,ELYNM1,BY)





_ ^ 1775; - lC^**sa^*^a****#*###^*#********#******#*#**#*****o*#*******#***#***




.w-41778 XD=DB LE ( X)
1779. U=4000**N*N
1 7800 AT EX_8.00*X 




s	 ^1T86. 00	 1'_J_ M=2,56921787. RK=RJ+2.0e
M 1786o TRMO_ TRMP* (U-RJ RJ) / ATEX
b	 1789. TRMP=TRMQ*(U-RK*RK)/ATEX
179 0 0 TP= S UMP+RJ1*TRMP/FAC(M +1)
1791. BJ1=-BJI
X17_92. TAO=SUMQ+BJ 1*TRMO/FAC (M )
1793. IF(TQ.EO.C.DO)GQTO	 5
1794. VAL= SUMO /TQ
1795. JF(VAL.GT.GN.AND.VAL.LT .UP)	 GOTO 20









18050 SUBROUTINE	 RECUR (N,X,BSLN,BSLNMI,eSL)
1 8_06. QTNT=2v/X
IS 07. K=N-1




1B1 0. B SLNMI=BSLPt	
-1811. BSLN=BSLNPI




1816 0 FUNCTION B_I(X,N)__'
^1:817. C	 COMPUTES	 THE	 I	 BESSEL FUNCTION ( MODIFIEO) FOR A	 GIVEN ARGUMENT
181 8 0 C	 AND ORDER.
18190 C	 X=ARGUMENT OF	 THE I	 BESSEL FUNCTION
1820. C-	 N=ORDER OF	 THE I BESSEL FUNCTION
(	 J^1821. C	 BI=RESULTANT





_-C_  N.C_ERRO F;L-_IERwD_
1824. C IER=1
	 N IS	 NEGATIVE
1825. _
..._^.^.__.  IcR=^ XrI_5 N-EGA-TINE











_	 1 .8 3^3 . ^_10. IF ( X) _I 6 0 , 	 C ^2 a	 _
18349 15 IF(X)160,17920









1841. C IF ARGUMENT GT	 12 AND GT N, USE ASYMPTOTIC FORM
.2842. C
_-1 84
.=_!- _	 IF(X• 12.)4n,4^.3D
1844. 3C IF(X-FLOAT(N))40,4C9110
1845 . C
~ 1846. C COMPUT FIRST TERM OF SERIES AND SET INITIAL VALUE OF THE SUM
__1§471847. C
1848. 40 XX=X 129
_18.4 9_• -. F A C TN =1_.. Q1850. IF ( N -1) 70, 70, 50
-
1 8 5 1 0 ... _ .__. 50 Do 60 I-2 s ti
1852. FI=I
1853. 60 F ACTN=FAC TN*FI !___
1854. 70 TERM=(XX**N)/FACTN






UP	 TO	 30 TERMS.	 STOPPING WHEN 	 LE	 ABS(SUM OF





._:1861. 00 90 K=11 3 0
1862. IF(ABSITERk)-ABS(BI*TOL))100,1OD980
18639 8o FK=K*(N•K )
1864. TERM=TERM*(XX/FK)
1.865. 90 BI=eI*TERM
1867. C RETU R N BI
	
AS ANSWER18 68. C
___1;8690 10 0 R ETUR N
1,87!1. C
187i. C X GT 12 AND	 X GT N,	 SO USE ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATION
1,872 * C
873. 110 FNT=4*N *N
1874. XX=10/(80*X)
1875 0 TE RN = I
1876. 3Ic1.	 -_
1877. 00	 130 K=193
2878. IF(ASS(TERM)-ASS(TQL*EII)140,140,12G
_.._
1 8 79'--- 12p F K= ( 2*K-1)#*2	 ,.
N'
1
OF POOR QUALITY	 s
	
1880 0





!	 1883.	 BI=BI *E XPIX)/SORT(2 . *PI*XI A.








1888.	 GO TO 100
1890 0__ _	 FUNCTION BJPIX,N)
	
1891.	 C*
r	 18920	 C* CALCULATE THE DERIVATIVE OF THE BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST




F	 1895.	 IFIN*EO*0)EJP=-1.0 *BJIX,N +1)C	














































f	 OF POOP QUALITY
.,S _XX.MDLPRM,X.X.
1GR IA
 12/ 14/83 -18;394 1291
2. SUBROUTINE M. DLP R M(W N MC,VMNPA,ZANN,RMNoRJArWM•NM,SPL,CENTF,ISTYP,











1C. DO	 15	 I=1•NTO9 
110 15 CENTFfI)=CENTF(I)/6.283185
^12 DO	 20 I=19NAM
_ 130	 _ 20  WNMCtI)=WNMC(I)/6*28318s140 WRITE (I OUT, 1)
	 ,NTAPE,NPROON
-_ -_—L• _ W R I T E 11OUT ,  2) tt- 160 READ( L4	 NPROBN I	RMN,
179 DO	 100 I =1. NAM
18. 1CO WRITEfIOUT , 3)	 WNMCtI)•VMNPAII) , ZANN(If
, _ 61RITEf10UT_,4)
20. WRITEIIOUT,S)
>° 210_ 3 0 	 20 0 I= 1, NAM
WRITE(IOUT,6)
	 WNMCIII
230 DO	 IsC J=1,NV
24. 150 WRITE ( IOUT , 71	 J,RMN (I •JI
25_. 2DO CONTINUE a'
¢






29. 00	 I= 1,'NMS_300




33. • _ I_R_	 _	 NS TOR (I) _ Y
34a REACfL9'IR9ERR=111)
	 WM35. WR ITE II OUT,^ 1 (L) I,N TAPE , NSTOR 1 I )
3t. WR	 TE (	 0	 T	 )	 P REFI	 I	 U	 12•
—.._ 37.a = LB AN O M_B_AN_0_D_Q250_J_ zh
38. 250 WRITE(IOUT,12)	 CENTF(J),SPL(J),	 ZMOATA(J,I)
39. _ 00 280 J_1^ NM 1 I 1 I












' 46 o ZPC CONTINUE
479 3C0^CONTINUE
° 46. 00	 35C I=1,NTOB
__
4S. _352.CENT_F1I )_?CENI TF (I_)_#2.28315
-50.
-	
----	 --DO	 36C I=I. NAM
'' 36C.WN;MCIII= WNMC( I)*6.28315
" 526 1 FORMAT(43X, • ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS • , SX,'TAPEg
	 ' , I3	 °	 PROLLEMf!
'	 '53 0 #,I3/43X,.•######*#*##*^*#####•)
54. 2 FORMAT( // 2SX••CAVITY NATURAL FREQUENCIES
	 (HZ)	 GENERALIZED MASS
-
_











_4 F 0 R p A T 1// /_/ / Z-5 X_^__Ql 5 T R .L8 U T I--Q^ O F 4-C.0 U-S1S_C_E ti E R^ Y
590 5 FORMAT(/,2SX, • CAVITY NATURAL FREQUENCIES
	
(HZI9,l0X99VOLUME•,24X,
• RMN ' /Z^X..i '^a?a*t^#****#**# ***** # 	 #*** #* #**9alQX- - 9 ******•	 21 X,
62.  6 FORMAT(35 X, E10.5)
a 630 7 FORMAT(E7X,I3,23x9E1U.5)
64, 8 FORMAT(/////56X,-STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS•9/56X,
66 a 9 F O RMA TI// 4_6XX i • MODAL - ANALYcIs • / 46 X• •	 *###,^^„ #*#t# • )	 _
LL67 * 1C FORMAT(//44X, • #	 SURFACE	 • ,I3, 9 	(SAVED	 ON	 TAPE	 1 ,I3, 1 9 	 SURFACE	 •, ^I
686 A 1 3 9
690 11 FORMA T(///62X,'EXTERNAL	 SPL'/?gX, • FREOUENCY	 (HZ)996X,
7C.^ A•4 08 9P.EF	 • ,E2 0*5 29)*,9X ► 'ZMCATA• /39Xt •************* *1 16X,	 _, 1
Tie
Is
7 2. 12 FORMAT(41X,E10oS9 l2X 	,11*591 2XrE10,95)^
k 73, 13 *BANDFORMAT(//39X,'NATURAL	 FPECUENCY	 IHZ)*,7X,CENTER FREQUENCY,
' 74. 697X,9JOINT ACCEPTANCE•/39X,E10.5,29X,•******* *o ##*•,7X,
760 14 FORMAT(79X,El0tj,7X&i1*5)
77 * NAMT_NANT
78 * 111 RETURN
79. END
















r. ► S XX.CALCjXXX._
412%11OR1A	 /83-•18 :39142,) r
Z. SUBROUTINE	 CALCIANS•ANSSrBN:,BNSS,WNMC,ZANN,VMNPA,RMN,NM,AREA,WM I, s_
y
I±YLLNM t S:PL,RJA^2M^CENTF,NST	 _tN-V. NAM, NS.NMS.NS X^NFStNSMT.L^AN-O—,^,
4 6,MBAND,NTB,NPROBN,BW,ZERO,PREF,VOL ,RO,CO ,PI,L.7,L8,L9,LlO LOUT,




Be C* ANS:	 SPACE
	 AVERAGED, BAND AVERAGED PRESSURE OVER WHOLE





AVERAGED, BAnO AVERAGED PRESSURE
	
OVER EACH u
- 11. C* SUSVOLUME OF THE MULTIPLE CAVITY	 SYSTEM_
12.
_
C* BNS:	 SPACE AVERAGED, BAND AVERAGED PRESSURE OVER WHOLE
130 C* MULTIPLE CAVITY SYSTEM DUE ONLY 	 TO SURFACE ISUR
_34.
C* ENSS: SPACE AVERAGED, BAND AVERAGED PRESSURE OVER EACH t
15• C* SUBVOLUME OF THE MULTIPLE CAVITY SYSTEM DUE ONLY TO ai





*NM ( NMS),AREA ( NS).SPL ( NTOB) , ANSINTOB),ANSS ( NTOB,NV),WM139NSMX),
21+ *CENTFINTOBI,NSTO_RINSI ZMINSMXI 	 ,8NSS(NT089NV),BNSlNT08)
220 DIMENSION RJAfNTOB),SPLTINTOB),ISTYP(NS)
230 _ WRITE (IOUT,9)
F 249 DO	 20 I=19MEAND
X25. ^ANS(I)=Coo






29 . 00	 800 ISUR _1,.NMS__ F-
IE(ISTYPIISUR).EC.0)GOTO	 BCC
a ^.	 31. C #
X32.
_.
FCT=R0**2*CO**4*AREAI ISUR 1**4/VOL* *2 	 ,Z.
33. DO	 ! 0 I_=	 , M BAND x
35. D O ZO J=1 NMS
31. 3C BNSSJI,J)=J.O






















SL'_. ^^ IR = 1 (I SUR - i)*N SMT+M WM±NSMT*NST *fNPR08N-11 )
59. READ ( L71IR) ( VLNM, ( I ),1= 1,NAM )
_ ^&C.Ww, _ ^„IR= INSTOR( ISUR)-^)*NSMT+MWM
61 * REACILIO•IR)RJA






_	 6, tr FAC=VLNMtN„N_1**2/VMNPA(NWN)
67 * CALL	 COEF(A,B•C,D,E,F,GI,H,A1,P1,A2,P2,MWM,NWN)
_	 6E. DO IOC I =L^AN	 MB ANO
a	 69* WI=CENTF(I)-BW*C .NTF1I)
700 W2 =CENT F I I ) + BW*CENTF( I)
T1. SOM=RJA(I)*FAC*FCT*SPL(I)J(2**BW*CENTF(I)I
72,. ANI=SOM*VINTI A ,B,C tD,E * F,G1 ,H A	 P1 ,A2,P2.41,WZ)
73 * ANS ( I)=ANS ( I)`+AN1
74. EN S ( I)=ENS ( I)+ANI
75* C**** CALCULATE	 SABAP OVER EACH SUBVOLUME OF THE SYSTEM
7E * DO KC NVOL=I*NV
770 ANSS I I, NVOL) = A,NSS I I ,NVOL) + ANI*RMN ( NWN,NVOL )




82 * SCO CONTINUE
83 * C***** WRITE	 OUT SABAP DUE TO SURFACE
	 • ISUR • #**a^a*##***a***********-
84._ WRITE (,IOUT L:O )	 ISUR
85. 00	 570 NVOL=I,NV
WRITE ( I OUT, 2)	 NVOL
87. WRITE (IOUT, 3)
	
PP.EF
_	 BE.._ DO. 56C_LIEAND,MEAND
89 *
,
*i L=	 1Q ALOG1C(BNSS(I,NVOL)/PREF**2)
_900 _FO=CENTFII)/2./PI
914 WRITE(IOUT, c) 	FO,VAL
92 *_, 560 CONTINUE
93. 570 CONTINUE
94 * _W R I T E_(_I _0_U T_. 8)





98 * VAL=	 1C*O*ALOGIGIBNS(I)/PPEF**2!
99 * FC=CENTF( I ) /2*JPI
10C:* ; WRITE(IOUT ,S) 	 FO,VAL
1010 TOT=TOT+BNS(I1
P_	 IO- ^.^ 58C CONTINUE103o TOT= 10 * E*ALOG 1 C(TO T/PREF**2





*** SABAP DUE TO ALL THE SURFACES' IN OE. CALCULATE
X1 06* *****	 AND	 MAKE_COPRECTION FOR RERADIATION_C
109. QO 8fl3 N06=1,NTOB
1 10 * 903 SPLT(NOB)= C*0
121. AT=0.0







11?.. IFCISTYP(IS).EC.0) 	 GO TO	 804
!: 114.- AT=AT+AREA(IS)1150 8C4 CONTINUE
116. DO	 806	 IS=I,NMS
1_170 IF(IS'TYP(IS).EQ.3)	 GOTO	 806
- 118 IR=3*NFS + NSTOR (IS )
k 1190 READ((8•IR)SPL
_
lc2D. 00	 E05 N06 = LBANC , MBAN'D
1210 SPL(NOB)=PREF**2*10. #*(SPL(NOB)ilO.)







^.: 126. 2 FORMAT(/i/44X,'VOLUME -	 •,IY/44X,•*##*##****##•)
_ 127. 3 FORMAT(8GX. • PRESSURE'/43X, • CENTER	 FREQUENCY(HZ) • ,2CX. • (De-g  Fic E	 •,
128. AE I1+S,') • /40X, •***##**##*###^#^^x###*#*^* •, aX,
129. A •#####**aa*#**#*#*##* • )_
130. 5 FORMAT448X,E11.5921X•E11.5)
_ 131, 7 FOP,MAT(/,SCX, • OVERALL!,22X, E11._5 )
132. 8 FORMAT (// /44X, 9 SYSTEM	 AVERAGE1144X,9**************v)
9 FORMAT( St/).56X.'PRELIMINARY RESULTS	 OF • /55X t • CL/ SSICAL	 MODAL	 ANAL




1360 10 FORMAT(///44X, • NOISE DUE TO MOTION	 OF SURFACE	 -	 •,I?)
137.  CA L L MOLRES
138. 1111 RETURN
1390 C**********^a****a*****x**********#*#***#*#*#********#********#** 	 -
140. SUCFOUTINE	 COEF(AAZ,BBZ , CCZ,DDZ , EEZ,FFZ , GG2.HHZ , AL.PHAI,PH119
141. *ALPHA 2, PHI 2 MWM,NWN )
142. DOU6LE	 PP.ECISICN	 CAf4,5),GET
1439 COMPLEX	 X, Y
144. AS=WM(1,MWM)
1450 BE=	 ZM(MWM)
146,E E9'=WNMC (NWN )
1479 D8= ZANN(NWN)
- 148. IF(A8.EC.E8)E8=E8+5 •0
149. G=4*A8**_2_*E8**2-2*A8*_*2
ALPHA=-G/2
isle pHI=((4 *A8 **4 -G**2)**0.5) 1Z
1520 X=CMPLX(ALPHA,PHI)
153._ Y=CSQRT (X)_
154. AL PHA 1=RE AL (Y)
-- 155.
__
_ PHII = A IMA G(Y)
._	 --
156. G=49*E8**2*D8**2-2.*E8**Z
1S7. AL PHA= -G/ 2

















CA 1 1 9 3) =ffLOAT (2*Sl**2*S2
172.	 CA ( 1, 4) =DFLOAT (CoQ
1730	 CIA 1 2, 1) =DF L OA T (2*( S 2**2 4 2 *S I*S 2 -4 *A LPHA 2**2*S 1) )
1749	 CAl2,2)=DFLOAT(4*ALPHAI*S2**2) -
175. CA 1 2 9 3) =DF L OA T ( 2* 1 S 1 **2 #2 *S 11 *S2 -4 *A LPHA 1 **2 * S 2 ) )
176. CA ( 2, 4) =DFLOA T (4*ALPHA2*S 1 **2
1770	 CA ( !q 1) =E)FLOAT (2* ( 2*S2+S 1-4 *ALPHA2**2
178. CA1392)=DFLOAT(2*(4*ALPHA1*S2-8*ALPHA1*ALPHA2**2))
179. CA 13, 3) =DFL OA T ( 2* ( 2*S 1+S 2-4 *ALPHAI **2 ) )	 1
1800	 CA(3,4)=DFLOAT(2*(4*ALPHA2*SIL8*ALPHAI**2*ALPHA2))
1816	 CA 1 4, 1) =DFLOAT (2.0)
















	 FUNC T ION 	 V I N T A A -Z-,.ajB7^-CJIZ7 -DO-ZF F Z	 A LP aH KZ-t— AP
19•A L. P H A 2, P H 1 2 , W I , W 2
^^198.	 T E R M I A A Z / 2 A L 0 G ( W 2 * *2 + 2 * A L P H A 1 *W 2 + A L P H A 1 ** 2 4 P H 1-1 21 4 (J-La-Z
1990	 *ALPHA1*AAZ)iPHII)*ATAN( ( w2*ALPHAI)/PHri)-( ( AAZJZ)*ALOG ( Wl**242*
*ALPHA1*WI+ALPHAI**2+PHI)**2)+(IBBZ-,kLPHA1*AAZ)/PHI_L) * LT A NLI W_I-t_





2034	 *ALPHAI + DOZ)/PHII) * ATAN( ( WZ-ALPHA1) / PHrl)- ( ICCZ / 2)*ALOG(Wl**2-2*
201 4	 *ALPHAI * WI+ALPHAI ** 24PHII**2 )+(( CCZ*ALPHA1.#DDZ) i PHIJ) * ATAN((Wl-
205o	 *ALPHA 1) / PH I 1)
,.-,-
2060	 TERM3=(EEZ/2)*ALOG(W2**2*2*A ^P . A2*W 4ALPHA2**2*PHIZ**2)+IfFFZ-
207.	 *ALPHA2 *EEZ)iPH12) * ATANI ( W2+ALPHA2) / PHI2)- ( (EEZ/2)*ALOGIWI**2+2*
2080	 *ALPHA2*WI*ALPHA2**2+PH12**2)41(FFZ-ALPHA2*EEZ)IPH12)*ATAN((Wl+
*A L PHA 2) Y PH I
TERM4=(GGZi2)*ALOG	 ** Z*W, t ZZ-ALPHA2*W2+ALPHA2**2 4 PH12**214((G Z*—
2110	 *ALPHA2 + HHZ)/PH12)*ATAN(fW2-ALPHA2)/PH12) - I(GGZi2) * ALOG(Wl**2-2*










-ZZq. ___P* .!QLPES OUTPUTS THE FINAL RESULTS OF THE REQUESTED MODAL ANALYSIS
221.	 C*
Z2Z S !I 0--Y_R I TE I 1 OU T, 1
2239	 TOT=0*0
224 *	 DO 120 NVOL=19NV
225.	 WRITE(IOUTvZ) NVOL




w! UR- I -Tl—( -1 LQ JUL i -It
228 00	 11C NOBZLBANOWMEAND
229: ANSS( NOB vNVOL ) =ANSS ( NOB9,NVOL) / II*ANL$ ( NOB B)l__---•NVOL) /SPLT(NO
TOT=ANSS ( NOB 9 NVOL ) +TOT
231 VAL=10**ALOGIO(ANSS(NOB NVOLilPR F**21 4










f 24a. WR I TE I I OU 'f,  3)	 PREF
2410 wRITE(IOUT,41
24 2 00	 130 NO8=L3AN0,MBAN0





248. 130 C- 6NffN6t




252. 1 FORMAT(8(/) 9 44X, • SpACE - AVERAGEO , BAND -AVERAGED	 PRESSURE	 SQUARED•/
253. *44 ,X
2549 2'-F0- -R- M -A-T(J//44X, 'VOLUME	 -	 ',13/44X,**************) i
255. 3 FORMAT ( SOX,'PRESSURE' i 43X, • CENTER	 FREQUEN	 IMBOREFE
2.56
257.
258e 4 FORMAT14OX, I ( 	 MODAL	 ANALYSIS)')
2 5 9 F 0 R M A T 1 4 8 x_•. .E Lk .^ 5 _p_ Z I X 
_,.E-I-	 5
250. 7 CX9 I OVERALL • 922X vEl 1.5




FTN 1754 ISANK	 1141 DBANK
i
ORIGINAL Pr-1 -u €
OF POOR QUALI f
,S	 XX•DFCAALC_tXX.
lop	 12/14/83-18:39(24,)
SUBROUTINE	 DFCALC(ANS ,ANSS , WNMC , ZANN , VMNPA,RMN , NM,AREA,WM , WF,WI,
3. _	 tVLNM,SPL,RJA,ZMNTFtNSTOR,NV,NSMT,NAM^N5.NM5tNSMX.NFS.ISTYP,
4'.^ ENWS, 'VTOE , NPROBN , ZE'O,PREF , VOL,RO^CO , PI,NSToL7 , LSPL9 , L1O,IOUT,BW•
5. 6 T B N D)
--- 6. C*
71 C*	 ANS:




9'. C*	 ANSS:	 SPACE AVERAGED PRESSURE OVER EACH SUp_VnUM;OF THE MULTIPLE
IQ. C*	 CAVITY SYSTEM
12. C*
12. C*
130 DIMENSION WNMC(NAM),ZANN(NAM) t_V MNPA (NAM ),RMNI NA M^NV )LVLNM(NAMIl^_
140 *NM(NMS),AREA(NS),SPL(NTOB),ANSINWS),ANSS(NWS,NV)9WM139NSMX),
*CENTF( NTOE
 ) , NSTORINS)	 ZM(NSMXItISTYPINS)
The DIMENSION RJAINTOB),TBNO(NWS)
17. WF=2.*PI*WF




210 00 20 I=1,NW5
22. ANS(I)=O.D
23. QO 2g_J =1, NMs
249 2C	 ANSS(I,J)=C.O
25'. DO 24 h ,1 NWS_
26. DO	 22 NOB=I,NTOB
27. WL=CENTF(N0B)*(l-9W)
28. WH=CENTFI NI CE ) *11+BW
[	 _^	 29_._ _ ^TS=WI±I#DW
3G. 22	 I=(TS.GT.WL.ANO.TS.LT .WH)GOTO	 23
23 TB ND ( I) =NOE *I *
C	 320 24 CONTINUE
33. - DO 800 ISUR_2__iNMS
34. IF(ISTYP(ISUR).EQ•D)GOTO	 80C
_ 3 5 . F C T=RO**2*CO**4*AREA ( IS Up i**4IVOL**2 /2
36. IR_NSTOR(ISUR)
376 READIL9•IR)WM





410 READiL8 9 IP)	 SPL




_	 450 W RITE(6,*)WM
4E. WRITE ( 69*)WNMC
47. WRITE(6,*)ZANN
46 DO	 500 MWM=I,NM(ISUP.)












58. _ 00:	 100	 I =1_,,Nys
_ - 590
NOB=INT ( T2N0(I ))
_ 600 _ SOM_=RJA(NOB) *FCT*FAC * SPL(NQE )/( 2#BW*CENTF(NOBII
61. AN I = SOM*VO ( WM(1,MWMI,WNMC(NWNI,ZM(MWMI,ZANN I NWNI,I,DWI
62. ANSI)=ANS(I)+AN1
-	 630 C**** CALCULATE
	 cABAP OVER EACH SUBVOLUME OF THE SYSTEM
64. DO	 50 NVOL=I,NV
65. ANSS ( I,NVOL) = ANSS ( I,NVOL) + AN1*RMNINWN,NVOL)
66. 5 0 CONTINUE
^67. 1CC CONTINUE
6 8 * 2E0 CONT I NU E
699^ ^500 CONTINUE
70 . 9_ C**** MAKE CORRECTION FOR RERADIATION THROUGH THE SURFACE A_UQ_r.
.
ONV^g
71. C**** INTO PRESSURE
7 2* DO	 540 K= 1 9NWS
73s NOB =INT(TEND(K ))
^74 * AN' S(K)=ANSIK) / I1+ANS ( K)/SPL(NOB))
75 * DO	 53-0 NVOL=I,NV





8 C. 8 C C C ONTINUE_
81, C***** WRITE OUT SABAP DUE TO ALL THE SURFACES * **** #*#** ****+a***^a**r
*_82 00_570	 =1 ^V__NVOL






-- - —85. D0	 55C
	
I=1,N'.IS
86 * VAL=	 10**ALOGIG(ANSS(I,NVOL)/PREF**')
8T. F0= ( I*DW+WI ) i?./PI
88. WRITE ( IOUT , 5)	 FO,VAL
89. 56 L' CONTINUE
900 57C C ONTINUE
9I0 WRITE ( IOUT,E)
92.
—
WR' ITE(IOUT 93) 	PREF
93. TOT=0*0
94 —_ 00	 580	 I= 1_f.NWS
95. VAL=	 10**ALOG10(ANS(I)/PREF**2)




_.	 9E! .____ _—_ __T 0 T= T 0 T+ A N S (I) 	 —
99 * SFC CONTINUE
100.
--
TOT	 .10.0*ALOGLO (T0T PREF**2 )
101. NPITE ( IOUT ,7) 	 TOT
102. C****
103. 2 FORMA T( ///44X, 'VOLUME	 -	 ',I3/44X 9 •************• )
_	 1 04. -- 3 FORMAT(60X, • PRE SS URE • /4 3X, •	 FREQUENCY	 ( HZ) • ,1CX,'( EB,REFC	 •,
105. AE 1 D.S, •) `/40X,' *^x*#********x******^x****** •, 8X,




8 FORMAT(///44X 9 9 SYSTEM^AVERAGE'/44X 9 9 ************** • )	 f
1100	 9 FORMAT( 81l1 .56X , • PRELIMINARY RES ULTS O F • /55 X , • C LAS S IC AL MODAL AN AL
11I.	 AYSIS•/44X,•SPACE-AVERAGEDq PRESSURE SQUARED•/44X,

























j	 53.	 00 1500 K=1.2
	
54.	 00 1000 NOB=MBAND-2,IHBANO	 r,a








1CF 1A	 /1412 93-18;39(47,)
20 SUBROUTINE
	
HFREQ ( RJA,SPL,CENTF,AREA , AREAO,MD,ZMDATA
30 *,MASSUR,RJA. RV.ZNDATA . jOTYF^	 MOV ,ISy.
49 *C, NV, NV I , IHEAN O,NTOB , NS ,NOO ,NMS ,MNS S , BW ,NFS ,A NS S,
5. * EX,MBAND , WMH,NSDAT , NSTOA , IsEAO	 PF , NFV.NSEAC,NPFC . NPRO$_N L"P-
E. *L2,L8,L13,L14)
71 C #*** ***#*#*#**##*##**## *#*##*#*#**#***#*#**#**##* *##*** #k*# *^k#****####,





11.  E,ZMOATA( NMS,NT08 	RJARV ( NS.NT0B) , ZN0ATA ( NT09,JS)
12. E,EX ( NPFC,NMS)
13, DIMENSION	 MO(NMS , NTOB) , IOTYP ( NOO),AREAO ( NOO),ISEAO ( NMS),IPF ( NMS)i_
14. *MASSUR(MNSS,NMS),IGEMOV(2,NS),ISV(NS),MOP(4)
159 *, ANSS(NTOBoNV)tWMHINSEA Ct-N TOB),NSDAT(NMSIiNSTOR(NMS)
1E. DOUBLE PRECISION C(NV,NVI),CET
17. CHARACTER*10 CHR
Is. LAST=MBAND	 .
1 90 LASTI=MBAND- 2




	 LOAD	 STRUCTURAL LOSS FACTOR FOR	 EACH SURFACE
24. 00 20 IS=I,NMS
25._-^ _	 IR_2 * NFS+NeTOR (IS)
24. READ(L8•IR)(ZMDATA(IS,J),J_I,NTOB)
^27.  20 CONTINUE
289 C**********	 LOAD REFERENCE SPL ** #**#**#***a*#*#*********#**
29. 00	 30 IS =_I,NMS
30. IR_	 3*NFS + 	 NSTOR(IS)
31%_--_____	 READ( LVIP_. )(SPL(IS , JI,JTIvNT08)	 -
32o 00	 330 J=I,NTOB
_- X33. 5 f^L(IS, J)=PREFr*2*1C.**( SPLtI S,J)/1t7.)
340 30 CONTINUE
35-. C******** ZERO JOINT ACCEPTANCE ARRAYS *#*#*##***#*#**#*#r^***
3E. DO	 50 I=1,NS
-	 3 7. DO 50_J= 1, NTOB
38. RJA(I,J)=0.0











489 D0' 2300 I5=1,NMS
_	 499 ^_	 IF(TSEAO(IS)oEC@ O)GOTO 2000_
50. IF!(NSDAT(IS),NE.Q) 	 GOTO	 20CD
51. IR'=NS TOR (IS )
526
-	













60.  1.000 CONTINUE
61a IF(IPF1IS).EC,11	 GOTO	 2000
_	 62. _15C0_ CONTINUE
63.^ 2000 CONTINUE
_	
64. C**** STORE CALCULATED DATA ON TAPE
65. 00 2050 IS=I,NMS
_ 6.E. IF(ISEAOtIS).EQ.0)GOTO
	 2050
67. IF (NSOATIIS).NE.0)GOTO 2050
68 . I_R=NS_TOR (I S )
699 WRITE ( L149IR) ( RJAI ISrJl , J=1,NTOB)
706 IR=NFS+NSTORiIS)
7!. 41RITE tL 14
	
IR! l
 R J A R V l IS,J),J=1,NT08 )
72_. 2050 CONTINUE
73. C**** LOAD PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED RJA,RJARV
74. 00	 2100	 IS=1,NM.S
759 IF(ISEAO(IS).EC.0)GOTO	 2100





8	 . READ( L14'IR ) (R.JARV(IS , J), J=1,NTOB)
el. 2100 CONTINUE
820 C**** ASSIGN JOINT ACCEPTANCE TO EACH SUBSURFACE
	 IN DIRECT PROPORTION





85. IF(ISEAO(IS ).f Q.0)G0T0	 4000
DO	 3000 I=1,MNSS
87. ISUR=MASSUR(I,IS)
98. IF ( ISUR.E01IS ) GOTO
	 4000
89. 00	 2500 NCB=MBAND,IHBAND




930 4000 CONTINUE	 i
_	 9q. 1111 RETURN
950 C#**####a#************#****#*******###^a#*#####**##########*###*#*##*##^
960 C********* HIGH FREQUENCY CALCULATIONS *#####*#*#####
97. C*##*#**************##*##*#*###*##*¢#*#*#*#*#*#**##*#**#**#
980 SUBROUTINE HFCAL
990 00 5000 NOB=MBAND,IHBAND
1000 MD L = 0
1010 DO	 25 IS=I,NMS
1020 25 IF(MO ( IS,NOB) . GT.0)MDL =MD ( IS,NOB)_
1030 IF(MOL.EQ90)GOT0 5000
1	 _	 104. DO	 50 I =1,NV
105. DO	 50 J=1,NV1
106. 50 C ( I,J)=O.DQ
107. C************* FILL THE
	 C	 MATRIX *s*#*****#*#*# *










OF, POOR QUALITY	 s
- _, C,* ** THE STRU_TURAL 41A(,j S AOJACF TQ THE VQLU ME.
1140 IF (MOP( 3) * EC.1 )GOTO	 100
115. - 00	 100 2S=I,NMS
116. IF(ISEAO(IS)*EC*O)GOTO	 100
117 * 00 90 I=_1,MNSS
118. IcUR-yASSURR(I,IS!
119. IF ( ISUR . EC*G)	 GO- TO	 100 -
12 - IF(ISVIISURI*NE.NVOL) 	 GO	 TO	 90
121 * C t NVOL, NVOL )= 	 C (NVOL,NVOL) 	 + OFLOAT (COT (IS, LSUR,NOB) )
222. 90 CONTINUE
1230 -._ - G0_---._.1 CONTINUE
124 * C**** CALCULATE THE	 POWER TRANSFERRED OUT OF THE SUBVOLUME THROUGH
125 * C**** TH E O PENIN GS
-- 126 *
_	
- ^00 200 ISUR=19N00
127.___ -_ IF(IGEMOV(ILI^UR).EO.NVOL;.OR.^IGEMOV^2,ISUR)*-.Q+NV_Ol IGtNVOS^NVOI)=
128 * *C(NVOL,NVOL)	 +OFLOATtCVT1ISUR,NOB)1
129 * 20Q CONTINUE








IF ( ISEAOI I SUR ) * EG * 01GOTO	 300
135. IF(ISV(IS_UR) * NE*NVOL)	 GO	 TO	 300
CINVOL,NVOL)=	 C(NVOL,NVOL)	 +	 DFLOATICBS(ISUR,NOB))
137 * 3CC CONTINUE
138 * C**** CALCULATE	 THE	 POWER TRANSFERRED INTO THE SUBVOLUME FROM OTHER
139_ * C**** SUBVOLUMES
00 5 00 IV0L=1,NV
141. DO 400	 ISUR=I,NOO
142. IFIIGEMOV ( 1,ISUP,) . EG.NVOL . ANO.IGEMOVI2 , ISURI.EO.IVOL)GO	 TO	 350
143 * _ ISUP ) * EO. NVOL . AND tkGEMO V1i, iSUFi1.E p.IVO LlGO TO	 350IFIIGEMOV ( &,	
_




14.5. -	 350 C _t NVOL, , IVOL 1=_C(NVOL,IVOL) - CFLOATICVT(ISUR,NOF)I_
146 * 4GC CONTINUE
147 * 500 CONTINUE
148. 1000 CONTINUE
14 y9._ C **** CALCULATE T HE	 POWER TRANS FERR ED IN TO THE _SUBVO LUME THROUGH TH E
-
—15D. ^C**** STRUCTURAL WALLS ADJACENT TO THAT SUBVOLUME
_1510 00	 1100 I=1,NV
152 *- 1100 C(1901)=0*0




155, D O 2.7op NVOL= I., NV
15'b0 DO- 1500	 IS=I,NMS
1579- -IF(ISEAO(IS).EC.0)GOTO	 1500
1589 DO	 1400 I=1,MN SS
159* IS UP = MASSUR ( I,IS)_
16R• IF(ISUR.EG.C)	 GO	 TO	 1500
16 1 * IF(ISV(ISUR)*NE*NVOL)	 GO TO	 15 00
162 *
_
CINVOL	 NVI)= C ( NVOL,NV1) + DFL.OAT(SPL ( IS,NOE)1* OFLOA-T(WIN ( IS,ISUR,







164--. - 1.400 CONTINUE























1726	 _	 WRIT E ( 6 9#) 1J .DU*DLO G10 (C11 ,NV1) / OFLOAT(PREF)**2_) 	 t'
	
173.	 30 2100 i=1,NV	 f,
C _( I• NV1 ) = 10.DO *DLOG101C ( I,NVIf / DFLOAT ( PREF )**2)___	 -t
	
175.	 2200 ANSS ( NO8 9 I) REAL ( C(I,NV1))
	





u	 8- 0 0	 FUNCTION WINI IS , ISUR•NOB')
	
1810	 C*













__.._._.188.	 PHI=0.5*(4.0#A -r,**2l* *0.5
	
1890	 WR=CENTF (NOE-J )
	
190 4 	 AL = -G / 2 . 0	 f
	
1910	 CALL VINTE (VIN,NOB,AL,PHI,B,WR )
192. 1 0 RN=RN+ 2.* VIN * RJA(ISUR , NOB-J) *RJARV(ISUR , NOB-J) * MD(IS , NOB-J)	 ^-.	 l
193. WIN=(RO*AREA#ISUR)**4/490/PI/CO)*	 E





197.	 WRITE ( 6,*)IS,ISUR,NOB,MD ( IS9NOB) , RN,WIN







202a	 C * CALCUAATE THE P OWE R FLOW OUT OF THE SUBVOLUMES THROUGH THE WALLS
	203.	 C*
	
204 0 	COT=PI*A REA ( I SUR)**2*MD(IS,NOB)*R JARV(ISUR,NOB)
a p	 X205.	 WRITE ( 69*)IS,ISUR,NOB,MD ( IS,N08),COT
206 .. R ETU RN

















219. ^^	 FUNCTION CCND(O,WVN,ISUR)
	
22 0_0	 CM= D *WVN
	
221.	 IF(IOTYP(ISUR).EC.1) GO TO 10
l	








(!	 ORIGINAL PACE; E
OF POOR OUALI v
22 7 . IF( s M.. T. . 4 i^sSl^^rLLs`^z.46y4J_XX=1^^25-:u22:t*CM
228. IF(CM9GE*S*4644) 	 XX=4*/PI/CM
229 * C_O ND= /ITH A**2*+XX** 2* )_THA
230. RETURN
23 -1. . _	 1C	 IF(CM.LE * C'`367)	 T HA= CM **2 */1 6*0
232. IF(CM.GT*0* *8367*AND.CM.LE.5.3165) 	 THA=	 091652*	 CM-G*1112




_- 2, IF_(_CM*LE2.12 1) XX=CM *8_/9.,/^I;_,35•-
^ 36. IF(CM.GT.?*121.AND.CM*LEo4.2)	 XX_09E
Y _237_.   1F(CM.GT.4.2.A ND._CM.LT.4..6C-2) XX= Q.9746 •0_1`6 M
238. ^IFI^M.GE.6.ln2) XX=-800iPi/CM




VINTE ( VIN,NOB , ALPHAI,PHIl,G,WR)
243* COMPLEX X,Y
-	
244 * Wl=CENTFINOB)*(1 -8W) 	 -
245 * W2=CENTF(NOB)#(1+BW)
246 . X=CMPLX I ALPH A I ,PHI 1
247. Y=CSORtI X_)
2480 ALPHA j_REAL(Yl
24 9 * PHIL=AIMAG(Y)
2SC. AAZ=IG-WR**4/(ALPHAI * *2+PHI1**2))/14*ALPHAI)
^25^1, BBZ=-WR* *412/ ( ALPHA 1**Z+PHI1**2 )-
252 * CCZ=-AAZ
2539
254. TERMI =( AAZ/2I*AL0G ( W2#*2+2*ALPHAI#W2+ALPHAI**2+PHI1**2)+((BBZ- ±.
_255!_._._.____ #ALPt! AI	 AAZ) / PH I 1 )* ATAN(( W2 +ALPH Al ) / PHI1_)- I(AAZ/2 ) *A LOG IWl**2+2* r.	 a
2560 #ALPHA 1 *W I +ALPHAI*#2+PHI 1#*2 )+ (( BBZ-ALPHAI*A AZ) / PHI1)*A TAN((W1+
257. *ALPHAI)/PHIL))
258. TERM2=(CCZ/2)*ALOG(W2**2-2*ALPHAI*W2+ALPHA!**C+ PHI 1**2)44(CCZ* F	 '
*ALPHAI+DD_Z_)/PHIL))*ATAN1(W2-ALPHA2) / PHI1)-((CCZi2)*ALOG(Wl**2-2*
25C. *ALPHAI*Wl+ALPHAI**2+PHI1**2)+({CCz*ALPHAI+OOZ)/PHI1)*ATANIIWl-
26 i . *ALPHA I) / PH I
 1)) f
262. VIN=TERMI+TERM2+(W2-Wl)
.._-_2E3 *  VIN =VIN*2,
264 * RETURN --
265._ C**#**********#######*#*##*#**##**#******#***#*#***#********
26E. SUBROUTINE MOEN Y
26 7 * C$
268. C*	 CALCULATE 'THE MODAL DENSITY OF THE SEA SURFACE
_269. _DO	 100 0 IS=1,NM5
270* IF(ISEA0(IS)*EO*1)G0T0 	 1000
2 7 1. IF(NSDAT(IS).NE.0)GOTO	 10C+G
272. IR=NSTORIIS)
READ (L13•IR)WMH
2740 GOTO( 10,20 , 30),ISEAO(IS )
2750 C****	 SURFACE	 TYPE p1. EQUIVALENT ORTHOTROPIC PANEL_SEA `l
_ w 2769 C*	 SUMS ALL MODES WITHIN EACH BAND AND CALCULATES AND AVERAGE
277 * C*	 M AND
	
N INDEX FOR THE BANG +
X278.  10 CONTINUE	 -	 --	
_
279. LASTI=MBANO-2
28D. FAC= (WMH(l, 1)*WMH11,2))**0*5
281 * XL =WMH(1.7)
p ORIGINAL PAGE FS
OF POOR QUALITY
284.r FACY=t MH(1 2^/FAS)**^+_*5
285, FACXY=(WMH(1,1)*WMH(1,4)+WMH(192)* WMH(1 9 5) +WMH(193)112•G i
286. IF(WMH1191).EO.WMH(19Z)) 	 FACXY=FAC
FAC1= (FAC/WMH( 1,6)) **0.5*PI**7




292_., MT=QR 293.9 NT=O i
2949 C#THIS LOOP IS NOT INTENDED TO E .E COMPLETED. THE LOOP IS CUT SHORT
2959 C*	 WHEN ALL MODES IN THE BAND HAVE BEEN CALCULATED.
296_0 DO	 17 M=1,5000
297. 00	 16 N=1,5000
2980 (FACX*(M/XL)*?*2+FACY*(N/YL)**2)**2+2.*(M/XL)**2*(NIYLI**2_YAL=
2999 C *(FACXY/FAC-1)x 3009 VAL=SQRT(VAL)
}








3,09. IF (N.GT.1 )GOTO	 17 jl
31C. GOTO_le
3:11. 17 CONTINUE







316 . IF (( -1.I * 	 IWMH(2,NOB)+WMH(3,NOB)).LT_0,)WMH(2,NOB^)=WMH(29NOB1 +1
3i7. c*	 THE ABOVE STAEMEN^T	 PREVENTS THE M,N INDEXES FROM HAVING




__322 . _ WRITE(L139IR)WMH
323, GOTO 1000
324. C**** SEA	 SURFACE	 TYPE 42. CYLINDERICAL SHELL C^_ 999__9... __
325. 2C CONTINUE
_326. WR= WMH ( 1,6)/WMH(1 ,1) 
_	 _.
3270 FAC=2.*3#*.5*WMN(1,2)/WMH(193)






WH=CENTF ( NOB) / WR
331.^ IF(WM*LT.0.e5)MD(IS,NOBI=FAC*09173*WH**0.5*DW**S
332. IF(WH.GT.0.85.AND.WHeLT.1.15)	 MD(lS,NOB)=FAC*0 . 8*DW+,S
333. IF (WH.GT.1.15)MD(IS,NOB)=FAC*0 *25*DW+.S b
334 0 29 CON TINU E
335. ~^GOTO 1000
_336._ C**** SEA	 SURFACE	 TYPE	 43.	 DATA
337. 30 CONTINUE	 _
338. DO	 39 NOB = MEAN0 -2,NT08
339. 39 MD (IS,NOB) _WMH (3,NOB)*CENTF (NOB)*BW,*2.0







343. 	 _0. 0	 1050	 IS= l' NM S 	 i
`	 344•	 IFtNSOATlIS ).NE.0)GOTO 	1050 	 a'
3 45•	 IR= 2 *NFS+NSTOR (IS)
34E. __--	 WRITE ( L141IR) ( MD(IS , I),I=I,NTOB)
348•	 DO	 1075	 IS=I,NMS
349•	 IF(MSDAT(IS).EG.o)GOTO	 1075	 -
350•	 IR=2*NFS+NSTOR ds)	 _	 1
351-. 
	 _	
READ(L14!I_R)(MC ( IS.,I) LI:_1tNTO8)
-- 352.	 1075 CONTINUE
_	 353•	 111_1	 RETURN
C*****a*^a^a*a***************a**+*##a*****a************aa*^a***a
	 b
___;_ 355-C^*.#^ *** *** ** * ^ ********* *z^******^***^** *_ *#*********** ***^*a#* ********	 _	 w.




358.	 C* CALCUALTE	 THE JOINT ACCEPTANCE BY EMPHIRICAL OR SEMI-EMPHIRICAL
359.	 C*	ATZONS
360.	 C*	 RAD=SOLUTION
F..	 ^^` 	 15=_SURFACE	 NUMBER
362.	 C*	 NOB=BAND	 OF	 INTEREST	 :	 3
U=' 163. 	 NOB_ 1 =CONTRIB UTO RY_ BAND
364•	 C* ___	 K=EXTERNAL (K=1)OR REVEREERANT	 (K=2)	 PRESSURE FIELD
365.	 C*	 y t
366.	 C**** 	 BRANCH TO	 SECTION FOR PRESSURE FIELD TYPE	 ^yt	 367.	 IF(K.EQ.2)	 GOTO	 100	 _	 -
36E.	 GOTO
	
l.1DD•2C0.3DG),IPF(IS) 	 _	 .
369.	 C***************************a***** **** #**.# ********** *** *^a* 	;.	 r
370.	 C****	 PRESSURE FIELD	 TYPE	 111.	 REVERBERANT	 FIELD
r	 371.	 100	 CONTINUE	 _I
372'.	 GOTO(llC,120, 13D),I SEAO (IS )u	
373.	 AC********
	















1	 AREA	 ISRAO=•(	 )/K	 _	 _ VJP*VJJ*4 „Q /WMH	_ 
r	 384. 	 WRITE(6,#)IS,N0B•M9N,RAD 	 ^_	 n
395_.	 GOTO	 1111
386.	 C******** SEA	 SURFACE TYPE 42.	 CYLINDERICAL SHELL
387.	 1,2ir CO NTINU E
388.




G,	 390.	 -RAD=BX*(PI/(2.Q#R0 *CO *(CENTF(NO8)/CO)**2*AREA(ISI**2))
391.	 E *R_0_*CO*_AREA! I_S) *(CENTF (NOB)/WMH(1,51)**0.5/( W_MH(1, 4) /4. )
#!	 X342.	 WRITE(E, #)IS,NOB,RAD	
-F
393.	 _ GOTO	 1111





.,....,._ 3 9 B .	 13.Q_GQN T_I.L^S1.E 	._..
3999 RAO=WMH( 2,NOB) s,
401. C*****#*#******##***#*#*#******#*******#*************************.
q 402. C**** PRA	 S ,S.URE FIEL D TYPjE_CZ t AE RODYNAMIC TUR ULEN E E
4739 200 CONTINUE
q 4040 GOTO(210,220,23C)*ISEAOIIS) !





408.•_ -".— AY=E X_(
409. B X=WMH 1 l s 7) *CENTF ( NOB )/P Ii CO
410.­ BY=WMH( I,_E) *GENTF(NOB1/PI /CO
 411. M=NINT(WMH(29NOBI))
412.; MP=M_43.
N=NINT(WMH ( 3,NOB1)) t
4 14 0 NP=N r
415. CALL
	
ATJA( VJP,AX,8X ,M,MP ,pI)
416• CALL	 A TJAIVJQ ,AY,8Y,N,NP, PI )
4179 RAD=VJP*VJQ*4,GIWMH(1,6)%AREA(IS)
415. GOTO	 1211
419. = C*******	 SEA	 SURFACE TYPE 42. CYLINDERICAL SHELL
_420 ,. T I N U E
4210 GOTO 120







42_4. R A D =WMH( 1 ,NOB)
425 • GOTO	 1111
426._ _C#,***_*#*# *# ##_##^a##*#**##****^x#_##*** #*# a *#****####* * #**^a****^a*a#
427. C****	 PRESSURE FIELD TYPE
	
#39 RANDOM PROGRESSIVE WAVE }




TYPE	 trio	 EQUIVALENT RETANGULAR PANEL 6
X431• 310 CONTINUE
432• BX=WMH(l,7)*CENTF(NOB)/PI/CO }






4 3 8• CALL	 PWJA(VJP,BX , M,MP, P I) }'}
439. CALL	 PWJA(VJQ,BY,N,NP,PI) I
44CO RAO=VJP*VJC*4.0/WMH1196)IAREAIIS)
4410- GOTO	 1111 +!
4429 C*****#* SEASURFACE TYPE 92. CYLINOERICAL SHELL
	 _ {
443. 32'C CONTINUE
444 * GOTO	 120
















456 * 	 C*	 WAVE ACOUSTIC FIELD JOINT ACCEPTANCE
	
457 * 	 VJPZ300
	
4589	 IF((—I)**(J+K)*LT*C) GOTO 1111
	





463._ __C* SPECIAL ROUTINE FOR THE ANALYTIC CALCULATION OF PROGRESS-TWE
	
464.	 C * WAVE FIELQ JOINT ACCEPTANCE WITH SIN*SIN MODE SHAPE
	








4690	 IF(J,EQ*K) GO TO 10
	







473 * 	 **2— 4
	 *2)**2-' FL O 	-A L*4_1*	 (AT((K**2	 *2))ilK**Z*J**2))**2)
	
474 * 	 BJK=2 o* IJ**2+K**2)**2/(Pj**2*J**3*K**3*DJ* DK)*AL*81* * 2*((AL **2-1)-.
	
475 9	 **B 1**2+
	
06 9	 VJP=AJK*(1-1-1)**J*EXP(-PI*AL*B)*COSIPI*B))+BJK*(I-!)**J*EX-P(--Pi*














































4989	 G=OPI*DBLE ( (B+K )
	
4 99 a	 H4-'OPI*DBLE ( (B-K ) )
	








504 *	 2C0 CONTINUE
	





















517 * DO	 10 N=0940
518. P R = 0 F L 0 A T ( 2 * N + 1
5190 Fc=FC*DFLOATt(2*N)*(2*N41))
520s IF(FC .EC .L'.0O0)FC=1*On0
AI=DFLOAT((-I)**N)*X**PRiPRYFC
5229 A = A 4 A 1
IF(ABSlA1) * LE * 1 * 00-5 	 f	 GO	 TO	 20
524o 10 CONTINUE





51 28 o 25 SI=PI12*0
RETURN
FUNCTION	 CIN(X)
531e DOUBLE	 PRECISION XoAtAlgFCtPR
5320 IF(REAL(X)oGT,30e)GOTO	 25
3 A=113  a OD0
534 F C = 1	 0
5359 00	 15 N=1,4C
536. PP=DFtOAT(2*N)
5379 F C = F C * 0 F L 0 A T I ( 2 *N - 1)	 2 *N
538 0 Al=[)FLOAT((-l)*(-I)**N)*X**PRiPR/FC
5390 A=A4Al





545. ^_- 25 CIN=0o5772157+AL0GlREAL(X))
546._ RETURN
547. ENO







	 _x x SE A P R M
-V-x!- —
-	 I	 I
I i0i R I A	 12/14/83-18: ^ 39(14,)
le SUBROUTINE
	
SEAPRM ( RJAvRJARV M D,ZMOATA,CENTF , SPL
2. tMBAND,IHBAND , NTOB , NMS,NTAPE , NSTOR , ZNDATA,ICUT , NS,ISEAOI
3 DIMENSION	 RJA(NS,NTOB) * RJARV ( NS	 NTOB),
4s I.MD(NMS#NTOB19ZMDATA (NMS ,NTOB)vCENTF(NTOO),
ESPL(NMSp	 TCB)rNSTOR(NMS).ZNDATA(NTOSeNS),ISEAO(NMS)
E. FACz6o283185
70 WRI TE ! I OUT, 15
e ISO=o
90 DO	 400 I=ltNMS
109 IS=NSTOP(I)
110 IF ( ISsEO e ISO )WRITE ( IOUT,21 ) 1,1-1
120 IF ( IS*EQ *ISO)GOTO	 400
130 IF ( ISEAO ( I)*EQ*O)	 GOTO	 40C
149 WRITE ( IoUT916)	 IqNTAPE q NSTORfI)
is * WRITE(IOUT917) ^^
Ifle ISO = NSTOR(I)
170 DO	 350 J=MEANDIIHBAND
180 FQ=CENTF(J)/FAC
19 * WRITE ( IOUTj-?J-LQ-.SPLII,J),RJAI IOJ ) l RJARVII,J)
20a 350 CONTINUE
Ti	 21. WRITE Q OUTo 19)
22, 00	 375 NOB=MBAN09THSAND
23s FO=CENTF(NOB)/FAC




-28. 16 •---SU--R"F-A-'C--E- (SAVED
	
ON TAPE
	 1 ,13, • ,	 SURFACEF 0 R MA T fi7 i^ i^i , 9 *	 ' , I 3,•  
29, A 1 3 ,
3C *
	 v 17 FORMATf//15X, • FREQUENCY	 (HZ)	 SPL•,12X,*JA•,10X,•JAREV•/
31.
32. 18 FORMAT(17X,EI0*5,4X,E10*5,4xtE10,5,4X,EI0*5)
339 19 FORMATI//15Xp • FREQUENCY	 (HZ) • ,10X t •	 MD	 • vioxg • z	 DATA',
34 * EICX,'ZNDATA'/I5X9'***************O,SX,
360 20 FORMAT(I5X,E10o5t1CX9T5,IDX,E10.591OX,EIO.5)
379 21 FORMAT15X , I CATA FOR	 SURFACE
	









P !cRlA	 12/14/83- 18:39(5#)
_.,- _ ^ 1•.;____—^^_ SUBROUTINE	 S A R^$Irl31Q L.NV.PREF.NTOB.MBANI1 l IHBAND.ANES,CENTF. ;+
^+ 2. EIOUTI
A 4 * C * ^+
5. C*_
E. C*	 SEARES	 OUTPUTS	 THE FINAL RESULTS
	
OF THE REQUESTED SEA ANALYSIS
' Be DIMENSION	 ANSS (NTOB,NV),CENTF(NTOB)
_	
94 _ FAC=6.283185
10.100 WRITE (IOUT.1) ^a
k 11. 30	 120 NVOL=1#NV
12. TOT=0.0
1 ,30 NRITEtIOUT,2)	 NVOL
14. WRITEIIOUT93)	 PREF tl











2'_1. 120 CONTINUE a--
22. C#******a**#*#*#****###**#¢#*###*#*#**####**####*#####*###**##***##*a^x
2y3, 1 FORMAT( 8(/),44X,'SPACE— AVERAGEO,BAND-AVERAGED PRESSURE	 SQUARED'/
_a	 25._ _2_FORMATI ///44X#•VOLUME	 —	 ##I3/44X.•************•)
26. 3 FORMAT(80X,'PRESSURE • /43X, • CENTER	 FREQUENCY	 (H2) • ,1RX # 9 (O8,REF6	 •,
27. AE 11_.5 #') • / 4CX, • ##*#**####*****#*******•.9X
290 5 FORMA T(48X,EII05921X9 Ell o51
y 30. 7 FORMATI/95CX,•OVERALL•,22X,E11.5)
31. C****
320 1111 RETURN
4 33. E)d 0
d
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,5	 XX.ALLOC,,L X_X s
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k	 —	 4,	 ISZ= MCORF$(ISZ)—LOC(X)
_	 5.	 RETURN
	
60	 ENTRY IALLOC ( IXAISZ)
T.,,— 	—IS 2 =MCO FF!III52)-LOC( X)
8. RETURN
9. ENTRY IF R E E ( MARK, I L )
	
IC.	 CALL LCORF$(IL+LOC(MARK))
	_ I 1.	 IL=O
	120	 RETURN	 ^^
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15. LUBL = PR EC ISION_
16, COMMON / STRG2S / INUMp , ISVDA ( 40),ISVDX (40)
170 IX=IDIM*2+LOCID)18
DO	 10 I=1,INUMD
190 IF( ISVOXII ) . EQ.IX)	 THEN
200 CALL	 LCORF 3 (I S VDA I I) )
210 10 I M= D
22 0 INUMD=INUMD-1
4 .	 23 0 I F ( I . E Q •I_N UMD + 1)R E_TUR N
24 . IF( I NUMD .E C ,O )RETURN 
_	
250_-- —I 'SV0A CI I = ISV0A-(INUMD41
26. 1SVDXtI)=ISVDX(INUM0+1
27 R TURN
M	 28_•	 END IF
29. 10 CONTINUE	
A 7
30. STOP • OFREE NO -FIND •	I
	
q 31 0 	ENDa x
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9.
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lE.	 00	 10	 I =;,NAM	 t
1E.	 1C	 CZANN(l)=(C.0,0.0)	 F
17.	 DO	 ,r0 ISUR=TINS
Be1 	 IF(ISV(ISUR)*EC*%)G0T05^
19, 	 40 N OB=LBANC,MBANO
209	 -ZA=CMPLX(ZNCATA( i 's UR9N08),ZNOItISUR,N0B)!
219_	 00_40 I=1 t N AM
21.	 CZANN(I)=CN(ISUR,I)*AREA(ISUR)*RO*CO**2/VOL/VMNPA(I)/ZA/Z.
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31.	 E5	 FORMAT ( g("	 15X , • OVERALL REVERBERATION TIME ' / / 10X9'T IME• ,16X
32.	 Er" PRMS')	 -r
33. PRM S I=( N AM*PO**2*C O**4)**0.E	 {
C 0 N T I N U E
35.	 00	 70	 NWN =I,NAM
36 .
	
- - T_ T40 Ty
37. _	 PNT_(CEXP_t-CZANN(NWN)*WNMCtNWN *T)*COS(WNMCINWN) *T) 	^x
3E.	 E *CZANN(NWN)*SIN(WNMC(NWN)*T))*PNT
39.	 PNT_PNT*CONJG(PNT) 	 -;4C. ---r_	 PN=REAL ( PNT)+PN
41.	 IF(NWN.EO,ITPN=1.0	
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